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1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with an asymmetry between positive and negative sentences in discourse.1 The licensing of certain propositional anaphora is contingent on the polarity of their antecedent clause. I call them Polarity-Sensitive
Anaphora (PSAs). Among these are polar additives (Klima (1964)) and polarity
particles (Farkas and Bruce (2010); Roelofsen and Farkas (2015)).
(1)

Polar additives
(2)
a. Mary slept.
(i) So did Dalia.
(ii) #Neither did Dalia.
b. Mary didn’t sleep.
(i) #So did Dalia.
(ii) Neither did Dalia.

Agreement with polarity particles
a. Mary slept.
(i) Yes, she slept.
(ii) #No, she slept.
b. Mary didn’t sleep.
(i) Yes, she didn’t sleep.
(ii) No, she didn’t sleep.

Polar additives are polarity-sensitive in their licensing: Positive polar additives with so are available with a positive antecedent (1-a), but not with a
negative one (1-b), whereas neither shows the opposite pattern. Polarity particles (PolPs) are polarity-sensitive in their interpretation. In a positive context
(2-a), only yes, but not no can be used to agree with the antecedent. In the
negative context, this contrast is neutralized (Ginzburg and Sag (2000); Roelofsen and Farkas (2015)) and either polarity particle can be used to agree. These
asymmetries lead me to two questions: 1. How can the polarity-sensitivity of
PSAs be accounted for? 2. What renders a sentence positive/negative for the
purposes of discourse and how might that be captured theoretically?
1. PSAs: Following analyses of PolPs as anaphora to propositional content
(Ginzburg and Sag (2000); Krifka (2013); Roelofsen and Farkas (2015)), I am
treating PSAs as propositional anaphora. A minimal semantic theory of propositional anaphora would be based on a standard conception in terms of sets of
worlds, an unstructured representation, which couldn’t make the relevant polarity distinctions.
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2. Discourse polarity: The phenomenon of discourse negativity is influenced by syntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors. Klima (1964) argued that
licensing contexts for negative PSAs should be characterized in syntactic terms,
based on the fact that they couldn’t be licensed by lexical entailments.
(3)

Non-licensing by lexical entailments:
B:
A: Peter failed the test.
↔ Peter didn’t pass the test.

# Neither did I.
(I didn’t pass the test either)
# No, he didn’t. (Agreeing)

A’s utterance in (3) introduces the proposition that Peter failed the test. Given
satisfaction of the presuppositions, (3) should be equivalent to the negative paraphrase Peter didn’t pass the test. If PSAs involved propositional anaphora that
could be formalized purely in terms of sets of worlds, we might expect this context to license negative PSAs, which is not the case.
Further, negative PSAs may be licensed by sentences in which negation is
outscoped by another operator.
(4)

a.

b.

High-scoping modals:
A: I shouldn’t go alone.
B: Me neither. (I shouldn’t go alone either.)
No, you really shouldn’t.
Quantified pronouns:
A: We all didn’t sleep.
B: Me neither. (I didn’t sleep either.)
No, you truly didn’t

(□ > ¬), (¬ ̸> □)

(∀ > ¬), (¬ ̸> ∀)

Horn (1989) suggests that cases like (4-a) pose problems for any purely
semantic (i.e. non-syntactic) account of sentential negation. Note that negation is outscoped not only in the antecedent, but also in the interpretation of
the anaphoric expression. The content that is picked up anaphorically includes
the meaning components introduced by negation and the outscoping operator.
Therefore, this data provides a challenge to semantic accounts that assume that
negative PSAs are anaphoric to a proposition that is in the scope of negation.
While non-licensing by entailment and the outscoping-cases pressure towards
an account that can capture the relevant surface-based generalizations, other licensing contexts pressure against a purely syntactic account. These are cases
where negative PSAs are licensed by antecedents that do not contain overt
negation, like the cases that Kroll (2016) identifies as contexts licensing polarityreversals in sluicing, such as contexts involving neg-raising.
(5)

Neg-raising:
I don’t think Mary exercises, …
a. …and neither do I.
b. …No, she really doesn’t.

(I don’t exercise either.)
(Mary really doesn’t exercise.)

If we assume that neg-raising is a meaning-based phenomenon that isn’t derived
syntactically (following Gajewski (2007)), the neg-raising cases pose a serious

challenge for a syntactic characterization of sentential negativity that imposes
constraints on the morphosyntactic expression of negation.2
The heterogeneity of factors influencing discourse polarity suggests a semantic level of representation that may capture both contextual influences and relevant morphosyntactic factors. To achieve this, I introduce a representation of the
polarity of propositional anaphora in the framework of Compositional Discourse
Representation Theory (CDRT, cf. Muskens (1996)) enriched with hyperintensional propositional discourse referents (based on Thomason (1980)).

2 Informal Account
CDRT with hyperintensional propositional discourse referents (drefs) provides
a way of making reference to positive and negative propositions in discourse,
connecting information from the linguistic context, the semantic content of the
proposition, and the information whether the proposition was introduced by
a negative sentence. Roelofsen and Farkas (2015) (R&F) suggest representing
polarity on the level of propositional discourse referents, analogously to Farkas
and Zec’s (1995) treatment of gender features on pronouns, in which discourse
referents function as a level of representation that incorporate both semantic
and morphosyntactic sources of gender specification. The account presented here
gives a formal foundation to the [+/−] distinction for polarity of propositional
anaphora suggested in R&F.
This distinction is conceptualized here in terms of propositional drefs as referring to hyperintensional propositions in the sense of Thomason (1980), i.e.
atomic propositional objects. In Thomason’s spirit, I add not one, but two basic
types for positive and negative propositions. Propositions are related to their
truth-conditional content (i.e. a set of worlds) by means of a content-function.
This provides a way of making reference to propositional content in discourse,
while referencing the information whether the propositional dref was introduced
by a positive or a negative sentence. The lexical entries of natural language
expressions guarantee that a sentence involving negation introduces a negative
propositional dref and a sentence without negation introduces a positive propositional dref. This is achieved on the level of type-theory, as the interpretation
of the discourse would otherwise result in a type-mismatch.
2

Other cases that could be viewed as cases of contextually introduced negativity are
given in (i). Unlike neg-raising, these cases receive mixed acceptability judgments
and require further empirical study.
(i)
a. after Kroll (2016):
1)
I don’t remember being scared. And neither was my dog.
2)
Love yourself, or neither will anybody else.
b. Jim McCloskey (p.c.):
However, he moved here without knowing a word of English, and neither
did his mom or his sister.

3 Outline of the formal account
3.1 Hyperintensional CDRT
Thomason (1980) introduced hyperintensionality to account for non-closure under entailment for complements of belief-statements. Entailment is defined over
sets of worlds, and introducing a basic type of propositions p as primitive objects
achieves that propositions don’t participate in entailment relations any more.
Similarly, proportional polarity can be distinguished on the level of type theory, if we assume a two-sorted domain of basic propositional objects: Dp+ , Dp− .
We yield hyperintensional propositional drefs, which allow us to make reference
to propositions of a certain polarity in discourse. A negative dref couldn’t be
derived by entailment from a positive one, or vice versa. The analysis captures
the selective nature of PSAs, and rules out cases where they are not licensed as
type mismatches.
Hyperintensional propositions are related to their truth-conditional content
(represented as a set of worlds) by a content-function, which assigns a relation
wt for each proposition p ∈ Dp+ ∪ Dp− .
(6)

Content function:
Contp(wt) , for p ∈ {p+ , p− }, s.t. for any proposition p, Cont(p) is the
set of worlds that is the ‘content’ of p, i.e. the set of worlds in which p is
true.

(6) only defines the shape of the function, i.e. its type. Whatever actually is the
set of worlds associated with a basic propositional object will be constrained by
the interpretation of linguistic expression in discourse.
The formalization of the proposed hyperintensional dynamic system adapts
the dynamic Ty2 Logic introduced as the Logic of Change in Muskens (1996).
Including reference to propositions, I am closely following Brasoveanu’s (2010)
implementation of this system.3
The system uses six basic types: t (truth-values), e (entities), w (possible
worlds), p+ (positive propositions), p− (negative propositions), and s (variable
assignments). A dref for individuals υ is a function of type se from assignments
is to individuals xe (subscripts on terms indicate their type). Accordingly, the
individual υse (is ) is the individual that the assignment i assigns to the dref υ. A
dref for positive propositions π + is a function of type sp+ from assignments is
to positive propositions p+ . and a dref for negative propositions π − is a function
of type sp− from assignments is to negative propositions p− .
Natural language sentences are interpreted as DRSs, which are defined as
binary relations of type s(st) between input state is and output state js , where
discourse states are variable assignments. A DRS contains a list of new discourse
referents (υ1 , . . . , υn ), and a series of conditions of type st, i.e. properties of
discourse states (C1 , . . . , Cn ). With these parts, a DRS is defined as follows:
3

I will be manipulating singleton information states/variable assignments, as opposed
to the plural information states employed by Brasoveanu.

(7)

[υ1 , . . . , υn | C1 , . . . , Cn ] :=
λis .λjs .i[υ1 , . . . , υn ]j ∧ C1 (j) ∧ · · · ∧ Cn (j)

(7) is defined in terms of the introduction of multiple drefs, which relies of
dynamic conjunction, which in turn is defined as relation composition.
(8)

a.
b.

Introducing multiple drefs:
[υ1 , . . . , υn ] := [υ1 ]; . . . ; [υn ]
Dynamic conjunction:
D; D′ := λis .λjs .∃hs .D(i)(h) ∧ D′ (h)(j)

(9) illustrates how a dynamic predicate is interpreted as a condition on an assignment i by relating it to the corresponding static predicate and its arguments
to their referents in the context of i.
(9)

Predicates with their arguments as basic conditions (type st):
sleepπ {υ} :=
λis .∀w ∈ Cont(π(i)).sleepe(wt) (υ(i))(w),
for υ ∈ Terms(we) , π ∈ Termsp , where p ∈ {p+ , p− }

To be standardly evaluated wrt their truth and satisfaction, propositions are
related to their truth-conditional content by means of the content-function. This
function relates hyperintensional propositions to a set of worlds in which they
are true and is constrained by the semantics of any expressions making reference
to the proposition.
Although this system uses Thomason’s (1980) basic idea of introducing a
basic type of propositions, hyperintensional CDRT is different from the logical
system Thomason introduces (intentional logic). This is so, because this is a
dynamic system, and because it doesn’t relate hyperintensional propositions to
truth-values directly, but instead to the set of worlds in which they are true.4
3.2 Negative sentences in hyperintensional CDRT
The introduction of a negative propositional dref in a basic negative sentence
(10) is ensured by the semantics of a negative expression like sentential negation.
(10)

Mary doesn’t sleep.

The semantics of negation introduces a propositional dref π + , the content of
which is the set of worlds in which its prejacent is true. The result of combining
negation with its prejacent requires an intensional argument, another proposition, which is negative due to an argument restriction of the negative operator.
4

Fox and Lappin (2008) point out that Thomason’s intentional logic cannot do what
it is intended to to, i.e. distinguishing between distinct, but logically equivalent,
propositions. This is shown based on the algebraic properties of the used meaning
postulates, which relate hyperintensional propositions to truth-values (Dp 7→ 2).
Unlike intentional logic, hyperintensional CDRT has an intensional layer, and a
content-funtion ((Dp+ ∪ Dp− ) 7→ Dwt ). This allows distinct propositional objects to
be related to the same content and avoids the problems Fox and Lappins identify
for Thomason’s intentional logic.

(11)

notpt,p- t ⇝5
−
+
+
−
+
- .[π
λPpt .λπ1p
2p- ]; P(π2 ); [Cont{π1 } ∩ Cont{π2 } = ∅]

The truth-conditions of negation are introduced by the condition that the content of the positive propositional dref corresponding to the prejacent be disjoint
from the content of the negative propositional dref corresponding to the matrix
sentence. As a working solution, I am assuming a declarative operator, providing
a propositional argument of the type required by its prejacent (negative in the
case of (10)). Overall, the contribution of (11) guarantees that the matrix propositional dref corresponding to a negated sentence will be negative, and that the
embedded positive dref is counterfactual. It therefore accounts for the anaphoric
potential and the truth-conditions of a negated sentence, illustrated in (12):
(12)
dec(not(M ary sleep)) ⇝
π1− , π2+ , υ
υ = M arye
sleepπ+ {υ}
2
−
Cont{π1 } ∩ Cont{π2+ } = ∅
ϕ@ ⊆ Cont{π1− }

Here, the DP Mary introduces the individual dref υ corresponding to the entity
marye . In terms of truth-conditions, it ensures that υ refers to marye . The verb
contributes the condition that υ sleeps in Cont{π2+ }. Negation introduces the
positive propositional dref π2+ corresponding to the prejacent of negation, and
the condition that the contents of π1− and π2+ are disjoint. The declarative operator introduces the negative propositional dref π1− corresponding to the matrix
sentence, and it ensures that Cont{π1− } is entailed by the common ground. The
propositional dref corresponding to the overall sentence is negative because the
declarative operator provides a negative intensional argument π1− as required
by its prejacent. To account for the differences between positive and negative
sentences, the declarative operator is assumed to flexibly introduce a positive or
negative propositional dref, depending on the requirements of its prejacent.
This allows for an account of cases in which negation is outscoped, because
the requirements on the intensional argument are passed up to the declarative
operator across an outscoping quantifier. This is illustrated for a negative sentence with a quantified pronominal subject (13-a), and the assumed semantics
for we all as a quantifier of type e(pt), (pt) in (13-b).
(13)
a. We all didn’t sleep.
b. we all ⇝
λPe(pt) .λπp .[all(W Eπ , P(π))]
(where W Eπ is the set of entities denoted by ‘we’ in π)
Note that the intensional argument of (13-b) is flexible in type: it could be positive or negative. Further, the same π that the quantifier receives as an argument
is passed as an argument of its prejacent P. The requirements that P imposes
on the type of π will therefore also be requirements on the argument of we all.
5

Boldface types are appreviations of CDRT dynamic meta-types (cf. Brasoveanu
(2010)). e: se, t: s(st), p+ : sp+ , p- : sp− , and p: sp for p ∈ {p+ , p− }.

Because the subject plausibly has moved across negation and rigidly scopes
from its surface position, I am assuming the structure in (14) along with the
semantics for the moved quantifier and its lower copy in (15), based on a standard
semantics for QR/movement.
(14)

.
dec
we allυ
not

(15)

tυ

a.
b.

tυ ⇝ λPe(p+ t) .P (υ)
we allυ ⇝
λPpt .λπp .[all(W Eπ , λυe .P(π))]

exercise

Accordingly, the interpretation of (13-a) can be given as (16).
(16)
a. We all don’t exercise.
b. dec(we all(not(tυ exercise))) ⇝


(∀ > ¬)

π1−


π2+


−
+ 
all 
W Eπ1− , λυe . Cont{π1 } = Cont{π2 } 
exerciseπ+ {υ}
2

ϕ@ ⊆ Cont{π1− }

In (16), the quantifier takes scope over negation. The intensional argument of the
quantifier is fed forward to its prejacent. It therefore has to be of the right type
to satisfy the requirement of its prejacent, in (16), the requirement of negation.
As in the simple negative case above, the propositional dref introduced by dec
has to be negative in order to avoid a type mismatch.
3.3 PSAs
We can capture the anaphoric requirements of positive and negative PSAs. Consider the following approximation for the semantics of the polar additives so and
neither,6 where underlined variables indicate that they are pronouns and require
a suitable antecedent in context.
(17)

a.
b.

so ⇝
λPp+ t .λπ1+ .P(π1+ ); [parallel{π1+ , π2+ }]
neither ⇝
λPp+ t .λπ1− .not(P)(π1− ); [parallel{π1− , π2− }]

Consider (18) and (19), a discourse where neither is licensed.
(18)
Mary didn’t sleep.
(19)
Neither did Dalia sleep.
π1− , π2+ , υ1
π3− , π4+ , υ2
υ1 = M arye
υ2 = Daliae
sleepπ+ {υ1 }
sleepπ4 {υ2 }
2
−
+
Cont{π
3 } ∩ Cont{π4 } = ∅
Cont{π1 } ∩ Cont{π2 } = ∅
parallel{π3 , π5− }
6

I am not accounting for the additive presupposition here, which is folded in to the
relation parallel(π1 , π2 ). It is assumed to be satisfied if additive presupposition is
satisfied. I am also not accounting for (interaction with) VPE at this point.

(18) crucially introduces a negative propositional dref π1− , s.t. Mary didn’t sleep
in the content of π1− . (19) involves a negative propositional anaphor π5− , requiring
a negative antecedent in discourse, which is provided in context of (18). Its
resolution is illustrated in (20).

(20)

π1− , π2+ , υ1 , π3− , π4+ , υ2
υ1 = M arye
sleepπ+ {υ1 }
2
Cont{π1− } ∩ Cont{π2+ } = ∅
υ2 = Daliae
sleepπ4 {υ2 }
Cont{π3 } ∩ Cont{π4 } = ∅
parallel{π3 , π1− }

Merging DRSs and resolving anaphor:

In a positive context (21), neither is not licensed (22).
(21)

Mary slept.

(22)

π1+ , υ1
υ1 = M arye
sleepπ+ {υ1 }
1

Neither did Dalia sleep.
π2− , π3+ , υ2
υ2 = Daliae
sleepπ+ {υ2 }
3
Cont{π2− } ∩ Cont{π3+ } = ∅
parallel{π2− , π4− }

(21) is the representation of a positive sentence, crucially only introducing
one positive propositional dref π1+ , s.t. Mary slept in the content of π1+ . As
above, the anaphor introduced by neitherπ5− , requires a negative antecedent in
discourse, which is not provided in the context of (21). Its resolution fails, as
illustrated in (23).

(23)

π1+ , υ1 , π2− , π3+ , υ2
υ = M arye
sleepπ {υ}
υ2 = Daliae
sleepπ+ {υ2 }
3
Cont{π2− } ∩ Cont{π3+ } = ∅
parallel{π2− , π4− }

No suitable antecedent for π4− :

In order to account for the unavailability of so in negative contexts, there needs
to be a restriction that propositional anaphora can only make reference to drefs
introduced on matrix level, but not to embedded drefs.
(24)

Mary didn’t sleep.
π1− , π2+ , υ1
υ1 = M arye
sleepπ+ {υ1 }
2
Cont{π1− } ∩ Cont{π2+ } = ∅

(25)

So did Dalia sleep.
π3+ , υ2
υ2 = Daliae
sleepπ+ {υ2 }
3
parallel{π3+ , π4+ }
+
ϕ@
w ⊆ Cont{π3 }

(24) makes two propositional drefs available: one negative one that is asserted
to the common ground π1− and a positive, counterfactual one corresponding
to the prejacent π2+ . In order to account for the non-licensing of the anaphor
introduced by so π3+ , we need to assume that it couldn’t be anaphoric to the
embedded counterfactual proposition.
This shows how my system captures the polarity-sensitivity of PSAs in a
basic way. The account put forward in my paper is a fully formal analysis of positive and negative polarity for propositional drefs in discourse. This is achieved
by introducing an intermediate representation of hyperintensional propositions,
following Thomason (1980). The way this is implemented here is using a twosorted domain of positive and negative hyperintensional propositions as a way
of making reference to propositional content in discourse, while preserving the
information whether the propositional dref was introduced by a positive or a
negative sentence.

4 Comparison with previous approaches
In this section, I am comparing the suggested account with previous analyses of
the interaction of negation and the propositional anaphor in PSAs, particularly
with accounts of PolPs. Whereas these previous studies have focused on giving
an analysis of the anaphoric expressions that explains the patterns of polaritysensitivity, I will focus the discussion here on the empirical coverage with respect
to different kinds of licensing contexts.
4.1 Roelofsen and Farkas (2015)
Roelofsen and Farkas (2015) (R&F) assume that PolPs take two propositional
arguments: one is provided by a prejacent clause, another is retrieved anaphorically. PolPs may bear two kinds of features placing constraints on the polarity
of their propositional arguments. Absolute polarity features [+/−] constrain the
polarity of the response by means of a presupposition that the prejacent be positive or negative, respectively. Relative polarity features [agree/reverse] place
requirements on the polarity of the response relative to the antecedent by means
of a presupposition that the prejacent have the same polarity as the prejacent or
opposite polarity, respectively. They account for the typology of particle-based
answering systems by assuming that PolPs in any given language may lexicalize
absolute or relative polarity features, or a combination of both.7
R&F suggest that a propositional discourse referent is interpreted as negative
in case negation is the highest-scoping operator in the clause that introduces it.
The system presented here is a development of an account like that, and embeds a
7

(i)

The requirements imposed by these features can be implemented in the proposed
system as shown below:
Absolute polarity features impose a certain polarity on the prejacent:
a. [+] ⇝ λPp+ t .λπ1+ .P(π1+ )
b. [−] ⇝ λPp- t .λπ1− .P(π2− )

polarity distinction on propositional drefs in a fully formalized system that allows
capturing more fine-grained generalizations about what makes a propositional
dref positive or negative.
The compositional system introduced here could be adapted to introduce the
same distinctions in terms of features on drefs as opposed to different ontological
types. I assume that a parallel system could be built with a binary feature instead
of a two-sorted ontology, and that it should cover the same empirical data.
Therefore, I take the system presented here to be an implementation of the [+/−]
polarity distinction assumed in R&F, which is one of the main contributions of
the analysis presented in this paper.
Since both R&F and hyperintensional CDRT rely on propositional drefs,
which have to be introduced by linguistic expressions and cannot be derived
by entailment, both accounts can account for non-licensing by entailment. The
account in this paper extends the empirical coverage of licensing contexts to those
in which negation is outscoped. However, both R&F and hyperintensional CDRT
require an expression of sentential negation. Therefore, neither is equipped to
account for cases of contextually introduced negativity, such as neg-raising cases.
4.2 Semantic approaches
The propositional anaphor approach in Krifka (2013) is a purely semantic account of polarity particles. For Krifka, the characteristic of a negative sentence
in discourse is that it introduces a discourse referent under negation, which is
taken to be false wrt the common ground, in addition to a matrix propositional
dref, which is taken to be true. The neutralization of the contrast between positive and negative polarity particles in the context of negative antecedents is
accounted for by assuming that polarity particles may pick up either the matrix
propositional dref, or the counterfactual one corresponding to the prejacent of
negation.
Roelofsen and Farkas (to appear) present arguments against this approach
that are relevant to the treatment of polarity particles. In terms of licensing
contexts, this more semantic analysis can account for neg-raising cases, but faces
problems with cases where negation is outscoped.
Since in neg-raising, the proposition introduced by the complement of the
neg-raising verb will be interpreted as false wrt the common ground, this account
can quite readily be extended to neg-raising cases. Based on this analysis, we
would similarly expect cases like (26) to license negative PSAs.
(ii)

Relative polarity features constrain the relationship between prejacent and antecedent:
a. [rev] ⇝ λPp+ t .λπ1+ .[Cont{π1+ } = Cont{π2− }]; P(π1+ )
b.

[rev] ⇝ λPp- t .λπ1− .[Cont{π1+ } = Cont{π2− }]; P(π1− )
[agr] ⇝ λPp+ t .λπ1+ .[Cont{π1+ } = Cont{π2+ }]; P(π1+ )
[agr] ⇝ λPp- t .λπ1− .[Cont{π1− } = Cont{π2− }]; P(π1− )

(26)

It’s a lie that Mary slept.
a. Neither did I.
b. No, she truly didn’t.

Because this account relies on the distinction between propositional content that
is in the scope of negation vs. matrix propositions, the cases where a negative
PSA picks up propositional content that includes the meaning contribution of
an outscoping operator poses a challenge for this account.
4.3 Neg-raising as a challenge for hyperintensional CDRT
The fact that the introduction of a negative propositional dref is tied to an
overt instance of negation is an issue in the case of neg-raising: Since negation
in neg-raising cases is expressed in a higher clause, we cannot straightforwardly
capture such cases. There are two possibilities of addressing that in this system.
One would be a syntactic analysis of neg-raising, under which negation is actually introduced in the lower clause (see Collins and Postal (2014)). Another
possibility would be a a bridging analysis, under which a negative propositional
dref corresponding to the neg-rainsing complement is introduced via a bridginginference. A third way would be abandoning an account that represents morphosyntactic information for a more semantic account. Given that the purely
semantic account of PSAs in terms of propositional anaphora also face problems, the question which of these routes to take should be addressed in further
research on this phenomenon.

5 Conclusion
This paper establishes that the phenomenon of discourse polarity, in particular sentential negativity (conceived of as discourse negativity) is influenced by
complex factors, some of them syntactic, semantic and pragmatic in nature. I
argued that this multitude of conditioning factors pushes us towards a way of
making reference to propositions in discourse via an intermediate level of representation that connects information from the linguistic context, the semantic
content of the proposition, and the information whether the proposition was introduced by a negative sentence. I suggested that the possibility of contextual,
non-overt licensing pushes us towards involving a representation of the context;
that non-licensing by entailment or the situational context pushes us towards
requiring a semantic representation of negativity, that has to be linguistically
introduced; and that the generalization over the relative scope between negation
and the sentence radical suggests the representation needs to be sensitive to
some structural information as well.
Here, I provided an analysis using a level of interpretation that is amenable
to contextual manipulations (although more work needs to be done to capture
contextual cases like neg-raising). It has the desired effects of not allowing for
licensing by entailment, while capturing the outscoping cases. This analysis captures some of the central generalizations and gives a formal foundation for a
distinction of polarity for propositional discourse referents.
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Abstract. We consider LARS, a Logic-based framework for Analytic Reasoning
over Streams, which has been shown to have expressiveness equivalent to the one
of finite state automata and monadic second order (MSO) logic. This three way
correspondence was partly generalised by Droste and Gastin for the weighted
equivalents, namely for weighted automata and weighted MSO. We introduce
weighted LARS and show equivalence of weighted automata to a fragment of
it. As a result of this connection we obtain a new and intuitive understanding of
weighted automata. The possibility of practical use of weighted LARS is touched
upon.

1

Introduction

In Answer Set Programming (ASP) and stream reasoning frameworks with answer
set semantics, like the Logic-based framework for Analytic Reasoning over Streams
(LARS) [2] or temporal Datalog [6], one is often interested in generating a minimal
explanation for the found facts and/or a prediction for future events; more generally it
is about finding an interpretation that is a solution of a set of rules, while asserting minimal amounts of additional information. The rules can encode constraints to be satisfied,
given facts or causal relations between facts.
We extend LARS with a more general, weighted syntax and semantics, which allows us to specify weighted LARS formulae that do not assign a qualitative value (i.e.
truth) to a given interpretation, but a quantitative value (e.g. real number, subset of a
set). This quantitative value can be seen as a measure of some quantity entailed by an
interpretation. Among the possibilities of interpreting this value are cost, gain or probability of the interpretation. Further one can also see it as a more fine grained description
(than just “true” or “false”) of the quality of the solution, leading to the possibility of
expressing optimisation problems over the set of answers of a program. Further we can
use weighted formulae as a means of specifying a probability measure over the set of
solutions, leading to probabilistic conclusions.
Example 1 (Travelling). Our running example is the following. Assume we have a
friend of whom we know that she is travelling between some cities in a set Cities,
starting in Berlin and ending in London. Further she tells us which means of transport
from a set Transports she is using to get from one city to the next. If we now want
to design a LARS program that tells us possible sequences of cities that our friend has

visited we could use the following constraints
_
2
in(city) ← >,
city∈Cities

⊥←3

_

city1,city2∈Cities,city16=city2

in(city1) ∧ in(city2)

The two above rules ensure that our friend is in exactly one city at each timepoint.
Further we need to ensure that we model the fact that one can not travel between some
cities using some means of transport and that our friend always changes city. Therefore
we add for each city1, city2 ∈ Cities and for each possible transport ∈ Transports
the rules
⊥ ←@T in(city1) ∧ @T +1 in(city2)

∧ ¬possible travel(transport, city1, city2) ∧ travel(transport),

⊥ ←@T in(city1) ∧ @T +1 in(city1).

In order to model the fact that we know the starting and end city we use

3(

next

@0 in(Berlin) ← >,

2⊥ ∧ in(London)) ← >.

If we are now further interested minimum amount of money that our friend must have
spend, we can specify a weighted LARS formula, that gives us this information.
In the scope of this paper we do not go deep into the possible practical applications of our framework. Instead we prove a fragment of it to be equivalent to weighted
automata, showing that the calculations performed by a weighted automaton can be
modelled as a process consisting of three distinct steps.
In the following we first go over some preliminaries, before we introduce the weighted
LARS formalism. A fragment of this formalism is shown to be equivalent to weighted
automata. We finish with a discussion of the meaning of the equivalence and practical
usability of weighted LARS.

2 Preliminaries
LARS [2] is a stream reasoning framework, in which facts are true in some subset of
a set of considered time points. For our purposes those input facts are expressed by
propositional variables (atoms) from a finite set P. Interpretations of LARS formulae
are formalised by the notion of a stream S, which is pair (T, v), where T ⊂ N is the
finite set of time points to be considered and v is a function from T to the powerset 2P .
The valuation v represents which atoms are true at a given timepoint.
Streams can be restricted using window functions from a finite set W . A window
function w given a stream S = (T, v) and a timepoint t returns a stream w(S, t) =
(T 0 , v 0 ). This stream has to be a substream of S, that is T 0 ⊆ T and ∀t ∈ T 0 : v 0 (t) ⊆
v(t).
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Definition 1 (LARS Syntax and Semantics) LARS formulae are defined by the grammar
α ::= p | ¬α | α ∧ α | α ∨ α | 3α | 2α | @t α | w α,
where t ∈ N, p ∈ P and w ∈ W .
Given a pair (S, t) of a stream S = (T, v) and a time point t ∈ T we define
satisfaction of a LARS formula α by I = (S, t), in symbols (S, t) |= α, inductively
I |= p

iff

I |= α ∧ β

iff

I |= ¬α

iff

I |= α ∨ β

iff

p ∈ v(t), for p ∈ P

I |= 3α

iff

I |= @t0 α

iff

I 6|= α

I |= 2α

iff

I |= α or I |= β

I |= w α

iff

I |= α and I |= β

A LARS program is a finite set Π of rules r of the form

∃t0 ∈ T : (S, t0 ) |= α

∀t0 ∈ T : (S, t0 ) |= α
(S, t0 ) |= α

(w(I), t) |= α

r = α ← β,

where α, β are LARS formulae. A rule r is satisfied at a time point t, by a stream S
(written (S, t) |= r) if
(S, t) |= β → α.

Programs are seen as the conjunction of their rules, when it comes to satisfiability,
meaning that a stream S satisfies a program Π at time t (written (S, t) |= Π) if
∀r ∈ Π : (S, t) |= r.

Given a program Π we distinguish between intensional and extensional atoms,
which are atoms respectively occurring and not occurring in the head of some rule.
The sets containing these atoms are denoted by P I and P ε . A data stream is a stream
D = (T, v) whose valuation v only asserts extensional atoms, i.e. ∀t ∈ T : v(t) ⊆ P ε .
A stream S is then an interpretation stream of D, iff D is a substream of S and the valuations of S and D agree for all extensional atoms. Equivalently if πP ε is the window
function, which projects streams to their extensional part, defined by
πP ε ((T, v), t) = (T, t 7→ v(t) ∩ P ε )

it holds that S is an interpretations stream of D iff

D = πP ε (S, 0).
We define stable model semantics, by using the notion of a reduct of a program Π
w.r.t. a pair (S, t) given by
Π S,t = {r ∈ Π | (S, t) |= β} .

Then a stream S is an answer stream for a program Π, a time t given a data stream
D iff S satisfies Π at t, S is an interpretation stream of D, and there does not exist an
interpretation stream S 0 of D that is a strict substream of S and fulfils (S 0 , t) |= Π S,t .
We denote the set of answer streams of a program Π at time t given data stream D by
AS(Π, D, t).
A further more detailed description of LARS can be found in the full paper by Beck
et al. [2].
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3

Weighted LARS

For a weighted LARS formula α its semantics JαKR (S, t) is not necessarily defined as
its evaluation over the boolean algebra B = ({⊥, >}, ∨, ∧, ⊥, >), but as its evaluation
over any semiring R = (R, ⊕, ⊗, e⊕ , e⊗ ).
Definition 2 (Semiring) A semiring R = (R, ⊕, ⊗, e⊕ , e⊗ ) is a set R equipped with
two binary operations ⊕ and ⊗, called addition and multiplication, such that
–
–
–
–

(R, ⊕) is a commutative monoid with identity element e⊕ ,
(R, ⊗) is a monoid with identity element e⊗ ,
multiplication left and right distributes over addition
and multiplication by e⊕ annihilates R, i.e. ∀r ∈ R : r ⊗ e⊕ = e⊕ = e⊕ ⊗ r.

A semiring is commutative if (R, ⊗) is commutative.
Popular examples are the semiring over the natural numbers (N, +, ·, 0, 1) and the
boolean algebra (B, ∨, ∧, ⊥, >).
In the following we implicitly assume that every semiring is commutative, since
otherwise terms like
O
x(t)
t∈T

are not well defined.
Defining a negation which behaves naturally also for non-binary truth values turns
out to be complicated in the context of general semirings [3]. In order to avoid this
complication we restrict ourselves to formulas, where negation occurs only directly in
front of atoms. Furthermore, numerical values k ∈ R from the semiring may occur
anywhere in the formula.

Definition 3 (Weighted LARS Syntax and Semantics) A weighted LARS formula over
a semiring R = (R, ⊕, ⊗, e⊕ , e⊗ ) is of the form
α ::= k | p | ¬p | α ∧ α | α ∨ α | 3α | 2α | @t α | w α,
where k ∈ R, p ∈ P and w ∈ W .
Given a weighted LARS formula α, a pair (S, t) of a stream S and a timepoint t and
a semiring R = (R, ⊕, ⊗, e⊕ , e⊗ ), the semantics of α w.r.t. (S, t) and R are defined
inductively by
JkKR (S, t) = k, for k ∈ R

e⊗ , if p ∈ v(t)
JpKR (S, t) =
, for p ∈ P
e⊕ , otherwise.

e⊕ , if p ∈ v(t)
J¬pKR (S, t) =
, for p ∈ P
e⊗ , otherwise.

Jα ∧ βKR (S, t) = JαKR (S, t) ⊗ JβKR (S, t)

Jα ∨ βKR (S, t) = JαKR (S, t) ⊕ JβKR (S, t)
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J@t0 αKR (S, t) = JαKR (S, t0 )
L
J3αKR (S, t) = t0 ∈T JαKR (S, t0 )
J2αKR (S, t) =

N

0
t0 ∈T JαKR (S, t )

Jw αKR (S, t) = JαKR (w (S, t), t)

For (possible negated) atoms the semantics is given by the truth value ⊥ or > in classical semantics, encoded as the identity element of addition e⊕ or multiplication e⊗
respectively. This encoding fits naturally, since falsehood corresponds to the empty disjunction and truth to the empty conjunction.
Observe that if we choose the boolean algebra B as the semiring R the weighted
semantics is equivalent to the unweighted one. In detail, let α some unweighted LARS
formula, then
JαKB (S, t) = > ⇐⇒ (S, t) |= α.
Note the difference in notation: For the unweighted version we use |=, since we have
boolean semantics. For the unweighted version this is avoided, since the general case
there is no boolean semantics and therefore no immediate definition for satisfaction.
We use this way of assigning a weight to a stream in order to define LARS measures
for streams and data streams.

Definition 4 (LARS Measure) A LARS measure hΠ, α, Ri consists of a LARS program Π, a weighted LARS formula α and a semiring R. The weight of a stream S for
Π at time t is then defined by
µ(S, t) = JαKR (S, t).

We extend this definition to a data stream D and time t via
M
µ(D, t) =
µ(S, t).
S∈AS(Π,D,t)

The name measure was chosen intentionally to highlight the relation to measure theory. µ can be seen as a measure on the set of pairs of data streams and time points.
One can then immediately extend our framework with existing ideas from measure and
probability theory, like random variables, probability distributions over the set of (answer) streams obtained as normalised measures, expected values and much more. This
is however outside of the scope of this paper.
Example 2 (Travelling cont.). We consider again the travelling example from the introduction. Now that we have LARS measures and weighted formulae defined we can give
a formula α which when evaluated over the semiring
R = ([0, ∞], min, +, ∞, 0)
gives us the minimum amount of money our friend must have spent. We choose
_
α = 2 travel(trans) ∧ in(from) ∧ next 3in(to) ∧ Cost(from, trans, to),

from,to∈Cities,trans∈Transports

where Cost(transport, city1, city2) is the cost of travelling from city1 to city2 using
transport. If Π is the LARS program containing the rules from the first part of the
example, then the LARS measure defined by hΠ, α, Ri gives us the minimal amount
of money spent by our friend, for a given data stream D, which tells us the means of
transport used.
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Relation to Weighted MSO and Weighted Automata

In the following we do not consider general window functions, but only the subclass
given by
W = {w1 ,w2 | w1 , w2 ∈ Z},
where

w1 ,w2 ((T, v), t) = (T ∩ [t − w1 , t + w2 ], v T ∩[t−w1 ,t+w2 ] ).

Definition 5 (Weighted Automaton [3]) A weighted automaton A over a finite alphabet A is a tuple hQ, λ, δ, γi, where Q is a finite set of states, λ, γ : Q → R and
δ : A∗ → RQ×Q a monoid homomorphism, for some semiring R = (R, ⊕, ⊗, e⊕ , e⊗ ).
Its behaviour is defined as
M
kAk : A∗ → R, w 7→
λ(q) ⊗ δ(w)q,q0 ⊗ γ(q 0 ) = λδ(w)γ.
q,q 0 ∈Q

Example 3 (Travelling cont.). We can model the minimum travelling cost example also
using a weighted automaton. We choose the alphabet
A = Transports,
and use as states the cities
Q = Cities.
We further know the costs δ(transport)city1,city2 = Cost(transport, city1, city2) of
going by transport from city1 to city2, which is ∞ when travel by transport is impossible or city1 = city2. We can now use a weighted automaton
A = hQ, λ, δ, γi
over alphabet A, where




0 if q = Berlin,
0 if q = London
λ(q) =
, γ(q) =
∞ otherwise
∞ otherwise

in order to model the problem of having a given sequence w ∈ A∗ of means of transportation that we one to use one after the other and finding the cheapest one. In order to
obtain the minimum we need to use the semiring
([0, ∞], min, +, ∞, 0)
since then the costs for the transportation from one city to the next are added and then
the minimum cost of a path from Berlin to London is chosen. For example
M
kAk((bus, boat)) =
λ(q) ⊗ δ((bus, boat))q,q0 ⊗ γ(q 0 )
q,q 0 ∈Q

= min
λ(q) + δ((bus, boat))q,q0 + γ(q 0 )
0
q,q ∈Q

= λ(Berlin) + min
δ(bus)Berlin,q∗ + δ(boat)q∗ ,London + γ(London)
∗
q ∈Q

= min
δ(bus)Berlin,q∗ + δ(boat)q∗ ,London
∗
q ∈Q
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would give us the minimal cost of going to London from Berlin, when one first takes a
bus and then a boat.
We have seen that we can model the travelling problem both with LARS measures
and with weighted automata. In the following we show, the problems solvable using a
weighted automaton are equivalent to a restricted class of LARS measures.
Theorem 1 (Reduction of Weighted Automata to LARS Measures). Given a weighted
automaton A over a finite alphabet A and semiring R, there exists a LARS measure
hΠ, α, Ri, s.t.
∀w ∈ A∗ : kAk(w) = µ ◦ τ (w),

where τ is a translation from words to pairs of data streams and time points, defined by


 
{wt+1 } if t < |w|
τ (w) =
[0, |w|], t 7→
,0
∅
otherwise

Proof (sketch). In the following we use next and prev as synonyms for −1,1 and
1,−1 respectively. We model the execution of A using the following program Π =
{r1 , r2 } and weighted LARS formula α = α1 ∧ α2 ∧ α3 , where


_
_
r1 =⊥ ← 3 
q ∧ q 0  , α1 =3
prev 2⊥ ∧ q ∧ λ(q),
r2 =2

_

q∈Q

q,q 0 ∈Q,q6=q 0

q ← >,

q∈Q

α2 =2

_

q,q 0 ∈Q,a∈A

α3 =3

_

q∈Q

q ∧ a ∧ next 3q 0 ∧ δ(a)q,q0 ,

next 2⊥ ∧ q ∧ γ(q).

The atoms a ∈ A are extensional while the rest of the atoms are intensional. We observe
that for an answer stream S = (T, v) ∈ AS(Π, τ (w)1 , 0) it holds that for each time
point t except the last there is exactly one a ∈ A, that is true (i.e. a ∈ v(t)), namely
wt . For the last time point none of the extensional atoms are true. This follows from
the fact that S is an interpretation stream of τ (w). Further, due to the rules {r1 , r2 }
we have only those streams as answer streams, s.t. at every time point it holds, that
there is exactly one q ∈ Q. So intuitively an answer stream corresponds to a path in
the execution of the automaton. We refer to the extensional atom and intensional atom
holding at time t as a(t) and q(t) respectively.
The subformula α1 gives us the contribution of the initial state, α2 the contribution
of the path between the initial and final state, w.r.t. to the word a, and α3 gives the
contribution of the final state. So overall α gives us the weight of the path represented
by the stream S:
JαKR (S, 0) = λ(q(0)) ⊗

|T |−2

O
t=0

δ(a(t))q(t),q(t+1) ⊗ γ(q(|T | − 1)

Thus if we sum over all interpretation answer streams we get the sum over all paths,
obtaining µ ◦ τ (w) = λδ(w)γ.
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We proceed to prove the other direction of encodability, by expressing weighted LARS
formulae via restricted weighted MSO formulae, a class of weighted formulae which
has been shown to be equivalent to weighted automata [3]. Restricted weighted MSO
formulae are formulae where universal quantification can only be used in a restricted
fashion, namely one can only universally quantify first order variables. Further for universal quantification over a first order variable to be allowed it is necessary that the
semantics of the quantified formula only takes finitely many values [3].
Before we consider the whole encoding, we define a translation for weighted LARS
formulae to weighted MSO and prove the invariance of the semantics under translation.
First however we need to state a lemma proven by Droste and Gastin
Lemma 6 (Classical MSO in weighted MSO [3]). For each classical MSO formula φ
there exists a weighted MSO formula T (φ), s.t.
JT (φ)K = 1L(φ) ,

where 1L(φ) is equal to e⊗ for all words w ∈ L(φ) and equal to e⊕ otherwise.

In the following we use T (φ) to refer to the weighted MSO equivalent of a classical
MSO formula φ.
Definition 7 (Translation from LARS to MSO) Let f : LARSw × 2N
M SO(R, A) defined recursively by

2

×N

×N →

f (k, W, n) =k
W
a ∈ Pε
s∈2P ε ,a∈s Ps (xn )
f (a, W, n) =
xn ∈ A
otherwise.
V
a ∈ Pε
s∈2P ε ,a∈s ¬Ps (xn )
f (¬a, W, n) =
¬xn ∈ A
otherwise.

f (α ∧ β, W, n) =f (α, W, n) ∧ f (β, W, n)
f (α ∨ β, W, n) =f (α, W, n) ∨ f (β, W, n)

f (3α, W, n) =∃xn+1 .f (α, W, n + 1)


^
∧T 
xk ≤ xn+1 + w1 ∧ xn+1 ≤ xk + w2 
(w1 ,w2 ,k)∈W

f (2α, W, n) =∀xn+1 .f (α, W, n + 1)


^
∧T 
xk ≤ xn+1 + w1 ∧ xn+1 ≤ xk + w2 
(w1 ,w2 ,k)∈W



∨ T ¬

^

(w1 ,w2 ,k)∈W

xk ≤ xn+1 + w1 ∧ xn+1 ≤ xk + w2 

f (w1 ,w2 α, W, n) =f (α, W ∪ {(w1 , w2 , n)}, n)

For a weighted LARS formula α we define its translation to weighted MSO by
f (α) = f (α, ∅, 0).
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Note that in the previous definition we use formulae of the form x ≥ y + c for some
c ∈ N although addition is not defined in weighted MSO. However addition of a constant and therefore comparison of a variable and a sum of a variable and a constant is
definable.
x > y ≡y ≥ x ∧ ¬x ≥ y


y > x ∧ ¬∃z : y > z ∧ z > x
for c = 1
y =x+c≡
∃z : z = x + (c − 1) ∧ y = z + 1 for c > 1
Using the above we can define comparisons.
x ≥ y + c ≡∃z : z = y + c ∧ x ≥ z

x ≤ y + c ≡∃z : z = y + c ∧ x ≤ z ∨ ¬∃z : z = y + c

This can also be extended to c ∈ Z.
Lemma 8 (Invariance of the formal power series under translation). For the translation function f it holds that the semantics of any weighted LARS formula α is invariant under translation using f :
∀S, t : JαKR (S, t) = Jf (α)KR (σ(S, t)),

where σ(S, t) = (σ1 (S, t), σ2 (S, t)) is defined by
σ1 (S, t)i ={a | a ∈ v(i) ∩ P ε },

σ2 (S, t)(x0 ) =t,
σ2 (S, t)(A) ={t ∈ N | a ∈ v(t)}.

σ1 is the word that the weighted MSO formula is interpreted over and σ2 corresponds
to the assignments of the only first order variable x0 and the MSO variables in f (α).
We can see that f (α) does not contain any quantified second order variables and therefore the first condition of being a restricted weighted MSO formula holds. The second condition, of formulas under first order universal quantification only taking finitely
many values may not be fulfilled by an arbitrary formula α.
Proof (sketch). Due to the similarities between weighted MSO and weighted LARS
a translation for most logical operators in LARS is straight forward. Difficulties only
occur, when we have quantification with 2, 3, since we then only want to quantify
over the times/positions in the word, that are within the substream given by the window
operator. This is achieved by putting restrictions on the quantified variables using the
formula


^
T
xk ≤ xn+1 + w1 ∧ xn+1 ≤ xk + w2  .
(w1 ,w2 ,k)∈W

This formula is equal to e⊗ whenever for all windows operators w1 ,w2 at quantifier
nesting depth k occurring above the formula it holds that xn+1 is in the window [xk −
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w1 , xk + w2 ]. Otherwise the formula equates to e⊕ .
In the case of universal quantification we need the second formula


^
T ¬
xk ≤ xn+1 + w1 ∧ xn+1 ≤ xk + w2 
(w1 ,w2 ,k)∈W

in order to obtain e⊗ , when we quantify over an empty set of time points.
Definition 9 (Recognisability [3]) A formal power series Φ : A∗ → R is recognisable
if there exists a weighted automaton A whose behaviour is equal to φ, i.e.
∀w ∈ A∗ : kAk(w) = Φ(w).
For a weighted formula φ over semiring R we say that φ is recognisable if the formal
power series JφKR is recognisable.
Theorem 2 (Reduction of LARS Measures to Weighted Automata). Let hΠ, α, Ri
be a LARS measure over a commutative semiring R , s.t. the weighted MSO equivalent
f (α) of α is restricted. Then there exists a weighted automaton A over R, s.t.
∀D, t : µ(D, t) = kAk(σ(D, t)),
where σ is defined as in Lemma 8.
Proof. Given an unweighted rule r = α ← β1 , . . . , βn , ¬βn+1 , . . . , ¬βn+m , we define
its second order translation by
f (r) = f (α) ∨ ¬f (β1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬f (βn+m ).
This translation is extended to programs Π via
^
f (Π) =
f (r).
r∈Π

Now let f 0 (Π) the same translation except that every monadic second order variable A
is replaced with A0 whenever it occurs in the body of a rule. Then
Φ(A) = f (Π) ∧ ∀A01 . . . . ∀A0k .¬f 0 (Π) ∨ ¬(A01 , . . . , A0k ) < (A1 , . . . , Ak )
is an unweighted MSO formula characterising if an assignment to the MSO variables Ai
corresponds to an answer stream of Π, similarly to what was done in [4]. (A01 , . . . , A0k ) <
(A1 , . . . , Ak ) defined as in [4] is true iff A corresponds to a stream, that is a strict substream of the stream corresponding to A0 .
The formula Φ interpreted as a weighted formula is not restricted and therefore
not necessarily recognisable, nor does it necessarily have semantics corresponding to
the boolean semantics. However if we replace Φ by T (Φ) both of the above conditions hold. We know that T (Φ) captures the boolean semantics, according to Lemma
6 and we further know that since L(Φ) is recognisable language (in the unweighted
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context) it is also true, that 1L(Φ) , which is the semantics of T (Φ), is recognisable
[3](Lemma 2.1 b)). Then since α is recognisable f (α) is also recognisable we have,
according to [3](Lemma 4.2), that T (Φ)(A) ∧ f (α) is also recognisable and therefore
also ∃A.T (Φ)(A) ∧ f (α), see [3](Lemma 4.3).
Therefore there exists a weighted automaton A that recognises it. What is left to
show is that
∀D, t : µ(D, t) = kAk(σ(D, t)),
holds for this automaton. We use the fact proven in Lemma 8, that
∀D, t : JαKR (D, t) = Jf (α)KR (σ(D, t)).

Since σ is a bijection between the combination of a streams and a time, and assignments we have that for all D, t
M
µ(D, t) =
JαKR (S, t)
S∈AS(Π,D,t)

=

M

Jf (α)KR (σ(S, t))

S∈AS(Π,D,t)

=

M

Jf (α)KR (σ(S, t))

S∈AS(Π,D,t)

=

M

S interpretation stream of D

JT (Φ)(A) ∧ f (α)KR (σ(S, t))

Instead of summing over the streams that are interpretation streams we can equivalently
sum over all possible assignments to the second order variables A. This however is
equivalent to quantifying A existentially:
µ(D, t) =J∃A.T (Φ)(A) ∧ f (α)KR (σ(D, t))
=kAk(σ(D, t))

The condition that f (α) is restricted is necessary, since otherwise universal quantification can be used arbitrarily, which can lead to formulae with semantics that cannot be
expressed by a weighted automaton. Consider for example the formula α = 222 over
2
the semiring of the natural numbers. Its semantics is given by JαKN ((T, v), t) = 2|T | ,
which is known to be inexpressible by means of a weighted automaton [3].

5

Discussion

We have seen that weighted automata can be encoded in a fragment of weighted LARS
and vice versa. It follows that the weight of a word obtained by the calculation of a
weighted automaton can equivalently be obtained as the result of the calculation of
a LARS measure hΠ, α, Ri. Therefore, one can separate the process of obtaining a
weight into three steps:
11

1. specifying which interpretations we want to consider, using an unweighted logical
expression with answer set semantics, namely the LARS program Π,
2. assigning a numerical value JαKR (S, t) to each of the solutions (S, t) , using a
weighted logical expression α,
3. and aggregating over the numerical values of the accepted interpretations
M
JαKR (S, t)
S∈AS(Π,D,t)

We consider this result to be of theoretical interest, since it provides a new and intuitive
view on weighted automata.
Similar, less general frameworks, for assigning a quantitative measure already exist
for programs with answer set semantics [5, 1]. We suspect that these are at least partly
subsumed by our framework, which might be further investigated in future work. Further we have seen in the car repair example that the framework is applicable in practice.
The question of whether LARS measures for data streams can be evaluated efficiently
remains however, since evaluation seems to require the computation of all answer streams
for a given program, data stream and time. Here the translation to weighted automata
is promising at first glance. It can however lead to an automaton whose size is double
exponential in the size of the original program [3].
The practical usefulness of LARS measures for streams, instead of data streams, has
not yet been examined, but the options for efficient evaluation seem far more promising,
since one does not necessarily need to consider the weight for all answer streams of a
program, but only needs to evaluate the weighted formula for the given answer stream.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate formal properties of the Lambek calculus enriched with two new connectives named optional divisions
(ODLC). Linguistic motivation to add them is describing optional arguments of verbs, e.g. the book in Tim reads the book. We present two
theorems regarding recognizing power of the ODLC; in particular, we
show that finite intersections of context-free languages can be generated
by Lambek grammars with optional divisions.

1

Introduction

1.1

Lambek calculus

In 1958 Joachim Lambek presented in [4] a new formalism named Lambek calculus. The purpose of this calculus is to describe syntax of natural languages in
terms of categories. Categories in the Lambek calculus are types which are built
of primitive types P r = p1 , p2 , . . . using three binary connectives •, \, /. E.g.
(p1 \p2 )/p3 is the type of the Lambek calculus. Formally speaking, every element
in P r is a type, and if A and B are types then A\B, A/B, A • B are also types.
We shall denote the set of all types by T p.
In this paper small letters p, q, . . . and strings composed of them (e.g. np, cp)
range over primitive types. Capital letters A, B, . . . usually range over types.
Capital Greek letters range over finite (possibly empty) sequences of types. Sequents are of the form Γ → A, where Γ is a nonempty.
The Lambek calculus deals with sequents. There is only one axiom A → A.
Rules are the following:
Π → A Γ, B, ∆ → C
(\ →)
Γ, Π, A\B, ∆ → C

A, Π → B
(→ \)
Π → A\B

Γ, A, B, ∆ → C
(• →)
Γ, A • B, ∆ → C

Π → A Γ, B, ∆ → C
(/ →)
Γ, B/A, Π, ∆ → C

Π, A → B
(→ /)
Π → B/A

Γ → A ∆ → B (→ •)
Γ, ∆ → A • B

It can be proven that such rules are admissible:
Γ, B, ∆ → C
Γ, A, A\B, ∆ → C

Γ, B, ∆ → C
Γ, B/A, A, ∆ → C

Π → A Γ, A, ∆ → C
(cut)
Γ, Π, ∆ → C
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The sequent T1 , . . . , Tn → T is derivable in the Lambek calculus iff it can be
obtained from axioms by rules. We denote the fact of derivability of a sequent
in the Lambek calculus as follows: L ` T1 , . . . , Tn → T .
In order to describe some natural language (for instance, English) one assigns
several types to each English word; besides, a distinguished type T has to be
chosen. Then a sequence of English words w1 . . . wn is said to be a grammatically
correct sentence iff one can choose a corresponding type Ti for each of wi such
that the sequent T1 , . . . , Tn → T is derivable in the Lambek calculus. Here are
some definitions formalizing this idea:
Definition 1. A Lambek grammar is a triple hΣ, T, .i, where Σ is a finite set
(alphabet), T ∈ T p is some distinguished type, and . ⊆ Σ×T p is a finite binary
relation (i.e., one assignes a finite set of types to any symbol in Σ).
Given some grammar G, we shall denote the set of types T for which ∃ a ∈ Σ :
a . T by T p(G). It follows from the definition that T p(G) is finite.
Definition 2. The language L(G) generated by the Lambek grammar G = hΣ, T, .i
is the following set of strings over Σ:
{a1 . . . an ∈ Σ + | ∃ T1 , . . . , Tn ∈ T p : ∀i = 1, . . . , n ai . Ti , L ` T1 , . . . , Tn → T }.
Lambek gives following examples how types may be assigned to words (note
that the alphabet Σ in linguistic examples consists of words):
John
np
John
np

works
np\s

likes
(np\s)/np

→s
Jane
np

→s

Here s is a distinguished type which can be understood as the marker of
declarative sentences. Sentences John works and John likes Jane are correct
in this simple grammar, because corresponding sequents are derivable in the
Lambek calculus.
1.2

Definition of optional divisions

One can notice that connectives \ and / (named left division and right division resp.) in the latter examples correspond to obligatory arguments of verbs.
Current rules imply that in order to obtain a correct sentence a verb must take
all its arguments. However, there are so called optional arguments considered in
linguistics, for instance:
Tim helped.
Tim reads.

&
&

Tim helped Helen.
Tim reads the book.

Optional division Lambek calculus grammars
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In order to describe them we can simply assign two types to verbs, e.g.
helped . np\s, (np\s)/np. However, let us consider another example from [3]:
Tim bet (Helen) (five dollars) (that they hired Alex).

(1)

Each of three arguments can be omitted in this sentence, so there can be 8
variants. Thus we have to add 6 types for bet: np\s, (np\s)/np, (np\s)/cp,
(np\s)/cp/np, (np\s)/np/np, (np\s)/cp/np/np (cp denotes a subordinate clause).
It seems more reasonable to add new connectives which would represent
such optionality. Therefore we present new operations named optional divisions.
There are left and right ones, which are denoted by ∠ and ∠ resp. Four rules for
them are added:
Γ, B, ∆ → C
(∠0 →)
Γ, A∠B, ∆ → C
Γ, B, ∆ → C
(∠0 →)
Γ, B∠A, ∆ → C

Π → A Γ, B, ∆ → C
(∠1 →)
Γ, Π, A∠B, ∆ → C
Π → A Γ, B, ∆ → C
(∠1 →)
Γ, B∠A, Π, ∆ → C

These rules represent the idea that one can freely choose whether to apply a
division or not. For instance, one assigns types to above English words as follows:
Tim
np

reads
(np\s)∠np

the book
np

It is easily seen that we can derive both sequents:
np, (np\s)∠np → s

np, (np\s)∠np, np → s

These sequents correspond to sentences: Tim reads and Tim reads the book.
Optional divisions work as markers of an optional argument (the book) of a verb
(reads). By analogy, the type (np\s)∠cp∠np∠np is assigned to the word bet
which allows to generate 8 possible variants of (1).
1.3

Optional divisions and conjunction

Kanazawa in [2] (1992) defined another binary operation ∧ named conjunction,
rules of which are
Γ, Ai , ∆ → C
Π → A1 Π → A2
(∧ →), i = 1, 2
(→ ∧)
Γ, A1 ∧ A2 , ∆ → C
Π → A1 ∧ A2
In this work, if we extend the Lambek calculus by ∧, we shall denote its
types by T p(∧) and the calculus itself by L(∧). We define L(∧)-grammars and
languages generated by them the same way as in Definition 1. L(∧) also admits
cut rule which shall be used in proofs.
There is an obvious connection between conjunction and optional divisions.
Let us add two new rules for latter:
A, Π → B Π → B
(→ ∠)
Π → A∠B

Π, A → B Π → B
(→ ∠)
Π → B∠A

Then optional divisions can be equivalently defined in terms of conjunction:
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Definition 3.
B ∠A := A ∧ (B\A)

A∠B := A ∧ (A/B)
If we consider the Lambek calculus extended by optional divisions, we call it
optional division Lambek calculus (ODLC), and we denote its types by T p(∠, ∠).
We define ODLC-grammars and languages generated by them the same way as it
is done in Definition 1 and Definition 2. Note that the cut rule is also admissible
in the ODLC.

2

Main results

It is seen from Definition 3 that the ODLC is just a fragment of the Lambek
calculus with conjunction. It is interesting to investigate the recognizing power
of the ODLC (i.e. a property which shows how many languages can be generated
by ODLC-grammars) and to compare it with the recognizing power of L(∧). In
this work two proven results are presented:
Theorem 1. Any context-free language can be generated by an ODLC-grammar
hΣ, T, .i such that ∀a ∈ Σ |{T |a . T }| ≤ 1.
Speaking less formally, this theorem proposes that any context-free language
can be generated by an ODLC-grammar in which at most one type is assigned
to each symbol.
Theorem 2. Any finite intersection of context-free languages can be generated
by some ODLC-grammar.
These theorems show that optional divisions are quite powerful and that
they inherit some properties of conjunction. Section 3 is concerned with proofs
of these theorems. In Section 4 obtained results and some open questions are
discussed.

3

Proofs

We prove both theorems by analysing free group interpretations of types and
sequents.
3.1

Free group interpretation

Let F G stand for the free group generated by all primitive types {pi |i ∈ N}. The
identity element is denoted by ε.
Definition 4. In [5] the mapping J K : T p → F G is defined as follows:
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Jpi K := pi

JA/BK := JAKJBK−1
JB\AK := JBK−1 JAK
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JA • BK := JAKJBK
JA1 . . . An K := JA1 K . . . JAn K

It is called the (free) group interpretation.

Now we extend it to types with conjunction, i.e. T p(∧). Let now the interpretation be a finite subset of F G; its definition is also inductive and it inherits
Definition 4. The only difference is that pi is now understood to be the set containing one element pi , and all operations are understood to be set operations
which are applied to each set element (or pair of set elements). We add the
following definition for the conjunction case:
JA ∧ BK := JAK ∪ JBK.

Example 1. J(p ∧ q) • (r ∧ s)/tK = {prt−1 , pst−1 , qrt−1 , qst−1 }.
The following lemma is proven for the Lambek calculus:

Lemma 1. If L ` Γ → C, then JΓ K = JCK.

We also extend it to L(∧). In order to do that we define a set LimT p ⊆ T p(∧)
as follows:
Definition 5. LimT p is the least set satisfying such requirements: P r ⊆ LimT p;
if A, B ∈ LimT p, then A • B, A ∧ B ∈ LimT p; if A ∈ LimT p, C ∈ T p, then
A/C, C\A ∈ LimT p.
Lemma 2. If L(∧) ` A1 . . . An → B1 ∧ ... ∧ Bk and Ai ∈ LimT p, Bj ∈ T p then
∀j = 1, . . . , k JA1 . . . An K ⊇ JBj K.

Proof. It is easily seen that ∀i = 1, . . . , k L(∧) ` A1 . . . An → Bi . Considering
only sequents of the last form one notices that no type or fragment of a type in
an antecedent can “split” and get in diferent branches of a proof tree (it would be
possible if there appeared a conjunction in the succedent, but the last does not
happen, because no conjunctions appear in denominators of antecedent types).
So for each occurrence of such fragment as A ∧ B in the sequent A1 . . . An → Bi
antecedent one can replace it by one of its conjuncts A or B at the very beginning of derivation and then derive a sequent in the ordinary Lambek caclulus.
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain the required.
t
u

Therefore, if for some j JA1 . . . An K 6⊇ JBj K then L(∧) 6` A1 . . . An → B1 ∧ ... ∧
Bk .
3.2

Context-free grammars

Definition 6. A context-free grammar G is a 4-tuple hN, Σ, P, Si, where N
and Σ are disjoint finite sets, P is a finite set of productions, and S ∈ N . See
definition of a production and of a language generated by G in [1].
We say that two grammars (possibly of different types, e.g. a Lambek one
and a context-free one) are equivalent iff they generate the same language.
It is proven that any context-free language can be generated by a Lambek
grammar and vice versa (see [5]), so we shall use any of these formalisms when
speaking about context-free languages.
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Interpretable Lambek grammars

Here we present a new class of Lambek grammars which it is convenient to work
with.
Definition 7. Lambek grammar G = hΣ, t, .i is said to be interpretable iff t ∈ P r,
and ∀k ≥ 1 ∀ Ti ∈ T p(G), 1 ≤ i ≤ k such requirements are satisfied:
(a) JT1 . . . Tk K 6= ε;
(b) JT1 . . . Tk K = t ⇒ L ` T1 , . . . , Tk → t;
(c) t does not appear in denominators of types in T p(G).

Theorem 3. Any context-free grammar without empty word is equivalent to an
interpretable Lambek grammar.
In order to prove this theorem we start from a context-free language L and
present an interpretable grammar that generates it.
Definition 8. A context-free grammar G = hΣ, N, P, Si is said to be in the
Rosenkrantz normal form (RNF) if each rule in P is of one of the following
forms:
1. A → aαd (a, d ∈ Σ, α ∈ (Σ ∪ N )∗ );
2. A → a (a ∈ Σ).
Theorem 4 (Rozenkrantz). Any context-free grammar without empty word
is equivalent to a context-free grammar in the RNF.
See the proof in [6].
Proof (of Theorem 3). Let us consider a context-free grammar G1 = hΣ, N, P, Si
in the RNF generating L. We introduce |Σ| new nonterminal symbols, which
shall be denoted by A = {Ta }a∈Σ ; N 0 := N ∪ A. We also define the function
b: (N ∪ Σ)+ → (N 0 )+ by the following equalities:
b = A (A ∈ N );
A

b
a = Ta (a ∈ Σ);
0

w[
c1 w
c2 .
1 w2 = w

0

The next step is to construct G2 = {Σ, N , P , S} such that P 0 = {A →
b
aδ, A → aδ ∈ P } ∪ {Ta → a|a ∈ Σ}. Obviously, L(G1 ) = L(G2 ). One notices
that G2 does not have right recursions (see definition of this notion in [1]).
Let’s further assume without loss of generality that N 0 is a subset of P r.
We construct a Lambek grammar G3 = hΣ, S, .i as follows: a . T iff for some
A, B1 , . . . , Bm ∈ N 0 we have T = A/Bm / . . . /B1 and A → aB1 . . . Bm ∈ P 0 , m ≥
0 (note that every rule in G2 is of this form).
It is argued that G3 satisfies the property (a) from Definition 7, i.e. ∀n
∀ T1 , . . . , Tn ∈ T p(G3 ) JT1 K . . . JTn K 6= ε. The main observation for proving this
fact is that a reduction between interpretations of T p(G3 ) types corresponds to
composition of rules in the context-free grammar G2 .
We define a new set T pExt as the least set satisfying following criteria:
T pExt ⊇ T p(G3 ); if A/Bm / . . . /B1 , B1 /Ck / . . . /C1 ∈ T pExt then
A/Bm / . . . /B2 /Ck / . . . /C1 ∈ T pExt. Speaking informally, types in T pExt are
composed of types in T p(G3 ) using the transitivity rule: A/p, p/C → A/C.
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Lemma 3. For each T = A/Bn / . . . /B1 ∈ T pExt there is a rule of the form
A → σB1 . . . Bn , σ ∈ Σ + which is got as a composition of several rules of G2 .

Proof. We shall use induction on the number of applications of the transitivity
rule when constructing T . If T ∈ T p(G3 ) then it follows from the definition of G3 .
Let T = A/Bm / . . . /B2 /Ck / . . . /C1 , and let it be composed of A/Bm / . . . /B1 ,
B1 /Ck / . . . /C1 ∈ T pExt. Applying the induction hypothesis one can show that
there are rules A → σB1 . . . Bm , B1 → τ C1 . . . Ck for some σ, τ ∈ Σ + which are
got by a composition of several rules of G2 . Then we can simply apply the second
rule within the first rule and get A → σB1 . . . Bm → στ C1 . . . Ck B2 . . . Bm . This
completes the proof.
Lemma 4 (checking property a). ∀n ∀ T1 , . . . , Tn ∈ T pExt
ε.

JT1 K . . . JTn K 6=

Proof. Induction on n.
If n = 1, then T1 = A/Bm / . . . /B1 , and there is a composition of rules of
G2 which has the form A → σB1 . . . Bm , σ ∈ Σ + . Because there are no right
−1
· · · 6= ε.
recursions in G2 , A 6= Bm . Then JT1 K = ABm
The induction step is proved as follows: if there can be no reductions within
JT1 K . . . JTn K then it does not already equal ε. If Ti = A/Bm / . . . /B1 , Ti+1 =
C/Dk / . . . /D1 and JTi KJTi+1 K can be reduced, then C = B1 and
A/Bm / . . . /B2 /Dk / . . . /D1 ∈ T pExt. The induction hypothesis completes the
proof.
Lemma 5 (checking property b). ∀n ∀ T1 , . . . , Tn ∈ T pExt
S ⇒ L ` T1 , . . . , Tn → S.

JT1 K . . . JTn K =

Proof. Induction on n.
If n = 1, then T1 = S and L ` S → S.
The induction step is proved as follows: if there can be no reductions within
JT1 K . . . JTn K, then there are at least two positive occurences of primitive types
in this product and therefore it cannot be equal to S. Consequently, there is a
reduction between some JTi K and JTi+1 K. Let Ti = A/Bm / . . . /B1 and Ti+1 =
B1 /Dk / . . . /D1 . Then T = A/Bm / . . . /B2 /Dk / . . . /D1 ∈ T pExt. Applying the
induction hypothesis, one gets L ` T1 , . . . , Ti−1 , T, Ti+2 , . . . , Tn → S. Finally,
Ti , Ti+1 → T

T1 , . . . , Ti−1 , T, Ti+2 , . . . , Tn → S
(cut)
T1 , . . . , Tn → S
ee
Now we present G4 = hΣ, S,
.i, where Se is a new primitive type and a e
. T iff
0
0
e
e
a . T or T = S/S • T and a . T . If some sequent T1 , . . . , Tp → S, a1 e
. T1 , . . . ,
ap e
. Tp is derived, then there is exactly one type in the antecedent of the form
e • T 0 — and it is the first one. Hence T1 = S/S
e • T 0 , a1 . T 0 , ai . Ti (i ≥ 2)
S/S
1
1
0
and L ` T1 , T2 , . . . , Tp → S. This proves L(G4 ) ⊆ L(G3 ). The reverse inclusion
is obvious: if ai . Ti (i ≥ 1) and L ` T1 , . . . , Tp → S, then one can derive
e • T1 , T2 , . . . , Tp ` S.
e Therefore, L = L(G1 ) = L(G2 ) = L(G3 ) = L(G4 ).
L ` S/S
It is easy to see that G4 inherits properties (a) and (b) of interpretable
grammars from G3 , and that it also has the property (c). This completes the
proof.
t
u
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3.4

How to model conjunction with optional divisions

The following construction, as it will be seen further, can be a substitute for
conjunction when proving theorems about ODLC-grammars.
Definition 9. T1 ×. . .×Tn := T1 • (T1 ∠T2 ) • (T2 ∠T3 ) • · · · • (Tn−1 ∠Tn ).
It works like a telescope: we can use each of optional divisions to consume a
type standing on the left-hand side of it. Consequently, we can reduce such type
as it shows
Lemma 6. If 1 ≤ i < n, then ODLC ` T1 ×. . .×Tn → Ti • Tn .
Lemma 7. JT1 ×. . .×Tn K = {JTi1 K . . . JTik K|k ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik = n}.

Proof. Induction on n. The case n = 1 is obvious. The general case is proven by
such equalities:
JT1 • T1 ∠T2 • T2 ∠T3 • · · · • Tn−1 ∠Tn K = JT1 KJT1 ∠T2 KJT2 ∠T3 • · · · • Tn−1 ∠Tn K =

= JT1 K{JT1−1 K, ε}JT2 • T2 ∠T3 • · · · • Tn−1 ∠Tn K = {ε, JT1 K} . . . {ε, JTn−1 K}JTn K.
We apply induction hypothesis to obtain the last equality.

3.5

t
u

Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. Let’s consider an interpretable Lambek grammar G = hΣ, s, .i which
generates a given language. Let’s fix a new primitive type ξ ∈ P r. We construct
e = hΣ, s, e
an ODLC-grammar G
.i as follows. Given a symbol a, let T1a , ..., Tkaa be
all types T for which a . T holds. Then
ae
. Pa :

Pa = (T1a /ξ) × · · · × (Tkaa /ξ) × ξ.

The role of ξ is to restrict undesirable variants of using optional divisions,
e.g. when we omit all of them in a complex type.
First, using Lemma 6, we obtain ODLC ` Pa → Ti /ξ • ξ. In the Lambek
calculus (and consequently in the ODLC) one can derive Ti /ξ • ξ → Ti , so
ODLC ` Pa → Ti . Therefore if aj . Tj , j = 1, . . . , l and L ` T1 , . . . , Tl → s, then
one can derive Pa1 , . . . , Pal → s using the cut rule. This means that L(G) ⊆
e
L(G).
e ⊆ L(G) it is enough to show that if s ∈
In order to prove that L(G)
JPa1 . . . Pal K, aj ∈ Σ, then ∃ Tj : aj . Tj , j = 1, . . . , l and L ` T1 , . . . , Tl → s (see
Lemma 2; here it is applied to the sequent Pa1 , . . . , Pal → s).
By Lemma 7, the interpretation of Pa is the following set:
a
JPa K = {ξ} ∪ {JTja K}kj=1
∪ {JTja1 Kξ −1 JTja2 Kξ −1 . . . ξ −1 JTjam K|m ≥ 2, j1 < · · · < jm }.

Let gi ∈ JPai K, i = 1, . . . , l and Π := g1 . . . gl = s. Note that only ξ, ξ −1
and JTia K may appear in Π, and there always is a nonempty sequence of type
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interpetations JTia K between any two ξ and ξ −1 standing nearby each other in Π.
Because G is interpretable, sequence of JTia K cannot reduce to ε (by the property
(a)). This means that, if some primitive type ξ or ξ −1 appears in one of gi , then
it cannot reduce with some other primitive type ξ −1 , ξ resp. Hence gi can be
only of the form JTjaii K. Using the property (b) of interpretable grammars, we
obtain
L ` Tja11 , . . . , Tjall → s,
t
u

which completes the proof.
3.6

Proof of Theorem 2

The main idea of the proof is to combine types from different grammars with
the above construction.
The following denotation is used:
Definition 10.

(
A
A/B =
A/B
δ

if δ = 0,
if δ = 1.

Proof. Let Gi = hΣ, si , .i i, i = 1, . . . , N be interpretable Lambek grammars
generating context-free languages which we want to intersect. It can be assumed
without loss of generality that, for i 6= j, types in T p(Gi ) ∪ {si } and types in
T p(Gj ) ∪ {sj } are built of disjoint sets of primitive types.
We fix a new primitive type ξ ∈ P r and present a new grammar
G = hΣ, s1 ∧. . .∧ sN , .i.
Given a symbol a let T1a,i , ..., Tka,i
be all types T for which a .i T holds. Then
a,i
/ξ) × · · · × (Tja,N
/ξ) × ξ, 1 ≤ jl ≤ ka,l , 1 ≤ l ≤ N.
a . T iff T = (Tja,1
1
N
Clearly

N
T

i=1

L(Gi ) ⊆ L(G): this follows from the fact that

∀l = 1, . . . , N

/ξ) × · · · × (Tja,N
/ξ) × ξ → Tja,l
.
(Tja,1
1
N
l

Now let us assume that ai . Ti , i = 1, . . . , n and JT1 . . . Tn K ⊇ {s1 , . . . , sN }.
As in the previous proof, one can notice that if a . T , then the following holds
for some indices j1 , . . . , jN :
a,i1 −1
2
m
JT K = {ξ}∪{JTja,i
K}N
JTja,i
Kξ −1 . . . ξ −1 JTja,i
K|m ≥ 2, i1 < · · · < im }.
i=1 ∪{JTji Kξ
i
i
im
1

2

Let g1 ∈ JT1 K, . . . , gn ∈ JTn K, n ≥ 1 and let

Π = g1 . . . gn = sM

hold in F G for some fixed M .

(2)
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m
2
1
K? No, it cannot.
Kξ −1 . . . ξ −1 JTja,i
Kξ −1 JTja,i
Can one of gi equal ξ or JTja,i
im
i2
i1
Otherwise there would be a positive number of occurrences of ξ and ξ −1 on the
left-hand side of (2). If ξ appears, it has to reduce with some ξ −1 . If this happens,
let’s consider the sequence of type interpretations between them, which has to
reduce to ε. This sequence is composed of several slices each of which corresponds
to some specific grammar:

a1 ,m1

a1

,m1

ap ,m

ap
M ,mp

K . . . JTj 1M1 K . . . JTj p1 p K . . . JTj p p
K ξ −1 · · ·
1
Mp
M1
{z
} |
{z
}
slice 1
slice p
Here slice 1 consists of interpretations of types in Gm1 , slice 2 consists of interpretations of types in Gm2 and so on. One notices that none of such slices can
reduce to ε (because every Gi is interpretable); besides reductions cannot happen between different slices (because they consist of different primitive types).
So the whole sequence of interpretations between ξ and ξ −1 cannot be reduced
to ε, whence ξ or ξ −1 appeared once shall not disappear.
Now it is quite obvious that gi have to be of the form JTla,M K for some a, l:
otherwise, if gt = JTla,j K for some t and j 6= M , then the slice containing gt
shall not completely reduce (because every considered grammar is interpretable)
and the whole product g1 . . . gn cannot be equal to sM . This means that gi =
JTi0 K, such that ai .M Ti0 , i = 1, . . . , n, and finally, due to the property (b) of
interpretable grammars, which holds for GM ,
Π = · · · ξ JTj 11
1
|

L ` T10 , . . . , Tn0 → sM .

Because the above reasoning holds for each M , one can derive L(∧) ` T1 , . . . , Tn →
TN
s1 ∧ · · · ∧ sN which finally proves i=1 L(Gi ) = L(G).
In order to construct the required ODLC-grammar, we have to change a
distinguished type. Let us suppose that N = 2u , u ∈ N (proving under this
assumption suffices to prove the theorem for each N ). Then we encode integers
k = 1, . . . , N by u-tuples (1 (k); . . . ; u (k)), i (k) ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , u. Then we
present new primitive types s, σ1 , . . . , σu and change each of Gi by replacing si
 (i)
 (i)
by s/σ11 . . . /σuu everywhere in T p(Gi ) and in the distinguished type si . It
is easily seen that the language generated by Gi is not changed in the result of
such substitution (this follows from interpetability of Gi ).
e the same way as it was done above for G except for the
Now we construct G
distinguished type: we shall take s∠σ1 . . . ∠σu instead
of s1 ∧ · · · ∧ sN . Again
e ⊆ TN L(Gi ). It is proven the
the only difficult part is to prove that L(G)
i=1
same way as for G but additionally we have to answer why, when considering a
sequence of type interpretations between ξ and ξ −1 , there cannot be reductions
between different slices (note that now there are some common primitive types
contained in types of different grammars Gi : these are s and σ1 , . . . , σu ). Because
of the property (c), si was not in denominators of types in T p(Gi ) before it was
 (i)
 (i)
replaced by s/σ11 . . . /σuu . Therefore s−1 and σi , i = 1, . . . , u do not appear
e and there cannot be more reductions within
in interpretations of types in T p(G),
 (i)
 (i)
Π than before replacing si by s/σ11 . . . /σuu .
t
u

Optional division Lambek calculus grammars
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Examples

Consider the grammar hΣ, s, .i:
a . (s/t)/p, q/p;
b . p, q\p;
c . t, u, u\t, u/t.
This grammar generates the language Lc = {an bn ck |n, k ≥ 1}. Moreover,
this grammar is interpretable. Theorem 1 says that we can generate Lc by the
following ODLC-grammar where only one type is assigned to each symbol:
a . q/p/ξ • (q/p/ξ)∠ (((s/t) /p) /ξ) • (((s/t) /p) /ξ) ∠ξ
b . p/ξ • (p/ξ)∠(q\p/ξ)
c . t/ξ • (t/ξ)∠(u/ξ) • (u/ξ)∠(u\t/ξ) • (u\t/ξ)∠((u/t)/ξ) • ((u/t)/ξ)∠ξ
Now let us consider the grammar hΣ, s2 , .0 i:

a .0 t2 , u2 , u2 \t2 , u2 /t2 .
b .0 (t2 \s2 )/p2 , q2 /p2 ;
c .0 p2 , q2 \p2 ;

This grammar is also interpretable, and it generates La = {ak bn cn |n, k ≥
1}. Theorem 2 allows us to construct an ODLC-grammar hΣ, s∠σ1 , e
.i which
generates La ∩ Lc = {an bn cn |n ≥ 1}:
ae
. ((s/t)/p)/ξ • (((s/t)/p)/ξ) ∠ (t2 /ξ) • (t2 /ξ) ∠ξ,
(q/p)/ξ • ((q/p)/ξ) ∠ (t2 /ξ) • (t2 /ξ) ∠ξ,
. . . (8 types at all);
be
. p/ξ • (p/ξ) ∠ (((t2 \s/σ1 )/p2 )/ξ) • (((t2 \s/σ1 )/p2 )/ξ) ∠ξ,
p/ξ • (p/ξ) ∠ ((q2 /p2 )/ξ) • ((q2 /p2 )/ξ) ∠ξ,
(q\p)/ξ • ((q\p)/ξ) ∠ (((t2 \s/σ1 )/p2 )/ξ) • (((t2 \s/σ1 )/p2 )/ξ) ∠ξ,
(q\p)/ξ • ((q\p)/ξ) ∠ ((q2 /p2 )/ξ) • ((q2 /p2 )/ξ) ∠ξ;
ce
. t/ξ • (t/ξ) ∠ (p2 /ξ) • (p2 /ξ) ∠ξ,
t/ξ • (t/ξ) ∠ ((q2 \p2 )/ξ) • ((q2 \p2 )/ξ) ∠ξ,
. . . (8 types at all).

4

Conclusions and future work

An ability to generate finite intersections of context-free languages is quite powerful. It is interesting that ODLC-grammars have it, because optional divisions
seem to be much weaker than conjunction. Note that we used only the left optional division in proofs, and moreover it does not appear in denominators of
types — so may be we can generate many more languages when using both
divisions and more complex types? However, our proof of Theorem 2 does not
look pretty, and it is hard to generalize it: there are some technical tricks such
as a special symbol ξ, or a distinguished type of the form s∠σ1 . . . ∠σu . It would
be nice to find more elegant way to work with optional divisions.
There is a series of questions which naturally appear in view of Theorem 2:
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1. Is the set of languages generated by ODLC-grammars closed under intersection?
2. Does this set contain the set of languages generated by conjunctive grammars?
3. Does this set equal the set of languages generated by L(∧)-grammars?
Questions regarding algorithmical complexity are also interesting: are there
any benefits in parsing sequents with optional divisions in comparison with conjunction?
Another interesting question is connected with linguistics. Optional divisions
appear only in numerators of types in given examples in Section 1.2. Is there
any example in English or some other natural language when optional divisions
have to appear in a denominator of a type?
We hope that this theme shall lead to some nontrivial observations and results, so it is interesting for us to continiue this research.
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Abstract. Ontology alignments enable interoperability between heterogeneous information resources. The Alignment Repair Game (ARG)
specifically provides a way for agents to simultaneously communicate
and improve the alignment when a communication failure occurs. This
is achieved through applying adaptation operators that provide a revision strategy for agents to resolve failures with minimum information
loss. In this paper, we explore how closely these operators resemble logical dynamics. We develop a variant of Dynamic Epistemic Logic called
DEOL to capture the dynamics of ARG by modeling ontologies as knowledge and alignments as belief with respect to the plausibility relation.
The dynamics of ARG are then achieved through announcements and
conservative upgrades. With the representation of ARG in DEOL, we
formally establish the limitations and the redundancy of the adaptation
operators. More precisely, that for a complete logical reasoner, replace,
addjoin and refine are redundant for one or both agents in the game
and that add would be replaced by addjoin in all cases.
Keywords: Ontology alignment · Alignment repair · Dynamic Epistemic Logic

1

Introduction

Ontology alignments are a widely-used tool to facilitate interoperability while
preserving heterogeneity of information [7]. Ontology matching is the process
of determining the correspondences of the alignment. Many different matching
algorithms have been developed [13]. These do however not suffice in any realistic
context of multi-agent systems where agents have access to different ontologies
and are required to communicate with incomplete alignments or ontologies may
be adopted to new information in the environment. This requires a dynamic
view on matching algorithms instead of the originally static approach where the
alignment is determined initially and provided as input to the communicating
agents.
The dynamic perspective has led to various proposals for ontology matching on multi-agent systems. Amongst others: gossiping [1], logical repair [12]
and conservativity principles [9]. These proposals have been integrated within
multi-agent systems via specific protocols [1,10]. In this paper, we focus on a
specific approach to the dynamic perspective to evolve alignments through their
use: the Alignment Repair Game (ARG) [5,6]. In this approach, which is based
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on ideas of cultural evolution [14], agents communicate and overcome failures
in communication (due to an incorrect correspondence) by repairing the alignment. This repair is done via adaptation operators that specify how agents adopt
their knowledge in case of an incorrect correspondence with minimum information loss. Because this repair is executed during communication, ARG avoids
the problematic assumption that alignments need to be determined before any
communication can take place.
In this paper we explore the connection between the adaptation operators
and logical dynamics. We introduce a variant of Dynamic Epistemic Logic called
Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL) to capture the dynamics of ARG
by modeling ontologies as knowledge and alignments as belief with respect to
the plausibility relation. This logic is an extension of work on Modal Description
Logics, see [3] for more information. The communication in ARG is achieved
through announcements and conservative upgrades. With this representation of
ARG in DEOL, we formally establish the limitations and the redundancy of the
adaptation operators in failing to capture all the available information in ARG
and supplying information that is already known or believed by agents. More
precisely, that for a complete logical reasoner, the adaptation operators replace,
addjoin and refine are redundant for one or both agents in the game and that
adaptation operator add would be replaced by addjoin to preserve consistency.
Even though these results do heavily rely on the reasoning capacities of agents,
they do not depend on any specific feature of the representation in DEOL. In
fact, any logic whose ontology semantics is that of OWL will guarantee the
results.
That said, the precise proposal in this paper has its own limitations. We
use strong requirements on DEOL models that facilitate some form of maximal
consistency over the interpretation function for classes. Furthermore, our focus is
that of a logical understanding of ARG and hence a detailed investigation of the
specific properties and validities of the proposed logic still remains to complete.

2

Alignment Repair Game

An ontology typically provides a vocabulary of a domain of interest and a specification of the meaning of terms in that vocabulary via semantic relations such
as specialization (Ď), equivalence (”), exclusion (‘) and membership (P) [7].
Formally, an ontology is a knowledge base (a TBox) in description logic. For
precise definitions, consult [2].
The intuition we use in this paper is that an ontology is a quintuple O “
xD, C, Ď, ‘, Py where D is a set of object names, C is a non-empty set of class
names, Ď, ”, ‘ Ď C ˆ C are the semantic relations and P Ď D ˆ C is the membership relation. To give meaning to these relations an interpretation I “ x∆, ¨I y is
given for an ontology O that provides a domain ∆ and a function ¨I assigning to
objects o P D an interpretation in the domain ∆ and to each class C P C a set of
objects of the domain [7]. We then say that “C is subsumed by D” (C Ď D) iff
C I Ď DI , “C and D are equivalent” (C ” D) iff C Ď D and D Ď C and “C and
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D are disjoint” (C ‘ D) iff C I X DI “ H. Lastly we say that “o is a member
of C” (o P C) iff oI P C I . For two classes C, D that are not disjoint we also
write C D and in each ontology J is the class such that JI “ ∆. From classes
C, D, we also form the classes C \ D, C [ D and C that represent their union,
intersection and complement. To denote an ontology (without an interpretation)
we also say the signature of an ontology. The signature of O “ xD, C, Ď, ‘, Py is
the set of class names C P C and object names o P D, without any specification
of the relations that hold between them.
An alignment Aab between two ontologies Oa , Ob is a set of correspondences
between classes of the two ontologies [7]. Such a correspondence is a triple
xCa , Cb , Ry where Ca , Cb are classes of Oa , Ob , respectively, and R P tĎ, Ě, ”, ‘u
is a semantic relation that is asserted to hold between Ca and Cb . We also write
Ca RCb for xCa , Cb , Ry.
The Alignment Repair Game (ARG) is a game designed for artificial agents
to evolve alignments between their ontologies through their use [5,6]. In ARG,
agents are given individual (private) ontologies, a set of randomly generated
(possibly incorrect) alignments and a common domain. Each round of ARG is
played privately between two agents and is described in Definition 1. The aim of
ARG is to improve communication between agents by repairing the alignment
when failures occur. Through application of the adaptation operators the alignment between the ontologies evolves and converges towards a state closer to the
reference alignment, the maximal truthful alignment between the ontologies that
serves to determine the performance of the operators. Note that the reference
alignment is not available to the agents themselves.
For simplicity, in ARG it is assumed that the objects of the domain are
described by a finite set of Boolean features (more specifically, by the presence
or absence of each feature) and that ontologies are strict hierarchies in which each
level adds one constraint (positive or negative) related to exactly one feature.
This means that classes not in subsumption relation are disjoint. Ontologies
are assumed to be incomplete by having one level less than the environment has
features and classes in the ontology correspond to the conjunction of the features
of its ancestors. For instance, the bottom-leftmost class in Example 1 is defined
by Squarea [ Smalla .
Definition 1 (Alignment Repair Game (ARG)). The Alignment Repair
Game (ARG) is played by a set of agents A with a common domain D of objects.
Each agent a P A is associated with an ontology Oa , an interpretation Ia for this
ontology and a randomly generated set of shared alignments Aab is given between
any two ontologies Oa , Ob that at least includes Ja ” Jb . We write Dio P Oi for
the most specific class (Ď-wise) of object o P D available in Oi and we assume
that Dao , Dbo are not part of the initial alignment.
At each round of the game:
1. Two agents a, b P A and an object o P ∆ are picked at random.
2. Agent a asks agent b to which class the object o belongs and agent b answers
Cb P Ob s.t. Dbo Ď Cb and Ca RCb P Aab with R P tĚ, ”u.
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3. Agent a compares Ca (Ca RCb P Aab ) with Dao .
4. If Dao Ď Ca belongs to Oa then the round is a success.
5. Else (then by construction Dao ‘ Ca belongs to Oa ) the round is a failure and
an adaptation operator is applied to the alignment Aab .
ARG consists of a fixed number of rounds as described above for a chosen operator and then the alignments are compared to the reference alignments. By
playing ARG with different operators, their effects can be compared.
Note that because of the assumptions that we imposed on our ontologies, the
most specific class Dao of object o in ontology Oa is always unique. For an intuition, consider the following example.
Example 1. Let agent a and agent b play ARG where their ontologies Oa and
Ob are described in Figure 1 with the domain ∆ “ t˝, 4, , N, , 4, , Nu. The
initial alignment Aab is represented by the dotted red correspondences between
classes of their ontologies. Now, if the object N is drawn in a round, this round
will be considered a success, whereas the object 4 would yield a failure and an
adaptation operator will be applied.

˝

”
Ď

Ď
‘

”

Ď

‘

Smalla
Ď
Squarea

Ja

Largea

Squarea

‘

T rianglea

Ď

Ď
Smallb

Jb

‘

Oa

W hiteb
Ď

Ď

Largeb

Smallb

N

N, 4

Ď

‘

Blackb
Ď

Ď

T rianglea

Ď

‘

Largeb

4

Ob

Fig. 1: The ontologies (black) of agent a (left) and agent b (right) and the alignment (red, dashed) between them of Example 1.

The repair in case of a failure is performed via adaptation operators [5,6]. These
operators provide a strategy for the agents to revise the failed correspondence.
Definition 2 (Adaptation Operator). We have the following Adaptation
Operators for ARG (for a schematic view of the effect of the operators, refer to
Figure 2):
– delete: delete the initial correspondence;
– replace: replace the initial correspondence by Ca Ď Cb ;
– add: in addition to replace, add a Ď-correspondence between Cb and the
immediate superclass Ca1 of Ca : Cb Ď Ca1 ;
– addjoin: in addition to replace, add a Ď-correspondence between Cb and
the lowest superclass Ca1 of Ca that is compatible with Dao (i.e. Dao Ď Ca1 ):
Cb Ď Ca1 ;
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– refine: in addition to replace, add Ď-correspondences between the subclasses Cb1 of Cb that do not subsume the actual class of the object (i.e.
Dbo Ę Cb1 ): Cb1 Ď Ca ;
– refadd: the combination of addjoin and refine.
Note that the order of the actions that are performed by the adaptation operators
does not matter.

Ď
Ď
Da

Ja
K

Ď

Ď

Ě (addjoin)

Jb

Ě (add)
Ď

Ď

”

Ca

Cb

(replace)
Ď
Ě (refine)

Ď

Ď
K

Db

o

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the deleted (red) and added correspondences (blue,
green) by the different the adaptation operators in ARG [5,6].

3

Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic

We model the game in a version of Dynamic Epistemic Logic where the propositions are elements of a Description Logic language: object classifications (Cpxq)
and class relations (C ” D, C Ď D and C ‘ D). We call this extension (multiagent) Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL).
Definition 3 (Syntax of DEOL). The syntax of (multi-agent) DEOL is defined in the following way.
φ ::“ Cpxq | Jpxq | CRD | φ ^ ψ |

φ | Ki φ | Bi φ | r†φsψ

R P tĎ, ”, ‘u, † P t!, Òu

Where C, J P C, Ki and Bi are the knowledge and belief operators for each agent
i, †φ with † P t!, Òu are dynamic upgrades and x is a variable.
The connectives Ñ and _ and the duals K̂i , B̂i , x†φy are defined in the usual
way. Models of DEOL are plausibility models.
Definition 4 (DEOL Model). A model of (multi-agent) DEOL is a 6-tuple
M “ xW, pěi qiPA , w˚ , ∆, Iy where
– W is the set of states, or worlds;
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– pěi qiPA are the plausibility relations on W , one for each agent, that are
converse well-founded, locally connected preorders;
– w˚ is the actual world;
– ∆ is the domain of interpretation (a set of objects);
– and I is an interpretation function that assigns to each state w a function
¨Iw interpreting each class name C P C as a set of objects of the domain of
interpretation, i.e. C Iw Ď ∆, such that JIw “ ∆, pC [ DqIw “ C Iw X DIw
and p CqIw “ ∆ z C Iw for each w P W .

We also write C \ D for the class defined by p C [ Dq, [tCi u for the class
defined by C1 [C2 [. . . and \tCi u for the classŞdefined by Ť
C1 \C2 \. . ., and their
interpretations at w are given by C Iw Y DIw , CiIw and CiIw , respectively. In
each DEOL model K :“ J is the empty class.
The plausibility relation w ěi v reads as “w is at least as plausible as v for
agent i”. From this, we can define the epistemic and doxastic relations on W as
follows:
w „i v :“ w pďi Y ěi q v
(1)
w Ñi v :“ v P M axďi wpiq

(2)

Where wpiq :“ tv P W | w „i vu is the information cell of agent i at state w. It
follows from the properties of ďi and ěi that the relations „i are reflexive, transitive and symmetric, and the relations Ñi are transitive, serial and Euclidean.
Therefore they satisfy the usual properties of knowledge and belief, respectively.
Definition 5 (Semantics of DEOL). The semantics of DEOL is defined in
the following way:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w

( Cpxq iff x P C Iw
( C Ď D iff C Iw Ď DIw
( C ” D iff C Iw “ DIw
( C ‘ D iff C Iw X DIw “ H
( φ ^ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ
( φ iff M, w * φ
( Ki φ iff @v s.t. w „i v: M, v ( φ
( Bi φ iff @v s.t. w Ñi v: M, v ( φ
( r!φsψ iff M!φ , w ( ψ
( rÒ φsψ iff MÒφ , w ( ψ

Where !φ and Ò φ act as model transformers !φ :“ M Ñ M!φ and Ò φ :“ M Ñ
MÒφ in the following ways, where ||φ||M :“ tw P W | M, w |ù φu:

– Announcement !φ: Delete all ‘ φ’-worlds from the model. I.e. W !φ “
!φ
˚
||φ||M and w ě!φ
i v iff w ěi v and w, v P W . w , ∆, C and I remain
unchanged;
– Conservative upgrade Ò φ: Change the plausibility orders so that the best
‘φ’-worlds become better than all other worlds, while the old ordering on
the rest of the worlds remains. I.e. W Òφ “ W and w ěÒφ
v iff either v P
i
M axďi pwpiq X ||φ||M q or w ěi v. Again, w˚ , ∆, C and I remain unchanged.
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The intuition behind these transformations is that the trustworthiness of new
information may vary: whereas an announcement is considered as new information from an infallible source, conservative upgrades consider information from
sources that are trusted, but that are not infallible. Precisely for this reason conservative upgrades only change the plausibility of worlds without deleting any
alternatives.
Note that in both cases w˚ remains the actual world of the model. This also
means that an announcement !φ can only be validly performed on a model M if
φ is true is the actual world w˚ . For more technical details about announcements
and conservative upgrades consult [11,4,15,16].

4

ARG Dynamics

We now formalize ARG in DEOL and model the changes in the epistemicdoxastic state of the agents by means of upgrades. The DEOL model M that
describes the initial epistemic-doxastic states of the agents satisfies the following
conditions:
– The ontology Oa is known to agent a. That is, the sentences of DEOL that
describe Oa are true in any world accessible by a from the actual world w˚
via „a ;
– The alignment Aab between two ontologies is believed by agents a, b. That is,
the sentences of DEOL that describe Aab are true in any worlds accessible
by a, b from the actual world w˚ via Ña , Ñb ;
– The signatures of every agent’s ontology is known to every agent (public
signature assumption).
For instance, in Example 1 the sentences of DEOL describing ontology Oa
are pSquarea [ Smalla q Ď Smalla , Smalla Ď Ja , T rianglea [ Smalla pNq,
T rianglea [ Smalla p4q, pT rianglea [ Smalla q Ď Smalla , etc, and the sentences
describing the alignment Aab are Smalla ” Blacka and Ja ” Jb .
To satisfy the public signature assumption, we require that for each two
classes C, D in any other agent’s ontology that do not appear in the alignment,
agent a considers all combinations of the following alternatives equally plausible
(for each o P ∆):
– Cpoq /
– Dpoq /

Cpoq
Dpoq

– C”D /CıD
– CĎD /CĘD

– CĚD/CĞD
– C ‘D / C D

This is achieved in models of DEOL by ultimately making as many copies of
the worlds describing an agent’s knowledge of her own ontology and belief of
alignments involving her ontology as there are combinations of the alternatives
above, ranking them all equally plausible while respecting the order imposed
by the alignments. Such a model very rapidly explodes and therefore we often
only draw the epistemic-doxastic states of agents. Note that to satisfy the public
signature assumption the first requirement already takes care of agents’ own
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T rianglea [ Smalla
Squarea [ Largea
Largea
Squarea [ Smalla
T rianglea [ Largea

Ď

”

Ja

Smalla

Ě
”

N,

Ď

4

Ě

Ď

Ď

Jb

Ď

‘

Blackb

W hiteb

Ď

Ď
Smallb

‘

Largeb

Smallb

N

Ě

Ď

Ď
‘

Largeb

4

Ob

‘
‘

Fig. 3: Initial knowledge (solid black lines) and belief (dashed red lines) of agent
b in Example 1.

signature and the second requirement of classes appearing in the alignment. In
Figure 3, the epistemic-doxastic state of agent b in Example 1 is given.
As a result, both ontologies and alignments are captured in the epistemicdoxastic states of agents in the DEOL model. However, now that agents can
reason logically, there is more. Agents can combine their knowledge and beliefs to
obtain new beliefs. For instance, Ka pCa poqq and Ba pCa ” Cb q entails Ba pCb poqq,
etc. In other words, everything agent a knows about Ca P Oa she also believes
about Cb P Ob whenever Ca ” Cb is part of the alignment Aab , i.e. whenever
she believes that Ca and Cb are the same. This is already satisfied in the DEOL
model by the closure properties of the interpretation function.
During ARG new information is learned. There are two dynamic acts involved
in the learning: the communication of Cb poq in step 2 of ARG and the adaptation
operator applied in step 5 (see Definition 1). How do these acts change the
knowledge and beliefs of the agents? And are the adaptation operators as defined
by [5,6] necessary to account for these changes?
In order to answer these questions, we formalize the communication acts in
ARG with the dynamic upgrades available in our model: announcements !φ and
conservative upgrades Ò φ.
Definition 6 (ARG Dynamics in DEOL). We model each round of ARG
as defined in Definition 1 by
!Cb poq; if Dao ‘ Ca then operator
Where operator denotes the applicable operator and
actual (most specific) class of o P ∆ in Oa .

Dao

(3)
was defined as the

It is clear that the communication of the class of the object should be captured
by a announcement. Step 3 of ARG is then the model transformation induced
by !Cb poq: M to M!Cb poq . Yet, for the adaptation operators, announcements are
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not the right tool: these are a form of a revision policy and tell the agents how
to change the alignment upon a failure in communication. Therefore the effect
of the operators should not take place at the level of knowledge but at the level
of belief. For this we use conservative upgrades.
Definition 7 (Adaptation Operators as Dynamic Modalities). Given the
failure of the correspondence Cb Ď Ca p^ Cb Ě Ca q P Aab , we can model the
dynamics of the adaptation operators in the following way (recall that Dao was
defined as the actual (most specific) class of o P ∆ in Oa ):
–
–
–
–
–

replace: Ò pCa Ğ Cb q
add: Ò pCa Ğ Cb ^ Cb Ď Casup q
addjoin: Ò pCa Ğ Cb ^ Cb Ď CasupD q
refine: Ò pCa Ğ Cb ^ \Csub
Ď Ca q
b
Ď Ca q
refadd: Ò pCa Ğ Cb ^ Cb Ď CasupD ^ \Csub
b

Where Casup “ M inĎ tC P Oa | Ca Ď Cu, CasupD “ M inĎ tC P Oa | Ca Ĺ
C ^Da Ď Cu (and by construction of the ontologies, Casup and CasupD are unique)
and Csub
“ tCbsub P Ob | Cbsub Ď Cb ^ Dbo Ę Cbsub u.
b

5

Redundancy Results

For logical agents, some of the operators of ARG are redundant or even superfluous. In particular, we show redundancy of the operators replace and addjoin
with respect to the epistemic-doxastic states of (one of) the agents in M!Cb poq .
We then prove why the operator add should not be considered an option and discuss what the effect is of the representation of ARG in DEOL to arrive at these
results. In particular, we explore which properties of DEOL enforce complete
reasoning of agents.
Proposition 1 (Redundancy). The adaptation operator replace is already
entailed by the logic. That is, M!Cb poq is bisimilar to M!Cb poq;replace . Furthermore, the operators addjoin and refine do not alter the epistemic-doxastic
state of agent a and b, respectively.
Proof. The proof for replace is straightforward as the initial correspondence
(belief) Ca Ě Cb p^ Ca Ď Cb q P Aab is already altered by !Cb poq in case of a
!C poq
failure to Ca Ě Cb ^ Ca Ę Cb P Aabb . For the proof of addjoin, we compare
the epistemic-doxastic state of agent a before and after the announcement !Cb poq,
see Figure 4. The proof of refine is analogous.
Note that through the announcement !Cb poq, agent a does not only revise the
alignment, but also acquires new knowledge. This is because as a model transformer !Cb poq deletes all the worlds in which Cb poq is false and as a result, agent
a comes to know that it is true. Proposition 1 does not address the adaptation
operator add because applying add may be inconsistent for agent a.
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Proposition 2. The adaptation operator add may be inconsistent with the knowledge and belief of agent a and when it is consistent, add is equivalent to addjoin.
Proof. Assume that !Cb poq is announced s.t. Dao ‘ Ca with Cb Ď Ca P Aab and
the adaptation operator add is applied. That means that the correspondence
Cb Ď Ca is deleted and Cb Ď Casup is added where Casup is the immediate
superclass of Ca in Oa . However, there is no evidence that Casup is compatible
with object o: it cannot be ensured that Casup Dao . In fact, whenever Casup Dao
holds Casup “ CasupD (as Dao Ď Casup ) and therefore this operation is equivalent
to addjoin. Whenever Casup ‘ Dao it is contradictory to add Cb Ď Casup as agent
a knows that Cb poq and Casup poq.
Proposition 2 is in line with initial predic‘
Ď
Ď
tions and experimental results1 : addjoin
Ě
‘
shows faster convergence than add beĚ
Ď
Ď
cause add may add false correspondences
Ě
‘
that later need revision.
Da
Ca
Cb
In a way, Proposition 1 and ProposiĎ
o
o Ď
o
tion 2 follow from the representation of
Ď
ARG in DEOL. This is because DEOL
‘
enforces a greater reasoning capacity of
agents compared to the original setting
of ARG. In models of DEOL some cloĎ
Ď
Ě
sure properties with respect to agents’
‘
epistemic-doxastic state are already emĞ
Ď
Ď
bedded as a consequence of the transiĞ
‘
tive plausibility relations, the definition of
Da
Ca
Cb
Ď
o
o Ď
o
knowledge as truth in all epistemically acĎ
cessible worlds and the requirement that
the interpretation function satisfies pC [
DqIw “ C Iw XDIw and p CqIw “ ∆zC Iw .
Together, the implementation of these
Fig. 4: The knowledge (solid black)
definitions result in agents being complete
and belief (dashed red) of agent a
reasoners over the domain of interpretabefore (above) and after (below) the
tion. Resultingly the adaptation operators
announcement !Cb poq is made.
that intend to expand the interpretation
of classes, replace, addjoin (for agent a) and refine (for agent b), naturally
become redundant.
The results presented here rely on the reasoning capacity of agents that are
a consequence of the semantics of DEOL. However, they do not rely on any
specific feature of DEOL. In fact, any logic whose ontology semantics is that
of OWL would warrant it because Dao ‘ Ca , Cb poq, Dao poq imply that Ca poq
and hence Ca Ę Cb , etc. Hence, the conclusions about the redundancy of the
1

Available at https://gforge.inria.fr/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/lazylav/
index.php/20180826-NOOR
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operators replace, addjoin and refine and the possible inconsistency of add
will still hold.

6

Conclusion

We have explored the connection between the adaptation operators in ARG and
the logical dynamics in DEOL where ontologies are modeled as knowledge and
alignments as belief with respect to the plausibility relation. The dynamics of
ARG are achieved through announcements and conservative upgrades in DEOL
and we have shown that the changes induced are purely epistemic-doxastic.
Whereas the adaptation operators only target the incorrect correspondence in
ARG, there is more information available to acquire. This means that the adaptation operators have a limitation regarding the information that can be learned
by the agents. Yet, on the other hand, the operators are redundant whenever
their task is only to extend the interpretation of concepts. In DEOL, this extension is already entailed and causes, together with the closure properties that
follow from the transitivity of the plausibility relations and knowledge as truth
in all accessible worlds, agents to be complete reasoners.
More research is needed to address this matter of complete reasoners. Weakening some of the closure properties might yield different results. The main
question is then, to what extend do the results presented in this paper still hold
and how can these closure properties be weakened to resemble reasoning capacities closer to the original state of ARG? Likewise, now that the basis for a
logical analysis of ARG is laid, we can explore whether new operators can be
constructed for ARG from the DEOL setting. Exploring more of the properties
and validities of the proposed logic would facilitate this purpose.
The results in this paper are not symmetric: addjoin is redundant for agent
a and not for agent b and vice versa for refine. This is because one agent
may not know the (super-, sub)class that is used to repair the alignment nor
knows the relation between this class and the initial aligned classes. While the
latter is a direct consequence of the design of the gameplay of ARG, the former
was dealt with by requiring the public signature assumption that makes agents
aware of all the available classes. With this assumption the conservative upgrades
rightfully capture the adaptation operators and the results of this paper follow.
However, the public signature assumption does not allow ontologies to dynamically evolve. A more dynamic alternative solution could be to consider partial
valuations. Partial valuations allow agents to extend their vocabularies upon
learning. Compared to the current approach, this approach is a more natural
way to model unawareness of agents because it allows for dynamic open models [8]. In addition, introducing partial valuations might well lead to a formal
characterization of the features expansion and relaxation as introduced in [6].
These features allow agents to introduce new random correspondences (expansion) or to use shadowed correspondences (relaxation), correspondences that are
(possibly incorrect) yet cannot be detected as such because they do not cause
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any failure [6]. Further research is required to explore the precise potential of
partial valuations for modeling ARG and knowledge representations.
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Abstract. Text analysis methods are used in many applications. Handcrafted databases have been used by both linguistics scholars and data
scientists to develop new analysis methods. Although they have been
proved to work for extracting meaning, analyzing emotions, performing disambiguations and many other applications, manual and supervised methods lack scalability, while unsupervised methods often are not
properly validated or capture patterns without linguistic interpretation.
We propose a novel method to analyze texts that uses only translation
databases. The method is based on the linguistic phenomenon of colexification, identifying relations between words through their translations.
This results in a network that we analyze to reveal colexification clusters in which words share meanings. We apply this method to a corpus
of texts, finding that it displays topical consistencies within documents
and that the diversity of clusters distinguishes literary genres.
Keywords: Text Analysis · Semantic Networks · Network Analysis

1

Introduction

Text analysis is a crucial method for linguistics and computer science, for example to disambiguate words, identify topics, or measure semantic distance. A
commonly used resource for these analyses is word relationship datasets or word
networks, in which words are connected according to a principle of similarity.
Previous approaches to create networks of words have been limited by the manual
crafting of resources. For example, word association networks [2, 5] link words
based on the answers of lay people when asked about words related to a cue
word. While this approach can be informative to study language [6] it also lacks
scalability, as it require millions of experiments to produce large word lists.
Semantic networks can be constructed from synsets, for example WordNet
[12]. These are based on expert annotations of synonyms, antonyms, and similar
relationships. This method both lacks scalability due to manual annotations and
suffers from expert biases. Fields with more experts contributing to the database
have more words, leading to uneven coverages of language.
Recent developments in unsupervised methods like word2vec can be automatically applied to very large lexica [11, 8, 14]. However, these are frequently
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based on minimal linguistic validations and the justification for their use relies
on the improvement of methods in a secondary task, for example sentiment analysis [3]. Moreover, word embeddings are not completely understood and it is not
clear how to interpret the dimensions of those models [7].
Other unsupervised methods based on word co-occurrences can generate relationships between words. These can inform text mining tools, for example to
extract topics from texts [10] or to choose the most typical synonym of a word
in a specific context [4]. However, these co-occurrence methods are based on
phenomenological definitions of little linguistic interpretability or relevance.
We present a novel scalable method for text analysis based on the linguistic
process of colexification. This new method is based on translations databases
and it does not require any additional supervision. We explain how a network
of word relations is built and show that it has a natural structure of strongly
connected clusters of words that share meanings. We test the method on a corpus
of documents to explore topical consistencies and differences across genres.

2
2.1

Methods
Constructing colexification networks

Colexification is a phenomenon that reveals semantic relations between words.
Colexification occurs when two different words of the same language are translated into the same word in a second language. For example, the English words
’medicine’ and ’poison’ are both translated as ’pharmakon’ into Ancient Greek.
These cases of identical lexifications can be due to historical processes, natural
environments, psychological reasons, or by coincidence. The study of colexification patterns in a language can tell much about the society that speaks that
language [9]. Furthermore, colexification data allow language-independent analyses of the structure of concepts [15]. Considering a large number of languages,
as many as possible, the properties that languages develop from social and geographical environment would lose their importance, making other properties
more relevant, such as semantic associations.
Colexification patterns can be captured through a network approach. In such
a network, nodes are words and edges between nodes are constructed from their
colexifications. Two words are linked depending on the number of colexifications
between them. Figure 1 shows an example of the construction of a colexification
edge between the English words president and chieftain. These two words can be
translated to the same word in four different languages, each one of them belonging to a different language family. To construct a colexification edge, we apply
a rule in which two words are connected if they have at least 4 colexifications in
at least 3 different language families. This procedure, used in previous research
[9], reduces the incidence of spurious connections due to language peculiarities.
A threshold in the amount of families is important to distinguish groups
of colexifications that are generated by historical or cultural factors (various
languages from the same family) versus colexifications generated by deeper semantic causes (both various languages from different families). The example of
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Transla�ons
PRESIDENT

ﬁlòha

Language: Malagasy
Family: Austronesian

Language: Q'eqchi'
awab'ej Family:
Mayan

ndä
niyat

3

Language: Otomi
Family: Otomanguean

CHIEFTAIN

Language: Wichí
Family: Matacoan

≥ 4 languages
≥ 3 families

president
Colexiﬁca�on edge

chie�ain

Fig. 1. Example of the construction of a colexification edge. The words ’president’ and
’chieftain’ are translated to the same word into Malagasy, Q’eqchi’, Otomi and Wichi.
Each of these languages belong to a different family, which satisfies the connection rule
in the network.

president and chieftain shows colexifications in families from Central America,
South America, and Madagascar thus revealing a connection beyond the similarity between languages of the same family.
We construct the colexification network using the CLICS2 database (database
of Cross-Linguistics Colexifications) [9]. This database gathers colexifications
in 1220 language varieties of the world. This collection of colexifications is a
compilation of data from 15 different language databases. The CLICS2 website
(https://clics.clld.org/) allows the exploration of colexifications through network
visualizations and interactive maps.
The CLICS2 database offers many possibilities of exploring relations between
languages and concepts. For instance, Zalizniak et al. used it for tracking semantic shifts [17] and Youn and al. selected a small subset of words and computed
the semantic proximity between concepts [16]. Indeed the database has been
used for some works in the field of linguistics and semantics, but it still has
unexhausted potential.
For this study we consider only the CLICS2 database, but the construction
procedure just explained allows us to use any translations dictionary. Indeed
our method does not rely on specifically crafted datasets. Moreover, the network can be built by an automatic algorithm, not requiring any manual work
for anything but the construction of the dictionaries themselves. In this sense
the network construction is unsupervised. Moreover, since the method is built
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from translations dictionaries it features all the words contained in them. Therefore the method is scalable and can potentially cover all the words present in
dictionaries.
2.2

Network cluster analysis

We construct the colexification network from CLICS2 data as explained above,
thus reporting colexification patterns. Since colexification edges are an expression
of the semantic relations between words, the structure of the network has the
potential to reveal shared meanings. We identify colexification clusters in the
network by applying an iterative community detection algorithm that maximizes
network modularity [13, 1]. We further apply the method to clusters of words
larger than a threshold. Setting an higher threshold the clusters share more
general meanings, while a lower one allows more detailed distinction among
meaning clusters as illustrated in Figure 2. For this study we choose a threshold of
50 words, but studies with larger databases can explore the role of this threshold
and its optimal values.
We test the method by analyzing the Brown University Standard Corpus of
Present-Day American English (also known as the Brown corpus). This corpus
is a collection of 500 samples of English texts, written by native speakers of
American English and taken from works published in the United States in 1961.
The corpus covers 15 genres, but we aggregate the fiction-related genres into one,
thus studying a total of 11 genres. In Table 1 it is shown the number of texts per
genre in the corpus. We match tokens in the texts to the words of the network
to identify the colexification cluster that each token belongs to. In Table 1 the
percentage of tokens matched per text is listed. It spans along similar values
from 58% to 73%, without great differences that could affect our analysis.
Table 1. Composition of the Brown corpus, which includes texts with the same length
(∼ 2000 words) belonging to different genres. The percentage of words matched with
the colexification network does not vary significantly with the genre.
Genre

Number of % words
texts
matched
Press: reportage
44
70
Press: editorial
27
67
Press: reviews
17
69
Religion
17
66
Skill and hobbies
36
67
Popular lore
48
66
Biography and memoirs 75
67
US Government
30
73
Learned
80
71
Fiction
117
58
Humor
9
63
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person
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married woman

child (descendant) young
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have sex

5

wedding

girl

old man
man
people
male (of animal)

family
husband male (of person)
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woman

son
sibling's child
baby
boy
grandchild
daughter
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young man
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old woman

brother
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room
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citizen older sister
younger brother
friend
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Fig. 2. Example of division in community of the network. Applying the community
detection we divide the colexification network in components. We apply iteratively the
algorithm to the components that have more than 50 words. For example, after the first
community detection on the colexification network we find a component that refers to
the family sphere with more than 90 words. This component is represented in the centre
of the figure. We apply again the component detection algorithm dividing the family
component in 6 new components (the colored ones in the figure). This second iteration
resulted in the division of the general family cluster in more specific subclusters: the
family members have been divided from words that refer to buildings (red cluster) and
have been separated on the basis of their degree of kinship.

3
3.1

Results
Structure of the colexification network

The colexification network we build from the CLICS2 data has 1196 nodes and
1985 edges, as shown on Figure 3. The average degree of its nodes is 3.319 and the
average path length between nodes is 7.066. It has a large connected component
with 1013 nodes, 84.7% of the total number of nodes. The average clustering
coefficient of nodes is 0.33, which indicates the presence of many triangles for
such a sparse network.
The result of our community detection approach reveals 162 colexification
clusters, the largest of which has 37 nodes. The division of the network into
clusters has a very high modularity value of 0.818. This can be observed on
Figure 3, as nodes are colored according to their colexification cluster. A closer
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inspection of the clusters shows words with shared meanings, indicating that our
method detects semantic relations among words.
Some clusters show content words with shared meanings, for example the
three clusters including prison, iron and bowl on Figure 3. Other clusters include
related function words, for example clusters including pronouns (you, we, thou,
this, they, that, she, it, I, he) and connectives (and, if, or ).

gun

arch

spear
razor
bow

can
tinplate
iron
tool arrow

rainbow
knife
sword
servant weapons

money

coin

prisoner prison

silver

copper

slave
table
cup
plate
saucer

dish

pumpkin
gourd

bowl
pot

jug kettle
pan

Fig. 3. Colexification network visualized with the Gephi network analysis software [1].
Nodes are English words and edges represent colexification relationships. Inserts show
examples of colexification clusters.

3.2

Colexification clusters in texts

We analyze the appearance of words belonging to each colexification cluster in
the Brown corpus. We measure the number of different clusters that appear on
each document of the corpus. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the number of
clusters for each genre. Considering that text lengths in the corpus are very similar, creative genres like fiction or humor contain on average larger cluster counts.
We note that the fiction texts have a matching percentage slightly lower than
average (Fig 1). This does not modify our finding because an higher matching
percentage would result in the same or an even higher number of clusters. The
genres with the lowest mean numbers of clusters per text are technical (learned)
and legal (US government). This fits our expectation that documents in these
genres tend to focus on a small set of issues or problems.
We verify that colexification clusters reveal consistent document contents by
comparing the counts per document with a null model. The null model constructs
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Fig. 4. Boxplot of the number of different colexification clusters per document versus
their genre in the Brown corpus. Fiction and humor have the highest values, while
government and learned documents have the lowest. Box middle lines show the median,
box limits are the first and third quartiles, error bars show the 95% Confidence Intervals
and dots show outlier documents.

random texts with the same number of matched words by selecting tokens at
random from the whole corpus. After generating each of these samples, we calculate the resulting number of colexification clusters. Figure 5 shows a scatter
plot of document counts of matched words and of colexification clusters, versus
the expected value of the null model in 10000 samples.
The vast majority of documents have numbers of clusters below the expected
value of the null model. This shows a topical consistency within documents
that results in less clusters than expected at random. The spread of topics is
consistent with Figure 4, showing that learned and US government documents
have the lowest numbers of documents while documents in the fiction genre have
the largest. Moreover some texts, mainly from the fiction genre, can reach larger
numbers of clusters than expected at random, for example ’Not to the Swift’ by
Tristram Coffin and ’Dark Rider’ by Louis Zara.

4

Conclusions

In this work, we showed that it is possible to automatically build a meaningful
network of words, the colexification network. This network can be constructed
only with translations databases, not requiring any specifically built corpora
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the number of different colexification clusters versus the number
of matched words in the documents of the Brown corpus. Colors correspond to the
document genres. The red line is the mean of the number of colexification clusters in
10000 null model samples for each number of matched words.

as input. Therefore it is a scalable and unsupervised method. We applied a
network analysis approach that reveals clusters of words that share meanings.
We tested how these clusters capture topics in documents of the Brown corpus,
showing that documents tend to contain lower counts of clusters than expected
at random in a null model. We found that creative genres are more diverse in
terms of numbers of clusters than technical and legal texts.
The colexification method can be applied to the study of many phenomena
in different fields. As we just showed, it can be employed as NLP tool in order
to analyze texts, detect links between words and recognize topics. Moreover, it
can be used to address the cognitive sciences inquiries on the links the human
brain builds among concepts. From a linguistic point of view it can be useful to
compare different language systems.
Our work has limitations that motivate further research. The CLICS2 dataset
is relatively small: it leads to a network with less than 1200 nodes. Consequently,
we have been able to match on average 66% of the words of the documents. Most
of those words are function words, while a good part of the meaningful words
have been discarded. In the future we will aim to use large-scale translation
dictionaries that can increase the size of the network.
On the contrary, pretrained words embeddings should be able to match nearly
100% of the words of the texts. In future, it would be interesting to compare those
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methods and other unsupervised approaches with the colexification network in
order to attest the range of validity and the performance of it.
Secondly, we directly matched words in the CLICS2 dataset with tokens in
the Brown corpus. This step can be improved by considering the part of speech
of words for disambiguation. For example, the word ’can’ is not disambiguated
in the CLICS database, conflating the verb and the noun. Since it is linked to
the word ’tinplate’ we can infer that it refers to the noun and not to the verb
’can’, but it could lead to mistakes, especially when the procedure of matching
words in the texts is automatized. Due to this issue and the possible presence
of other errors not yet detected, we have been forced to set a threshold of 3
different families of languages and 4 different languages to the links. Moreover,
the 50-word threshold for the colexification clusters is an initial exploration point
and needs to be understood.
Lastly, the CLICS2 database is English-centric, thus all the polysemy of
English is not accounted for, i.e. words with more than one meaning for the
same part of speech are not accounted for. For example, in English the noun
’wood’ is both a material and a group of trees or ’mouse’ is both an animal and
a computer device. Expanding the network to many other different languages
and not relying on the English words for naming the nodes could be a way to
report more accurately the structure of language.
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On the complexity of model checking problem for finite
state transducers over free semigroups
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Abstract. A sequential reactive system interacts with the environment by receiving
control signals and performing, in response, special actions or manipulations with
data. As a theoretical concept such systems may represent various software, hardware,
embedded devices and industrial equipment. Therefore, there is a high interest in
the development of reactive systems specification and verification techniques. In this
paper we consider a model checking approach based on modeling reactive systems
with finite state transducers operating over free monoids. The main contribution is
the study of the complexity issues of the model checking problem. Namely, we prove
that this problem belongs to PSPACE (therefore, it is PSPACE-complete due to
earlier results).

1

Introduction

A finite state machine is a fundamental and powerful, yet simple concept of modern
computer science. While being of a large theoretical interest, it is at the same time applicable
to various practical problems and is used in many algorithms, including program syntactic
and semantic analysis, testing, verification and text processing, to name a few (see [5], [6],
[7]). A transducer, which is a finite state machine that maps sequences of input signals to
those of output signals, can serve as a model of a sequential reactive system, or an interactive
program. While functioning, a program of this kind receives input signals, or requests, from
the environment, and reacts to these requests by performing a sequence of basic actions. One
may view such a sequence as a composition of basic actions, that is, a compound action, which
leads to a particular change in the program’s state, data state, etc. In a simple case, when
different sequences of basic actions lead to different results, the composition operation is just
the concatenation of words. Nonetheless, one may want to study more complex cases, when
the set of compound actions endowed with the composition operation forms a particular
algebraic structure such as a semigroup, group, etc. We thus come to a general idea of a
transducer over an algebraic structure. For a better understanding of this idea consider the
following examples.
– A radio-controlled robot which operates on the Moon surface. Having received a control
signal and being in a state q 0 it must choose and carry out a sequence of steps (forward,
backwards, right or left) and enter a state q 00 . One may want to ensure, that the robot
will never enter some specified ”dangerous zone” or that it will eventually reach some
finish point. If the movements of the robot are regarded as basic actions, one may model
its behaviour with a finite state transducer operating on an Abelian group of rank 2.
– A network switch with several ports for input and output. The switch receives data
packages on its input port, processes them and sends them to one of the output ports.
The package forwarding rules and, thus, the behaviour of the switch is changed when
the device receives a special control signal. Since packages from different flows may be

processed in any order, the switch can be viewed as a transducer which operates over a
free partially commutative semigroup, or a trace monoid. Trace monoids are a common
model, used in concurrency theory and process calculi (see [12]).
– A real-time device that supervises some industrial equipment (say, a boiling system).
Such a device gathers operational data from temperature and pressure sensors and turns
some processes on and off according to the current state of the system and its internal
instructions. It seems reasonable to divide the actions into two types: for routine actions
the order of their implementation is not important, while others must be done in a
strictly specified order (e. g. an execution of some complex operation). Moreover, there
may exist emergency actions which bring system to certain predefined operation mode,
which may be useful in emergency situations. Thus, an adequate algebraic structure for
such operations is partially commutative semigroup with right-zero elements 0 which
satisfy the equalities x0 = 0 for every element x.
– A system supervisor that maintains a log-file. For each entry it records its date and time
in a file and there is no way to delete entries from the log — only to append it. Thus, for
any two basic actions (record operations to the log-file) it is crucial in which order they
are performed. Such a supervisor can be modeled by a transducer over a free semigroup.
Being the most simple case for verification, such transducers are considered in [8] and
also in this paper.
Finite state transducers are widely studied and used in the literature (see, for example
[13–17]). However, while the problem of equivalence checking for different kinds of transducers is well-studied, there is little known about their verification and model checking. In some
papers (see [18, 19]) finite state transducers are used as a verification tool, but not an object
for verification. This can be explained by the following viewpoint. The letters of input and
output alphabets of a given transducer can be regarded as valuations (truth values) of basic
predicates. Therefore, a transducer can be viewed as just another representation of a Kripke
structure (labeled transition system) [20]. Hence, the classical model checking techniques
are applicable to transducers, and no special treatment is needed.
However, we think that a transducer is a more complex model of computation than a
transition system. Its behaviour is characterized not only by the sequence of transitions,
but also by the correspondence between input and output words. A typical property of such
a correspondence which can be verified is whether for some (for each) input word from a
given language (set, pattern) a transducer outputs a word from another given language.
To formally specify the requirements of this kind one may use temporal logics equipped
with special features to reason about two sequences (input and output) simultaneously and
about the connection between these sequences. Such temporal logics were introduced and
developed in [8] and [10]. In this paper we use a special extension of Computation Tree
Logic, namely, the Reg-CT L, to define the properties of reactive systems.
The model checking problem for reactive systems is that of checking, given a set of
formally specified properties of a system, whether these properties hold for a transducer
model of the system. This problem was investigated for several classes of transducers and
some types of specification languages ([8], [9], [10], [11]), but the most promising results have
been achieved for the most simple case of actions composition as the words concatenation
(i. e., for transducers over free semigroups).
This paper continues the line of research carried out in [8] and [9]. In particular, we
study the complexity issues of model checking problem for transducers over free semigroups
based on the algorithm developed in [9]. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
briefly introduce the formal model of a transducer over a free semigroup and the Reg-CT L

specification language. In section 3 we offer an improved on-the-fly model checking procedure
and examine its complexity. Section 4 discusses some areas for further research.

2

Models and specifications of reactive systems

When reasoning about reactive systems one needs an appropriate formal model of computation and a suitable specification language to express the properties of the model. In
this paper we follow the approach initiated in [8] and [9]. We use finite state transducers
as formal models of reactive systems and a special extension of temporal logic to describe
formally the behaviour of such systems.
Let C be a finite set of signals and A be a finite sets of basic actions. Words over C are
called signal flows and the set of all signal flows is denoted by C ∗ . Words over A are called
compound actions; they represent sequential compositions of basic actions. The set of all
compound actions is denoted by A∗ , and ε denotes an empty word.
The set A∗ with the word concatenation operation · forms a (free) semigroup (A∗ , ε, ·),
where ε stands for a neutral element. In what follows we usually omit the sign · and write
uv for the concatenation of words u and v.
A Finite State Transducer over C and A is a 5-tuple π = (Q, C, A, qinit , T ), where Q is
a finite set of states, qinit ∈ Q is an initial state, and T ⊆ Q × C × Q × A∗ is a transition
relation.
A transition (q 0 , c, q 00 , h) ∈ T represents an elementary execution step of a reactive program. If a transducer is in a state q 0 and receives a signal c, it performs a compound action
c, h
h and its state is set to q 00 . Such transition is denoted by q 0 −−→ q 00 .
To define a more complex behaviour of a transducer π, we use the notion a transition
system T S(π) = (D, C, dinit , T ), where
– D = Q × A∗ is an infinite set of states of computation,
– dinit = (qinit , ε) is an initial state, and
– T ⊆ D × C × D is a transition relation such that for every pair of states of computation
d0 = (q 0 , s0 ), d00 = (q 00 , s00 ) and every signal c ∈ C the following property holds:
(d0 , c, d00 ) ∈ T ⇐⇒ ∃h ∈ A∗ : (q 0 , c, q 00 , h) ∈ T,

and s00 = s0 h
c

For the sake of clarity, a transition (d0 , c, d00 ) ∈ T is denoted by d0 −−→ d00 .
A trajectory in a transition system T S(π) is a pair tr = (d0 , α), where d0 ∈ D and
c
α = (c1 , d1 ), (c2 , d2 ), . . . , (ci , di ), . . . is a sequence of pairs (ci , di ) such that di−1 −−i→ di
holds for every i, i > 1. A trajectory represents a possible scenario of a sequential reactive system behaviour: when receiving a signal flow c1 , c2 , . . . , ci , . . . the reactive system performs a sequence of basic actions h and follows sequentially via the states of
computation d1 , d2 , . . . , di , . . . . By tr|i we mean the trajectory (di , α|i ), where α|i =
(ci+1 , di+1 ), (ci+2 , di+2 ), . . . is an infinite suffix of α.
To describe the properties of T S(π) and, thus, the reactive system behaviour, one can
use special extensions of temporal logics first proposed in [8] and [9]. While formulae of the
conventional Computation Tree Logic (CT L) are interpreted over nodes and paths of labeled
transition systems, we need a more expressive formalism to capture relations between the
flow of signals received by the transducer and its output. Moreover, each state of computation
is a result of all actions previously performed by the system. Therefore, the basic predicates
used in formulae can be naturally interpreted over the set A∗ of all compound actions. To
keep such formulae tractable, we may express these relations and predicates via regular
languages over C and A. Thus we arrive to the concept of Reg-CT L logic.

Let L and P be families of all regular languages over C and A, respectively. The set of
Reg-CT L formulae includes state formulae and trajectory formulae, defined as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

each basic predicate P ∈ P is a state formula;
if ϕ1 , ϕ2 are state formulae then ¬ϕ1 and ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 are state formulae;
if ψ is a trajectory formula then Eψ is a state formula;
if ϕ is a state formula then ϕ is a trajectory formula;
if ψ1 , ψ2 are trajectory formulae then ¬ψ1 and ψ1 ∧ ψ2 are trajectory formulae;
if ϕ, ϕ1 , ϕ2 are state formulae, c ∈ C, and L ∈ L then Xc ϕ, Yc ϕ, GL ϕ, and ϕ1 UL ϕ2
are trajectory formulae.

In Reg-CT L specification language each temporal operator Xc , Yc , GL or UL immediately
follows the trajectory quantifier E. For the sake of simplicity we will write ϕ1 EUL ϕ2 instead
of E(ϕ1 UL ϕ2 ).
The Reg-CT L formulae are interpreted over transition systems. Let d = (q, s) be a state
of computation in a transition system M = T S(π), and tr = (d0 , α) be a trajectory in M ,
such that α = (c1 , d1 ), (c2 , d2 ), . . . , (ci , di ), . . . . When writing M, d |= ϕ we mean that the
property ϕ holds in the state d of M . We write M, tr |= ψ to denote the fact that the
property ψ holds along the trajectory tr in M . The satisfiability relation |= is defined by
induction on the depth of formulae:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

M, d |= P ⇐⇒ s ∈ P ;
M, d |= ¬ ϕ ⇐⇒ it is not true that M, d |= ϕ;
M, d |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇐⇒ M, d |= ϕ1 and M, d |= ϕ2 ;
M, d |= E ϕ ⇐⇒ there exists a trajectory tr0 = (d, α0 ) in M such that M, tr0 |= ϕ;
if ϕ is a state formula then M, tr |= ϕ ⇐⇒ M, d0 |= ϕ;
M, tr |= ¬ψ ⇐⇒ it is not true that M, tr |= ψ;
M, tr |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ⇐⇒ M, tr |= ψ1 and M, tr |= ψ2 ;
M, tr |= Xc ϕ ⇐⇒ c = c1 and M, d1 |= ϕ;
M, tr |= Yc ϕ ⇐⇒ either c 6= c1 , or M, d1 |= ϕ;
M, tr |= GL ϕ ⇐⇒ ∀i > 0 : if c1 c2 . . . ci ∈ L then M, tr|i |= ϕ;
M, tr |= ϕ UL ψ ⇐⇒ ∃i > 0 : c1 c2 . . . ci ∈ L such that M, tr|i |= ψ and ∀j, 0 6 j < i, if
c1 c2 . . . cj ∈ L then M, tr|j |= ϕ.

In what follows, by Reg-CT L formulae we mean the set of all state formulae. Languages
L used in operators GL and UL will be referred to as operator parameters.
The model checking problem for transducers over monoids of words is that of checking, given a finite state transducer π and an Reg-CT L formula ϕ, whether it is true that
T S(π), dinit |= ϕ. In what follows we use a brief notation π |= ϕ.

3

Model checking against Reg-CT L specifications and its
complexity

Variants of the model checking problem for transducers over free semigroups were investigated in [8] and [9]. The authors of [9] developed an explicit tableau-based algorithm for
the case when specifications are given by Reg-CT L formulae. This algorithm generalizes a
well-known model checking procedure for Kripke structures against the conventional CT L
formulae (see [1], [2]). That procedure incrementally labels all states of a Kripke structure
by those subformulae of ϕ which are satisfied in these states. In order to apply this technique
to transducers the authors of [9] propose a finite representation of an infinite transition system M = T S(π), which we discuss later in this section. For the sake of brevity we use an

abbreviation MCPT, which stands for ”Model Checking Problem for Transducers (over free
semigroups)”.
The main contribution of this paper is the study of complexity issues of the abovementioned model checking problem. In this section we prove that MCPT belongs to
PSPACE. As long as the PSPACE-hardness of MCPT follows directly from classical results of [3], we thus prove that MCPT is PSPACE-complete.
In what follows we assume that π = (Q, C, A, qinit , T ) is a transducer over (A∗ , ε, ·); ϕ
is a Reg-CT L formula, where {Li }si=1 and {Pj }kj=1 are all operator parameters and basic
predicates occurred in ϕ; and M = T S(π) = (D, C, dinit , T ) is a transition system.
First, we introduce constructions with which we can obtain a finite representation of the
transition system M . For every basic predicate P ∈ P let AP = (QP , A, initP , δP , FP ) be a
minimal deterministic finite automaton which recognizes the language P . Here QP is a finite
set of states, initP is an initial state, FP is a set of accepting states and δP : QP × A → QP
is a transition function. The latter can be extended to the set A∗ in the usual fashion:
δP (qP , ε) = qP and δP (qP , γa) = δP (δP (qP , γ), a).
Similarly, for every operator parameter L ∈ L let AL = (QL , A, initL , δL , FL ) be a
minimal deterministic finite automaton recognizing L.
Given a transducer π = (Q, C, A, qinit , T ) and a formula ϕ, we construct a directed
labeled graph (DLG) Γ = (V, E, vinit ), called a checking graph, where
– V = Q × QL1 × . . . × QLs × QP1 × . . . × QPk — is a set of nodes;
– vinit = (qinit , initL1 , . . . , initPk ) is a distinguished initial node;
– E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed labeled arcs, such that there exists an arc (v 0 , v 00 ) ∈
c,h

E labeled by c ∈ C and h ∈ A∗ (that is, an arc v 0 −−−→ v 00 ) if and only if
00
0
, . . . , qP00k ), and for all i and j:
, . . . , qP0 k ), v 00 = (qπ00 , qL
v 0 = (qπ0 , qL
1
1

00
0

(qπ , c, qπ , h) ∈ T,
0
00
δLi (qLi , c) = qL
,
i


0
00
δPj (qPj , h) = qPj .

Thus, nodes of Γ are connected by directed arcs matched with the transitions of π and
those of automata {ALi }si=1 and {APj }kj=1 .
The graph Γ induces a binary relation ∼ on the set D: for an arbitrary pair d0 = (q 0 , s0 )
and d00 = (q 00 , s00 ) of states of computation of M over A∗
(
q 0 = q 00 and
0
00
d ∼d ⇔
δPj (initPj , s0 ) = δPj (initPj , s00 ) for all j.
The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation of finite index, and every equivalence class of
states of computation in the transition system M corresponds to a node of Γ . Moreover,
∼ is a bisimulation relation on the state space of M . It is well known (see [1], [2]) that
bisimulation preserves the satisfiability of CT L formulae. In [9] it was proved that the same
property holds for Reg-CT L.
Lemma 1 ([9]). Suppose that d0 and d00 are two states of computation in M = T S(π) such
that d0 ∼ d00 . Then M, d0 |= ϕ ⇐⇒ M, d00 |= ϕ.
Therefore, the checking graph gives a finite representation of the transition system M
which preserves satisfiability of Reg-CT L formulae. The set D is divided into a finite number
of equivalence classes Dv , one class per a node v of Γ . Taking this into account, we can

consider a new satisfiability relation |=Γ defined for the nodes of Γ : v |=Γ ϕ ⇔ M, d |= ϕ
for some d ∈ Dv .
There is a tight relationship between the trajectories in M and the paths in Γ . More
formally, every trajectory tr = (d0 , α) in M with α = (c1 , d1 )(c2 , d2 ) . . . , corresponds to a
path ρ = (v0 , α̂), where α̂ = (c1 , v1 )(c2 , v2 ) . . . is such that for all i > 0: di ∈ Dvi . It is easy
to see, that, given a state d0 of Dv0 , every path ρ = (v0 , α̂) also corresponds to the only
trajectory tr = (d0 , α).
The model checking algorithm proposed in [9] uses the checking graph as a tableau. For
every node v of Γ it computes a set label(v) of all subformulae of ϕ which are satisfied in
v. When all the subformulae of ϕ (including ϕ itself) are processed, one obtains the model
checking result as π |= ϕ ⇔ ϕ ∈ label(vinit ).
Theorem 1 ([9]). Model checking of a finite state transducer π operating over a monoid
of words against a formula ϕ ∈ Reg-CT L can be performed in time linear of π size and
exponential of ϕ size.
Now we will show that MCPT is PSPACE-complete. The inclusion MCPT ∈ PSPACE
can be proved with the help of Savitch Theorem ([4]). By this theorem, PSPACE =
NPSPACE and all we need is to construct a nondeterministic model checking procedure
which operates in space polynomial of the size of input.
MCPT receives at the input the descriptions of π and ϕ. The size of π is denoted by
kπk = |Q| + |T |. The length |ϕ| of ϕ is the number of all boolean connections and temporal
Pk
Ps
operators used in ϕ, and the size of ϕ is the value kϕk = |ϕ| + i=1 |QPi | + j=1 |QLj |.
Thus we conclude, that the size of input to MCPT is n = O(kπk + kϕk).
The decision procedure discussed below does not construct the full checking graph Γ =
(V, E, vinit ), but processes it ”on-the-fly”. To see this, consider a node of Γ of the form
v = (q, qL1 , . . . , qLs , qP1 , . . . , qPk ). Then, based on the descriptions of π and ϕ (which include
descriptions of all ALi and all APj ), one can choose a transition (q, c, q 0 , h) of π and make
0
0
a ”move” by replacing v with the node v 0 = (q 0 , qL
, . . . , qL
, qP0 1 , . . . , qP0 k ) of Γ , where
1
s
0
0
qLi = δLi (qLi , c) and qPj = δPj (qPj , h) for every 1 6 i 6 s and every 1 6 j 6 k.
It is also possible, given a node v of Γ , to determine whether a basic predicate Pj is
satisfied in v, just by checking if qPj ∈ FPj . The same is true for any operator parameter
Li . As a matter of fact, any ”local” information about a node of Γ can be obtained using
only the descriptions of π and ϕ. For example, given a signal c, one can compute a set of all
c,h
transitions of the form v −−−→ u.
In what follows we define a recursive nondeterministic procedure check(ϕ, v), which,
given a formula ϕ and a node v of Γ , checks if v |=Γ ϕ holds. To determine if π |= ϕ it
suffices to run check(ϕ, vinit ) on the initial node vinit of Γ .
Remark 1. The procedure check(ϕ, v) must follow the semantics of an operator parameter
Li . This means, that, if the currently processed subformula ϕ is not of the form EGLi ψ or
ψ EULi χ, then, when looking for transitions, available in the current node v, check(ϕ, v)
c, h

must ignore any transition v −−−→ u, where the component qLi of u differs from the same
component of v.
The description of check(ϕ, v) is given below. We consider seven possible cases of ϕ
structure, processed with respect to Remark 1.
1. If ϕ is a basic predicate P then check(ϕ, v) returns TRUE if P is evaluated true in v,
and returns FALSE otherwise.

2. If ϕ = ¬ψ, then the procedure recursively computes check(ψ, v) and returns the opposite
value.
3. If ϕ = ψ ∧ χ, then the procedure returns the value of the conjunction check(ψ, v) ∧
check(χ, v).
4. For ϕ = EXc ψ, the procedure branches:
c, h

– If there exists an available transition v −−−→ u (for some h ∈ A∗ and some node
u of Γ ), the procedure nondeterministically chooses one of such transitions and
recursively calls check(ψ, u).
– If there are no available such transitions, check(ϕ, v) returns FALSE.
5. The case of ϕ = EYc ψ is similar, but somewhat more involved. The three subcases are
considered in the following order:
c0 , h

– If there exists an available transition v −−−→ u (for some c0 6= c, some h and some
u), the procedure returns TRUE, as required by the semantics of EYc operator.
c, h

– Otherwise, if there exists an available transition v −−−→ u (for some h and u),
then one of such transitions is chosen nondeterministically and a recursive call of
check(ψ, u) is made.
– And, finally, if v does not have any outgoing (available) transitions, the procedure
follows the semantics of E quantifier and returns FALSE.
6. To handle a formula ϕ = ψ EUL χ, where L = Li , consider the semantics of EUL
operator for the checking graph Γ . The formula ψ EUL χ claims that there is a path
0
0
0
∈ FLi and
, qP0 1 , . . . , qP0 k ), such that qL
, . . . , qL
in Γ from v to some node u = (q 0 , qL
i
s
1
00
00
00
00 00
u |=Γ χ. Moreover, for any node w = (q , qL1 , . . . , qLs , qP1 , . . . , qPk ) on this path if
00
qL
∈ FLi then w |=Γ ψ. As Γ is finite, there exists a path ρ from v to u, which contains
i
no more than |V | nodes and satisfies the same property. Therefore, ρ can be found
(nondeterministically) by making |V | nondeterministic transitions, starting from v. The
search procedure operates as follows.
(a) A new variable counter is set to 0.
(b) While counter 6 |V | the following is done:
i. If qLi ∈ FLi in the current node v, then check(χ, v) is called recursively. If the
recursive call returns TRUE, then the procedure returns TRUE as well (as the
path ρ is found and terminates in the current node v). Otherwise the procedure calls check(ψ, v) and returns FALSE in the case when check(ψ, v) returned
FALSE, and otherwise proceeds to the next step.
c, h
ii. An available transition v −−−→ u is chosen nondeterministically, current node is
set to u, and counter is increased by 1. If there are no transitions outgoing from
the current node, the procedure returns FALSE.
(c) If the value of counter exceeds |V |, the procedure terminates and returns FALSE,
as a path ρ was not found. Note, that if such path exists, it will be found on some
nondeterministic branch of the procedure.
7. The most complex case of ϕ = EGL ψ is processed by a similar, but more involved
technique. By the semantics of EGL , v |=Γ EGL ψ iff there exists a finite path ρ1 to
00
00
some cycle ρ2 , and for every node w = (q 00 , qL
, . . . , qP00k ) on ρ1 ρ2 if qL
∈ FLi then
1
i
w |=Γ ψ. The idea behind the following algorithm is to nondeterministically find ρ1 ,
then nondeterministically decide that the current node is the last node of ρ1 , and (again,
nondeterministically) find a cycle ρ2 which starts at that node.
(a) A new variable counter is set to 0.
(b) While counter 6 |V | the following is done:

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

i. If qLi ∈ FLi in the current node v, then check(ψ, v) is called recursively. If the
recursive call returns FALSE, then the procedure terminates and returns FALSE
as well. Otherwise, the procedure proceeds to the next step.
ii. The procedure nondeterministically chooses between two options:
– Break the While loop and jump to the step (d). The path ρ1 is considered
to be found.
– Proceed to the next step.
c, h
iii. An available transition v −−−→ u is chosen nondeterministically, current node is
set to u, and counter is increased by 1. If there are no transitions outgoing from
the current node, the procedure returns FALSE.
If the value of counter exceeds |V |, the procedure terminates and returns FALSE,
as a path ρ1 was not found.
The variable counter is reset to 0.
A new variable start is initialized with the current node v.
While counter 6 |V | the following is done:
i. If qLi ∈ FLi in the current node v, then check(ψ, v) is called recursively. If the
recursive call returns FALSE, then the procedure terminates and returns FALSE
as well. Otherwise the procedure proceeds to the next step.
ii. If the current node is equal to start then the cycle is found, and the procedure
terminates, returning TRUE.
c, h
iii. An available transition v −−−→ u is chosen nondeterministically, current node is
set to u, and counter is increased by 1. If there are no transitions outgoing from
the current node, the procedure returns FALSE.
If the value of counter exceeds |V |, the procedure terminates and returns FALSE,
as a cycle ρ2 was not found.

To estimate the amount of memory used by check(ϕ, v), consider the following observations:
– The description of π is, as a part of input, commonly available to all recursive calls of
the procedure, and the size of the description is O(n);
– The description of a subformula ψ, which is handled during a recursive call, does not
exceed the size of the description of ϕ, and, thus, requires O(n) amount of memory.
– The description of the current node v consists of the transducer’s state and the states of
all ALi and APj , and, therefore, occupies O(n) amount of memory. Some recursive calls
of check(ϕ, v) refer to additional nodes u and start, which require the same amount of
memory.
– Since V = Q × QL1 × . . . × QLs × QP1 × . . . × QPk , the value |V | is bounded above by
O(2n ) and, therefore, has a linear-size binary representation. This means, that the size
of the counter variable is O(n).

This brings us to the conclusion that the amount of memory used by a recursive call of
check(ϕ, v) is O(n). Observe further, that the number of recursive calls is linear of the size
of ϕ (as it is linear of the number of ϕ subformulae). Thereby, the proposed model checking
algorithm uses O(n2 ). We thus proved that MCPT ∈ PSPACE.
The fact that MCPT is PSPACE-hard follows immediately from the PSPACEcompleteness of the well-known problem of checking the intersection emptiness of an unbounded number of deterministic finite automata (DFAs) (see [3]). Indeed, given m DFAs
A1 , A2 , . . . , Am operating over an alphabet Σ, one can construct (in polynomial time) a
transducer π0 = ({q}, Σ,V
Σ, q, δ) with a transition function δ(q, a) = (q, a) for each a ∈ Σ.
m
Then, π0 |= T rue EUΣ ∗ i=1 (PAi ) if and only if the intersection of A1 , A2 , . . . , Am is not
empty.

Theorem 2. The model checking problem for transducers over free semigroups is PSPACEcomplete.
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Conclusion

The complexity results obtained in this paper together with those of [9] give a complete
solution to the model checking problem for transducers over free semigroups in the case of
Reg-CT L specifications. The complexity result (PSPACE-completeness) seem to be similar
to the complexity of conventional model checking problems [1]. Nevertheless, one must take
in to account that the notion of the formula size differs from the classical case. While the
size of a conventional CT L formula is just its length, a description of a Reg-CT L formula
ϕ also includes full descriptions of finite automata used in ϕ to represent basic predicates
and operator parameters.
The freeness of the considered semigroup is crucial here. The absence of commutations
and inverse elements allows us to consider compound actions just as words over A. Therefore,
we can use finite state automata and their Cartesian products to represent basic predicates
and model the behaviour of the system. The proposed model checking technique can be
generalized to handle some simple types of non-free semigroups. For example, consider a
non-commutative semigroup with right-zero elements (an element 0 is called a right-zero iff
x0 = 0 for every x). Then each right-zero element 0 may be regarded as a symbol which
makes the respective automaton to enter some predefined state.
However, one can turn to the consideration of transducers operating over more involved
semigroups (e. g., partially commutative semigroups, groups, etc.). Such transducers serve
as models for more general type of reactive programs, where different sequences of actions
may lead to equal results. Some advances in this area were made in [11], where the model
checking problem for transducers over Abelian groups was proven to be undecidable in the
case of Reg-LT L specifications.
Furthermore, the idea of augmenting temporal formulae with operator parameters and
basic predicates, as it is done in Reg-CT L, may be extended to
1. other types of temporal logics (such as LT L and CT L∗ ), and
2. other types of languages (context-free, deterministic context-free, etc.).
The former case is studied in [8, 11], while the latter is yet to be investigated.
Finally, the properties of augmented logical systems like Reg-CT L, such as their expressiveness, axiomatizations and the complexity of satisfiability checking, are of interest by
themselves. The first steps in analyzing properties of this kind were made in [10].
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Introduction

Focusing on French, this paper aims at showing that craindre (‘fear’) is a priority attitude verb (having to do with preference for one situation over another, see
[Portner, 2009]), which can either receive a descriptive or a performative use, making
use of the distinction drawed by [Kaufmann, 2012] for priority modals. I propose that
descriptive uses of craindre describe the way the world is with respect to the attitude
holder’s private belief and dispreference for p to be true, whereas performative uses
of craindre aim at changing the way the world is, by expressing the attitude holder’s
public belief and dispreference for p to be true. To capture the distinction between descriptive and performative uses of craindre, I adopt a standard Kratzerian semantics for
attitude verbs ([Kratzer, 1991], [Portner, 2009]), which makes use of modal bases (M)
and ordering sources (O). With [Giannakidou, 1997], [Giannakidou and Mari, 2016],
[Giannakidou and Mari, 2018b], [Giannakidou and Mari, 2018a], I assume that craindre
requires that the modal base be compatible with both p and ¬p. The ordering source
restricts the modal base to those p-worlds that comply with it. My proposal is that descriptive and performative uses of craindre differ with respect to the nature of the modal
base. More precisely, I propose that, when craindre receives a descriptive use, the truth
of the proposition p is evaluated against a doxastic modal base – which delivers the
worlds accessible from the attitude holder’s beliefs – and a bouletic ordering source
(see also [Anand and Hacquard, 2013]).
(1)

Descriptive use of craindre :
[[Craindre]]c = λM.λO.λp.(∀w0 ∈ O(M)[p(w0 )],
where M = ‘what the attitude holder believes’,
and O = ‘what the attitude holder disprefers’

Adopting [Kaufmann, 2012]’s modal analysis for imperatives, which she analyzes as
involving a modal base set to the common ground (f CG(c)) with a contextually determined ordering source, I propose that craindre receives a performative interpretation
when its modal base is the common ground. The ordering source delivers those p-worlds
among the worlds that the speaker and the addressee jointly hold possible which are not
conform with what the speaker desires, see (2). In such a case, the speaker’s dispreference for p is a public dispreference (see also [Condoravdi and Lauer, 2012]). On the
contrary, in the case where craindre receives a descriptive interpretation and where its
modal base is doxastic, the attitude holder’s dispreference for p remains private.
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Performative use of craindre :
[[Craindre]]c = λM.λO.λp.(∀w0 ∈ O(M)[p(w0 )],
where M = f CG(c),
and O = ‘what the attitude holder disprefers’

This study focuses on 1-st person present tense uses of craindre, with finite complementation, to explore the hypothesis that the assertion of craindre may receive a
performative interpretation. Based on the distinction between descriptive and performative uses of priority attitudes, I will further distinguish three distinct interpretations
that the assertion of craindre may receive, as shown in (3).
Uses of craindre

(3)

Descriptive

Performative

Inquisitive

Admonitive Reprehensive

I call Admonitive and Reprehensive interpretations of craindre those uses that give rise
to the performative inference that the speaker or the addressee should take/ should have
taken action to make p false, contrarily to the Inquisitive interpretation.
This paper studies examples from a historical corpus of literary French texts, to see
how the interpretations of craindre evolved through the history of French. It will establish that craindre gradually lost its performative interpretation. In Section 1, I present
the descriptive framework used for the recognition of three distinct interpretations that
sentences with craindre in them may receive. In Section 2, I present the corpus. In
Section 4, I present the results and analyze them in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2

Distinguishing three interpretations of craindre

In this section, I distinguish three distinct interpretations of craindre based on the
practical goal of the assertion. I distinguish those descriptive uses of craindre, which
aim at expressing a conjecture or a guess, from those performative uses of craindre,
which aim at expressing a warning, a reproach or an apology.
Inquisitive goal An assertion with craindre in receives an inquisitive interpretation if
it is used to make a conjecture, see example (4-a) or a guess, as in example (5-a). I
conjecture or guess that p if I commit myself to the belief that p, in a way which is
liable to error.
(4)

a.

Moy (sotte) qu’ay-je à craindre ? [...] D’où me vient ceste crainte ? Je crain
qu’amour m’en soit la cause.
(Louis Des Masures, David Triomphant, 1566)

b.

Me (fool) what do I have to fear ? Where does this fear come from ? I fear
that love may cause me this fear.

Craindre (fear) : descriptive and performatives uses
Goal of the assertion

Inquisitive

Admonitive
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Reprehensive

Conjecture
Guess
Warning
Reproach
Apology
TABLE 1: Contextual restrictions on the interpretation of craindre

(5)

a.

Votre carte, qui accompagnait l’amical envoi fait à mon baby, était bordée
de deuil, et je crains que vous n’ayez eu la douleur de perdre votre soeur.
Si je me trompe, comme je veux l’espérer, chassez aisément cette noire
appréhension que vous porte ma lettre.
(Stéphane de Mallarmé, Correspondance, 1879)

b.

Your letter, which accompanied the friendly gift you made to my baby,
was surrounded by gried, and I fear that you may have lost your sister. If
I happen to be wrong, as I hope, steer clear of the sad idea that my letter
bears.

When the assertion of craindre is used to make a conjecture, the Addresse may either confirm, reject or respond the assertion by demanding justifications for the belief
that p, see (6). In the case where craindre is used to make a guess, the Addressee may
respond either by confirming (commiting to p) or reversing the question (by commiting
to ¬p) that the guess raises (see [Farkas and Bruce, 2010]), as in (7).
• Conjecture
(6)

Context : John can’t find his dog and tells his neighbour Mary.
a. John : I fear that something happened to him.
b. Mary : Yes, probably / Probably not / What makes you think that ?

• Guess
(7)

Context : John is late to his meeting with Mary.
a. John : I fear that I have made you wait.
b. Mary : Yes, I have been waiting for 30 minutes/ No, that’s fine !

Admonitive interpretation An assertion with craindre in receives an admonitive interpretation if it is used to express a warning. When I express a warning, I express a
public dispreference for the truth of p in the future course of events, and my addressee
may draw the inference that she must bring about the falsity of p. Note that, in Old
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French, Admonitive interpretations of craindre often arise in contexts of supplication
for the divine intervention of an absent Addressee, such as God, to avoid danger, see
(8-a) and (9-a).
(8)

(Guillaume wants to save the King from danger)
a. Diex , dist Guillaumes, qui el ciel fais vertus, Ains que g’i viegne,
crien qu’il ne soit vencus.
(Anonyme, Moniage Guillaume, 1180)
b.

(9)

(The Lord begs the Virgin to help him against the Devil’s tentations)
a. LE SEIGNEUR. Se vous ne m’aidiez sanz attente, je crain que je n’y soie
atains ; car je suis seur et certains, Vierge, que il me suit et gaite.
(Anonyme, Miracle de l’enfant donné au diable, 1339)
b.

(10)

God , says Guillaume, you in the sky who does virtues, before I arrive,
I fear that he will be vinquished.

THE LORD. If you don’t help me immediately, I fear that I’ll get caught ;
because I’m absolutely certain, Virgin, that he’s watching out for me.

(The speaker is dying)
a. Hâte-toi, mon Georges, hâte-toi, je crains que tu n’arrives trop tard.
(Léon Bloy, Le désespéré, 1886)
b.

Hurry on, my Georges, hurry on, I fear that you will be late.

In the case where my assertion of craindre has the goal of warning the Addressee
that p, the assertion’s goal is not to commit myself to the belief that p, and I do not
intend to be right or wrong on the issue of whether or not p is or will be the case. As a
consequence, it would be unfelicitous for the Addressee to confirm or reject my assertion, or to demand justifications for my belief that p, see (11-b).
• Warning
(11)

Context : John’s sister Mary is too close to the edge of a cliff.
a. John : (Watch out !) I fear that you fall.
b. Mary : # Yes, probably / Probably not / Why do you think so ?

Reprehensive goal An assertion with craindre in it has a reprehensive goal if it is used
to express a reproach, as in (12-a) or an apology, as in (13-a). In the case of a reproach
or an apology, I express a counterfactual dispreference for p.
(12)

(Martial reproaches his brother with being lazy)
a. Ma mère avait raison... je crains que tu n’aies du vice...
(Eugène Sue, Les mystères de Paris, 1843)
b.

My mother was right... I’m afraid you are vicious.

Craindre (fear) : descriptive and performatives uses
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a.

J’attendrai, s’il le faut. – je crains que ce ne soit inutile. Monseigneur a
plusieurs personnes avec lui. Revenez demain, cela vaudra mieux.
(Emile Zola, La conquête de Plassans, 1874)

b.

I will wait, if necessary. – I’m afraid it will be useless. Mylord is with
several persons. Come back tomorrow, that would be better.

When my assertion of craindre is used to express a reproach or an apology, I don’t
intend to commit myself to the belief that p is the case and to be right or wrong on the
issue of p. It would consequently be unfelicitous for the Addressee to demand justification for my belief that p is the case, see (14-b), (15-b).
• Reproach
(14)

Context : Mary is late to her meeting with John, which upsets him.
a. John : I’m afraid you are late.
b. Mary : # Why do you think so ?

• Apology
(15)

Context : Mary promised Zoe a bike ride but sees rain by the window.
a. Mary : I’m afraid it’s raining.
b. Mary : # Why do you think so ?

3 Corpus
This corpus study follows the semantic trajectory of craindre from Old to Modern
French. I used the corpus Frantext which gathers literary texts from different periods of
time in the history of French language. These periods cover Old French (1100-1300),
Middle French (1300-1550), Preclassical French (1550-1650), Classical French (16501800) and Modern French (1800-1950). Occurrences of craindre with 1-st person singular subject and finite complementation were retrieved within their larger context (700
words), for each time period of the corpus. Occurrences were manually annotated oneby-one, by the author, as either belonging to the category of assertions of craindre with
an inquisitive, admonitive or reprehensive goal.
The numbers of literary texts accessible for each period of time from the Frantext
corpus are not homogeneous, as most ancient texts are scarcer than modern day texts.
More concretely, the corpus has 28 texts from the 12-th century, 30 texts from the 13th century, 115 texts for the 14-th century, 160 texts for the 15-th century, 188 for the
16-th century, 633 for the 17-th century, 701 for the 18-th century and 1150 for the 19thcentury. As well, the occurrences of craindre are not homogeneous over the distinct time
periods, as they tend to monotonically increase along with the quantity of texts. Some
significant events in the distribution of occurrences of both first-person singular forms
and non-first-person singular forms of craindre can be noticed. The first event occurs
between period 1 and period 2, as the number of occurrences of craindre is relatively
low compared to the augmentation we could have expected. Although the total number
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Period

1st-person sg.

+

Other person

]

N◦ of words

]

Old French

17

0

Middle French

18

7

1.47

9 776 478

3 388 302

Preclassical French

184

95

11.16

18 994 976

1.94

Classical French

352

269

2.22

49 820 596

2.62

Modern French

661

415

1.73

76 605 469

1.54

2.88

TABLE 2: Distributions of craindre que accross periods of time

of words of the period 2 (Middle French) corpus is 2.88 times bigger than the number
of words of the period 1 (Old French) corpus, the number of occurrences of craindre
remains relatively stable (only 1.47 times bigger) in period 2. The second event occurs
between period 2 and period 3, where the number of occurrences of craindre significantly increases. As the number of words of the corpus only gets 1.94 bigger between
period 2 (Middle French) and period 3 (Preclassical French), the number of occurrences
of craindre gets 11.16 times bigger. Note that, in the last two periods (4 and 5) of the
corpus, the number of occurrences of craindre monotonically increases along with the
number of words of the corpus.
Literary texts accessible on Frantext were mostly written by classical authors, which
does not a allow for a multifaceted, diverse sociological representation of how French
language was spoken. You can have an idea of which authors and texts are the most
represented for each period, with respect to the number of first-person occurrences of
craindre, in Table 3. Note that, for period 3, 4, 5 the most represented texts are correspondences (letters) and thus mostly feature hearer-addressed speech.

Period

Author

Text

Date

Old French

Chrétien de Troyes

Erec et Enide

1170

Middle French

Nicolas de la Chesnaye

La condamnation de banquet

1508

Preclassical French

Nicolas de Peiresc

Lettres aux frères Dupuy

1627

Classical French

L’Abbé Prévost

Lettres Anglaises

1755

Modern French

Georges Sand

Correspondance

1840

TABLE 3: Corpus and selected representative texts
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With the view of facilitating a future compositional analysis of the three distinct
readings of craindre which were identified in the previous section, the different finite
complementation form craindre may take were taken into account. In the history of
French, craindre may take four types of complement clause : finite complement clauses
with the subjunctive or (much less often) the indicative (que-clauses), finite complement
clauses with the expletive negation in post-verbal position (que ... ne-clauses), as well as
non-finite complement clauses. In French, with attitude verbs, expletive negation may
not occur in an indicative complement clause. Moreover, expletive ‘ne’ never occurs
within a non-finite complement clause. As the purpose of this study is to compare the
distinct readings craindre may have with either the complementation form que or que
... ne, I will only focus on finite complement clauses featuring the subjunctive mood.

Period

Craindre que
1 -person

Other

st

Craindre que ... ne expletive
1 -person
st

%

Other

%

Old French

6

0

11

68,7 %

0

0%

Middle French

2

2

16

88,8 %

5

71 %

Preclassical French

62

52

122

66,3 %

43

53,7 %

Classical French

14

11

338

96 %

258

86 %

Modern French

16

11

645

97,5 %

404

81,6 %

TABLE 4: Distributions of the forms of complementation with craindre

In modern day spoken French, craindre no longer is a productive context for expletive negation (comparatives such as plus/moins ... que, ‘more/less ... than’, as well as
prepositions such as avant que, ‘before’ are the most productive environments). Nowadays perceived as belonging to high-register speech in the embedded clause of craindre,
the use of expletive negation can nonetheless be retraced to the very first occurrences
of craindre in Old French. Note that the use of expletive negation is acceptable with
first-person forms of craindre as well as with other grammatical persons. The number of occurrences of expletive negation per period was manually annotated, so as not
to counfond them with instances of standard propositional negation. Indeed, from Old
French to the end of Preclassical French (1650), expletive negation and sentential negation could be expressed with the same marker ne. Consequently, the interpretation of
ne in the embedded clause of craindre could be ambiguous between a negative and an
expletive reading, see (16-a) (with a synonym of craindre, avoir peur).
(16)

a.

Ay peur que ne veulhe manger de noustre veneson.
(Anonyme, Passion d’Auvergne, 1477)

b.

‘I fear that he might want / might not want to eat our deer.’
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By 1650, sentential negation is obligatorily expressed with the co-occurence of ne
with pas (or another negative adverb, like jamais, ‘never’, rien, ‘nothing’). The diachronic process whereby the solitary propositional negation marker ne has progressively, optionaly at first, and obligatorily (by 1650), been reinforced by the addition of
the postverbal element pas is known under the name of the Jespersen cycle (see also
[Jespersen, 1940], [Van der Auwera, 2009]), [Ingham and Larrivée, 2011]). You can find
in Table 5 below the distributions of the solitary propositional negation marker ne, as
compared with the distribution of the double negation marker ne ... pas accross the
diferent period of times of the corpus 1 .

Period

Sentential negation
Solitary ne

ne ... pas

Old French

20 860

2 450

Middle French

48 790

9 115

Preclassical French

12 298

19 384

Classical French

0

31 730

Modern French

0

40 762

TABLE 5: Distributions of the form of sentential negation (Jespersen cycle)

An interesting correlation emerges between the distributions of expletive negation
in the embedded clause of craindre – which is at its lowest (only 66,3 %) – in period 3
(Preclassical French) and the high number of occurrences of craindre in this period, by
comparison to the previous and next period. Based on this observation, it can be posited
that there may be a causal relation between the low rate of use of expletive negation in
Preclassical French and the high rate of use of craindre. This conjecture will be further
explored in Section 5, which is devoted to the analysis of the results of the corpus study.
Another correlation can be posited between the high rate of use of expletive negation by
period 4 (96 % of the total number of 1-rst person uses of craindre) and period 5 (97,5
% of the total number of 1-rst person uses of craindre) and the fact that, by period 4
and period 5, sentential negation is obligatorily expressed with ne ... pas. Indeed, as the
use of ne can no longer give rise to ambiguity, the use of expletive ne may somehow be
1. To find the exact number of occurrences of the sentential negator ne alone (or n’, nen, and
nel (when the object pronoun il is attached to ne), the procedure was the following : the number
of occurrences of ne associated with a post-verbal n-word further in the right context (such as
jamais, rien or pas), as well as the number of expletive ne appearing in the embedded context of
a trigger (such as empêcher, interdire, ne pas douter, sans or avant que) was substracted from the
total number of ne followed by a verb. This manipulation led to an existent, but relatively small,
margin of error, as there may have been instances of solitary sentential negations amongst the
number of expletive negations that were counted and substracted.
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more easy to recognize for hearers and thus less costly to use, for speakers. In the next
section, the results of the corpus study will be presented.

4 Results
• Craindre que
With the form of complementation que, the first occurrences of an inquisitive interpretation of craindre appear in period 2 (Middle French) (2/2 occurrences). By period
3 (Preclassical French) the form of complementation que predominantly occurs with an
inquisitive interpretation (44/62 occurrences). In this period, craindre que may as well
be used with an Admonitive (14/62 occurrences) or Reprehensive (4/62 occurrences)
interpretation, but these uses are relatively minor compared to the Inquisitive use. The
total number of occurrences of craindre que significantly drops from period 3 to period
4 (from 62 to 14) and remains stable from period 4 to period 5 (from 14 to 16), although
the number of texts of the corpus keeps increasing. In period 4 and period 5, the complementation form que remains specialized for the Inquisitive interpretation of craindre
(11/14 occurrences in period 4, 10/16 occurrences in period 5).

Period

Craindre que
1 -person

Inquisitive

Admonitive

Reprehensive

6

0

5

1

st

Old French
Middle French

2

2

0

0

Preclassical French

62

44

14

4

Classical French

14

11

3

0

Modern French

16

10

3

3

TABLE 6: Interpretations of craindre que

• Craindre que ... ne expletive
As for the complementation form que ... ne, it exclusively appears with an Admonitive interpretation by period 1 (10/11 occurrences) although a Reprehensive use
can be found (1/11 occurrences). The Admonitive interpretation predominantly remains
the interpretation which is the most associated to the complementation form que ... ne
in period 2 (14/16 occurrences). By period 3, the Admonitive interpretation remains
predominantly associated to que ... ne (77/122 occurrences), but the range of possible
interpretations of craindre que ... ne expands, as it begins to be associated with both
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an Inquisitive (26/122 occurrences) and a Reprehensive interpretation (19/122 occurrences). By period 4 (Classical French), the complementation form que ... ne changes
orientation. The Admonitive interpretation is no longer associated to this complementation form and significantly recedes (63/338 occurrences). The complementation form
que ... ne becomes predominantly used with an Inquisitive interpretation (227/338 occurrences), and keeps on allowing for a Reprehensive interpretation (48/338). This situation remains the same for period 5, where the Admonitive interpretation continues to
recede (43/404 occurrences), while the Inquisitive interpretation continues to increase
(291/404 occurrences), along with the Reprehensive interpretation (70/404).

Period

Craindre que ... ne expletive
1 -person

Inquisitive

Admonitive

Reprehensive

11

0

10

1

st

Old French
Middle French

16

1

14

1

Preclassical French

122

26

77

19

Classical French

338

227

63

48

Modern French

404

291

43

70

TABLE 7: Interpretations of the occurrences of craindre que ... ne

5

Analysis

Competition between the Inquisitive and the Admonitive use from 1100 to 1650
The complementation form que and que ... ne are in complementary distribution from
period 1 to period 3 (from 1100 to 1650), as que is preferentially used to convey an
Inquisitive interpretation of craindre, and que ... ne is specialized for the Admonitive.
By period 3, que and que ... ne are still used in complementary distribution, as que is
specialized for the Inquisitive interpretation (44/62 occurrences) and que ... ne for the
Admonitive (77/122 occurrences). At the same time, their range of uses overlap with
each other, as both forms of complementation can be used with one of three possible
readings of craindre. Recall that, in period 3, the total number of occurrences of the use
of craindre increases by 11.16 times, as compared to the previous period 2 (see Table 2).
A shift occurs during period 3 (from 1550 to 1650), as que ... ne wins over the competition and replaces que. The use of que ... ne by period 4 (Preclassical French) takes on
the role of que, as que is significantly less employed, and que ... ne changes orientation,
to become associated to an Inquisitive meaning (227/338 occurrences). From period 4
to period 5, the Admonitive interpretation is gradually lost with both forms of complementation. Consequently, we can form the conjecture that the rate of use of craindre
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strongly increased from 1550 to 1650 as craindre gained the flexibility to express new
meanings (namely the Inquisitive and the Reprehensive).
Gradual loss of the Admonitive use from the 1650 to 1900 The strenghtening of the
Inquisitive interpretation of craindre by 1650 causes the gradual loss of the Admonitive
interpretation. In period 1, 2 and 3, we observed that the complementation form que ...
ne somehow constrains the interpretation of craindre to an Admonitive interpretation,
see example (17-a), where the speaker expresses a warning. By 1650, the complementation form que ... ne allows for the expression of a conjecture or a guess, as in (18-a).
(17)

(18)

(Berinus is not certain whether to follow Hannibal, as he advised it)
a. Sire, par ma foy, voulentiers en feray par vostre conseil, mais mout crain
que je ne mesface.– Nennil, Dieux , se dist Hanibal, venez vous en
seürement .
(Anonyme, Bérinus, 1350)
b.

Sir, well, I would like to act as you advised, but I really fear that I might
do wrong.– Not at all, Gods , said Hanibal, come along in peace .

a.

Je crains que vous n’ayez beaucoup souffert sur la mer, et cette appréhension
m’a tellement occupée, que je n’ai plus pensé à tous mes maux.
(Guilleragues, Lettres Portuguaises, 1669)

b.

I fear that you might have suffered a lot on the sea, and this worry has
taken my attention so much, that I couldn’t think about any of my own
pains.

Strenghtening of the Reprehensive from 1550 to 1950 The Reprehensive interpretation of craindre is already found in early Old French with both complementation forms.
(19)

(Yvain and his knights are warned not to stay where they are)
a. Certes, fet ele, chevaliers, je criem que mal soiez venuz : se vos estes
ceanz tenuz, vos i seroiz toz depeciez .
(Chrétien de Troyes, Yvain, 1177)
b.

Indeed, he said, knights, I’m afraid your arrival is unwelcome : if you
remain here, you will be kept prisoners and soon butchered .



This interpretation becomes stronger as the Admonitive interpretation recedes, showing
a trajectory of semantic change from warning to reproach and apology.

6 Conclusion
This paper aimed at showing that craindre may receive a performative interpretation. Following the proposal of [Kaufmann, 2012], I have proposed that craindre receives a performative interpretation when its modal base is set to the common ground.
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In such a case, the ordering source delivers those p-worlds, among the worlds that the
speaker and hearer jointly hold as candidates for the present or future course of events,
which are not compatible with what the speaker wants. Performative uses of craindre
have the capacity to trigger performative inference whereby the assertion is understood
as performing an additional speech-act (see [Portner, 2018], [Kaufmann, 2012]). We
saw that, when the truth of p is unsettled in the common ground, the assertion may be
associated with an illocutionary flavor of warning. When the truth of ¬p is incompatible
with the common ground, the assertion may be used to express a reproach or an apology
(expressing a counterfactual public dispreference for p). We saw that, in the history of
French, the performative interpretation of craindre is preferentially associated with the
presence of expletive negation. However, by the period of Classical French, craindre
gradually loses its performative interpretation, although occurrences of expletive ne are
still numerous.
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Abstract. Conditional probability is often used to represent the probability of the conditional. However, triviality results suggest that this
intuitive proposal leads to untenable conclusions. While many responses
to triviality appear in the literature, these responses are not fully compelling. In this paper, I will use Bayes’ Theorem to motivate an approach to the probability of conditionals which explains our intuitions
about conditional probability and the Ramsey test for conditionals. I
will explain how this approach avoids the triviality results, specifically
responding to the arguments of Lewis and Bradley. I will conclude by
mentioning some challenges left for this approach to overcome.
Keywords: Triviality · Conditionals · Conditional Probability.

1 Introduction
The view that we can represent the probability of a conditional ‘if A, then B’ as
the conditional probability π(B|A) = π(A∧B)
π(A) is appealing. This thesis is motivated by standard examples where conditional probability seems to adequately
capture intuitions about the probability of conditionals: the probability that a
second coin will land heads, given that the first coin also landed heads, is 1/2;
the probability that if the die I rolled lands on an odd number, then it lands on
3 is 1/3; and the probability that, if John is an adult male, he is taller than 176
cm is 1/2. Evidence from empirical psychology further suggests that people’s
intuitions align with this proposal [1, 2]. Further, using conditional probability to compute the probabilities of conditional statements is widespread in the
sciences and statistics.
However, the theoretical appeal of this approach to the probability of conditionals has diminished since Lewis [3] published his triviality result in 1976.
Lewis’s triviality result and the large number of related results which followed
it show that, making mild assumptions about the logic of conditionals, equating the probability of conditionals with conditional probability entails that the
probability assignment is trivial. Lewis’s triviality result starts from three assumptions: (1) the law of total probability, (2) the assignment π(A → B|B) = 1,

and (3) the assignment π(A → B|¬B) = 0. Lewis uses the law of total probability to expand π(A → B) into
π(A → B) = π(A → B|B)π(B) + π(A → B|¬B)π(¬B)
and then uses the two conditional assignments to compute that this equals
1 ∗ π(B) + 0 ∗ π(¬B) = π(B).
This produces the triviality result, that π(A → B) = π(B), showing that
the probability assignment to conditionals is trivial. This conclusion is clearly
problematic for the thesis that π(A → B) = π(B|A). If we consider the example
of rolling a fair die, and let X be the proposition “the die lands on an odd
number” and Y be the proposition “the die lands on 3”, then π(Y |X) = 1/3
but π(Y ) = 1/6. For someone committed to the ratio formula for probabilities
of conditionals, an explanation is in order for why Lewis’s argument cannot be
correct.
Some promising ideas have appeared for how to resolve this difficulty. One
suggestion, mentioned in Lewis [4] and van Fraassen [5], is that the conditional may be context sensitive. Other proposals have focused on the case of
nested conditionals, advocating restricting conditional probability assignments
to non-nested conditionals or, as in Adams [6], suggesting the adoption of a
probabilistic import-export principle: π(A → (B → C)) = π((A ∧ B) → C).
However, these responses are limited insofar as they lack a compelling justification for their additional assumptions. Other responses to triviality focus on
semantic assumptions required to avoid triviality: Bradley [7]suggests that the
truth values of conditionals could be partially defined, Kaufmann [8] suggests
that conditionals can take intermediate truth value, and Edgington [9] argues
that conditionals do not have truth values.
In this paper, I will use a Bayesian theory of conditional probability to motivate an approach to the probability of conditionals which avoids triviality.
This differs from previous approaches by abstracting from the semantic issues
entangled with triviality and making use of a Bayesian mechanism for belief
updating. I will begin by presenting a possible worlds framework for probability
theory and using the Ramsey test and Bayes’ Theorem to motivate the proposal
that the probability of the conditional is given by Bayesian conditional probability, π(A → B) = πA (B). I will show that πA (B) is equivalent to π(B|A) for
unnested conditionals and that, for nested conditionals, this proposal validates
the principle that π(A → (B → C)) = π((A ∧ B) → C). I will then explain
how this avoids Lewis’s triviality result by replacing his ‘universal’ law of total
probability with a context sensitive law of total probability. I will conclude with
some remarks about how this proposal can respond to triviality results beyond
Lewis’s (in particular, Bradley’s triviality result) and what some of the costs
of this theory may be.
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2 Set-Up and Bayesian Conditional Probability
Compositional semantics typically begins with basic factual propositions such
as “Ann smokes” or “John flipped a coin.” Evaluating the truth of these factual
propositions is straightforward: “Ann smokes” is true just in case (the world is
such that) Ann smokes. The standard way to interpret these truth conditions is
to represent propositions as sets of possible worlds, where the proposition “Ann
smokes” is equated with the set of worlds in which Ann smokes. We can represent a broad class of propositions as sets of possible worlds using the tools of
compositional semantics: for example, Boolean combinations of factual propositions are also sets of possible worlds formed by taking set-theoretic unions,
intersections, and complements. However, it is an open question whether all
contents of belief or assertion can be treated as factual propositions, or sets
of possible worlds. The standard examples of contents which may not be factual are modals and conditionals, which depend both on the way things are
(worlds) and the way things could be (modal bases, counterfacts, etc.). In this
paper, I will call factual any proposition which is represented as a set of possible worlds and reserve the term proposition for contents of belief or assertion
more generally, leaving open whether, for example, modals are factual. Propositions represented by capital letters (A, B, C, ..) or lowercase letters (p, q, ...)
will always be factual propositions, and in this section, I will refer to the set of
factual propositions as A for ease of exposition.
In factual discourse, we often think of one of the possible worlds as the
actual world, and we evaluate factual propositions as true or false relative to
this actual world. However, probabilistic reasoning relies on uncertainty: for
example, if we knew the outcome of some random variable of interest in the
actual world (a coin toss, a particle velocity, or the future payoff of a financial
asset), we would have no need for probabilistic models. Rather than taking the
actual world to which we have privileged access as a starting point, probabilistic
models begin with uncertainty about the state of affairs which actually obtain,
or uncertainty about which possible world is actual. We can capture this idea
formally by taking our starting point to be a probability distribution over a
set of possible worlds, which I will call a probabilistic context.1 Formally, a
probabilistic context is a tuple (Ω, Σ, π) where Ω is the relevant set of possible
worlds, Σ is some sigma-algebra on Ω representing which sets of possible worlds
are measurable, and π is a probability measure on Σ.2
Maintaining that factual propositions are sets of possible worlds, a probabilistic context determines a probability assignment π over A. Since a factual
proposition A ∈ A is a set of possible worlds, A determines an indicator function χA : Ω → {0, 1} which assigns χA (ω) = 1 if A is true in ω and χA (ω) = 0
1

2

Note that this model of probabilistic reasoning is not novel, but is closely related
to those found in, for example, Stalnaker [10] and Yalcin [11].
Throughout, I will assume Ω is finite and that every subset of Ω is in Σ, though
this account can generalize to an infinite context.
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if A is false in ω for each ω ∈ Ω. This induces a probability assignment on A
by
X
π(A) =
π(ω)χA (ω).
ω∈Ω

This is just the expected value of the random variable χA over the space of
possible worlds: it yields the expected probability that A is true, given that ω
is chosen from Ω according to π.
Two examples can illustrate how this model of probabilistic reasoning applies. First, consider tossing a fair die. The probabilistic context used here involves six possible states of the worlds, {ω1 , ..., ω6 }, each with equal probability
1/6 of occurring. We can then evaluate the probability of any factual proposition involving these outcomes using the above formula. For example, if X is the
proposition P
that the die lands on an odd number, the probability of X is given
by: π(X) = ω∈Ω π(ω)χX (ω) = π(ω1 )+π(ω3 )+π(ω5 ) = 1/6+1/6+1/6 = 1/2.
Second, consider a situation more analogous to the types of language use of interest in semantics: evaluating the probability that there are potatoes in the
pantry. Suppose I know that there were potatoes in the pantry last week, but
am uncertain whether they are still there. I can consider three relevant possibilities and ascribe subjective probabilities to the three scenarios: that the
same potatoes as before are in the pantry, that someone else in the household
used or moved the potatoes and they were not replaced, and that someone else
used or moved the potatoes and they were replaced. Then, the probability that
potatoes are in the pantry would be the sum of the subjective probability that
the first scenario obtains and the subjective probability that the third scenario
obtains.
With these foundations in place, we can move on to consider how we
would ascribe a probability to the conditional built from two factual propositions, π(A → B).3 Previous work has started with the mathematical notion
of conditional probability given through the ratio formula, or the proposal that
4
π(A → B) = π(B|A) = π(A∧B)
π(A) . Since we have seen how this proposal runs
into problems with triviality, I will suggest an approach which starts instead
with Bayes’ Theorem, motivated by the insight of Ramsey.
Frank Ramsey [12], in 1929, suggested that agents evaluate a conditional
p → q by “adding p hypothetically to their stock of knowledge and arguing on
that basis about q”. The idea behind this proposal is a suppositional view of the
conditional: one supposes that the antecedent is true, then evaluates whether
the consequent is true on the basis of one’s prior knowledge and this supposition. The notion of Bayesian updating can formalize this idea of supposition:
3

4

Here I only consider indicative conditionals. How this framework extends to other
conditionals, like counterfactuals, is an interesting question, especially given research on counterfactuals and Bayesian networks as in [13], but is beyond the
scope of this paper.
This definition only applies if π(A) 6= 0. Throughout this paper, I will assume that
the antecedents of conditionals have non-zero probability.
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we start with a probability distribution over the space of beliefs, we update
this distribution with the antecedent, and then we evaluate the consequent using this updated distribution. This will lead to the proposal which I suggest
we adopt, that π(A → B) = πA (B), where πA (B) is the Bayesian conditional
probability.5
To give a more precise characterization, we must figure out how to calculate
the updated distribution πA . On a standard account of Bayes’ theorem with
conditional probability, updating by A would give us a probability distribution
. However, this is not quite what we
over propositions B by πA (B) = π(B)π(A|B)
π(A)
want here because probabilistic contexts start with a probability distribution
over worlds rather than over propositions. What we want is, for a proposition
A and an initial distribution π over Ω, an updated distribution πA on Ω given
. While π(A|ω) is not defined, we can see that intuitively
by πA (ω) = π(ω)π(A|ω)
π(A)
the probability that A is true given ω should just be the indicator function
χA (ω), since A has probability 1 on the supposition that ω is the world iff
A is true in ω, which is the case iff χA (ω) = 1. This motivates the following
definition:
π(ω)χA (ω)
.
πA (ω) =
π(A)
We can see that this is a special case of the general version of Bayes’ theorem,
which states that, given a parameter space Θ, a prior distribution π over Θ,
a sample space X, and a likelihood function f : X × Θ → [0, 1], an element
x ∈ X leads to an updated distribution πx over Θ given by
π(θ)f (x, θ)
.6
0
0
θ 0 ∈Θ 0 π(θ )f (x, θ )

πx (θ) = P

In this specific case, A is the sample space, Ω is the parameter space, and
χA (ω) is the likelihood
P function on A × Ω, and we made use of the fact that
π(A) is defined as ω∈Ω π(ω)χA (ω).
Now that we know how to form an updated distribution over Ω, we can use
this to calculate conditional probability. For any B ∈ A, πA (B) is given by:
πA (B) =

X

πA (ω)χB (ω) =

ω∈Ω
5

6

1 X
π(ω)χA (ω)χB (ω)
π(A)
ω∈Ω

This proposal leaves unspecified what exactly the ‘probability of a conditional’,
π(A → B), is supposed to mean. One suggestion, advocated by Adams [6], is that
the probability of a conditional represents the degree to which a conditional is
assertible. Another suggestion, advocated by Stalnaker [10], is that the probability
of a conditional is the probability that the conditional proposition is true. This is
an issue I leave open for the purposes of this project, but hope to address in future
work.
This exposition of the general version of Bayes’ theorem follows [14].
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=

1 X
π(A ∧ B)
π(ω)χA∧B (ω) =
.
π(A)
π(A)
ω∈Ω

This shows that Bayesian conditional probability is equivalent to the ratio
formula for unnested conditionals of factual propositions, which is expected
given the intuitive appeal and widespread success of the ratio formula.
Before showing how this approach will allow us to avoid Lewis’s triviality
result, we have to investigate the case of nested conditionals. Since we expect
the Bayesian hypothesis to generalize to nested conditionals, we propose that
π(A → (B → C)) = πA (B → C), rather than proposing that π(A → (B →
C)) = π(B → C|A). We can then compute what this would give us for a nested
conditional:
πA (B → C) =
=

π(A ∧ B ∧ C)
π(A)
πA (B ∧ C)
=
∗
πA (B)
π(A)
π(A ∧ B)

π(A ∧ B ∧ C)
= π((A ∧ B) → C).
π(A ∧ B)

We see that this validates the probabilistic import-export principle proposed
by Adams: π(A → (B → C)) = π((A ∧ B) → C). On the Bayesian view, in
contrast to the original ratio approach, this is not a principle which is introduced independently, but is instead a direct consequence of the definition of
Bayesian conditional probability. This fact will enable us to block the triviality
result in the next section.

3 Responding to Triviality
In the last section, I proposed that we replace the thesis that π(A → B) =
π(B|A) by the thesis that π(A → B) = πA (B). These are equivalent when
A and B are factual, but for nested conditionals, the latter validates importexport while the former does not. To evaluate how this proposal holds up
against the triviality arguments, let’s return to Lewis’s result. Intuitively, what
Lewis’s triviality argument is supposed to show is that if we equate the probability of conditionals with conditional probability, make minor assumptions
about the logic of conditionals, and assign probabilities to right nested conditionals, then the probability assignment to conditionals comes out trivial in the
sense that π(A → B) = π(B).
We recall that the conclusion of this argument does not hold, for either
proposal of the probability of conditionals. Let X be the event of rolling an
odd number and Y be the event of rolling a three. Evaluating conditional
)
1/6
probability, we see that π(X → Y ) = π(X∧Y
= 1/2
= 1/3. It is clear that
π(X)
this assignment is non-trivial, as π(Y ) = 1/6, so π(X → Y ) 6= π(Y ), as the
conclusion of Lewis’s argument would have it.
6

If the conclusion of triviality does not apply to real assignments of conditional probability, that means something must have gone wrong in Lewis’s
argument. To figure out what went wrong, we can reconsider his three assumptions: (1) the law of total probability, (2) the assignment π(A → B|B) = 1, and
(3) the assignment π(A → B|¬B) = 0. The version of (2) and (3) which would
apply in the Bayesian framework are πB (A → B) = 1 and π¬B (A → B) = 0.
These are very intuitive conditions and it is easy to verify that they are true
given the definition of Bayesian conditional probability. This means that the
error must lie with the law of total probability. In particular, Lewis’s argument
assumes that the law of total probability extends to conditionals, as he uses
the fact that π(A → B) = π(A → B|C)π(C) + π(A → B|¬C)π(¬C). This is
precisely the assumption which will prove false on the Bayesian analysis.
Before explaining why the law of total probability does not extend to conditionals in the Bayesian setting, let’s revisit why this holds for factual propositions and for conditionals on the ratio analysis proposal. For any factual A
and B, the law of total probability states that π(B|A)π(A) + π(B|¬A)π(¬A) =
π(B). We can prove this by using the ratio definition of conditional probability:
π(B|A)π(A) + π(B|¬A)π(¬A) =

π(B ∧ ¬A)
π(B ∧ A)
π(A) +
π(¬A)
π(A)
π(¬A)

= π(B ∧ A) + π(B ∧ ¬A) = π(B).

Since Bayesian conditional probability reduces to the ratio formula for factual
propositions, it affirms the law of total probability for factual propositions.
However, if we accept the ratio analysis for nested conditionals, so π(C →
(A → B)) = π(A → B|C), we can prove that the law of total probability must
apply to conditionals as well:
π(A → B|C)π(C) + π(A → B|¬C)π(¬C) =
π(¬C ∧ (A → B))
π(C ∧ (A → B))
π(C) +
π(¬C) =
π(C)
π(¬C)
π(C ∧ (A → B)) + π(¬C ∧ (A → B)) = π(A → B).

Thus, assuming the original proposal that π(A → B) = π(B|A) verifies this
assumption of Lewis’s triviality argument.
We can see that this does not happen in the Bayesian framework. Recall
that we started with the assumption that π(A → B) = πA (B). Since B is a
factual proposition, the law of total probability must hold with respect to the
updated distribution πA , so
πA (B) = πA (C → B)πA (C) + πA (¬C → B)πA (¬C).
We can expand this to an expression involving only the original probability
distribution π:
π(A)π(A → B) = π(A ∧ C → B)π(A ∧ C) + π(A ∧ ¬C → B)π(A ∧ ¬C).
7

Using this version of the law of total probability for conditionals, we can
see that the triviality result does not go through. The triviality result followed
from setting C = B in the conditional law of total probability. If we do this,
we get
π(A)π(A → B) = π(A ∧ B → B)π(A ∧ B) + π(A ∧ ¬B → B)π(A ∧ ¬B) =
π(A ∧ B → B)π(A ∧ B) + π(A ∧ ¬B → B)π(A ∧ ¬B) =
1 ∗ π(A ∧ B) + 0 ∗ π(A ∧ ¬B) = π(A ∧ B)
which is the ratio definition of conditional probability, π(A → B) = π(A∧B)
π(A) .
This shows that interpreting the probability of the conditional as Bayesian
conditional probability avoids Lewis’s triviality result. It does so because it
denies the conditional law of total probability. The fact that the conditional
involves updating the probability distribution by the antecedent requires that
it satisfy the law of total probability with respect to the updated distribution
rather than the original distribution. This fact means that carrying through the
reasoning of the triviality argument leads to a tautology rather than triviality.

4 Beyond Lewis’s Result
The Bayesian approach to conditional probability successfully blocks Lewis’s
triviality result due to how it evaluates nested conditionals. A natural question
is whether this approach is sufficient to respond to other triviality results, such
as that of Bradley [15], which do not rely on facts about nested conditionals.
I suggest that the answer to this is yes: as far as I can tell, no triviality result
applies to the thesis that π(A → B) = πA (B).
To illustrate this, I will consider Bradley’s triviality result, which is one
of the more popular arguments alongside Lewis’s. Bradley argues that any
probability distribution which satisfies the preservation condition is subject
to triviality, where the preservation condition states that if π(A) > 0 and
π(B) = 0, then π(A → B) = 0. It is not hard to see that the preservation
condition holds on the Bayesian view.
Bradley’s argument suggests that ascribing probabilities to conditionals allows us to contradict the preservation principle.7 He assumes that we have a
language with propositions A, B and A → B such that A 6|= B and A → B 6|= B.
From this, he concludes that there must be a probability distribution Pr such
that Pr(A) > 0, Pr(A → B) > 0, and Pr(B) = 0, violating the preservation principle. This follows from a standard view of logical consequence, where
X |= Y iff Y is true in every world where X is true, so if X 6|= Y , there must
be a world where X is true and Y is not, and we can choose a Pr assigning
positive probability to this world but zero probability to all Y worlds.
7

My presentation here follows Khoo and Santorio [16].
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However, this argument does not succeed on the Bayesian view. Even though
A → B 6|= B, every world which contributes probability to A → B is a world
where both A and B are true, so it also contributes probability to B. Thus,
we cannot conclude from the fact that A → B 6|= B that there is some Pr such
that Pr(A → B) > 0 but Pr(B) = 0, as required in Bradley’s argument.
We now have a second triviality result where the Bayesian view of conditional probability successfully undermines one of the assumptions, leaving us in
a position to investigate what is distinctive about the Bayesian approach which
makes it successful. For Lewis’s result, we denied the conditional law of total
probability and for Bradley’s result, we denied a claim about the relationship
between probability and logical consequence for conditionals. Both responses
follow because the Bayesian view treats conditionals as suppositional: conditionals are not factual propositions in the initial context, but are treated as
factual propositions in the context updated by the antecedent. This conflicts
with the standard factual approach to conditional semantics and probability,
where the conditional is a factual proposition and the probability of a conditional is the probability that this factual proposition is true. On this factual
approach, both the conditional law of total probability and the claim about
logical consequence must be true. Thus, while the Bayesian view is successful
in avoiding the triviality results, it requires us to deny this standard (Lewisian)
picture which treats the conditional as a factual proposition, thus requiring an
explanation for how a ‘non-factual’ approach to conditionals would work.

5 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, I advocated for a Bayesian approach to conditional probability
which avoids the problem of triviality. On this view, the thesis that π(A → B) =
π(B|A) is replaced by the thesis that π(A → B) = πA (B). These are equivalent
for factual propositions, but differ for nested conditionals. In particular, the
Bayesian view validates the probabilistic import-export principle: π(A → (B →
C)) = π((A ∧ B) → C). I showed how adopting this view allows us to avoid
both Lewis’s and Bradley’s triviality results through denying the conditional
law of total probability and denying a fact about the relationship between
probability and logical consequence for conditionals. This involves a deviation
from what we would expect from ordinary conditional semantics, which requires
an explanation.
In my view, the utility of conditional probability is undeniable, and our
accounts of the relationship between semantics and probability should explain
this, rather than deny it. I take the Bayesian approach detailed here to be a
step towards resolving this difficulty, but due to the deviations from standard
semantics, far from a complete story. However, I am hopeful that contemporary semantics offers resources which will be able to offer an explanation. For
example, Gillies [17] offers a conditional semantics from a dynamic perspec9

tive, evaluating conditionals at contexts (sets of possible worlds) rather than
at worlds, which bears many similarities to the account presented here. Additionally, the notion of context update underlying Gillies’ semantics as well as
the restrictor underlying Kratzer’s [18] conditional semantics play similar roles
to that of Bayesian updating here. In my view, one of the benefits of starting
with the Bayesian approach is that it does not presuppose or require special
assumptions about conditional semantics (such as no, partial or trivalent truth
conditions), but instead leaves room for future work to explore this connection. Thus, while implementing a Bayesian approach to conditional probability
involves deviations from a standard semantic picture, I hope that future research will be able to tell a compelling story about the relationship between
conditional semantics and probability which can make sense of these difficulties, while building on the insights the Bayesian approach offers in responding
to triviality.
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Abstract. The ability to extract knowledge from dialogs without domain or task restrictions is important for both dialog systems and learning agents. While the first can use that knowledge to guide the decision
process, the latter can use it to update their capabilities. Extracting
knowledge from dialogs is different from extracting it from large collections of documents, as done by typical information extraction approaches, since the segments in a dialog have different intentions and
have multiple references to each other. Thus, in this paper we present
and discuss an intention-based approach to knowledge extraction, which
is able to extract knowledge not only from self-contained statements, but
also from questions and sequences of related segments. While questions
are able to provide partial or uncertain knowledge, sequences of related
segments provide additional knowledge in the form of completions, assertions, or corrections of previously extracted knowledge.
Keywords: Knowledge Extraction · Dialog · Open-Domain · Intention

1

Introduction

Consider a scenario in which an artificial agent engages in or listens to a dialog
in order to acquire some kind of knowledge. If the agent is designed to target
a specific kind of knowledge, this can be seen as a slot filling problem. Such an
agent can be extended to deal with multiple aspects of a single or a small set of
domains. In that case, the agent must first identify the intent of its conversational
partner, since each triggers its own set of predefined slots to be filled. There has
been extensive research on both slot filling and intent recognition, leading to
task-oriented dialog systems with high performance on their respective tasks [6,
19, 20]. However, these approaches are not appropriate if we want to develop
agents that are able to extract knowledge from open-domain dialog, in order
to learn and update their capabilities in the same manner that humans do.
Since there are no restrictions in terms of task nor domain, we cannot define
sets of slots to be filled. In fact, the concepts and properties that originate
?
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those slots may themselves be learned over time through dialog. Thus, instead
of identifying a task-specific intention and the values that fill the slots triggered
by that intention, such agents must be able to identify generic intentions that
reveal the kind of knowledge that may be provided by a given utterance and
then interpret it to extract the concepts and relations that it refers to.
The generic intention of a segment is revealed by the corresponding dialog
act [17]. Thus, automatic dialog act recognition is a task that has been widely
explored over the years (e.g. [18, 4, 5, 7, 13]). In an attempt to standardize dialog act annotation, Bunt et al. [2] defined an ISO standard which defines the
dialog act annotation of a segment not as a single label, but rather as a complex structure including, among other information, its communicative function
and relations with other segments. The set of general-purpose communicative
functions defined by the standard is organized hierarchically and has a branch
corresponding to information-transfer functions. Thus, a learning agent should
focus on segments with those communicative functions.
Open-Domain Information Extraction (OpenIE) approaches are able to extract relational tuples from large collections of documents using a combination of
predefined syntactic and lexical patterns, bootstrapping, and machine learning
approaches [1, 8]. Most of these approaches perform extractions at the segment
level and their application to large collections of documents is purely for convenience. However, they focus on self-contained declarative segments. Thus, they
cannot be applied directly to dialogs, which are interactive by nature. Furthermore, although such approaches have methods to attribute a confidence score
to the extractions, they focus on extracting knowledge that is factual. However, a learning agent may benefit from uncertain or partial knowledge, which is
typically transmitted during a dialog.
In this paper we discuss means to extract knowledge from open-domain dialogs by merging OpenIE with intention-specific interpretation approaches. We
start by looking at the set of general-purpose functions defined by the ISO standard for dialog act annotation to identify those which are able to provide knowledge and to what extent. Then, we discuss extraction approaches based on the
relevant intentions, as well as on sequences of related intentions. Finally, we
discuss the issues of this approach and provide pointers for future development.

2

Intention-Based Knowledge Extraction

Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of general-purpose communicative functions proposed in the ISO standard for dialog act annotation. It is split into two branches,
one for information-transfer functions and other for action-discussion functions.
Although segments with an action-discussion function may also involve knowledge, they have a different focus and the kind of knowledge that can be extracted
from them is not straightforward to identify. Thus, we do not include them in
this discussion. On the other hand, segments with an information-transfer function are focused on knowledge and each function under that branch refers to a
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy of general-purpose communicative functions proposed in the ISO
standard for dialog act annotation.

specific aspect of knowledge-transfer. Thus, we are able to identify the kind of
knowledge that can be extracted from segments with each of those functions.
One of the branches under information-transfer functions is for informationproviding functions. As the name suggests, all the segments with a function
in this branch are able to provide knowledge. However, only those with the
Inform function are self-contained, that is, they are statements which do not
depend directly on information from the preceding segments. On the other hand,
segments with a function that is a subclass of Inform are rarely self-contained.
Thus, they are typically unable to provide knowledge on their own and must
be processed together with the preceding segments that they depend on. For
instance, a segment with the Confirm intention does not provide any information
on its own. However, if it is processed together with the propositional question
that it answers, the corresponding proposition can be asserted as true.
One may tempted to assume that only segments with an information-providing
function are able to provide knowledge. However, the different kinds of question
under the information-seeking branch are also able to provide knowledge on their
own, even if partial or uncertain. For instance, even without knowing which one,
an agent may assume that one of the alternatives provided in a choice question
is true and use that information to influence its decisions. Furthermore, it is
important to extract such partial or uncertain knowledge, since, as exemplified
previously, it can be completed or asserted later in the dialog.
Below, we further discuss the kinds of knowledge provided by segments with
these communicative functions and suggest extraction approaches. Furthermore,
at the bottom of each section, we provide examples of segments with the corresponding communicative functions. We start with the self-contained statements
identified by the Inform function, since they are those targeted by OpenIE approaches. Then, we look into the knowledge that can be extracted from questions
on their own. Finally, we discuss knowledge extraction from sequences of segments which depend on each other.
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Self-Contained Statements

Self-contained statements are typically propositional phrases stating whether a
given proposition is true or false. OpenIE approaches focus on extracting such
propositions in the form of relational tuples. Thus, theoretically, such an approach can be applied directly to self-contained statements uttered in a dialog.
However, in practice, it requires some adaptations.
First of all, in the large collections of documents to which OpenIE approaches
are typically applied, the same information can be provided by multiple documents and even by different segments in the same document. Thus, if the approach fails to extract that information from one segment, it may still be able
to extract it from the others. On the other hand, in a dialog, each piece of information is transmitted a reduced amount of times and, in many cases, only once.
Furthermore, from the point of view of a dialog system, if it fails to extract that
information, it will probably also fail to keep the dialog flowing. Thus, in order
to function in the context of a dialog, the OpenIE approach must be adapted to
focus on recall instead of precision. This can be done by reducing the confidence
threshold required for extraction and by generating paraphrases of the segment
to improve the probability of extracting the important information.
Furthermore, a dialog is typically made of a sequence of utterances concerning
the same or related subjects. Thus, although a statement may be self-contained
in terms of the proposition that it is expressing, the arguments of that proposition may refer to information provided not only in the statement, but also in
preceding or future segments. For instance, one must take into account that the
last example below comes after the second, in order to understand that it refers
to John’s cat and that it ate two rainbow trouts. Considering this, to improve
recall, coreference resolution [3] must be performed before applying the OpenIE
approach. Since dialog state tracking is required for the identification of relevant
sequences of segments, the dialog history is available and there is no distinction
between intra- and inter-segment anaphora. In the rare cases in which a reference cannot be solved using information from the preceding segments, it means
that it is an inter-segment cataphora. In this case, the agent may assume that
the information will be provided in the future and a placeholder can be included
in the extraction.
Finally, an additional problem with OpenIE approaches is that they focus on the extraction of relational tuples and typically do not perform further
processing. The exceptions are the normalization of numerical relations performed by BONIE [16] and the processing of conjunctive sentences performed
by CALMIE [15]. The latter allows the extraction of two distinct relational tuples from the first example below. However, there is additional information that
can be included in the tuples which is relevant for a learning agent. For instance, whether the arguments of the relation refer to instances or classes. This
information can typically be obtained by inspecting determinants and pronouns.
Furthermore, it is important to identify possession and hierarchical relations expressed in the arguments. For instance, from the second example we can extract
that John has a cat and that rainbow trouts are a kind of trout. Finally, it is im-
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portant to assess the time validity of the relation, for instance by analyzing verb
tenses and identifying temporal expressions, such as today in the last example.
Examples:
1. Eagles and parrots are birds.
2. John’s cat loves rainbow trouts.
3. It ate two for lunch today.
2.2

Questions

Questions have a knowledge-seeking function. However, as previously discussed,
they are also able to provide partial or uncertain knowledge on their own, even if
just concerning the existence of the concepts that are referred to in the question.
By looking at the communicative functions hierarchy, we can see that there
are three types of question – Propositional Question, Choice Question, and Set
Question – and that the first can be further specified as Check Question. Each
of these types of question is approached separately in the Question-Answering
(QA) area, since they target different kinds of knowledge [9]. Consequently, as
discussed below, the knowledge that can be extracted from each of them also
differs. Segments generically classified as Question refer to questions which do
not fall under any of the other categories. These are typically irrelevant from a
knowledge-oriented point of view. Thus, we do not approach them.
Propositional Questions Also known as yes/no or closed questions, propositional questions reveal the intention to know whether a proposition is true or
false. Thus, one may assume, with a certain level of confidence, that the concepts referred in the question exist and that everything but the main relation
expressed by the proposition is true. For instance, from the examples in the
end of this section, among other things, we can extract that there is a concept
which is referred to as ostrich and that John has a car. To extract this kind of
information, we can apply a three-step approach:
1. Isolate the proposition by transforming the question into a declarative form.
2. Apply the extraction approach for self-contained statements.
3. Flag the head of the main relation as the target of the question.
For the first step, a propositional question can typically be transformed into
a declarative form by reverting the subject-verb inversion. For instance, the first
example can be transformed into the declarative form ostriches can fly. This
declarative form is identical to that of a self-contained statement. Thus, the
same extraction approach can be applied to obtain the corresponding relational
tuples. Finally, the head of the main relation must be flagged as the target of
the question, in order to state that its knowledge cannot be asserted as true and
to guide the dialog manager towards the selection of an appropriate answer.
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Check questions are a special kind of propositional questions, for which the
speaker is confident, but not sure, of the answer. Thus, the same three-step
knowledge extraction approach can be applied. However, as revealed by the second example, these questions are typically already in a declarative form, except
for the interrogative clause in the end, which is irrelevant for the proposition.
Thus, the first step is reduced to the removal of that clause. Furthermore, unless
the agent has information that contradicts the proposition, it can assume that
it is true with a high degree of confidence. Thus, the flag placed on the head of
the main relation must include that information.
Examples:
1. Can ostriches fly?
2. John’s car is red, right?
Choice Questions Choice questions provide multiple options, which the subject is expecting the conversational partner to choose from. Thus, they can be
seen as multiple propositional questions aggregated together in the same context
and, out of which, typically only one of the prepositions is true. Consequently,
they provide more knowledge than the propositional questions individually. Still,
the knowledge-extraction approach is similar to that of propositional questions,
with some additional steps:
1. Isolate the alternatives by transforming the choice question into multiple
propositional questions.
2. For each alternative, apply the extraction approach for propositional questions.
3. Group the extractions into a set of alternatives.
In this case, the first step is the trickiest, since the part that is common to
all alternatives must be identified and replicated in every propositional question.
This common part varies depending on the question. While there are choice
questions, such as the first example below, in which the alternative relational
tuples only vary in terms of one argument, there are others which have nothing in
common. However, the common part can typically be identified by the placement
of disjunctive conjunctions between the alternatives.
The last step has two functions. On the one hand, the extractions that are
common to every alternative can be asserted as true. On the other hand, by
grouping the alternatives, even if the agent does not have enough knowledge to
identify the correct alternative, it can attribute a probability to each of them
and use the information they contain during the dialog.
Examples:
1. Are whales mammals or fish?
2. Would you rather drive a race car, fly a plane, or jump off a cliff ?
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Set Questions Also known as wh-questions, set questions reveal the intention
to obtain information concerning a certain concept. As revealed by the examples
below, the wh-word present in the question is an indicator of the nature of
the information that the speaker wants to obtain and, thus, the focus of the
question. The presence of the word when sets the focus on a time restriction.
The words who, whose, and where focus on instances. The first two on people and
the latter on locations. The words what and which typically focus on relations.
However, while the first focuses on the relation itself, the latter focuses on the
possible subjects or objects of a relation. Finally, the words why and how focus
on what led to the existence of a certain concept, typically a relation. Questions
containing these words are typically the hardest to answer, since generating
the answer requires a reasoning and planning process. The how word has some
special cases, such as the one revealed by the last example, since when it is paired
with the word many or the word much, the focus is on a numerical relation.
Most of these questions provide partial knowledge. Typically, they provide
information concerning relations with missing arguments. Thus, the extraction
approach is distinct from that of propositional and choice questions:
1. Identify the kind of information focused by the question.
2. Transform the question into declarative form, replacing the unknown information with a placeholder stating its nature.
3. Apply the extraction approach for self-contained statements.
The first step can be achieved using a keyword spotting approach that looks
for wh-words. For that second step, the declarative form is obtained by replacing
the wh-word by a placeholder stating the corresponding kind of target information. The extractions obtained from these declarative forms are particularly
important for a dialog system, since they reduce the answer retrieval problem to
a pattern matching one by defining the slots that must be filled. The exceptions
are why and how questions, which are harder to answer, but provide complete
knowledge concerning the proposition. In this case, there are no placeholders in
the extractions, but the head of the main relation is flagged with a request for
explanation.
Examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When did the USA become independent?
Who let the dogs out?
What are you doing tonight?
How did Jane break her arm?
How many legs does a spider have?

2.3

Sequences of Related Segments

A dialog is a structured sequence of segments. Consequently, many of those segments are related and provide no information if taken out context. In fact, these
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relations are part of the dialog act annotation defined by the ISO standard.
The segments with a communicative function that is a subclass of Inform are
the main examples of this, since they are either answers to questions or agreements/disagreements with a preceding statement. Thus, these segments are able
to provide knowledge that completes or changes the level of certainty of previously obtained knowledge. In most cases, the knowledge is extracted from a pair
of segments, as discussed below. However, we refer to sequences since the pairs
can be chained. The symbol ⇓ is used to refer to the whole branch under a given
communicative function.
(Propositional Question ⇓, Confirm) When a propositional or check question is paired with a segment labeled as Confirm, it means that the proposition
targeted by the question is true. Thus, the knowledge extracted from that proposition can be asserted as factual.
Example:
Speaker 1: Can cats swim?
Speaker 2: Yes.
(Propositional Question ⇓, Disconfirm) Contrarily to the previous case,
when a propositional or check question is paired with a segment labeled as Disconfirm, it means that the proposition targeted by the question is false. Thus,
the knowledge extracted from that proposition cannot be asserted as factual.
However, its negation can, which is useful in some situations. For instance, suppose that the first speaker in the example below was not sure whether the first
band in the French flag is blue or green. By learning that it is not green, it can
assume that it is blue.
Example:
Speaker 1: Does the French flag have a green band?
Speaker 2: No.
(Choice Question, Answer ) An answer to a choice question typically selects
one of the alternatives, in which case the knowledge extracted from that alternative and the negation of that extracted from the remaining can be asserted
as factual. However, as shown in the example, the answer may reveal some level
of uncertainty, up to the limit in which the answer does not choose any of the
alternatives. In the latter case, nothing can be asserted. In the remainder, a
corresponding level of confidence is attributed to each of the alternatives.
Example:
Speaker 1: Does Jane drive a BMW or a Mercedes?
Speaker 2: I think it’s a Mercedes.
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(Set Question, Answer ) An answer to a set question is expected to provide
the values for the slots defined using the process described in Section 2.2. Thus,
extracting knowledge from this pair can be seen as a slot filling task in which
the slots are defined by the set question and the values are to be extracted from
the answer. However, the answer may not provide the values for all the slots,
in which case the knowledge that can be asserted is still partial. For instance,
the answer in the example below provides a value for the year in which the war
ended, but not for when in started. Furthermore, similarly to the previous case,
it may reveal some level of uncertainty, affecting the confidence on the extracted
knowledge.
Example:
Speaker 1: When was the Second World War?
Speaker 2: I know it ended in 1945, but I’m not sure when it started.
(Inform ⇓, Agreement) Of the pairs we identified, this is the only one that
does not lead to the extraction of further knowledge. However, it is still relevant,
since an agreement with a segment labeled as Inform or any of its subclasses
improves the confidence on the knowledge extracted from that segment.
Example:
Speaker 1: I know that blue is your favorite color.
Speaker 2: Right.
(Inform ⇓, Disagreement) Contrarily to the previous case, a disagreement
with a segment labeled as Inform or any of its subclasses decreases the confidence
on the knowledge extracted from that segment. In fact, except in cases of conflict
between speakers, a disagreement typically leads to the assertion of the negation
of the knowledge extracted from the first element of the pair.
Example:
Speaker 1: I’m pretty certain that John loves ice cream.
Speaker 2: Not really...
(Inform ⇓, Correction) A correction is a specification of disagreement, which
also provides the correct version. Thus, in addition to the actions described for
the previous pair, in this case, the knowledge corresponding to that correct
version must be extracted from the correction. The first step in doing so is
identifying the part of that knowledge that is being corrected. When the first
element of the pair is a segment labeled as Inform, this can typically be achieved
by performing coreference resolution to identify the arguments that are fixed and
those that change. On the other hand, when the segment is labeled as a subclass
of Inform, the context of the correction typically ranges additional segments.
Thus, the sequence must be analyzed in order to identify whether it refers to a
different alternative, a value of a certain slot, or other aspect.
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Example:
Speaker 1: Barack Obama is the President of the United States.
Speaker 2: No, not anymore. The current president is Donald Trump.

3

Discussion

The knowledge-extraction approach described in this paper adapts an OpenIE
approach to extract knowledge from open-domain dialogs by shifting its focus
to recall maximization. Furthermore, it generalizes it to extract knowledge from
segments other than self-contained statements, by applying intention-specific
extraction approaches. The relevant intentions were selected by analyzing the
ISO standard for dialog act annotation and identifying those with a knowledgetransfer function. Segments with some of these intentions, such as questions,
are able to provide partial knowledge that is relevant for a learning agent. Furthermore, since a dialog is a sequence of segments focusing on related concepts,
there is knowledge that can be extracted from sequences of related segments
which cannot be extracted from the segments on their own.
The main issue of this approach is its dependence on the OpenIE and intention detection approaches. Although state-of-the-art OpenIE approaches have
high recall when considering large collections of documents on a similar subject, they tend to miss extractions when considering individual segments, such
as those that form a dialog. Solving coreference before the extraction attenuates
this problem, but it is not enough and further work is required.
Generic intention recognition in the form of dialog acts has been widely
explored over the years. However, due to the reduced amount of data annotated
according to the standard, only a few studies have approached the automatic
recognition of its general-purpose communicative functions [11, 10]. Furthermore,
these studies neglected the hierarchical problem and approached the recognition
of those communicative functions as a flat single-label classification problem.
Still, recently, we have explored approaches to automatic intention recognition on
segments with multi-level dialog act annotations [12, 14]. Based on the findings
of those studies we expect to be able to devise an approach that accurately
predicts the general-purpose communicative functions of the standard.
Another issue is the identification of related segments, which is not always
straightforward, since other segments may occur in between. However, this problem is simplified by performing dialog state tracking and coreference resolution.
Finally, there are issues concerning irony, lies, and other kinds of misinformation. However, these are outside the scope of this discussion.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an intention-based approach to knowledge
extraction from open-domain dialogs. Although it uses an OpenIE approach
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as basis, it is able to extract knowledge not only from self-contained statements, but also from questions and sequences of related segments. While selfcontained statements typically provide knowledge concerning the validity of a
certain proposition, questions are able to provide partial or uncertain knowledge, which is still important for a dialog system, since it provides context,
identifies targets, and reduces the number of possibilities. Furthermore, for a
learning agent, this kind of knowledge provides information concerning the existence of concepts which it could not have been aware of. Sequences of related
segments provide additional knowledge in the form of completions, assertions,
or corrections of previously extracted knowledge.
In order to assess the validity of the approach we must now build a dialog
dataset annotated with the knowledge that can be extracted from each segment.
Furthermore, we must adapt existing dialog act recognition approaches to deal
with the hierarchical problem posed by the general-purpose communicative functions of the ISO standard for dialog act annotation. Finally, we must devise an
approach to identify the segments that are related to each other.
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Abstract. A sabotage game is a two-player game played on a graph
made to model communication between agents. In one version of the
game, players take the form of Learner and Teacher, where the intention
of Teacher is to guide Learner through a series of edges. In this paper, we
present a new take on the sabotage game which we call a correct learning
game (CLG). Here the aim of Learner is no longer to simply reach the
goal, but to reach the goal through a correct set of edges. To reason
about strategies in this game, we introduce a modal logic of learning
(LML) and study its properties. We provide some typical observations,
logical validities and some of its model theories. Finally we proceed to
show that LML has neither the finite model nor three model property,
and that its satisfiability problem is undecidable.
Keywords: Modal logic · dynamic logic · graph games · undecidability

1

Introduction

The sabotage game (SG) has taken many forms over the years [20]. One approach
presents the SG as a learning situation with two players Teacher and Learner
who repeatedly play one move each in turn [15]. Given a directed graph, the goal
of Learner is to get from a start-node to a goal-node through a series of edges.
In her turn, Learner moves along an edge, while Teacher in his respective turn
removes an edge from the graph. From the modal perspective, sabotage modal
logic (SML) is an ideal tool to reason about players’ strategic powers in the
sabotage game [4], which extends basic modal logic with a sabotage modality
h−iϕ stating that ϕ is true at the evaluation node after deleting an edge from
the model.
However, the SG as it is defined in [15] gives a highly restricted model of
learning. For instance, Teacher can only delete links to decide what Learner
will not learn, and thus Teacher only teaches what Learner already considers a
possibility. Further, the game does not distinguish between all the various ways
Learner can reach the goal. That is, as long as Learner has come to the right
conclusion, the game cannot tell us whether Learner has come to this conclusion
?

We wish to thank Alexandru Baltag and Yoàv Montacute for their helpful suggestions. Also, we thank the three anonymous reviewers for their very useful comments
for improvement.
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in a coherent way. When proving a theorem, reaching the right conclusion by
faulty reasoning does not count as rightful learning. Gettier cases [13] where one
has justified true belief, but not knowledge are also examples of situations where
one wrongly reaches the right conclusion, and are not captured by SG.
In this paper, we therefore propose a new framework, called correct learning
game (CLG), that differs from the SG on two accounts, motivated by the mentioned restrictions. Firstly, Teacher can not only delete, but also add links in the
CLG, which corresponds to letting Teacher teach Learner something Learner
has not already recognized as a possibility. Secondly, in addition to reaching the
goal, Learner strives to reach the goal through a specific correct path. Teacher is
supplied with a relation representing the correct routes the Learner should travel
on to learn correctly. In particular, Teacher is now faced with not only wanting
Learner to reach the goal, but that Learner reaches the goal in the right way.
A CLG is played on a directed graph hW, R1 , R2 i with two binary relations,
where W represents the set of hypotheses, R1 the Learner’s potential inferences and R2 the correct relation. Furthermore, we define the Learner’s path
S = hw1 , . . . , wn i to be a non-empty finite sequence of elements of W and
Set(S) = {hw1 , w2 i, hw2 , w3 i, . . . , hwn−1 , wn i}. When Learner moves along an
edge hwn , wn+1 i, the path S is extended to hw1 , ..., wn , wn+1 i. If Teacher removes a link from Set(S), Learner has to move back to the node right before the
cut link. This illustrates Teacher telling Learner that she has gone wrong somewhere in her reasoning. On the other hand, if Teacher cuts a link not belonging
to Set(S), Learner stays where she is. Teacher is only allowed to cut links when
they are not elements of R2 . Moreover, we only allow Teacher to add links if they
are elements of R2 \ R1 , which secures that the relation pointed out by Teacher
is correct.
Example 1. Let us consider a simple example of a CLG, played on the graph
depicted in Figure 1. The starting node is a and the goal node is G. We show
that players have a winning strategy by depicting the game to play out as follows.
Learner begins with moving along the only available edge to node b. Teacher in
his turn can make he, f i ‘visible’ to Learner by adding it to R1 . Then, Learner
proceeds to move along hb, ci, and Teacher extends hb, ei to R1 . Afterwards,
Learner can move along hc, Gi or hc, bi. Although she can reach the goal node
if she moves along hc, Gi, her path ha, b, c, Gi is not an R2 -sequence. However,
Teacher can remove hb, ci moving Learner back to node b no matter which one
she chooses. Next, Learner has to move to e, and Teacher can delete hc, Gi from
R1 . Then, Learner continues on the only option he, f i and Teacher can delete
hc, bi. Finally, Learner can arrives at G through the R2 -sequence ha, b, e, f, Gi,
so they win.
It is clear that winning strategies of players are different in the CLG compared to the SG. In what follows, to characterize CLG we will develop a logical
proposal, the modal logic of learning (LML), and study its properties. Due to
page-limit constraints, we only prove or sketch the outlines of proofs for a few
results. The reader interested in these details is encouraged to communicate with
the authors.
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Fig. 1. A correct learning game (R1 is labelled with ‘1’ and R2 with ‘2’).

2

Modal Logic of Learning (LML)

In this section, we first introduce the modal logic of learning, including its language and semantics. Afterwards, we present some preliminary observations and
logical validities.
2.1

Language and Semantics

First, let us consider the language L of LML. The formal definition is as follows:
Definition 1 (Language). Let P be a countable set of propositional atoms.
The formulas of L are recursively defined in the following way:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | ϕ | h−i1 ϕ | h−i2 ϕ | h+iϕ
where p ∈ P. Notions >, ⊥, ∨ and → are as usual. Besides, we use , [−]1 , [−]2
and [+] to denote the dual operators of , h−i1 , h−i2 and h+i respectively.
Several fragments of L will be studied in the article. For brevity, we list in
subscript all modalities of the corresponding language. For instance, L is the
fragment of L that has only the operator  (besides Boolean connectives); and
Lh−i1 has only the modality  and h−i1 .
Before introducing models of LML, we first define some preliminary notions.
Let S = hw1 , w2 , ..., wn i be a non-empty, finite sequence. We use e(S) to denote
its last element and S; v the sequence extending S with v. Besides, Set(S) is the
set of links occurring in S, i.e., Set(S) := {hw1 , w2 i, hw2 , w3 i, ..., hwn−1 , wn i}. In
particular, when S is a singleton, Set(S) := ∅. Moreover, for any hwi , wi+1 i ∈
Set(S), we define S|hwi ,wi+1 i := hw1 , w2 , ..., wu i, where hwu , wu+1 i = hwi , wi+1 i
and hwu , wu+1 i =
6 hwj , wj+1 i for any j < i. Intuitively, S|hwi ,wi+1 i is obtained
by deleting all elements occurring after wu from S, where hwu , wu+1 i is the first
occurrence of hwi , wi+1 i in S. Say, when S = ha, b, c, a, bi, we have S|ha,bi = hai.
Now we go on to define the models of LML.
Definition 2 (Models, Pointed Models and Frames). A model of LML
is a tuple M = hW, R1 , R2 , V i, where W is a non-empty set of possible worlds,
Ri∈{1,2} ⊆ W 2 are two binary relations, and V : P → 2W is a valuation function.
F = hW, R1 , R2 i is a frame. Let S be an R1 -sequence, i.e., Set(S) ⊆ R1 , we call
hM, Si a pointed model, and S an evaluation sequence. For brevity, we usually
write M, S instead of hM, Si.
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Intuitively, R1 represents Learner’s potential inferences between different hypotheses, while R2 stands for the correct relation between them. For any M =
hW, R1 , R2 , V i, w ∈ W and i ∈ {1, 2}, we use Ri (w) := {v ∈ W |Ri wv} to denote
the set of Ri -successors of w in M. Additionally, define Ri (S) := Ri (e(S)), i.e.,
the Ri -successors of a sequence S are exactly the Ri -successors of its last element. Also, we define M hu, vi := hW, R1 \ {hu, vi}, R2 , V i the model obtained
by removing hu, vi from R1 , and M⊕hu, vi := hW, R1 ∪{hu, vi}, R2 , V i obtained
by extending R1 in M with hu, vi.
Note that, instead of possible worlds, formulas will be evaluated at R1 sequences. Intuitively, each of those sequences S stands for a learning process.
We denote by M the class of pointed models and M• the class of pointed models
M whose evaluation sequence S is a singleton.
Definition 3 (Semantics). Let hM, Si be a pointed model and ϕ ∈ L. The
semantics of LML is defined as follows:
M, S  p ⇔ e(S) ∈ V (p)
M, S  ¬ϕ ⇔ M, S 6 ϕ
M, S  ϕ ∧ ψ ⇔ M, S  ϕ and M, S  ψ
M, S  ϕ ⇔ ∃v ∈ W s.t. R1 e(S)v and M, S; v  ϕ
M, S  h−i1 ϕ ⇔ ∃hv, v 0 i ∈ Set(S) \ R2 s.t. M hv, v 0 i, S|hv,v0 i  ϕ
M, S  h−i2 ϕ ⇔ ∃hv, v 0 i ∈ (R1 \ R2 ) \ Set(S) s.t. M hv, v 0 i, S  ϕ
M, S  h+iϕ ⇔ ∃hv, v 0 i ∈ R2 \ R1 s.t. M ⊕ hv, v 0 i, S  ϕ
By the semantics, a propositional atom p is true at a sequence S iff p is true
at e(S). The cases for ¬ and ∧ are as usual. Formula ϕ states that e(S) has an
R1 -successor v such that ϕ is true at sequence S; v. Besides, h−i1 ϕ says that,
after deleting a link hv, v 0 i from Set(S)\R2 , ϕ is true at S|hv,v0 i . Moreover, h−i2 ϕ
states that ϕ holds at S after cutting a link hv, v 0 i belonging to (R1 \R2 )\Set(S).
Intuitively, both h−i1 and h−i2 require that the link deleted should not be a
correct relation. However, the former operator concerns the case when Teacher
deletes a link from Learner’s path S, and the latter one captures the situation
where the link deleted is not a part of S. Finally, h+iϕ shows that after extending
R1 with a new link belonging to R2 , ϕ holds at the current sequence.3
A formula ϕ is satisfiable if there exists hM, Si with M, S  ϕ. Validity in
a model and in a frame are defined in the usual way, but the relevant class of
models to specify LML is M• . LML is therefore the set of formulas which are
valid in M• . We now define some auxiliary notions.
By Definition 3,  captures the action of Learner, and all operators h+i,
h−i1 and h−i2 characterize that of Teacher. In particular, our logic is also expressive enough to describe winning strategies for the players in finite games.
Consider the graph in Section 1, and let p hold only at G. We observe that
h+ih+ih−i1 h−i2 h−i2 (p ∧ [−]1 ⊥) holds at the start-node a. Note that
[−]1 ⊥ illustrates that Teacher cannot cut any links with the h−i1 modality, thus
Learner’s path to reach the goal node is correct.
3

A similar modality, called the bridge operator, is studied in [1,2,3,12].
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5

Basic Observations

In regard to hM, wi ∈ M• , by the semantics of LML, we can treat  as the
standard modality when considering the fragment L . Moreover, operator h−i2
is similar to the sabotage operator h−i:
Proposition 1. Let M = hW, R1 , R2 , V i be a model, and R = R1 \ R2 . For any
hM, wi ∈ M• and ϕ ∈ Lh−i2 , we have M, w  ϕ ⇔ hW, R, V i, w  ϕ0 , where ϕ0
is a SML formula obtained by replacing every occurrence of h−i2 in ϕ with h−i.
However, as a whole, different operators in LML interact with each other.
When considering more complex formulas, it might be complicated to determine
their truth values. Here we present some typical validities.
Fact 1 Let p ∈ P and ϕ, ψ ∈ L. All the following formulas are validities of LML
(w.r.t. the class M• ):
[−]1 ϕ

(1)

p → [−]1 p

(2)

p→

p

p ∧ > → [−]1 p
_
n h−i1 ϕ →
m h−i2 ϕ
m<n

(ϕ → ψ) → ( ϕ →

ψ)

 [−]1 (ϕ → ψ) → ( [−]1 ϕ →  [−]1 ψ)
n

n

n

∈ {[−]2 , [+]}

(3)

1≤n∈N

(5)

∈ {[−]2 , [+]}

(6)

0≤n∈N

(4)

(7)

Proofs are omitted here. It is worth noting that not all formulas above are
schemata. It is not accidental that we use propositional atoms instead of variables
of formulas in formulas (2)-(4). Although they will still be valid if we replace each
propositional atom occurring in them with any Boolean formula, substitution
fails in general.
Proposition 2. Validities of LML are not closed under substitution.
Proof. We prove it by an example. Consider the schema ϕ ∧ ψ → [−]1 ϕ of
(4). Let ϕ := p and ψ := q. Consider the model M as depicted in Figure 2.
We have M, w  p ∧ q. However, since w has exactly one successor w1 and
hw, w1 i 6∈ R2 , it holds that M, w 6 [−]1 p.
t
u

3

Bisimulation for LML.

We now proceed to consider the notion of bisimulation for LML. First of all, it
is not hard to see that the standard bisimulation [8] is not a suitable notion for
LML, in other words:
Proposition 3. LML is not closed under the standard bisimulation.
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w

1

w1
p

2

w2
q

Fig. 2. A model of LML.

We therefore need to propose a novel notion of bisimulation for our logic
LML. We first introduce the definition of ‘modal learning equivalence’:
Definition 4 (Modal Learning Equivalence). For any two pointed models
hM, Si and hM0 , S 0 i, we say that they are modal learning equivalent (notation:
hM, Si !l hM0 , S 0 i) when for any formula ϕ ∈ L, M, S  ϕ iff M0 , S 0  ϕ.
Now we present the notion of ‘learning bisimulation (l-bisimulation)’. It is
formally defined as follows:
Definition 5 (l-Bisimulation). For any M and M0 , a non-empty relation Zl
is an l-bisimulation between two pointed models hM, Si and hM0 , S 0 i (notation:
Zl : hM, Si↔l hM0 , S 0 i) if the following conditions are satisfied:
Atom: M, S  p iff M0 , S 0  p, for each p ∈ P.
Zig : If there exists v ∈ W1 s.t. R1 wv, then there exists v 0 ∈ W1 s.t. R10 w0 v 0
and hM, S; viZl hM0 , S 0 ; v 0 i.
Zigh−i1 : If there is hu, vi ∈ Set(S) \ R2 , then there is hu0 , v 0 i ∈ Set(S 0 ) \ R20
with hM hu, vi, S|hu,vi iZl hM0 hu0 , v 0 i, S 0 |hu0 ,v0 i i.
Zigh−i2 : If there exists hu, vi ∈ (R1 \ R2 ) \ Set(S), then there exists hu0 , v 0 i ∈
(R10 \ R20 ) \ Set(S 0 ) with hM hu, vi, SiZl hM0 hu0 , v 0 i, S 0 i.
Zigh+i : If there exists hu, vi ∈ R2 \ R1 , then there exists hu0 , v 0 i ∈ R20 \ R10 with
hM ⊕ hu, vi, SiZl hM0 ⊕ hu0 , v 0 i, S 0 i.
Zag , Zagh−i1 , Zagh−i2 and Zagh+i : the analogous clauses in the converse direction of Zig , Zigh−i1 , Zigh−i2 and Zigh+i respectively.
For brevity, we write hM1 , wi↔l hM2 , vi if there is an l-bisimulation Zl with
hM1 , wiZl hM2 , vi.
Now, by induction on formulas, we can show the following result:
Theorem 1 (↔l ⊆!l ). For any hM, Si and hM0 , S 0 i, if hM, Si↔l hM0 , S 0 i,
then hM, Si !l hM0 , S 0 i.
Moreover, the converse direction of Theorem 1 holds for finite models.
Theorem 2 (!l ⊆ ↔l ). For any finite hM, Si and hM0 , S 0 i, if hM, Si !l
hM0 , S 0 i, then hM, Si↔l hM0 , S 0 i.
Thus we have established a match between modal learning equivalence and
learning bisimulation for the finite models.
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7

Undecidability of LML

In this section, we study the satisfiability problem for LML. In terms of our logic,
the problem is: given a formula ϕ ∈ L, is this formula satisfiable with respect
to the class M• ? In what follows, we will show that LML is undecidable. To
achieve this result, we will study the fragment Lh−i1 instead of LML. We first
show that Lh−i1 does not have the tree model property.
Proposition 4. Lh−i1 does not have the tree model property.
Proof. Let ϕr ∈ Lh−i1 be the conjunction of p∧p∧¬p (T1 ), (p → p∧¬p)
(T2 ) and (¬p → h−i1 (p ∧ p)) (T3 ). For any hM, wi ∈ M• , we now show
M, w  ϕr entails R1 ww. By (T1 ), node w is p, and it has at least one p-successor
w1 and at least one ¬p-successor w2 via relation R1 . (T2 ) shows that, each such
p-successor w1 of w also can reach some p-node w3 and ¬p-node w4 by R1 . From
(T3 ), we know that w can only reach one ¬p-point by R1 , and that w1 does
not have ¬p-successors via R1 any longer after we delete hw, w2 i. So, hw, w2 i is
identical to hw1 , w4 i. Therefore we have R1 ww.
Next, ϕr is satisfiable. Say, it is true at w in the model depicted in Figure 3.
Hence Lh−i1 lacks the tree model property.
t
u

1

w
p

1

w1

Fig. 3. A model of ϕr .

Moreover, Lh−i1 does not have the finite model property. To prove this, we
will construct a ‘spy point’ [9], i.e., a special point which has access in one step
to any reachable point in the model.
Theorem 3. Lh−i1 does not enjoy the finite model property.
Proof. We construct an Lh−i1 -formula which can only be satisfied by some
infinite models. Consider the following formulas:
(F1 )
(F2 )
(F3 )
(F4 )
(F5 )
(F6 )
(F7 )

p ∧ q ∧ p ∧ ¬p ∧ ¬q
(p → q ∧ ¬q ∧ p)

(p → (q → ¬q ∧ ¬p))

(¬p ∧ h−i1 (p ∧ (q → p)))

(p → (¬q → q ∧ ¬q ∧ p))

(p → (¬q → (q → ¬q ∧ ¬p)))
(¬p ∧ h−i1 (¬q → (q → p)))
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(p → (¬q → (q → h−i1 (¬q ∧ ¬q ∧ h−i1 (q∧

(Spy)

(p ∧ ¬q))))))

(p → (q → h−i1 (¬q ∧ ¬q ∧ q)))

(Irr)

¬(p ∧ (q → h−i1 (¬q ∧ (¬q ∧ (p ∧ ¬q)))

(No-3cyc)

(p → (→ h−i1 (¬q ∧ ¬q ∧ (¬q → (q →

(Trans)

h−i1 (¬q ∧ ¬q ∧ h−i1 (p ∧ ¬q ∧ q)))))))

Let ϕ∞ be the conjunction of the formulas above. First, note that the formula
is satisfiable. Say, ϕ∞ is true at w in the model depicted in Figure 4.
Next, Let M = {W, R1 , R2 , V } be a model and w ∈ W such that M, w 
ϕ∞ . Define that B = {v ∈ W |v ∈ R1 (w) ∩ V (p)}, i.e., B is the set of the ppoints accessible from w in one step via R1 . It can be shown that (B, R1 ) is an
unbounded strict partial order, thus B is infinite and so is W . This concludes
the proof.
t
u

p,q w
p

p

w0

w1

v0
p

w2

p
w3

···

Fig. 4. A model of formula ϕ∞ (every link in the model belongs to R1 , and R2 = ∅).

Now, by encoding the N × N tiling problem, we show that Lh−i1 is undecidable. A tile t is a 1 × 1 square, of fixed orientation, with colored edges right(t),
left(t), up(t) and down(t). The problem is: given a finite set of tile types T ,
is there a function f : N × N → T with right(f(n,m))=left(f(n+1,m)) and
up(f(n,m))=down(f(n,m+1))? This problem is known to be undecidable [17].
Inspired by the technique in [9], we will use three kinds of modalities s , u
and r to stand for . Correspondingly, a model M = {W, Rs , Ru , Rr , R2 , V }
now has four accessibility relations. The relations Ru and Rr represent moving
up and to the right, respectively, from one tile to the other. Besides, the dynamic
operators will work in the usual way, i.e., every link can be cut or added if it
satisfied the corresponding conditions.4
Theorem 4. The satisfiability problem for Lh−i1 with four accessibility relations Rs , Ru , Rr and R2 is undecidable.
4

In the following proof, we do not care about R2 , and the three relations Rs , Ru and
Rr are a partition of R1 .
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Proof. Let T = {T1 , ..., Tn } be a finite set of tile types. For each Ti ∈ T , we use
u(Ti ), d(Ti ), l(Ti ), r(Ti ) to represent the colors of its up, down, left and right
edges respectively. Besides, we code each tile type with a fixed propositional
atom ti . Now we will define a formula ϕT such that ϕT is satisfiable iff T tiles
N × N . Define ϕT as the conjunction of the following formulas:
(M1 ) p ∧ q ∧ s p ∧ s ¬p ∧ s ¬q ∧ s h−i1 s p

(M2 ) s (p → s > ∧ s (q ∧ s ¬p))

(M3 ) s (¬p ∧ h−i1 s s (q ∧ ¬s ¬p))

(M4 ) s (p → † > ∧ † (p ∧ ¬q ∧ s > ∧ s (q ∧ s ¬p)))

† ∈ {u, r}

(M5 ) s (¬p ∧ h−i1 s † s ¬s ¬p)

† ∈ {u, r}

(M7 ) s (p → s (q ∧ h−i1 (¬q ∧ † (s q ∧ ¬† ¬s q))))

† ∈ {u, r}

(M6 ) s (p → † (u > ∧ r > ∧ u (p ∧ ¬q) ∧ r (p ∧ ¬q)))

† ∈ {u, r}

(Spy) s (p → † s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ h−i1 (p ∧ q ∧ s (p ∧ s ⊥)))) † ∈ {u, r}

(Func) s (p → s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ † h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ † ⊥)))

(No-UR) s (p → s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ u r s q ∧ r u s q))

† ∈ {u, r}

(No-URU) s (p → s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ u r u s q))

(Conv) s (p → s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ u s h−i1 (s ⊥ ∧ u >∧
r u h−i1 (u ⊥ ∧ s s (p ∧ s ⊥ ∧ r u >∧

r u (p ∧ u ⊥))))))
_
^
(Unique) s (p →
ti ∧
1≤i≤n

(Vert) s (p →

(Horiz) s (p →

^

1≤i≤n

^

1≤i≤n

(ti → ¬tj ))

1≤i<j≤n

(ti → u

(ti → r

_

tj ))

1≤j≤n, u(Ti )=d(Tj )

_

tj ))

1≤j≤n, r(Ti )=l(Tj )

Let M = {W, Rs , Ru , Rr , R2 , V } be a model and w ∈ W s.t. M, w  ϕT . It
can be proven that M is a tiling of N × N . In addition, it is not hard to see that
any tiling of N × N induces a model for ϕT . This completes the proof.
t
u
By Proposition 4 and Theorem 3-4, it holds directly that:
Theorem 5. LML lacks tree model property and the finite modal property, and
its satisfiability problem is undecidable.
Finally, it is worth noting that, besides Lh−i1 , other fragments of LML also
deserve to be studied. One example is Lh−i2 . It is already known that the
satisfiable problem for SML is undecidable [4] and its model checking problem
is PSPACE-complete [2]. Given the similarity between operator h−i2 and the
sabotage modality h−i (recall Proposition 1), a natural question is:
Open Problem. Is Lh−i2 undecidable? Is the model checking for Lh−i2
PSPACE-complete?
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Related Work

This article is inspired by the work on sabotage games [20,18] and its application
to formal learning theory [15]. From the modal perspective, sabotage games are
captured precisely by sabotage modal logic [4].
There are also a number of authors having studied other graph games with
modal logics. For instance, [10] develops several modal logics to study poison
games. Different from our game, a player in a poison game can poison a node
to make it inaccessible to his opponent. Independently, the work [16] proposes
another logic to characterize this game, and builds an interesting bridge between
poison games, modal logic and argumentation theory. Moreover, [19] introduces a
logic of local fact change which provides a new way of looking at the interaction
between graph games, network games and logics of control. Compared to the
work mentioned above, [21] is a much broader study of analysis and design for
graph games in tandem with matching modal logics. In particular, it proposes
various meaningful new games, and identifies general questions behind the match
between logic and games.
Technically, the logic LML has resemblances to several recent logics with
model modifiers, such as the relation-changing logics [1,2,3,12] that are equipped
with operators to add, delete or swap links. Instead of updating accessibility relation, [22] proposes a logic of stepwise point deletion, and sheds light on the
long-standing open problem of how to axiomatize sabotage-style modal logics.
Moreover, [22] is also helpful to understand the complexity jumps between dynamic epistemic logics of model transformations and logics of freely chosen graph
changes recorded in current memory.
Finally, it is worth noting that this article is also closely related to the work
on epistemic logics. With different methods of link deletion, a logic for global and
local announcements is proposed in [7]. Although that logic is more expressive
than the standard public announcement logic, its satisfiability is still decidable.
In addition, as mentioned already, one goal of our work is to avoid the Gettier
problem. To avoid similar problems, [5] uses topological semantics to study full
belief.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Motivated by restrictions on learning in SG, we extended the game to a correct
learning game by naming right and wrong paths of learning. More generally, we
also let Teacher not only delete but also add links. To reason about strategies
in this new game, a modal logic of correct learning LML was developed. To
understand the new device, we provided some interesting observations and logical
validities. Also, we showed that LML is not closed under standard bisimulation,
then defined the corresponding notion for LML, called l-bisimulation. Via the
research on Lh−i1 we showed that LML does not enjoy the finite model property
nor the tree model property, and that its satisfiability problem is undecidable.
Apart from what has been studied in this article, there are still various open
problems deserving to be studied in the future, both from a game theoretic and
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a logical perspective. Let us begin with problems concerning the game, in which
some of them are listed here.
• It is meaningful to make a deeper investigation into CLG. It would for instance be interesting to study the complexity of CLG.
• CLG is a cooperative game, but there can also be other cases corresponding
to different levels of players’ ability and attitude. Say, Learner may lack perfect recall or be unwilling to learn, and Teacher can also be unhelpful or not
omniscient. Are there natural variants of CLG capturing these situations?
• Our game is played by two players. It is also worthwhile to study other cases.
For instance, to capture the situation of giving a lecture, we need a game
played by one teacher and several learners. What should this game and the
related ones be like?
Finally, we consider open problems from a logical perspective. Some of them
are as follows.
• We showed that the logic LML is able to express the winning positions for
players in finite games. However, can LML be expanded with least-fixpoint
operators to capture those for infinite games?
• The semantics of LML is very complicated, although the truth conditions
are still first-order. How can we translate LML into first-order logic?
• Proposition 2 shows that validities of LML are not closed under substitution. But, are the schematic validities of LML decidable? Moreover, are the
schematic validities of our logic axiomatizable?
• We showed that LML is undecidable. A natural next step is to study its
model checking problem. As mentioned already, several fragments of LML
also deserve to be studied, such as Lh−i2 and Lh+i .
• At a high level, this work is a small step towards studying the interaction
between graph games, logics and formal learning theory. The results in Section 2.2 provide us with some basic observations on the relation between
LML and related logics. We also would like to go further to establish the
precise connections between our logic and relevant logics for graph games.
Since formal learning theory is closely related to dynamic epistemic logics
(cf. e.g., [14,11,6]), it is also worth studying the relation between LML and
dynamic epistemic logics.
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An Intuitionistic Logic with
Lower and Upper Probabilities
(Work in Progress)
Nenad Savić
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a logic LU P P I as an extension
of an intuitionistic propositional logic with lower and upper probability
operators in order to formalize reasoning with incomplete informations
which overcomes paradoxes arising from certain classical propositional
tautologies.
Keywords: Intuitionistic Logic · Probabilistic Logic · Lower and Upper
Probabilities · Soundness and Completeness.

1

Introduction

Reasoning with uncertain knowledge has become one of the main topics in several different fields such as computer science, cognitive science and artificial
intelligence. One of the approaches to formalize this kind of reasoning is through
probabilistic logics. There exist many different schools of probabilistic logics and
among them is an approach in which classical logics are extended with a family
of unary operators P≥s with an intended meaning that ’the probability is greater
or equal to s’, for s ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1]. Let us briefly present the logic LP P2 1 .
For a set of propositional letters Prop = {p, q, r, . . . } and for p ∈ Prop,
classical propositional formulas, denoted by ForC , are defined as usual, i.e.:
FmlC

α := p | ¬α | (α ∧ α)

and probabilistic formulas are defined using the following grammar:
FmlP

A := P≥s α | ¬A | (A ∧ A)

Although only P≥s operator is used in the definition, all the other (in)equalities
can be defined easily (e.g., P≤ α is abbreviated with P≥1−s ¬α, P<s α with ¬P≥s α,
etc).
The set of formulas of the logic LP P2 is defined as:
FmlLP P2 = FmlC ∪ FmlP
1

Some details will be skipped and can be found in [4], chapter 3.
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Note that the set of LP P2 -formulas is defined in a way that expressions containing iterations of probability operators, as well as Boolean combinations of classical propositional formulas with probabilistic formulas are not well defined formulas. For instance, the following formulas are not well-defined LP P2 -formulas:
p ∧ P= 21 (¬q),

P≥ 31 P≤ 34 p

The semantics of the logic LP P2 is based on a possible-world approach. Model
M is a structure of the form hW, H, µ, νi, where:
1)
2)
3)
4)

W is a non-empty set of worlds,
H is an algebra of subsets of W ,2
µ is a finitely additive probability measure,3
ν is a two-valued valuation, i.e., ν : W × Prop → {true, f alse}.
Satisfiability relation is defined with:
M |= α iff ν(w, α) = true, for every w ∈ W ;
M |= P≥s α iff µ([α]) ≥ s.4

Definition of satisfiability for negation and conjuction is defined classically.
Axiomatization is the following:
Axiom schemes
(1) all FmlC -instances and FmlP -instances of the classical propositional tautologies,
(2) P≥0 α,
(3) P≤r α → P<s α, s > r,
(4) P<s α → P≤s α,
(5) (P≥r α ∧ P≥s β ∧ P≥1 (¬α ∨ ¬β)) → P≥min{1,r+s} (α ∨ β),
(6) (P≤r α ∧ P<s β) → P<r+s (α ∨ β), r + s ≤ 1.
Inference Rules
(1) Modus Ponens,
(2) From α infer P≥1 α,
(3) From the set of premises
{A → P≥s− k1 α | k ≥

1
}
s

infer A → P≥s α.
2
3
4

See Definition 2.
See Definition 3.
[α] represents the set of all possible worlds where α holds and will be defined later.
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Soundness and strong completeness theorem is proved.
Later, the probabilistic logic LP P2I (see [4], chapter 5.6 and [3]) is provided as
an extension of the intuitionistic propositional logic. Motivation for constructing
the logic was to avoid certain paradoxes of the logic LP P2 that appear from the
fact that classical tautologies have a probability equal to 1 in models. Thus,
using certain counterintuitive tautologies (e.g. (p → q) ∨ (q → p)) undesirable
consequences occur.
In this extension, two lists of operators, P≥s and P≤s , are added because intuitionistic logic as a base yields to their independence, meaning that P≤s α cannot
be abbreviated with P≥1−s ¬α. Same restrictions about iterations of probability
operators and Boolean combinations of intuistionic formulas with probabilistic
formulas apply for the formulas of the LP P2I . Furthermore, at the propositional
level, connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, → are independent whereas at the probabilistic level
operators P≥s and P≤s are independent but Boolean connectives are treated
classically, i.e., ∨ and → can be defined using ¬ and ∧.
Considering semantics, models are also defined in two levels:
a) first level: Intuitionistic Kripke model;5
b) second level: addition of an algebra and a finitely additive probability measure.
Switching from the classical to an intuitionistic logic has as a consequence a modification of an axiomatization as well. Let us name few changes: As expected,
Axiom 1 from the LP P2 logic now requires any propositional intuitionistic axiomatization for the formulas without probability operators. Also, the infinitary
inference rule of the LP P2 logic (Inference rule 3) is replaced with the following
one:
From B → ¬P=s α, for every s ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], infer B → ⊥
Soundness and extended completeness theorem (every consistent set of formulas
has a model) are proved.
Recently, [5, 6], problem about formalization of the following kind of situations was considered:
Suppose that a bag contains 10 marbles and we know that 4 of them are red,
and the remaining 6 are either black or green, but we do not know the exact
proportion (for example, it is possible that there are no green marbles at all).
The goal is to model a situation where the person picks a marble from the bag
randomly. Clearly, the probability of the red event (person picks up a red marble)
is 0.4, but we cannot assign strict probability to black event (person picks up a
black marble) or green event (person picks up a green marble). Therefore, a set
of probability measures is used.
5

See Definition 5.
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Thus, the logic LU P P for reasoning with incomplete information is provided.
It is constructed in a similar manner as the logic LP P2 . Namely, classical propositional logic is extended with two families of unary operators: for s ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1],
L≥s

and U≥s

Probabilistic formulas are defined with the following grammar:
FmlP rob

ϕ := L≥s α | U≥s α | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ).

Again, the same restrictions about iterations of probability operators and Boolean
combination between classical and probabilistic formulas apply. For a classical
propositional formula α, intended meaning of L≥s α (U≥s α) is that the lower
(upper) probability of α is at least s which is semantically captured in a following way: Given a set of finitely additive probability measures, P , the lower
probability of an event X is given by
P∗ (X) = inf {µ(X) | µ ∈ P }
and the upper probability is given by
P ∗ (X) = sup{µ(X) | µ ∈ P }.
Therefore, models are equipped with a set of finitely additive probability measures instead of only one measure as in LP P2 case. In order to provide an
axiomatization, characterization of upper and lower probabilities with a finite
number of properties is necessary. One that is used is the characterization from
Anger and Lembcke [1] (also used earlier by Halpern and Pucella [2]). Before we
recall the theorem, definition of (n, k)-cover is necessary:
Definition 1 ((n, k)-cover). A set X is said to be covered n times by a multiset
{{X1 , . . . , Xm }} of sets if every element of X appears in at least n sets from
X1 , . . . , Xm , i.e., for all x ∈ X, there exists i1 , . . . , in in {1, . . . , m} such that
for all j ≤ n, x ∈ Xij . An (n, k)-cover of (X, W ) is a multiset {{X1 , . . . , Xm }}
that covers W k times and covers X n + k times.
Theorem 1 (Anger and Lembcke [1]). Let W be a set, H an algebra of
subsets of W , and f a function f : H −→ [0, 1]. There exists a set P of probability
measures such that f = P ? iff f satisfies the following three properties:
(1) f (∅) = 0,
(2) f (W ) = 1,
(3) for all natural numbers m, n, k and all subsets X1 ,P
. . . , Xm in H, if {{X1 , . . . , Xm }}
m
is an (n, k)-cover of (X, W ), then k + nf (X) ≤ i=1 f (Xi ).
With a help of this characterization, an axiomatization is established:
Axiom schemes
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

all instances of the classical propositional tautologies
U≤1 α ∧ L≤1 α
U≤r α → U<s α, s > r
U<s α → U≤s α
W
V
(U≤r1 α1 ∧ · · · ∧ U≤rm αm ) → U≤r α, if α → J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k+n j∈J αj and
Pm
W
V
i=1 ri −k
,
J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k
j∈J αj are propositional tautologies, where r =
n
n 6= 0
W
V
(6) ¬(U≤r1 α1 ∧ · · · ∧ U≤rm αm ), if J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k j∈J αj is a propositional
Pm
tautology and i=1 ri < k
(7) L=1 (α → β) → (U≥s α → U≥s β)
Inference Rules
(1) Modus Ponens
(2) From α infer L≥1 α
(3) From the set of premises
{φ → U≥s− k1 α | k ≥

1
}
s

{φ → L≥s− k1 α | k ≥

1
}
s

infer φ → U≥s α
(4) From the set of premises

infer φ → L≥s α.
Axioms 5 and 6 together represent a logical counterpart of the third condition
from Theorem 1. Soundness and strong completeness are proved. For the proof
of the strong completeness theorem, Lindenbaum’s Lemma is necessary:
Every consistent set T can be extended to a maximal consistent set.
One of the differences in the construction of the maximal consistent set (in
comparison with the classical propositional logic case) is that in the first step,
to the set T , all the classical consequences are added, as well as their lower
probabilities equal to 1.
With respect to the fact that in the logic LU P P classical propositional logic
is used as a base and that tautologies have both the lower and the upper probability equal to 1 in any model, unrealistic situations are accepted by the models.
Let us mention a famous paradox that arise from a classical propositional tautology (p → q) ∨ (q → p). Let p be ”it rains” and q ”the sprinkler is on”. Since it
is highly unlikely that ’if it rains then the sprinkler is on’, i.e., P ∗ ([p → q]) < ε,
using the fact that P ∗ (X ∪ Y ) ≤ P ∗ (X) + P ∗ (Y ) (see [2], pp 60, property (5)),
we obtain P ∗ ([q → p]) ≥ 1 − ε which means that there exists a measure in P
which assigns high probability to an ’if the sprinkler is on then it rains’-event.
In this paper, our goal is to provide a logic LU P P I , which is similar to the
LU P P logic but based on the intuitionistic propositional logic (in order to avoid
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above mentioned paradoxes) and prove the soundness and strong completeness
theorem. The approach that we use is a combination of the strategies used for
the logics LU P P and LP P2I .
For p ∈ Prop, we define a set of intuitionistic formulas with the following
grammar:
FmlI
α := p | ¬α | (α ∨ α) | (α ∧ α) | (α → α)
and for α ∈ FmlI , the set of lower and upper probabilistic formulas with the
following grammar:
FmlLU P

ϕ := L≥s α | L≤s α | U≥s α | U≤s α | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ).

Set of all formulas of the logic LU P P I is defined as:
FmlLU P P I = FmlI ∪ FmlLU P ,
meaning also that expressions containing iterations of lower and upper probabilistic operators, as well as Boolean combinations of formulas from FmlI and
FmlLU P are not well defined formulas. Also note that on the level of the FmlLU P ,
Boolean connectives are treated classicaly. Before we explain our strategy for
proving soundness and strong completeness theorem we need some definitions:
Definition 2 (Algebra Over a Set). Let W 6= ∅ and ∅ =
6 H ⊆ P(W ). H is
an algebra over W if:
1) W ∈ H,
2) For X, Y ∈ H,

W \ X ∈ H and X ∪ Y ∈ H.

Definition 3 (Finitely Additive Measure). Let H be an algebra over W . A
function µ : H → [0, 1] is called finitely additive probability measure, if:
1) µ(W ) = 1,
2) For X, Y ∈ H,

µ(X ∪ Y ) = µ(X) + µ(Y ), whenever X ∩ Y = ∅.

Definition 4. An intuitionistic Kripke model is a tuple hW, ≤, νi, where:
a) hW, ≤i is a partially ordered set of possible worlds that is a tree;
b) ν : W → P(Prop), such that w ≤ w0 implies ν(w) ⊆ ν(w0 ).
Definition 5. If hW, ≤, νi is an intuitionistic Kripke model, w ∈ W and α, β ∈
FmlI , the forcing relation is defined with:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

if α ∈ Prop then w α iff α ∈ ν(w);
w α ∧ β iff w α and w β;
w α ∨ β iff w α or w β;
w α → β iff for all w0 with w ≤ w0 , w0 6 α or w0
w ¬α iff for all w0 with w ≤ w0 , w0 6 α.

β;
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For an intuitionistic Kripke model M and α ∈ FmlI , we use the following
notations: [α]M = {w ∈ W | w α} and HI = {[α]M | α ∈ FmlI }.
Note that in the LU P P logic, only L≥s α and U≥s α are used as basic operators, since L≤s α was abbreviated by U≥1−s ¬α and similarly U≤s α by L≥1−s ¬α.
In the intuitionistic case we have four basic operators:
L≥s α, L≤s α, U≥s α, U≤s α.
The reason for that is the fact that [¬α] does not need to contain W \ [α] and
therefore L≤s α does not imply U≥1−s ¬α (and similarly for U≤s ).
Definition 6. A measurable model is a tuple M = hW, ≤, ν, H, P i, where:
1) hW, ≤, νi is an intuitionistic Kripke model;
2) H is an algebra over W containing both HI and {W \ [α]M | α ∈ FmlI };
3) P is a set of finitely additive probability measures.
Definition 7. Let M = hW, ≤, ν, H, P i be a measurable model. Satisfiability
relation, |=, is defined with:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

if α ∈ FmlI then M |= α iff w α, for each w ∈ W ;
M |= L≥s α iff P∗ ([α]M ) ≥ s;
M |= L≤s α iff P∗ ([α]M ) ≤ s;
M |= U≥s α iff P ∗ ([α]M ) ≥ s;
M |= U≤s α iff P ∗ ([α]M ) ≤ s;
M |= ¬ϕ iff M 6|= ϕ;
M |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M |= ϕ and M |= ψ.
The strategy that we use is the following:

1) Slightly modify an axiomatization of the logic LU P P . Namely, first axiom,
as well as infinitary inference rules must be changed in a proper way. Thus,
the axiomatization should have the following form:
Axiom schemes
(1) all instances of the intuitionistic propositional tautologies
(2) U≤1 α ∧ L≤1 α
(3) U≤r α → U<s α, s > r
(4) U<s α → U≤s α
W
V
(5) (U≤r1 α1 ∧ · · · ∧ U≤rm αm ) → U≤r α, if α → J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k+n j∈J αj
W
V
and J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k j∈J αj are propositional tautologies, where r =
Pm

ri −k
, n 6= 0
n
¬(U≤r1 α1 ∧· · ·∧U≤rm αm ), if
Pm
tautology and i=1 ri < k
i=1

(6)

W

J⊆{1,...,m},|J|=k

(7) L=1 (α → β) → (U≥s α → U≥s β)
Inference Rules
(1) Modus Ponens

V

j∈J

αj is a propositional
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(2) From α infer L≥1 α
(3) From ϕ → ¬L=s α, for every s ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], infer ϕ → ⊥
(4) From ϕ → ¬U=s α, for every s ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], infer ϕ → ⊥.
2) Prove the Deduction theorem.
3) Prove that every consistent set T can be extended to a maximal consistent
set. Proof strategy should be adapted. In the first step of the construction,
not only intuitionistic propositional consequences of the set and their lower
probabilities equal to 1 are added, but also disjunctive property is required.
4) Prove the soundness and strong completeness theorem, i.e., that every consistent set of formulas has a model.
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Abstract. This paper studies the gerundive constructions, both regular
gerunds and gen-gerunds (see [1]), of Bangla (aka Bengali) in details and
focuses on the clause-embedding verbs with respect to their ability to allow gerundive complements. We provide a classification of Bangla clauseembedding verbs into two broad classes viz. subsituational verbs i.e.,
those which take regular gerunds, and world verbs i.e., those which
do not take regular gerunds. Within the former class, Bangla shows another bipartite classification on the basis of factivity. Further, we consider
instances of some Bangla gen-gerunds consisting of content nouns and
shows that they are semantically different from regular gerunds. This
difference is evident from the embedded context.
Keywords: Bangla ¨ regular gerund ¨ gen-gerund ¨ situation ¨ factivity

1

Introduction

Verbs which take clauses as their complements come in several types. These are
attitude verbs e.g., know, believe, think, realize etc., likelihood verbs e.g.,
seem, be likely etc., speech act verbs e.g., claim, tell etc. On the basis of the
interpretation of the embedded clause, these clause-embedding verbs fall into different classes. In this current paper we exhibit an intriguing classification, which
Bangla clause-embedding verbs show in terms of their ability to embed regular
gerunds1 . We classify these clause-embedding verbs into two broad categories,
written in small caps.
– verbs that take regular gerunds.
‚ Factive interpretation with regular gerunds.
‚ Non-factive interpretation with regular gerunds.
– verbs that do not take regular gerunds.
The above taxonomy introduces two major classes of Bangla clause-embedding
verbs: verbs that select for regular gerunds, and verbs that do not allow regular
gerunds as complements. The former class can, further, be sub-typed into two
kinds: firstly, the one which gives rise to a factive reading with regular gerunds,
1

As mentioned in [1], the term regular gerund is used to refer to normal gerundive
structures like Kim’s studying the book.
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and secondly, the one which does not give rise to a factive reading while composing with regular gerunds. This sub-classification provides us the foothold to
echo that factivity is not intrinsic to these regular gerunds. Rather, it arises
while mediating through syntax-semantics (à la [15]).
Further, in this paper we discuss another class of gerunds viz. gen-gerunds
(see [1]), which as opposed to regular gerunds include the genitive -r marker.
Here, we focus on those gen-gerunds with content nouns and show that these
gen-gerunds are different semantic entities from regular gerunds. This difference
can be drawn from the embedded context.
The next section deals with regular gerunds of Bangla. Section 3 discusses the
above empirical pattern that Bangla clause-embedding verbs show, and offers an
analysis for it. In Section 4, we put our discussion on Bangla gen-gerunds having
content nouns, and discuss how they are different from regular gerunds. Section
5 concludes the paper.

2

A Situation-based Approach on Bangla Regular
Gerunds

In [25], Vendler defined two kinds of nominals: perfect nominals such as Caesar’s
death and imperfect nominals such as Caesar’s dying. Imperfect nominals denote
what are meant as regular gerunds here. This kind of gerunds allows adverbial
modification - Caesar’s dying brutally, auxiliary modification - Caesar’s having
died because the verb remains still alive in imperfect nominals or regular gerunds.
A more syntactic outlook is presented in [6], where regular gerunds like Kim’s
criticizing the book include a ‘mixed extended projection’ (see [2]), whereby
the projection is verbal up to a certain point, but nominal at and above the
level where a nominal functional category is introduced. In regular gerunds,
the projection up to v P is syntactically verbal in nature, while the projection
is nominal at the level of D and above. However, we dive into the analysis of
Bangla regular gerunds in a semantic way, and, in course of that, we follow the
situation-semantic approach [7, 8], which is briefed below.
2.1

Basics of Kratzerian Situation Semantics

Situations are parts of possible worlds. A situation-based model for natural language is a tuple M :“ xS, D, W, ď, J.Ky, where:
(1) a)

S is the set of possible situations.

b) D is the set of possible individuals.
c)

W is a set of possible worlds, set of maximal elements on S with
respect to ď.

d) ď is the partial ordering on S Y D.
e)

J.K is the interpretation function.
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The partial ordering relation ď defines a mereological summation over S Y D.
It is defined in such a way so that these two conditions are met: a) @s P S Dd P
D : s ď d; b) @s P S, there is a unique s1 P S such that s ď s1 and @s2 P S:
if s1 ď s2 , then s2 “ s1 . That means, no situation is part of any individual,
and for every situation there is a unique situation which it is a part of. Possible
worlds are maximal elements with respect to ď, and an individual can be a
part of only a single world which echoes the counterpart theory of [12, 13]. In
Kratzerian situation semantics, the individuals belong to the domain containing
the expressions of type e. And, the expressions of type t i.e., the propositions
belong to ℘pSq; propositions are sets of possible situations where they hold true.
A proposition p P ℘pSq is persistent iff for any s, s1 P S, if s ď s1 and s P p, then
s1 P p. The notions of minimality and exemplification are crucial to Kratzer’s
framework. An eventuality that exemplifies a proposition is a situation in which
the proposition is true and small enough not to contain anything irrelevant to
its truth. Formally, following [11, 8], an eventuality s P p exemplifies or supports
the p iff:
a) @s1 ď s : s1 P p; or
b) Ds1 : s1 ď s and s1 P p.
Following [14], we make use of the predicate ex for exemplification, as defined
below. It states that the situation s is exemplifying the proposition p.
(2)
2.2

exps, pq :“ s exemplifies p
Bangla Regular Gerunds Denote Sets of Minimal Situations

Gerunds, in the sense of regular ones, are traditionally treated as sets of events
i.e., properties of eventualities [19]. Following the situation-based theory of eventualities of [20], the Bangla gerund Anu-r jet-a ‘Anu’s winning’ can be thought
of as a set of minimal situations exemplifying the proposition that Anu wins (3).
(3)

JAnu-r jet-aK = λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ exps, λs2 .winpaqps2 qqs
” λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqs

The above regular gerund denotes a set of minimal situations containing only
the event of Anu’s winning and nothing irrelevant to its truth. These minimal
situations, thus, exemplify the propositional entity viz. λs2 .win(aqps2 q. We argue
that the gerundive morpheme -a then takes a propositional argument p and
returns back the set of minimal situations exemplifying p.
(4)

J-aK = λpst λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ exps, pqs

Thus, -a introduces the set of minimal situations where p holds true. The eventualities in a gerundive structure refer to these minimal situations, which exemplify the propositional content. The following is the compositional picture of
how gerunds like Anu-r jet-a ‘Anu’s winning’ are formed in Bangla.
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JAnu-r jet-aK=
λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ exps, λs2 .winpaqps2 qqs
” λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqs : st

(5)

JAnu-r jet-K=
λs1s .winpaqps1 q : st

3

J-aK=
λpst λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ exps, pqs : xst, sty

Regular Gerunds and Bangla Clause-embedding verbs

3.1

Empirical Landscape

As mentioned in the previous section, some clause-embedding verbs in Bangla
can select for regular gerunds, while some do not. Let’s witness the following.
(6)

(7)

(8)

Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul jane.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul know.prs.3
‘Rahul knows the event of Anu’s winning.’
Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul asha kore.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul expect do.prs.3
‘Rahul expects the event of Anu’s winning.’

ÝÑ Anu won.
ÝÑ
{ Anu won.

*Anu-r jet-a-ta
Rahul-er mone
hoy.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul-gen mind.loc happen.prs.3
Intended: ‘Rahul thinks that Anu won.’

The former two instances show that both jana 2 ‘know’ and asha kora ‘expect’
allow regular gerunds as their complements (6,7), while mone howa ‘think’ does
not allow them (8). Intriguingly, another stark difference is noted between (6)
and (7). The former one bears the factive entailment that Anu won in the actual
world, while (7) does not produce this kind of factive entailment. This paper,
in one part, addresses the above issue, questioning how the factive reading is
coming to the fore in constructions like (6), and why this kind of reading is
absent in (7). It also examines why verbs like mone howa cannot embed regular
gerunds at all.
3.2

Analysis

As shown above, some clause-embedding verbs can embed regular gerunds, while
some cannot. In other words, some can quantify over minimal situations, whereas
some lack this property. Let’s call them subsituational verbs that select for
2

Though English know cannot embed regular gerunds (cf. [26]), Bangla counterpart
of it viz. jana does so. We suspect that its Bangla counterpart acts more like be
aware of, which can quantify over smaller situations or states of affairs.
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regular gerunds. By this term viz. subsituational, it is meant that these verbs
can scope over smaller situations i.e., parts of worlds. As opposed to it, verbs
that do not take regular gerunds can be called world verbs, because they
scope over whole worlds, not its parts (à la [20]). As it is clear from the contrast
between (6) and (7), subsituational verbs, with regular gerunds, can further be
classified into two kinds in terms of factivity associated with the sentential level.
Factive Reading with Regular Gerunds. Let’s get back to the example in
(6), where a factive reading is drawn that Anu won in the actual world. The
question is - how does this kind of reading get generated? Is it inside the regular
gerund or the verb jana ‘know’ that embeds it? It cannot be inside the regular
gerund itself, since it does not give rise to any factive reading in (7). Now, the
second option is the remaining one. But, is it still a viable option to endorse?
We will, rather, embrace the view that the factive inference is not intrinsic to
the verbs themselves (contra. [4, 17]).
The verb jana ‘know’ gives a non-factive reading with bole-clause (9), since
bole tends to put the truth value of its proposition ‘within parenthesis’ (see [22]).
It is stress sensitive in Bangla with je-clauses too; it gives the factive reading,
depending upon the stress pattern of a sentence.
(9)

Anu jiteche
bole Rahul jane.
Anu win.pst.3 bole Rahul know.prs.3
‘Rahul believes that Anu won.’

(10) RAHUL jane
je Anu jiteche,
kintu o bhul jane.
Rahul know.prs.3 that Anu win.pst.3, but he wrong know.prs.3
Lit.: ‘RAHUL knows that Anu won, but he has incorrect information.’
(11) Rahul JANE
je Anu jiteche,
#kintu o bhul jane.
Rahul know.prs.3 that Anu win.pst.3, but
he wrong know.prs.3
Lit.: ‘Rahul KNOWS that Anu won, #but he has incorrect information.’
(12) Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul jane,
#kintu o bhul jane.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul know.prs.3, but
he wrong know.prs.3
‘Rahul knows the event of Anu’s winning, #but he has incorrect information.’
(10) instantiates a case where so-called factive verb jana gives rise to a nonfactive reading, if the attitude subject is phonologically stressed. That is why
it is compatible with the but-clause that cancels the factive presupposition that
Anu won. In contrary to it, when the stress docks on jana, a factive reading
comes to the fore (11). The incompatibility of the but-clause exhibits its factive
interpretation. Thus, jana cannot be claimed to be lexically factive. But, intriguingly, when it takes regular gerunds, it always gives rise to a factive reading
(12). Even if the attitude subject gets stressed in (13), it cannot be compatible
with the above but-clause. Rather, it refers to a contrastive focus reading in that
case.
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(13) Anu-r
jet-a-ta
RAHUL jane,
RAM noy./ #kintu o
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul know.prs.3, Ram neg/ but
he
bhul jane.
wrong know.prs.3
‘It’s Rahul, not Ram, who knows the event of Anu’s winning, #but he
has incorrect information.’
Therefore, jana ‘know’ with regular gerunds always gives rise to a factive interpretation. Not only with jana ‘know’, the same can be seen in case of dekha ‘see’
also. With regular gerunds as complements, it always refers to a factive reading
like jana ‘know’. An interesting observation can be noticed in case of mone pora
‘remember’ also which lends us the support to state that mone pora ‘remember’
is not even lexically factive.3 Let’s consider a context, where five-years old Rahul
is remembering some stuffs that did not happen ever. His father (F) gets tensed
and visits a psychiatrist (P). The following conversation is under such a context.
F: #daktarbabu, amader Europe ja-wa-ta Rahul-er majhe majhe
Doctor,
we.gen Europe go-ger-cl Rahul-gen sometimes
mone
pore,
kintu amra kokhono Europe dekhini.
mind.loc fall.prs.3, but we ever
Europe see.pst.neg.1
Intended: ‘Doctor, Rahul sometimes remembers that we went to Europe, but
we didn’t see Europe ever.’
F: daktarbabu, Rahul-er majhe majhe mone
pore
amra Europe
Doctor,
Rahul-gen sometimes mind.loc fall.prs.3 we Europe
gechilam bole, kintu amra kokhono Europe dekhini.
go.pst.1 bole, but we ever
Europe see.pst.neg.1
‘Doctor, Rahul sometimes remembers that we went to Europe, but we didn’t
see Europe ever.’
P: ashole Rahul false memory syndrome-e
bhugche.
in fact Rahul false memory syndrome-abl suffer.prog.prs.3
‘In fact, Rahul is suffering from false memory syndrome.’
In the above scenario, mone pora ‘remember’ with regular gerund as its complement is inappropriate, since it always gives a factive reading. Hence, it cannot
be used in a false memory case, while embedded bole-clause is totally feasible in
the same context. Therefore, factivity cannot be said to be innate to these verbs.
They can be said potentially factive (à la [21]). With regular gerunds, they tend
to give rise to the factive reading.
Following [15], we endorse the notion of factive morpheme Q defined as follows.4
(14) JQKs0 = λpst λBxst,ty .Dsrs ď s0 ^ ppsq ^ Bppqs

3

4

A similar observation is made in [26] where remember with finite clause can give
a non-factive reading. For example, in a sentence like John remembers that Mary
arrived (because he was told so), John might be misinformed.
We formulated the semantics of Q with respect to the actual situation s0 .
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This factive morpheme Q composes with a proposition p, and a predicate of
propositions B in an evaluative situation s0 . It returns true iff there exists a
situation s that is a part of s0 , and p, which belongs to B, is true in that s. This
Q morpheme scopes over the gerund viz. Anur jetata ‘Anu’s winning’, while the
verbs like jana ‘know’ take it as their complement. The Q morpheme, in turn,
is liable for invoking the factive interpretation. Let’s take the attitude verb jana
‘know’, which has the interpretation as (15).
(15) JjanaK = λpst λxe λss .@s2 rjanapxqps2 qpsq Ñ pps1 qs
(16)

Dsrs ď s0 ^

JXP1 K=
Ds rs ď s ^ winpaqpsqss ^ @s2 rjanaprqps2 qps0 q Ñ
Ds1 rs1 ď s2 ^ winpaqps2 qss : t
1

1

JXPK=
JQP1 K=
λqst .@s2 rjanaprqps2 qps0 q
λBxst,ty .Dsrs ď s0 ^
Ñ qps2 qs : xst, ty
Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqs^
Bpλss . Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqsqs : xxst, ty, ty
λ1

JQKs0 =
JCPK=
λpst λBxst,ty .Dsrs ď s0 ^
λss . Ds1 rs1 ď s
ppsq ^ Bppqs : xst, xxst, ty, tyy ^winpaqpsqs : st
Anur jetata

Jv PK=
@s2 rjanaprqps2 qps0 q
Ñ gp1qps2 qs : t

JDPK=
JVPK=
Rahul : e
λxe .@s2 rjanapxqps2 qps0 q
Ñ gp1qps2 qs : et
q1 JVKs0 =
λpst λxe .@s rjanapxqps2 qps0 q
Ñ pps2 qs : xst, ety
jane
2

We represent the above LF of (6), basing on [15]. Following Özyıldız in [15], the
concerned attitude verb selects for a QP. This QP moves to a higher position,
leaving a trace, q1 , of type st and creating a binder, λ1. Following the successive
steps of functional applications, the maximal projection XP1 of type t is reached
at. It says that there exists a minimal situation s which, being a part of actual
s0 , satisfies the proposition Anu wins, and the attitude holder viz. Rahul knows
it. Since the minimal situation, where Anu wins, is a part of actual s0 , the
proposition that Anu wins holds true in the actual world also.5 Verbs like dekha
‘see’, mone pora ‘remember’ also select for a QP, when they take regular gerunds
as arguments. The phonologically null Q head lends us the factive coloring, not
the verb.
5

We assume that the proposition is persistent; if it is true in s, it will be true in all
the situations that s is a part of.
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Bangla exhibits an intriguing pattern in case of bola ‘tell’ and janano ‘inform’.
The two are not factive with finite clauses (17), whereas they always give rise to
a factive reading with regular gerunds as complements (18). The incompatibility
of the but-clause shows it, while in (17) the same can cancel out that Anu won.
(17) Rahul shobaike
boleche/ janiyeche
je Anu jiteche,
Rahul everyone.acc tell.pst.3/ inform.pst.3 that Anu win.pst.3,
kintu Anu jeteni.
but Anu win.pst.neg.3
‘Anu told/ informed everyone that Anu won, but she didn’t win.’
(18) Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul shobaike
boleche/ janiyeche,
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul everyone.acc tell.pst.3/ inform.pst.3,
#kintu Anu jeteni.
but
Anu win.pst.neg.3
‘Rahul told/ informed the event of Anu’s winning to everyone, #but Anu
didn’t win.’
These two examples, again, provide us the foothold to voice that factivity does
not lie inside the verbs. It arises due to the argument selection. As mentioned
in [23], tell can be ambiguous between factive and non-factive readings. Bangla
bola ‘tell’ acts in a factive way with regular gerunds. It then presupposes that
the proposition holds true prior to the event of telling. We argue that bola ‘tell’
in the latter instance selects for a QP, which involves Quantifier Raising (QR).
The same is the case with janano ‘inform’ too. With regular gerunds, it gives
a sense like letting someone know some fact, which holds true beforehand. But,
with finite clauses, they select for a CP, not a QP at all. This CP adds a new idea
to discourse (cf. [3, 5]), whereas the QP holds true apriori. The generalization is
that verbs, which have factive readings with regular gerunds, always select for a
QP.
Non-factive Reading with Regular Gerunds. As shown in Section 3.1,
not all verbs point towards a factive reading, while taking regular gerunds as
complements. Let’s get back to (8), where asha kora ‘expect’ selects for a regular
gerund, but gives rise to a non-factive interpretation. There are other verbs like
chawa ‘want’, protyasha kora ‘hope’ that behave alike.
(19) Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul chay.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul want.prs.3
‘Rahul wants for Anu’s winning.’
ÝÑ
{ Anu won.
(20) Anu-r
jet-a-ta
Rahul protyasha kore.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul hope
do.prs.3
‘Rahul hopes for Anu’s winning.’
ÝÑ
{ Anu won.

(19) and (20) instantiate that regular gerunds as complements can result in nonfactive readings. This is a crucial point to delineate that regular gerunds, while
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allowed as complements, do not always lead to a factive interpretation. We will
argue that the verbal semantics is responsible for it in the above two cases. Verbs
like asha kora ‘expect’, chawa ‘want’, protyasha kora ‘hope’ introduce a bouletic
modal base (see [9, 10, 18]) defined as follows.
Ş
(21)
fboul pxqpsq “ λs1 .all expectations of x in s are true in s1

This modal base, with respect to an individual and an evaluative situation, refers
to the set of situations where all of the expectations of x are true. Verbs like
asha kora ‘expect’ select for those complements that are true in the non-reflexive
bouletic modal base of the attitude subject (22). We argue that these verbs select
for a CP, not a QP while scoping over regular gerunds. Their complements do
not hold true beforehand. Thus, no QR is involved in this case. (23) represents
the compositional picture of (7).
Ş
(22) Jasha koraK “ λpst λxe λss .@s2 P fboul pxqpsq : pps2 q
(23)

@s2 P

Ş

Jv PK=
fboul prqps0 q : Ds1 rs1 ď s2 ^ winpaqps2 qss : t

JDPK=
Rahul : e

λxe .@s2 P

Ş

JVPK=
fboul pxqps0 q : Ds1 rs1 ď s2 ^ winpaqps2 qss : et

JCPK=
λss . Ds rs ď s ^ winpaqpsqs : st
1

1

Anur jetata

s0
JVK
Ş =
λpst λxe .@s P fboul pxqps0 q : pps2 q
xst, ety
asha kore
2

World Verbs. So far, we have seen those verbs that can quantify over sets of
minimal situations i.e., regular gerunds. There remain some verbs that cannot
scope over them. Let’s consider the following.
(24)

*Anu-r jet-a-ta
Rahul biswas/ dabi kore.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul belief/ claim do.prs.3
Intended: ‘Rahul believes/ claims that Anu won.’

(25)

*Anu-r jet-a-ta
Rahul-er mone
hoy.
Anu-gen win-ger-cl Rahul-gen mind.loc happen.prs.3
Intended: ‘Rahul thinks that Anu won.’

Following [20], verbs like biswas kora ‘believe’ cannot quantify over smaller situations. Rather, they need whole worlds to quantify over. Since regular gerunds
are sets of minimal situations, these verbs cannot scope over them. Let’s take
the verb biswas kora ‘believe’. As mentioned in [20], all the beliefs that someone
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has should be true together in her/his doxastic ground. That means if Rahul
believes of s to satisfy Anu won, s would satisfy all of his beliefs viz., may be,
Anu is a good candidate, Anu is hard-working etc. Thus s, by no means, remains
a minimal one. The semantics of biswas kora ‘believe’ quantifying over the whole
worlds is the following.
(26) Jbiswas koraK “ λpst λxe λss .@wrw P Doxpxqpsq Ñ ppwqs

4

Bangla Gen-gerunds with Content Nouns

As mentioned in [1], Bangla exhibits a special kind of gerunds viz. gen-gerunds.
Gen-gerunds like Anur jeta-r khobor ‘news of Anu’s winning’ involve the genitive -r marker, which introduces the iota-operator over its complement i.e., the
content noun khobor ‘news’ here. We formulate the propositional denotation of
the concerned content noun with respect to the actual situation s0 in (27).6
(27) Jkhobor Ks0 “ λpst .khoborpp, s0 q
(28)

JAnur jetar khobortaKs0 =
ιprkhoborpp, s0 q ^ p “ λs. Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqss : st

JAnur jetaK=
λss . Ds rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqs : st
1

J-r khobortaKs0 =
λqst .ιprkhoborpp, s0 q ^ p “ qs : xst, sty

J-r Ks0 =
identpJkhobor-taKqs0 =
λBxst,ty λqst .ιprBppq ^ p “ qs λpst .rp “ ιq 1 khoborpq 1 , s0 qs
xxst, ty, xst, styy
xst, ty

(28) denotes the compositional hierarchy pertinent to the concerned gen-gerund.
We tap into the type-shifter ident (see [16]) to avert the type-mismatch with
genitive -r, which composes with a predicate of propositions, B, of type xst, ty,
and a proposition, q. It returns a unique proposition p that is identical to q
and belongs to B. The genitive -r picks up p, which is the maximal (unique)
proposition that instantiates the property news in s0 . Following the successive
steps of functional applications, the gen-gerund Anur jetar khoborta ‘the news
of Anu’s winning’ refers to the unique proposition, which is news in the actual
situation and is identical to the gerund Anur jeta ‘Anu’s winning’.
The gen-gerunds are semantically different from regular gerunds which can
be shown under the embedded context of biswas kora ‘believe’. Intriguingly,
6

We slightly digress from the denotation mentioned in [24] in a sense that our formulation does not include the complement of content noun. We argue that this is
due to the structural unicity of Bangla gen-gerunds. The genitive marker -r here
introduces what [24] mentioned as the complement of content nouns. This is why
our formulation in (27) does not take any complement.
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11

the concerned verb does select for the above gen-gerund, while it does not take
regular gerunds as shown in (24).
(29) Anu-r
jet-a-r
khobor-ta Rahul biswas kore.
Anu-gen win-ger-gen news-cl Rahul belief do.prs.3
‘Rahul believes the news of Anu’s winning.’
As shown in (28), the gen-gerund Anur jetar khoborta ‘the news of Anu’s
winning’ denotes the unique proposition, which is just a set of situations, not
the minimal ones like regular gerunds. It can easily include worlds i.e., maximal
situations. Therefore, nothing hinders biswas kora ‘believe’ from embedding the
above gen-gerund. Thus, (29) is true in s0 iff the following holds.
(30) @w P Doxprqps0 q : ιprkhoborpp, s0 q ^ p “ λs. Ds1 rs1 ď s ^ winpaqpsqsspwq

5

Conclusion

To sum up, this paper studies the Bangla regular gerunds and classifies Bangla
clause-embedding verbs into two broad categories with respect to embedding
regular gerunds. Among those which embed regular gerunds, some give rise to
factive readings, while some do not. The paper advances that factivity is not
intrinsic to either regular gerunds or verbs. Rather, it arises while mediating
through syntax-semantic interface. The paper also examines Bangla gen-gerunds,
exhibiting that these are semantically different from regular gerunds.
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Anchoring Free Indirect Discourse and
Viewpoint Shifting ?
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Abstract. This paper reports the results of four experiments that investigated how readers determine the anchor for free reports in narratives, i.e. descriptions of someone’s perceptions (Viewpoint Shifting) or
thoughts (Free Indirect Discourse) that can be ascribed to the narrator
or to a character. Readers tended to ascribe free reports to the locally
prominent character, i.e. the one that was mentioned as the experiencer
in the preceding sentence. Additionally, readers chose that character
more strongly in third-person narratives compared to first-person ones.
In first-person stories with a locally prominent narrator, a strong preference for the narrator was found instead. In third-person stories with
two experiencers, free thought reports were more likely to trigger nonspeaker-oriented readings, compared to perception reports. These results
provide further empirical evidence about the environments that favour
speaker- and non-speaker-oriented interpretations in narrative discourse.
Keywords: perspective taking · free indirect discourse · speech reports
· perception reports · viewpoint shifting.
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Introduction

Consider the following example:
(1) It was all delicious.
The statement in (1) is subjective: it includes a so-called predicate of personal
taste (Lasersohn 2005; Stephenson 2007; Pearson 2012; Bylinina 2014) (delicious) and expresses someone’s evaluation about the taste of something. In linguistics, the default epistemic anchor for utterances, speech acts and subjective
expressions like delicious is considered to be the speaker. Non-speaker-oriented
interpretations can arise nonetheless when, for instance, such expressions occur
embedded under attitude verbs, as in example (2):
(2) Harry thought that it was all delicious.
?
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In this case, it is Harry that serves as the anchor for delicious. But now consider
(3), taken from J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone:
(3) Harry piled his plate with a bit of everything except the peppermints and
began to eat. It was all delicious. (p.123)
Even though there is no embedding construction as in (2), we intuitively take
Harry to be the person who thought that the food was delicious, not necessarily
the narrator, the ‘speaker’ of the story. Still, the narrator-oriented interpretation
is possible. It seems then that such unembedded, ‘free’ statements allow for
multiple interpretations. How is the anchor determined in these cases and what
licenses ‘shifted’, non-speaker-oriented interpretations?
Non-speaker-oriented interpretations have been discussed before (see Lasersohn 2005 on exocentric interpretations) and recent studies have investigated,
also empirically, shifted interpretations of standardly speaker-oriented expressions like appositives and predicates of personal taste, as well as the environments that license shifts to the perspective of an entity other than the speaker
(Harris & Potts 2009; Kaiser 2015).
Phenomena where unembedded statements receive a shifted interpretation
have gathered special attention in recent work on the semantics and pragmatics
of narrative discourse. Narratives are especially interesting in this respect due
to the multiplicity of perspectives (narrator and character(s)), as well as the different prominence status of the narrator and the protagonists. The phenomena
in question are Free Indirect Discourse (Schlenker 2004; Sharvit 2008; Eckardt
2014; Maier 2015) and Viewpoint Shifting (Hinterwimmer 2017a). In short, Free
Indirect Discourse is a vivid style of reporting a character’s thoughts/inner
speech, whereas Viewpoint Shifting involves reporting a character’s low-level,
non-linguistic mental state. Examples (3) and (4) are illustrations of Viewpoint
Shifting and Free Indirect Discourse, respectively. The sentence It was all delicious in (3) is understood as a representation of the character’s sensory experience, while the sentences in italics in (4) are most naturally interpreted as the
character’s inner speech:
(4) One afternoon the following week, Clive had another idea. It was a really
amusing idea - one that would certainly make the public take notice. When
should he do it? Tonight? No, he needed time to plan it. (Woodrow Wilson’s
Tie, P. Highsmith)
This paper focuses on the question of what pragmatic cues guide readers’
interpretations with respect to who the anchor is for such ambiguous passages
in narratives and presents four experiments that explore the effect of different
factors on determining the anchor.

2

Free Indirect Discourse and Viewpoint Shifting

Free Indirect Discourse (FID) has received extensive attention in semantics,
where it is analysed either within bicontextual accounts (Schlenker 2004; Sharvit

2008; Eckardt 2014) or as a form of quotation (Maier 2015). FID is usually defined as a special form of reported speech that combines features of both direct
and indirect discourse. While pronouns and tenses behave as in indirect discourse and are anchored to the narrator’s context (e.g. third-person pronouns
refer to the character), temporal and locative indexicals as well as other subjective expressions (e.g. predicates of personal taste) reflect the character’s perspective (e.g. the adverb tonight in (4) refers to the day where the character is
located). Additionally, in FID we find constructions like exclamations, questions,
incomplete sentences and epithets, that are found in direct but not in indirect
discourse. Such constructions are considered cues that signal the character’s perspective (Banfield 1982; Fludernik 2003). Recent experimental work by Kaiser
(2015) has provided evidence that expressions like epithets and epistemic adverbs
can in fact trigger non-speaker-oriented interpretations.
Hinterwimmer (2017a) argues that there is another kind of perspective shifting, Viewpoint Shifting, that involves reporting perceptions or mental states.
According to Hinterwimmer, apart from being conceptually distinct from FID,
Viewpoint Shifting is also grammatically different in that it does not involve
context shifting. Abrusán (2018, 2019) also discusses FID and Viewpoint Shifting (with the latter under the header Protagonist Projection), but proposes a
uniform semantic analysis for both phenomena. Another interesting view about
what distinguishes thought from perception representations is Banfield’s (1982)
assumption that the presence of questions and exclamations is restricted to
thought representations. See (5): sentence (5a) can be understood as a report of
what someone saw, whereas (5b) is understood as a report of someone’s inner
speech.
(5) a. And on the station platform was Clifford on crutches.
b. And on the station platform – Oh God! – was Clifford on crutches?
(Banfield 1982, p. 204)
FID and Viewpoint Shifting are terms referring to perspective shifting phenomena. However, statements that occur free, i.e. without an overt embedding
operator, allow for both speaker- and non-speaker-oriented interpretations. As
I am interested in both readings, I will use the more general terms free thought
reports and free perception reports. This term is also neutral with respect to
whether the phenomenon termed as FID is a form of direct or indirect discourse.

3

Anchoring free reports: Pragmatic factors

What makes a character available as anchor for FID or Viewpoint Shifting?
Hinterwimmer (2017b) addresses this question specifically for FID and proposes
that a protagonist becomes an available anchor if (s)he is locally or globally
prominent. Local prominence is defined in terms of being the experiencer of
an eventuality mentioned in the sentence preceding FID. Global prominence is
defined in terms of discourse topicality: a protagonist is globally prominent if
(s)he is the person that the story is about. If two such protagonists are available,

as in (6), a FID passage (the question in italics) is potentially ambiguous as to
whom it is anchored. In this case it is natural to ask what kind of prominence
has a stronger effect: is the globally prominent character (Mary in (6)) or the
locally prominent one (the referent of he) the most preferable anchor?
(6) Mary went towards the entrance of the building. Suddenly a huge guy in a
black coat came around the corner. She bumped into him head-on. Angrily,
he smacked her in the face with his bag. Why did everything go wrong today?
(Hinterwimmer 2017b)
With respect to Viewpoint Shifting, the most preferable anchor is expected
to be the experiencer of a perceiving eventuality that has been mentioned or
accommodated in the preceding discourse (Hinterwimmer 2017a; Abrusán 2019).
Experimental findings (Kaiser 2018; Van Krieken 2018) have actually shown
that readers would attribute a perceptual representation to the character that
was explicitly mentioned as the perceiver, suggesting the importance of local
prominence in perspectivisation.
Other factors that could affect the extent to which free reports trigger shifting
are the type of narration and the type of report. With respect to the latter,
perceptual experiences can be shared among different individuals when those
are present in a scene (especially those related to the visual modality, cf. Kaiser
2018). By contrast, thoughts are internal, thus inaccessible to others except to
oneself.
Regarding the narration type, in first-person narratives, the narrator is a
character in the story and participates in the events, whereas the narrator of
third-person narratives is an impersonal entity and more backgrounded compared to the character(s). Consequently, in first-person narratives, constructions
like questions and exclamations will naturally be interpreted as questions and
exclamations made by the narrator (the narrator could not report other characters’ thoughts since (s)he does not have access to them1 ). On the other hand,
descriptions that can be interpreted as perception representations could be attributed to either the narrator (if (s)he is part of the scene) or to the character
that is the explicit experiencer. In third-person stories, thought and perception
reports are overall expected to be anchored to the prominent protagonist, given
the narrator’s backgrounded status; this would also follow for views arguing
against the presence of a narrator in FID texts (as Banfield 1982). Still, FID
cues like questions and exclamations are expected to trigger a stronger preference for character-oriented interpretations.

4

The experiments

Four forced-choice task experiments were conducted in order to test the effect
of the above-mentioned factors on determining the anchor for free reports. All
1

For related discussion in narratology, see Stanzel (1986, Ch. 7).

experiments were made in Qualtrics and had a 2x2, Latin Square design. Participants received the same instructions in all experiments. Data were analysed
with generalised mixed-effects logistic regression models in R, version 3.5.2 (R
Core Team 2017), function glmer(): (lme4 package, Bates et al. 2014) with participants and items as random factors. The best models were determined via
stepwise model comparison on the basis of AIC.
4.1

Experiment 1: First-person vs. third-person narratives

Experiment 1 explored the following questions: do free thought and perception
reports differ with respect to triggering character-oriented readings? Does this
difference depend on the type of narration in which free reports occur?
Methods. Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). The design of experiment 1 used two factors, report type (Free Perception/Free Thought), which was used in all other experiments, and narration type (First-person/Third-person). The experiment consisted of a twoalternative forced choice task. Participants were told that they would read short
passages of fictional stories. An experimental item in the different conditions is
shown below:
(7) The whole house was empty and silent.
First-person: Fred and I stepped into the kitchen.
Third-person: Fred and Sally stepped into the kitchen.
Fred looked at the food that was left on the tables.
Free Perception: It looked disgusting.
Free Thought: Ugh, it looked disgusting! How many days had it been
there?
Whose opinion is it that the food on the tables looked disgusting?
The narrator’s/Fred’s
The free report included a predicate of personal taste (e.g. charming, delicious) and the preceding sentence referred to a perceiving event (related to
vision, hearing, smell or taste) whose agent was mentioned to be a character,
referred to via a proper name. For the Free Perception condition simple indicative sentences were used. For the Free Thought condition, mainly questions and
exclamations (22 and 10 items, respectively) were used, and also expressives,
interjections and ellipsis. Participants saw 32 target items (8 per condition), as
well as 10 control items that were unambiguous in terms of whose perspective
was expressed. Example (8) shows a control item with character (here: Steven’s)
as the correct answer. Items were presented to participants in random order.
Responses were collected from 40 participants.
(8) Yes, Steven really liked Keisha, in all respects. He enjoyed hanging out with
her. Plus, he found her really attractive. I could not understand this and
used to laugh at him a lot. I found her one of the most boring girls at school.
Whose opinion is it that Keisha was fun to hang out with?
The narrator’s/Steven’s

Results and Discussion. Data from 28 English native speakers (11 female, mean
age 38.6, age range 24-62) were analysed (12 were excluded on the basis of their
responses to the controls2 ). Figure (1, left) shows the percentage of character
responses per condition. narration type was shown to be a significant predictor (β=3.1888, SE=0.6371, z=5.005, p<0.001, reference level: First-person),
while no main effect of report type was found and no interaction between
narration type and report type.
Regarding first-person narration, readers showed a general preference for
character responses. This was expected for the Free Perception condition, given
previous findings (Kaiser 2018, also Van Krieken 2018), and the assumptions
about shared perceptual experiences. However, the preference for character responses in the Free Thought condition was contrary to our expectations. The
results suggest that readers tend to ascribe a free report to the locally prominent character, regardless of the report type. Overall, no indication was found
that considerations about the narrator’s epistemic access played a role in how
readers anchored free reports. If a character is mentioned to be the experiencer
of a perceiving eventuality, it is natural to expect the subsequent statement to
report that character’s related experiences/reactions to that event.
In line with our predictions, the results also show that participants’ preference
for the character was stronger in third-person narratives. First-person pronouns
signifying the narrator were absent in Third-person narration condition, thereby
resulting in the narrator’s more backgrounded status and the character’s greater
prominence. However, the FID cues in the Free Thought condition did not increase the likelihood of shifting to the character’s perspective, but this may be
due to the character’s overall foregrounded status, which made her/him the preferred anchor for both reports (the character was chosen in almost 95% of the
cases in Third-person narration).

Fig. 1: The percentage of character responses per condition for experiments 1
(left) and 2 (right).
2

Participants were excluded if more than 25% of their responses to the controls were
incorrect. Because AMT is sometimes considered a noisy tool, we wanted to make
sure that the data we analysed were as reliable as possible.

4.2

Experiment 2: Local prominence and speaker preference

Experiment 2 was a follow-up of experiment 1 and tested the effects of local
prominence and speaker preference on anchoring in first-person narratives.
Methods. Two factors were tested: report type and local experiencer
(Character/Narrator&Character). We used the First-person condition items of
experiment 1 and manipulated who was mentioned as the agent of the perceiving
event in the sentence preceding the free report: it was either the character (as in
experiment 1) or both the narrator and the character. A test item is shown in
(9). The same controls as in experiment 1 were used. Responses were collected
from 20 participants.
(9) The whole house was empty and silent. Fred and I stepped into the kitchen.
Character: Fred looked at the food that was left on the tables.
Narrator & Character: We looked at the food that was left on the tables.
Free Perception: It looked disgusting.
Free Thought: Ugh, it looked disgusting! How many days had it been
there?
Results and Discussion. Data from 16 English native speakers (6 female, mean
age 42.9, age range 28-72) were analysed (four participants were excluded on
the basis of their responses to controls, see fn. (2)). Figure (1, right) shows
the proportions of character responses per condition. A main effect of local
experiencer was found (β=-4.6409, SE=0.4972, z=-9.334, p<0.001, reference
level: Character), no main effect of report type and no significant interaction.
Participants chose the narrator in about 95% of the time when both the narrator
and the character were the explicit experiencers, in line with our predictions. This
indicates that whenever the narrator is locally prominent, there is a very strong
preference for speaker-oriented interpretations.
4.3

Experiment 3: Global prominence and speaker preference

Experiments 3 and 4 were conducted in Greek and were run simultaneously over
the internet.3 The same items were used in both experiments: in experiment
3 all items were first-person stories and in experiment 4 third-person stories.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the experiments so that no participant did both experiments. Responses from 89 participants were collected,
30 of whom did not complete the survey and were therefore excluded. Here I
mention only the numbers of the remaining 59 participants who completed the
questionnaire (27 from experiment 3 and 32 from experiment 4).
The goal of experiment 3 was to explore if global prominence of another
character would suppress speaker preference in stories with a locally prominent
narrator, and if that effect would differ in perception and thought reports.
3

One of the reasons to not conduct these experiments on AMT was because we expected to collect more reliable responses with about the same number of participants.
This was indeed the case as only two participants were excluded from experiment 3
on the basis of their responses to controls and none from experiment 4.

Methods. The factors report type and global prominence (Global Narrator/Global Character) were tested. In all conditions the narrator and the character were equally locally prominent. The globally prominent character was either
the narrator (Global Narrator) or the character (Global Character). The globally
prominent character was the grammatical subject of the first sentences of the
passage that referred to actions and/or feelings whose agent was that character.
The other character was made less prominent by being mentioned later in the
story, usually in object or adjunct position. Participants saw a total of 40 items
(24 target items and 16 controls). Example (10) shows a target item translated
from Greek. Data from 27 participants were collected.
(10) Global Narrator: I woke up very early that day. I hadn’t slept well all
night, I had been very stressed during the whole week and couldn’t rest. I
woke up Dina as I wanted some company to take my breakfast.
Global Character: Dina woke up very early that day. She hadn’t slept well
all night, she had been very stressed during the whole week and couldn’t rest.
She woke me up as she wanted some company to take her breakfast.
There was a strong smell in the kitchen. We looked at the sink and the floor.
Free Perception: The sight was disgusting. There was a pile of unwashed
dishes, glasses and leftovers from the previous night.
Free Thought: What a disgusting sight. . . Those kids, they had left again
a pile of unwashed dishes, glasses and leftovers from the previous night!
On top of that, the tap was running and the water had reached the floor.
According to whom was the sight in the kitchen disgusting?
According to the narrator/Dina
Results and Discussion. The proportions of character responses per condition
are shown in figure (2). Data from 25 Greek native speakers (16 female, mean
age 35.3, age range 20-58) were analysed (two participants were excluded on
the basis of their responses to controls). global prominence was not found to
be a significant predictor. Local prominence of the narrator may have cancelled
out any effect of global prominence which could be potentially greater if the
perceiving event was made implicit. A main effect of report type was found
(p<0.05). However, only 4% of the data are character responses, which does
not allow any generalisations about the influence of this factor. The results are
straightforward: there is a robust preference for narrator-oriented interpretations
when the narrator is locally prominent.
4.4

Experiment 4: Global and local prominence

Experiment 4 tested the effect of local prominence in third-person narratives
with two protagonists, while global prominence was kept constant.
Methods. The factors report type and local experiencer (Both Characters/Secondary Character) were tested in a three-alternative forced-choice task.
Each story had two characters that were mentioned via proper names. One of

Fig. 2: The percentage of character responses per condition for experiment 3.

them was globally prominent across conditions (global ) and the other was less
prominent (secondary). Example (11) shows a target item translated from Greek:
(11) Dina woke up very early that day. She hadn’t slept well all night, she
had been very stressed during the whole week and couldn’t rest. She woke
Michael up, as she wanted some company to take her breakfast, and they
went down to the kitchen. There was a strong smell.
Both Characters: They looked at the sink and the floor.
Secondary Character: Michael looked at the sink and the floor.
Free Perception: The sight was disgusting. There was a pile of unwashed
dishes, glasses and leftovers from the previous night.
Free Thought: What a disgusting sight. . . Those kids, they had left again
a pile of unwashed dishes, glasses and leftovers from the previous night!
On top of that, the tap was running and the water had reached the floor.
According to whom was the sight in the kitchen disgusting?
According to the narrator/Dina/Michael
Results and Discussion. Data from 32 Greek native speakers (23 female, mean
age 33.5, age range 24-54) were analysed. We estimated separate models for
each pair of responses by reducing the dataset to two responses each time and
performing ordinary binomial logistic regressions.
With respect to the first contrast (narrator vs. global, reference level: narrator ), a main effect of report type was found (β=1.3774, SE=0.2940, z=4.686,
p<0.001, reference level: Free Perception), in line with our expectations. Readers were significantly more likely to pick the globally prominent character as the
anchor for free thought reports, indicating that the presence of FID cues can trigger shifted interpretations. These findings are in line with previous experimental
work on FID (Kaiser 2015).
As for the second comparison (narrator vs. secondary, reference level: narrator ), a main effect of local experiencer (β=6.2183, SE=0.6240, z= 9.965,
p<0.001, reference level: Both Characters) was found but no main effect of report type. In line with the results of experiment 1, these findings suggest
that in the Secondary Character condition, readers are significantly more likely

to ascribe the free report to the locally prominent character, irrespectively of
the report type. The results stress the importance of local prominence in the
perspectivisation process of free reports, in line with Hinterwimmer’s (2017b)
assumptions.
Similarly, for the third comparison (global vs. secondary, reference level:
global ), a main effect of local experiencer was found (β=5.9843, SE= 0.6985,
z=8.567, p<0.001, reference level: Both Characters) but no main effect of report type and no interaction. Even though a globally more salient character
was present, the locally prominent protagonist was preferred as the anchor of a
free report.
Figure (3) shows the proportions of each response per condition.

Fig. 3: The percentage of narrator, global character and secondary character responses per condition for experiment 4. (FP: Free Perception, FT: Free Thought)

For the Both Characters condition, a general preference for global character
responses was expected due to that character’s overall salience. Although very
few secondary character responses are observed, remarkably, the narrator was
chosen in most of the cases. For the free perception reports, this is not so surprising: the perception report could be interpreted as true for both characters and
therefore as true in the story. In turn, readers may have then attributed this fact
to an authorial narrator or they may have read it as an impersonal description
(see Banfield 1982, Ch. 5); narrator responses can be explained under different
views of the notion of the narrator. A similar explanation can be made for the
narrator responses in the Free Thought condition. Alternatively, narrator responses may reflect participants’ uncertainty as to who should be the anchor.
Still, FID cues increased the likelihood of shifting to the global character, in line
with our predictions and previous findings (Kaiser 2015).
For the Secondary Character condition, a preference for secondary character responses was expected, given the results of the previous experiments. For
thought reports, predictions were unclear, as readers could also attribute the

FID passage to the global character due to her/his foregrounded status. Participants picked the secondary character as the anchor around 60% of the time
in both kinds of reports. A possible explanation for this lower proportion compared to experiment 1 could be the presence of the global character. Uncertainty
as to who the anchor is may also explain the considerable amount of narrator
responses in this condition.

5

Discussion

Four experimental studies explored the effect of different pragmatic factors on
anchoring free reports, i.e. stretches of discourse interpreted as descriptions of
someone’s perceptions or thoughts that are unmarked with respect to whose
perspective is expressed. In sum, narration type was found to influence readers’
choices. Although in first-person narratives with one character mentioned as the
agent of a perceiving eventuality, there was a general preference for characteroriented interpretations, that preference was even stronger in third-person narratives. This can be ascribed to the absence of first-person indexicals that would
explicitly introduce the narrator in the discourse. In general, there was a preference to attribute a free report to the locally prominent protagonist (also in
the presence of a globally more salient one), which is in line with Hinterwimmer’s (2017b) hypothesis and with previous evidence (Kaiser 2018; Van Krieken
2018). However, in order to see how strong the effect of local prominence is,
future work could experiment with placing the perceiving-event sentence farther
in the discourse with respect to the free report. Crucially, further research should
investigate how specific discourse relations affect interpretation.
On the other hand, a robust preference for narrator-oriented readings was
found when the narrator was mentioned as experiencer. Interestingly, this was
also the case in third-person narratives with two locally prominent protagonists.
Yet, the presence of FID cues in the thought reports raised the chances to shift
to the globally prominent character’s perspective, supporting the generally accepted observation that FID markers trigger character-oriented readings and
corroborating previous findings (Kaiser 2015). In sum, the findings presented
here extend our understanding concerning which factors license and boost nonspeaker-oriented readings (and are also relevant for theories on the semantics
of subjective expressions), while they also provide empirical evidence on the
pragmatics of perspective taking in narrative discourse.
Except for experiment 4, no supportive evidence was found that free perception and thought reports are anchored differently. One possible explanation is
that the use of questions and exclamations did not necessarily provoke a thought
reading, resulting in both reports being read identically. Furthermore, the nature
of the task does not actually reveal the degree of acceptability of shifted interpretations or the processing cost involved. Potential subtle differences between
thought and perception reports could actually be captured with online methods
like eye-tracking, as well as with different manipulations, for example with the
use of temporal and locative indexical expressions.
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Abstract. In this paper is presented the conservative extension of intuitionistic logic with probability operatars with which we reason intuitionistically. Having in mind impossibility to express operators of the
form P≤s ϕ, in terms of operators P≥s ϕ, which are the most common
in probabilistic logics, we will add both types of modalities to our language, and they will be interpreted by subadditive and superadditive
partial measures, respectively. To obtain strong completeness we will use
infinitary rules of inference which imply some infinitary proofs.
Keywords: Intuitionism · Probability logic · Strong completeness.

1

Introduction

In the last couple of decades appeared a great deal of interest for reasoning
about uncertainty, provoked by the development of computer science, but also
as a consequence of our everyday life. I fact, most of the knowledge we possess
turns out to be probabilistic rather than deterministic. The aim of probabilistic
logic is to capture the rules for reasoning about uncertain knowledge.
In most of the papers about the subject [1],[7],[8] classical propositional (or
predicate) logic is extended with probability operators of the form P≥s ϕ, with
the intended meaning ”the probability of the formula ϕ is at least s”, where ϕ
is a formula of classical logic. However, in [4],[5] extensions of intuitionistic logic
with probability operators are presented, but the probability operators are still
treated classically. Here, we introduce Intuitionistic Propositional Probability
Logic (IPPL) where we reason with probability operators intuitionistically. In
other words IPPL is intuitionistic in two ways. First, because the sub-logic characterizing usual connectives (→, ∧, ∨, ¬) is intuitionistic; and second, because
from the added probabilistic operators one cannot directly define their ”duals”
as is done in classical modal logic i.e. having , define ♦α := ¬¬α.
On the semantic level, we introduce a class of models that combine properties
of intuitionistic Kripke-like models and probability models. Seeing intuitionistic
Kripkean models as persistent, if a formula P≥s ϕ, with the meaning ”probability
of truthfulness of formula ϕ is at least s”, is true in world w, then in any world
w0 that is successor of w, the probability of the formula ϕ must be at least as
high as in w. Since in intuitionistic logic P≥s ϕ and P≤s ϕ are not interdefinable,
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we add to the language of intuitionistic logic operators of the form P≤s ϕ with
analogue meaning. This way, once we have established that the probability of a
formula is greater (less) than s, in all future worlds we are able only to get a
better approximation of the probability of this formula.
For such logic, an infinitary axiomatization is proposed which is essential for
achieving strong completeness. Also, it should be noted that infinitary means
appear only in meta-language, while formulas remain finite; only proofs can be
infinite.

2

Syntax and semantics for the IPPL

Let S be the set of rational numbers in [0, 1] and let V ar = {p, q, r, . . .} be a
countable set of propositional variables. The language LIP P L consists of V ar,
usual logical connectives ∧, ∨, ¬, → and a countable set of probability operators
of the form (P≥s )s∈S and (P≥s )s∈S .
We define the set of formulas F orIP P L as the smallest set containing V ar
and which is closed under following formation rules
F orIP P L := p|¬ϕ|ϕ ∧ ψ|ϕ ∨ ψ|ϕ → ψ|P≥s ϕ|P≤s ϕ.
From what is said above, it is clear that we will use ϕ, ψ, θ, . . . for elements from
F orIP P L . Also, as can be seen from the formation rules, we allow iteration of
the probability operators, i.e. higher order probabilities.
As usual, we propose a possible world approach to offer a semantics for the
formulas of F orIP P L .
Definition 1. Model for IP P L is a structure hW, ≤, (µw )w∈W , (µw )w∈W , vi where
1. hW, ≤i is a Kripke frame
2. For each w, µw and µw are partial functions from P(W ) to S such that
following conditions are satisfied
0
(a) (Monotonicity) For all w, w0 ∈ W , if w ≤ w0 then µw (X) ≥ µw (X) and
µw (X) ≤ µw0 (X) where we assume that X is a measurable subset of W .
(b) (Subadditivity) µw (X ∪ Y ) ≤ min(µw (X) + µw (Y ), 1)
(c) (Superadditivity) µw (X∪Y ) ≥ min(µw (X)+µw (Y ), 1), whenever µw (X∩
Y)=0
3. v : V ar → P(W ) such that for every p ∈ V ar and every w, w0 ∈ W , if
w ≤ w0 and w ∈ v(p) then w0 ∈ v(p)
It should be noted that the definition consists of two level. On the first level we
have a notion of intuitionistic Kripke model, while on the second level, we define
probabilistic model. Since we need to give meaning to probability operators,
we introduce two classes of probability functions (inner (µw ) and outer (µw )
measures) with certain properties in our model (one for each class of probability
operators). These properties ensure us that those function behave ”nicely” with
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respect to probability operators.These conditions provide that in the future we
can measure at least as well as in the present.
Now we define satisfiability relation in intuitionistic probabilistic models.
Definition 2. In an IP P L model M = hW, ≤, (µw )w∈W , (µw )w∈W , vi the satisfiability relation is defined in the following way
-

If
w
w
w
w
w
w

p is a propositional letter then w |= p iff p ∈ v(w)
|= P≤r ϕ iff µw ({w0 : w ≤ w0 and w0 |= ϕ}) ≤ r
|= P≥r ϕ iff µw ({w0 : w ≤ w0 and w0 |= ϕ}) ≥ r
|= ϕ ∧ ψ iff w |= ϕ and w |= ψ
|= ϕ ∨ ψ iff w |= ϕ or w |= ψ
|= ϕ → ψ iff for every w0 ∈ W such that w ≤ w0 , if w |= ϕ then w |= ψ
|= ¬ϕ iff for every w0 ∈ W such that w ≤ w0 , w0 6|= ϕ

Lemma 1. In every intuitionistic probabilistic model, for any formula ϕ and
any w, w0 ∈ W , if w |= ϕ and w ≤ w0 , then w0 |= ϕ.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of ϕ. Let us consider only one case.
If ϕ = P≥s ψ, since w |= ϕ we have µw ({w0 : w ≤ w0 and w0 |= ψ}) ≥ s.
Taking into account monotonicity of function, we get, in some world w0 , such
that w ≤ w0 , also µw0 ({w00 : w0 ≥ w00 and w00 |= ψ}) ≥ µw ({w0 : w0 ≥ w and
w0 |= ψ}) ≥ s. The proof if similar for ϕ = P≤s ψ, while for logical connectives
the proof proceeds in the usual way.
Lemma 2. In any intuitionistic probability model, if ϕ → ψ is an intuitionistic
tautology then w |= P≥(≤)s ϕ → P≥(≤)s ψ, for any w ∈ W .
Proof. Let [ϕ] denote set of all worlds where w |= ϕ. If ϕ → ψ is an intuitionistic
tautology then, for every w ∈ W we have that if w |= ϕ then w |= ψ. Therefore,
µw ([ϕ → ψ]) = 1. For that reason, the measure of a set in which ϕ holds, while
ψ does not is zero, i.e. µw ([ϕ] ∩ (W \ [ϕ → ψ])) = 0. Since [ϕ] = ([ϕ] ∩ (W \
[ϕ → ψ])) ∪ ([ϕ] ∩ [ϕ → ψ]), we get µw ([ϕ]) = µw ([ϕ] ∩ [ϕ → ψ]). However,
[ϕ] ∩ [ϕ → ψ] ⊆ [ψ], so µw ([ϕ]) ≤ µw ([ψ]), and therefore in any world we have
w |= P≥s ϕ → P≥s ψ.

3

Axiomatization

Once we have listed all the desired properties, we can give an axiomatization for
IPPL. Our logic has the following axiom schemes.
(A0)
(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)

All instances of intuitionistic tautologies
P≥r ϕ → P≥s ϕ, for all r ≥ s
P≤r ϕ → P≤s ϕ, for all r ≤ s
P≥0 ϕ and P≤1 ϕ
P≤s ϕ ∧ P≤r ψ → P≤min(1,r+s) (ϕ ∨ ψ)
P≥s ϕ ∧ P≥r ψ ∧ P≤0 (ϕ ∧ ψ) → P≥min(1,r+s) (ϕ ∨ ψ)
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and rules of inference
(IR1)
(IR2)
(IR3)
(IR4)

If
If
If
If

ϕ and ϕ → ψ then conclude ψ
` ϕ then conclude ` P≥1 ϕ
θ → P≥s− k1 ϕ for each k ≥ 1s then θ → P≥s ϕ
1
then θ → P≤s ϕ
θ → P≤s+ k1 ϕ for each k ≤ 1−s

Let us briefly comment on the given axiomatization. Axioms A1, A2 provide
monotonicity of probability functions, axioms A3 states that the range of the
probability functions is [0, 1], while axioms A4, A5 provide finite semiadditivity.
Inference rule IR1 is modus ponens, IR2 assigns probability 1 to all tautologies,
while IR3 and IR4 correspond to Archimedean property of real numbers.
Before we prove Deduction theorem, we give a couple of standard definitions.
Definition 3. A formula ϕ is derivable from a set of formulas T (T ` ϕ) if there
is a sequence of formulas ϕ0 , ..., ϕλ+1 , where λ is finite or a countable ordinal,
such that i ≤ λ + 1, ϕi is an axiom or a formula from T , or is obtained from
previous formulas by application of an inference rule. A formula ϕ is a theorem
(` ϕ) if it is derivable from the empty set.
Definition 4. A set of formulas T is consistent if there is a formula ϕ ∈
F orIP P L such that T 6` ϕ.
Lemma 3. (Deduction theorem) Let T be a set of formulas and ϕ, ψ ∈ F orIP P L .
Then, T, ϕ ` ψ implies T ` ϕ → ψ.
Proof. We will use transfinite induction on the length of proof of ψ from T, ϕ.
Let us focus on inference rules that include probability operators.
Let ψ = P≥1 χ and ψ is obtained from T ∪ {ϕ} by application of rule IR2. Then
formulas χ and P≥1 χ are theorems. Since p → (q → p) is inutitionistic tautology,
for p = P≥1 χ and q = ϕ, after applying rule IR1, we get T ` ϕ → P≥1 χ.
Let ψ = θ → P≥s χ and ψ is obtained by rule IR3. Then we have
T, ϕ ` θ → P≥s− k1 χ, k ≥

1
.
s

By induction hypothesis
1
.
s
Since (ϕ → (θ → ψ) ↔ ((ϕ ∧ θ) → ψ)) is a theorem of intuitionistic logic, then
we also have
T ` (ϕ ∧ θ) → P≥s− k1 χ,
T ` ϕ → (θ → P≥s− k1 χ), k ≥

i.e., by the rule IR3, T ` (ϕ ∧ θ) → P≥s χ. Now we can once again apply the
same intuitionistic theorem, only in the other direction, to obtain
T ` ϕ → (θ → P≥s χ).
Thus,
T `ϕ→ψ
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Soundness and completeness

In order to prove that our logic is sound and complete, we need several side
definitions and results.
Definition 5. For any set of formulas Γ , we define its deductive closure Cn(Γ ) =
{ϕ : Γ ` ϕ}. We say that Γ is a saturated theory iff Γ is consistent, deductively
closed and has the disjunction property (meaning, for every ϕ and ψ, if ϕ∨ψ ∈ Γ
then ϕ ∈ Γ or ψ ∈ Γ ).
We start with a version of Lindenbaum lemma, and then derive some consequences.
Lemma 4. Every consistent set Γ of formulas can be extended to a saturated
theory.
Proof. Let ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . be an enumeration of formulas in language LIP P L . Let us
define
1. ∆0 = Γ
2. For i ≥ 1, if ϕi is not ψi,1 ∨ ψi,2 and if ∆i ` ϕi then ∆i+1 = ∆i ∪ {ϕi }
3. if ϕi = ψi,1 ∨ ψi,2 then ∆i+1 = ∆i ∪ {ψi,j }, where j is the least of {1, 2} such
that ∆ ∪ {ψi,j } is consitent.
4. In addition, if ∆i+1 is obtained by adding formula of the form ¬(θ → P≥s ϕ),
then, for some n, we also add formula θ → ¬P≥s− n1 ϕ to ∆i+1 . We proceed
in similar fashion if we add formula of the type ¬(θ → P≤s ϕ)
5. Otherwise ∆i+1 = ∆i
∞
[
∆i
6. ∆ =
i=0

At this point the role of infinitary inference rules is crucial. It has a role to ensure that some infinitary sets are inconsistent. The formula θ → ¬P≥s− n1 ϕ is a
witness that ∆ 6` θ → P≥s ϕ.
It remains to prove that ∆ is saturated theory. We prove that the set is deductively closed and that has the disjunction property, since consistency follows
from the construction of set ∆.
Let ψ be any formula and let ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . be the proof for ψ from ∆. If the proof
is finite, then there is an index i such that ∆i ` ψ and so ψ ∈ ∆. Therefore,
suppose that the proof is infinite i.e. that ψ = θ → P≥s is obtained by an
application of the rule IR3 from the set of premises {θ → P≥s− n1 ϕ : n ∈ N}.
By induction hypothesis, all premises are in ∆. If ψ 6∈ ∆, then there is some
n > 1s such that θ → ¬P≥s− n1 ϕ ∈ ∆. In that case, there exsits some m such
that θ → P≥s− n1 ϕ ∈ ∆m and θ → ¬P≥s− n1 ϕ ∈ ∆m . Thereby, we get the inconsistent set ∆m ∪ {θ}. Thus, ∆m ` θ → χ for any formula χ. It follows that
∆m ` θ → P≥s ϕ and θ → P≥s ϕ ∈ ∆, which is a contradiction. Hence, if ∆ ` ψ
then ψ ∈ ∆.
In order to prove disjunction property, assume that there are some θ, ψ ∈ ∆
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such that θ, ψ 6∈ ∆, and let ϕ ∈ F orIP P L such that ∆ 6` ϕ. Then we would
have ∆ ∪ {θ} ` ϕ and ∆ ∪ {ψ} ` ϕ. By deduction theorem it would follow that
∆ ` θ → ϕ and ∆ ` ψ → ϕ, and by there ∆ ` (θ ∨ ψ) → ϕ. Since, θ ∨ ψ ∈ ∆,
we would have ϕ ∈ ∆. Thus, we get a contradiction and we conclude that ∆ is
saturated theory.
Corollary 1. If Γ 6` ϕ then there exists a saturated theory ∆ such that Γ ⊂ ∆
and ∆ 6` ϕ.
Next step is construction of the canonical model.
Definition 6. The canonical IPPL model is structure hT c , ≤c , µc , µc , v c i where
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T c is the set of all saturated theories with respect to our logic
For any Γ, ∆ ∈ T , Γ ≤c ∆ ⇐⇒ def Γ ⊆ ∆
v c (Γ ) =def {p : p ∈ Γ }
µcΓ ([ϕ]) = µcΓ ({∆ : ∆ |= ϕ}) =def sup{t : t = inf{s : P≤s ϕ ∈ ∆}, Γ ≤c ∆}
µcΓ ([ϕ]) = µcΓ ({∆ : ∆ |= ϕ}) =def inf{t : t = sup{s : P≥s ϕ ∈ ∆}, Γ ≤c ∆}

It should be noted that measurable sets of the canonical model are of the form
[ϕ] = {∆ : ∆ |= ϕ}. First we prove next two lemmas that give us characterization
of the canonical model.
Lemma 5. The canonical model is a IPPL-model.
Proof. First we show that hT c , ≤c , v c i is Kripkean intuitionistic model. By definition T c is partially ordered by relation ≤c which is transitive and reflexive. If
p ∈ v c (Γ ) then, by definition of relation ≤c , if Γ ≤c ∆ we have p ∈ v c (∆).
Next, for each Γ ∈ T c , both µcΓ and µcΓ are monotone in the sense of the definition. Let µcΓ ([ϕ]) = µcΓ ({Π : Π |= ϕ and Γ ⊆ Π}) = sup{t : t = inf{s : P≤s ϕ ∈
Π}, Γ ⊆ Π} = r1 and µcΓ1 ([ϕ]) = µcΓ1 ({Π : Π |= ϕ}) = sup{t : t = inf{s :
P≤s ϕ ∈ Π}, Γ1 ⊆ Π} = r2 . If Γ ⊆ Γ1 we have, due to the condition, r1 ≥ r2 i.e.
µcΓ ([ϕ]) ≥ µcΓ1 ([ϕ]). We get monotonicity result for µcΓ ([ϕ]) in similar way.
Let µ be one of the above defined canonical measures. Having in mind finite
semiadditivity axioms and that for Γ ∈ T the following equalities hold
µcΓ ([ϕ ∨ ψ]) = µcΓ ({Π : Π |= ϕ ∨ ψ, Γ ⊆ Π}
and

= µcΓ ([ϕ] ∪ [ψ]) = µcΓ ({Π : Π |= ϕ} ∪ {Π : Π |= ψ})
µcΓ ([ϕ ∧ ψ]) = µcΓ ({Π : Π |= ϕ ∧ ψ})

µcΓ ([ϕ] ∩ [ψ]) = µcΓ ({Π : Π |= ϕ} ∩ {Π : Π |= ψ}).

we conclude that

µcΓ ([ϕ ∨ ψ]) ≤ µcΓ ([ϕ]) + µcΓ ([ψ])

We get an analogue result for µcΓ with the additional condition µcΓ (ϕ ∧ ψ) = 0
i.e.
µcΓ ([ϕ ∨ ψ]) ≥ µcΓ ([ϕ]) + µcΓ ([ψ]).
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Lemma 6. In the IPPL canonical model, for every formula ϕ and every ∆ ∈ T c
we have
Γ |= ϕ iff ϕ ∈ ∆
Proof. Proof proceeds by induction on the complexity of ϕ.
• Let ϕ = θ ∧ ψ. ∆ |= ϕ iff ∆ |= θ and ∆ |= ψ iff θ ∈ ∆ and ψ ∈ ∆ iff θ ∧ ψ ∈ ∆
• Let ϕ = θ ∨ ψ. ∆ |= ϕ iff ∆ |= θ or ∆ |= ψ. By induction hypotesis θ ∈ ∆ or
ψ ∈ ∆ i.e θ ∨ ψ ∈ ∆
• Let ϕ = θ ⇒ ψ and ∆ |= ϕ. Then for all ∆0 such that ∆ ⊆ ∆0 , if ∆0 |= θ
then ∆0 |= ψ. Again, by induction hypothesis if θ ∈ ∆0 then ψ ∈ ∆0 and so
θ⇒ψ∈∆
• Let ϕ = ¬ψ. ∆ |= ϕ iff for all ∆0 ≥ ∆, ∆0 6|= ψ iff ψ 6∈ ∆0 iff ¬ψ ∈ ∆
• Suppose ϕ = P≥r ψ and ∆ |= ϕ. By definition of satisfiability relation, in
the canonical model we have µc∆ ({Γ : Γ |= ψ}) ≥ r i.e. inf{t : t = sup{s :
P≥s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ } ≥ r. In such a case, for t = sup{s : P≥s ψ ∈ Γ } we
get P≥t ψ ∈ ∆, for t ≥ r and thereby P≥r ψ ∈ ∆. Conversely, if P≥r ψ ∈ ∆
then, for each t, if t = sup{s : P≥s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ , we have t ≥ r, and thus
inf{t : t = sup{s : P≥s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ } ≥ r, which gives ∆ |= P≥r ψ.
• Finally, let ϕ = P≤r ψ and ∆ |= ϕ. By definition of satisfiability relation, in
the canonical model we have sup{t : t = inf{s : P≤s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ } ≤ r. For
t = inf{s : P≤s ψ ∈ ∆}, t ≤ r and P≤t ψ ∈ ∆, we get P≤r ψ ∈ ∆. Conversely,
if P≤r ψ ∈ ∆ then, for each t, if t = inf{s : P≤s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ , we have
t ≤ r, and thus sup{t : t = inf{s : P≤s ψ ∈ Γ }, ∆ ⊆ Γ } ≤ r, which gives
∆ |= P≤r ψ.
Now, we can give Soundness and Completeness theorem.
Theorem 1. For any set of formulas T and any formula ϕ
T ` ϕ ⇐⇒ T |= ϕ
Proof. 1. Soundness:
(a) Axioms A0 are sound since intuitionistic logic is sound with respect to
intuitionistic Kripke models
(b) For A1, suppose that 6|= P≤r ϕ → P≤s ϕ, for some r ≤ s. Then there is a
model M with a world w ∈ W such that w 6|= P≤r ϕ → P≤s ϕ i.e.
(∃w0 ∈ W )(w ≤ w0 , w0 |= P≤r ϕ, w0 6|= P≤s ϕ)
00

which means that there is some w00 ≥ w0 such that µw ([ϕ]) ≤ r and
00
µw ([ϕ]) > s, for r ≤ s, which is contradiction.
(c) As before, suppose 6|= P≥r ϕ → P≥s ϕ, for some r ≥ s. Once again, we
have a model M with a world w ∈ W such that for some w0 ≥ w,
w0 |= P≥r ϕ and w0 6|= P≥s ϕ. Since w |= P≥r ϕ, then we have, for all
w00 ≥ w0 , w00 |= P≥r ϕ i.e. µw00 ([ϕ]) ≥ r, while there will be a world
u ≥ w0 such that u 6|= P≥s ϕ i.e. µu ([ϕ]) < s, which is in contradiction
with r ≥ s.
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(d) Axioms A3 are standard axioms for probability function and are sound
in any probabilistic model
(e) For axiom A5, if 6|= P≥r ϕ ∧ P≥s ψ ∧ P≤0 (ϕ ∧ ψ) → P ≥ t(ϕ ∨ ψ), (t =
min(r + s, 1)), then there is a model with world w such that for some
w0 ≥ w, w0 |= P≥r ϕ and w0 |= P≥s ψ and w0 |= P≤0 (ϕ ∧ ψ) but w0 6|=
P≥t (ϕ ∨ ψ). Then, there is w00 ≥ w0 we have µw00 ([ϕ]) ≥ r, µw00 ([ψ]) ≥ s,
00
µw ([ϕ ∧ ψ]) ≤ 0 and, µw00 ([ϕ ∨ ψ]) ≤ t. However, µw is superaditive, so
µw ([ϕ ∨ ψ]) = µ([ϕ] ∪ [ψ]) ≥ min(µw ([ϕ]) + µw ([ψ]), 1).
Since, µw ([α ∧ β]) < 0, we have a contradiction.
(f) For axiom A4 we have same reasoning as in previos case, exept that we
use subaditiviti of µw
(g) Rule IR1 is modus ponens, and therefore is a sound rule
(h) For IR2 we have, since ϕ is tautology, then for all w ∈ W , w |= ϕ, and
consequently µw ([ϕ]) ≥ 1
(i) rules IR3 and IR4 are sound because of the property of real numbers
2. Completeness: The completeness part is a direct consequence of preceding
lemmas. If 6` ϕ, then there exists saturated theory Γ such that Γ 6` ϕ. Γ
is deductively closed so ϕ 6∈ Γ and Γ is in the canonical model. Since the
canonical model is a model for our logic, we have found a model in which ϕ
doesn’t hold. Therefore, ϕ is not valid.
.

5

Conclusion

A combination of intuitionistic and probabilistic reasoning is presented using
intuitionistic logic for reasoning with probability operators. For that reason we
extended language of propositional intuitionistic logic with two types of probability operators, to which we gave meaning with inner and outer measures. We
imposed some conditions on measures to assure that they behave ”nicely” in our
model.
Intuitionistic probability logic, as well as its classical counterpart, is not compact.
Strong completeness is achieved by introducing two infinite inference rules which
provide infinite proves in meta-language. In general case, set of all valid formulas
is not recursively enumerable and, therefore. we cannot hope for complete finite
axiomatization.
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A problem for downward closure
in the semantics of counterfactuals
Dean McHugh?
Institute of Logic, Language and Computation (ILLC),
University of Amsterdam

Abstract. Ciardelli, Zhang, and Champollion (2018b) adopt the framework of inquisitive semantics to provide a novel semantics for counterfactuals. They argue in favour of adopting inquisitive semantics based on experimental evidence that De Morgan’s law, which fails in inquisitive semantics, is invalid in counterfactual antecedents. We show that a unique
feature of inquisitive semantics—the fact that its meanings are downward
closed—undermines Ciardelli et al.’s semantic account of their data. The
scenarios we consider suggest either adopting a semantic framework other
than inquisitive semantics, or developing a non-semantic explanation of the
phenomena Ciardelli et al. (2018b) seek to explain.

1

Introduction

Inquisitive semantics is a semantic framework that provides a uniform treatment
of declarative and interrogative utterances. (For a comprehensive introduction to
inquisitive semantics, see Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen 2018a.) In this
paper we consider a recent application of inquisitive semantics to conditionals,
proposed by Ciardelli (2016) and Ciardelli et al. (2018b).
According to inquisitive semantics, the meaning of a term is given by a set of
propositions, which is constructed around a primitive notion of resolution conditions. Intuitively, the resolution conditions of an utterance are the set of propositions that resolve the issue it raises.
1.1

Downward closure

As Ciardelli et al. (2018a, §2.3) point out, one formal consequence of framing
meanings in terms of resolution conditions is that meanings are downward closed :
?

Thanks to Ivano Ciardelli, Alexandre Cremers, Morwenna Hoeks, Hana Möller Kalpak,
Jonathan Pesetsky, Floris Roelofsen, Katrin Schulz and Zhuoye Zhao for very helpful
comments. Thanks also to the participants of the ILLC inquisitive semantics seminar.

for any expression A, if a proposition p is an element of JAK (the meaning inquisitive
semantics assigns to A), then any more informative proposition p0 ⊆ p is also an
element of JAK. After all, if p resolves the issue raised by A, every more informative
proposition must too.
The property of downward closure distinguishes inquisitive semantics from other
frameworks with a similar empirical range as inquisitive semantics, such as alternative semantics (e.g. Hamblin, 1973; Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2002) and truthmaker
semantics (Briggs, 2012; Fine, 2012, 2014). Downward closure restricts the range of
meanings that inquisitive semantics admits. Compare, for instance, a logical form
(LF) given by an atomic sentence B with one of the form B ∨ (A ∧ B). In alternative semantics and truthmaker semantics, where meanings are not downward
closed, these sentences receive a different interpretation. For, let |S| be the set of
worlds where an LF S is true. Then alternative semantics interprets B as {|B|},
but B ∨ (A ∧ B) as {|B|, |A ∧ B|}. While these interpretations are distinct, their
downward closures are identical. Thus, without further enrichment, these sentences
receive the same denotation according to inquisitive semantics.

The comparison between LFs of the form B and B ∨ (A ∧ B) will serve as
a central example in what follows. For now we continue our introduction with
inquisitive semantics for conditionals.
Inquisitive semantics has recently been applied to conditionals through the work
of Ivano Ciardelli and collaborators. Ciardelli (2016) and Ciardelli et al. (2018b)
assume alongside others (Alonso-Ovalle, 2006, 2009; Fine, 2012; Santorio, 2018)
that the hypothetical scenarios raised by a counterfactual antecedent are a matter
of semantics. However, unlike Alonso-Ovalle’s approach which relies on alternative semantics, since inquisitive meanings are downward closed—and hence typically contain infinitely many elements—inquisitive semantics needs an additional
operator to extract the alternatives raised by a counterfactual antecedent, which
then serve as input in the process of making counterfactual assumptions. Ciardelli
(2016) and Ciardelli et al. (2018b) achieve this by taking only the weakest elements (with respect to entailment) of the meaning inquisitive semantics assigns to
the antecedent and consequent. These weakest elements are called its alternatives.
(1)

alt(A) = {p ⊆ W | p ∈ JAK and for no q ) p is q ∈ JAK}

Ciardelli (2016)’s semantics for conditionals also involves a conditional connective
V holding between propositions, to be defined in terms of one’s favourite semantics
of conditionals, such as similarity among worlds (Stalnaker, 1968; Lewis, 1973) or
causal models (Briggs, 2012; Santorio, 2016; Ciardelli et al., 2018b). Writing > for
the conditional construction, the clause is as follows.

(2)

A counterfactual A > C is true at a state s just in case for every p ∈ alt(A)
there is a q ∈ alt(C) such that s ⊆ p V q
(Ciardelli, 2016)

As Ciardelli explains, “The intuition is that in order to support [a conditional],
a state needs to contain information that implies, for every alternative for the
antecedent , that if that alternative were to obtain, then some corresponding alternative for the consequent would obtain” (2016, 741).
In the following section we consider a recent application of inquisitive semantics
to counterfactuals. This analysis will serve as the focus of our discussion to come.

2

De Morgan’s law in counterfactual antecedents

Ciardelli et al. (2018b) present experimental evidence against De Morgan’s law in
counterfactual antecedents. De Morgan’s law is the equivalence of ¬(A ∧ B) and
¬A ∨ ¬B. Many semantic frameworks that have been applied to conditionals validate De Morgan’s law, such as possible-worlds semantics (Stalnaker, 1968; Lewis,
1973) and truthmaker semantics (Fine, 2012; Briggs, 2012). In contrast, inquisitive
semantics—alongside alternative semantics (Alonso-Ovalle, 2006) and intuitionistic
truthmaker semantics (Fine, 2014)—does not validate De Morgan’s law.
The experimental data in Ciardelli et al. (2018b) concern the scenario below
featuring two switches, A and B, connected to a light. As the wiring diagram in
Figure 1 shows, the light is on just in case both switches are in the same position
(i.e. both up or both down). Currently, both switches are up, so the light is on.

switch A

switch B

Fig. 1: Scenario used in Ciardelli et al. (2018b)’s experiment
(3)

a.
b.

If switch A or switch B was down, the light would be off.
If switch A and switch B were not both up, the light would be off.

Comparing 1425 responses, Ciardelli et al. (2018b) found a significant difference
between the two sentences in (3). (3a) was judged true by a wide majority (True
≈ 70%), whereas (3b) was generally judged false or indeterminate (True ≈ 22%).
Ciardelli et al. (2018b) choose to offer a semantic explanation for the difference
in acceptability between (3a) and (3b). In their framework, it is the difference in
semantic value between J¬(A ∧ B)K and J¬A ∨ ¬BK, together with their method of
adopting hypothetical assumptions, which leads to (3a) and (3b) raising different
counterfactual scenarios. Specifically, in Ciardelli et al.’s framework, evaluating
(3b) but not (3a) requires considering the scenario where both switches are down.
In the following section we turn to an addition inquisitive semantics requires
to make the correct predictions regarding counterfactuals. In section 4 we will see
that this addition raises a problem for the account in (Ciardelli et al., 2018b).

3

Exclusification

Earlier we saw how downward closure makes B equivalent to B ∨ (A ∧ B). In
this section we consider a variant of the scenario in Figure 1 which shows that the
equivalence of B and B ∨(A∧B) is not valid in counterfactual antecedents. Though
we will see in section 3.2 that there is a natural proposal available to inquisitive
semantics to resolve the problem.
3.1

A scenario with new wiring

Consider the following variant of the scenario in Figure 1. As the wiring in Figure
2 depicts, the light is on just in case switch A is down and B is up. Suppose that
currently, both switches are down, so the light is off, and consider (4).

switch A

switch B

Fig. 2: The light is on just in case A is down and B is up.
(4)

a.

If switch B was up, the light would be on.

B > On

b.

If switch B was up, or switches A and B were up, the light would be
on.
B ∨ (A ∧ B) > On

Intuitively, when we interpret (4a) we keep the position of switch A fixed while
imagining switch B up, in which case the light is on. But when we consider both
switches being up we find that the light is off. Thus in the scenario raised by (4a)’s
antecedent, the light is on, making the conditional (4a) as a whole true. But in one
scenario raised by (4b)’s antecedent the light is off, making (4b) false.
Since B is equivalent to B ∨ (A ∧ B) according to inquisitive semantics, without
further refinement inquisitive semantics predicts both (4a) and (4b) to be true.
However, there is an attractive story available to inquisitive semantics that avoids
the equivalence of (4a) and (4b), which we turn to now.
3.2

Embedded exclusivity operators

A promising proposal is that the disjunction in B∨(A∧B) is interpreted exclusively.
This would make B is up or A and B are up no longer equivalent to B is up, but
instead to something paraphrasable as, Only B is up, or A and B are up, which is
arguably further paraphrasable as B is up and A is not up, or A and B are up.
A further argument inquisitive semantics can make in favour of an exclusive
interpretation of the disjunction in (4b) comes from Hurford’s constraint (Hurford,
1974), illustrated in (5).
(5)

# If John were from France or Paris, he would speak French.

Many authors explain the infelicity of (5) in terms of redundancy (Simons, 2001;
Katzir and Singh, 2013; Meyer, 2013, 2014; Ciardelli et al., 2017). Since every
Parisian is French, the disjunct in (5) raising the assumption of John being Parisian
is redundant, being already included in the assumption of John being French. By
the same reasoning, one would expect the disjunction B ∨ (A ∧ B) in (4b) to be
infelicitous because the disjunct A ∧ B, which entails B, is redundant.
However, unlike (5), clearly (4b)’s antecedent If switch B was up, or switches
A and B were up is acceptable. We can explain this by pointing out that, while
B ∨ (A ∧ B) contains a redundant disjunct, its exclusive interpretation (B ∧ ¬A) ∨
(A∧B) does not. This is analogous to the explanation of good Hurford disjunctions,
such as (6), in terms of a local embedded exhaustivity operator (Chierchia, 2004).
(6)

Nancy ate exh(some) or all of the chocolate.

Roelofsen and van Gool (2010) define an exhaustivity operator exh that is suitable
for inquisitive semantics, which Aloni and Ciardelli (2011) have already put to use
in the interpretation of imperatives. Applying this operator to B ∨(A∧B) produces

(B ∧ ¬A) ∨ (A ∧ B), which is intuitively the correct result. Under any adequate
semantics for counterfactuals, this interpretation also makes (4b) false, as desired.
Thus, with sufficient enrichment inquisitive semantics for counterfactuals can
provide the correct judgements in the scenario of Figure 2. In so doing, the analysis
renders B ∨ (A ∧ B) as (B ∧ ¬A) ∨ (A ∧ B). It turns out the difference between
B ∨ (A ∧ B) and (B ∧ ¬A) ∨ (A ∧ B), though subtle, gives rise to a difference in
the truth value of conditionals in certain environments. This is because |B ∧ ¬A|
is a stronger proposition than |B|. In terms of conditional antecedents, we might
loosely describe the difference by saying that imagining switch B up does not say
anything about switch A, whereas imagining B ∧ ¬A involves considering switch
A not up.
In what follows we design a situation making the difference between B ∨(A∧B)
and (B ∧ ¬A) ∨ (A ∧ B) explicit, even when switch A is already not up.

4

When exclusificiation is too strong

Consider the scenario below (Figure 3) where switch A can take three positions:
up, in the middle or down. We might imagine that switch A is a caretaker’s ‘master
switch’, which can fix the light on by being up, fix the light off by being down, or
let a user decide by being in the middle. Switch B is then the user’s switch, which
as before can only be up or down.1 Currently, switch A is in the middle and switch
B is down, so the light is off.

switch A

switch B

Fig. 3: The light is on just in case A is up, or A is in the middle and B is up
With respect to the scenario of Figure 3, consider the counterfactuals in (7).
(7)
1

a.

If switch B was up, the light would be on.

Thanks to Alexandre Cremers for coming up with this description of the scenario.

B

b.
c.

If switch B was up, or switches A and B were up, the light would be
on.
B ∨ (A ∧ B)
If switch B was up and switch A was not up, or switches A and B were
up, the light would be on.
(B ∧ ¬A) ∨ (A ∧ B)

If we are asked to imagine switch B up, and asked nothing about switch A, it seems
intuitively we keep the position of switch A fixed. This is different from being asked
to imagine switch A not up, as in (7c), even though switch A is already not up.
Loosely, we can say that (7c)’s antecedent raises the possibility of switch A being
down, and hence the light being off.
In the previous paragraph we phrased the interpretation of (7b) and (7c) purely
in terms of intuition. There is nonetheless experimental evidence in its favour. In
a similar scenario to those considered here, Schulz (2018) presents experimental
evidence that in counterfactual antecedents, mentioning something that is already
true does not make the same contribution as not mentioning it at all.
In the section scenario we considered (Figure 2), where switch A can only take
two positions, inquisitive semantics can avoid the problems posed by downward
closure by appealing to the exclusification story above. But here this same story
predicts the equivalence of (7b) and (7c). In contrast, a semantic framework in
which meanings are not downward closed, such as alternative semantics (AlonsoOvalle, 2006) and truthmaker semantics (Fine, 2014, 2017), can reproduce the
correct judgements here since they do not appeal to exclusification in the first place.
Thus, for example, alternative semantics can distinguish between the antecedents
of (4a) and (4b) in the first scenario, and of (7b) and (7c) in the second, all under
their usual interpretation.
One avenue available to inquisitive semantics is to propose that overt negation
has additional effects in conditional antecedents beyond its semantic contribution.
Inquisitive semantics could still interpret exhB ∨exh(A∧B) as (B ∧¬A)∨(A∧B),
but propose that the operator exh does not have the same effect as an overt
negation. Of course, inquisitive semantics already has a semantic entry for negation,
so this additional effect would have to be non-semantic.
However, this proposal on behalf of inquisitive semantics undermines the semantic explanation of violations of De Morgan’s law in counterfactual antecedents
that Ciardelli et al. (2018b) provide. To preserve the explanatory value of inquisitive semantics in such cases, one would have to ensure that the proposed additional
effects of overt negation do not explain what Ciardelli et al. (2018b) wish to explain
in purely semantic terms. This is a challenging task given the structural similarities
between the scenario Ciardelli et al. (2018b) originally tested (Figure 1) and the
scenario just considered (Figure 3), both of which involve the effects of negation in
raising additional counterfactual scenarios.

5

Counterfactual exhaustification

One way to solve the problem posed in section 4 is to make the exh operator
sensitive to counterfactual alternatives.2 Loosely, the idea is to exhaustify with
respect to the changes that one makes when moving from the actual world to the
hypothetical scenarios raised by a conditional antecedent.
It is generally agreed that the contribution exh is determined with respect to
a set of alternatives. If these alternatives are given by a question under discussion, then we can embed this proposal into standard accounts of exhaustifiation
by making exh sensitive to a question under discussion that asks explicitly about
counterfactual alternatives. In this case, the question under discussion would be
Q = What happened to the switches in the hypothetical scenarios generated by the
given counterfactual antecedent?
More precisely, we can formalise the idea of ‘nothing happening’ in terms of the
counterfactual selection function f , defined in terms of one’s favourite semantics of
counterfactuals. Here is how the proposal would work on the first disjunct of (4b),
repeated as (8a).
(8)

a.
b.
c.
d.

If switch B was up or switches A and B were up, the light would be on.
exhQ (switch B is up)
Switch B is up, and nothing happened to switch A
∀w0 ∈ f (switch B is up, w) : switch B is up in w0 , and w0 agrees with
w on the position of switch A

Note that, for reasons of compositionality, the interpretation of exh—appearing at
the level of the counterfactual antecedent—cannot depend directly on the mechanism of making counterfactual assumptions, which only enters the computation at
the level of the entire conditional. To see this, consider the following LF for (4b)
according to the restrictor analysis of conditionals (or, the Lewis/Kratzer/Heim
approach, as dubbed by Partee (1991)).
(9)

[Modal [if [exh(B is up) or exh(A and B are up) ] ] ] [the light is on]

exh appears below if and the modal. Thus the introduction of the selection function f in the calculation of exhQ cannot come from the presence of these constituents. However, we could say that exh features λf in its semantic entry, although this seems highly costly, requiring the introduction of a special ‘counterfactual exhaustification operator’ tailor made for counterfactual antecedents. Alternatively, we could say that f is indicated by the presence of counterfactual
morphology, in particular the X-marking on the antecedent.
2

I am grateful to Floris Roelofsen for suggesting this proposal.

The intriguing idea of counterfactual exhaustification deserves to be considered
in full detail, for which there is not space here. It would certainly require a much
more sophisticated kind of exhaustification, one that does not interfere with the
unique subtleties of the selection function, such as keeping some aspects of the
actual world fixed while allowing others to vary. For now we will leave the proposal
of counterfactual exhaustification as a sketch and move to one final concern that
comes from raising problems for inquisisitive semantics. The problem is about how
fine-grained our notion of semantic content ought to be.

6

Accounting for Hurford’s constraint

In section 4 we saw that inquisitive semantics struggles with Hurford violations
in conditional antecedents. In contrast, a more fine-grained notion of semantic
content—as in alternative semantics or intuitionistic truthmaker semantics—can
distinguish B from B∨(A∧B) without resorting to embedded exclusivity operators.
There is however an argument against adopting a more fine-grained perspective
on semantic content, due to Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2017, section 5.1). They argue that alternative semantics has difficulty implementing an account of Hurford’s
constraint based on redundancy (proposed, e.g. by Simons, 2001; Katzir and Singh,
2013; Meyer, 2013, 2014). For instance, even when A entails B, in alternative semantics B is not equivalent to A ∨ B; e.g. for atomic A and B, JAK = {|A|} and
JBK = {|B|} but JA ∨ BK = {|A|, |B|} =
6 {|A|} = JAK. But (5) is still infelicitous.
In what follows we respond to above objection on behalf of more fine-grained approaches to meaning by making the notion of redundancy sensitive to the function
of utterance type at hand.
Intuitively, we can say that a constituent of an utterance is redundant just in
case there is a simpler utterance that performs the same function as the first. After
all, this is just what redundancy means: for something to have a redundant part is
for the part to fail to contribute to the object’s goal.
As usual, Hurford’s constraint will follow from the claim that an utterance
is infelicitous if it contains a redundant constituent. Nonetheless, the proposed
function-sensitive analysis of redundancy contrasts with that proposed by Katzir
and Singh (2013) and adopted by Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2017). Katzir and Singh
define a constituent of an utterance to be redundant just in case there is a simpler
utterance receiving the same interpretation as the first. Since the same constituent
can appear in utterances with different functions, the two analyses of redundancy
make different predictions about when a constituent is redundant.
It is a straightforward observation that different utterance types perform different functions. To simplify greatly, in general the following utterance types perform
the following functions, assuming speaker sincerity.

– The function of a declarative utterance is to communicate information.
– The function of an interrogative utterances is to raise issues.
– The function of a conditional antecedent is to raise contexts of evaluation.
Let A be a constituent appearing in an utterance U , and U 0 be the competing
utterance to U where A is removed from U (and any changes required for grammaticality are made). Further, let info(U ) and inq(U ), respectively, be the informative and inquisitive content of an utterance U given in terms of one’s favourite
semantics of declaratives and interrogatives, and f be a selection function given by
one’s favourite semantics of conditionals, which takes a semantic object of some
type τ and a world w and returns the set of worlds at which a conditional consequent is evaluated when w is the actual world.3 Further, let alt be a function
from utterances to sets of objects of type τ , and for any world w let us use
hyp(U, w) = {f (x, w) : x ∈ alt(U )} to denote the ‘hypothetical content’ of U at w.
We mention alt here to make the account compatible with inquisitive semantics of
conditionals, which as we saw in section 1.1, needs the extra operator alt due to
downward closure.
Then according to Katzir and Singh (2013), U is infelicitous if U and U 0 receive
the same interpretation (i.e. JU K = JU 0 K), while under a theory where redundancy
is sensitive to utterance types, we can propose that U is infelicitous if
– U is declarative and info(U ) = info(U 0 )
– U is interrogative and inq(U ) = inq(U 0 )
– U is a conditional antecedent and hyp(U, w) = hyp(U 0 , w) for every world w.4 ,5

Let us now show that the new analysis can account for the familiar data. We
will only consider the case of conditionals here. Compare the conditionals in (10).
(10)
3

4

5

a.

# If John were from Paris or France, he would speak French.

Usually, τ would be the type of a proposition, i.e. τ = hs, ti. However, τ could be
something else, such as the type of a truthmaker.
Note that the definition of felicity for conditional antecedents features universal quantification over worlds. This is to represent the fact that the infelicity of Hurford violations, involves a global rather than local kind of redundancy. To see this, compare
(10a)’s antecedent (i): If A was up or B was up, ... . (10a) is infelicituous in every
world, whereas (i) still seems acceptable even when, say, switch A is already up, and
thus the constituent mentioning A in (i) is redundant with respect to the actual world.
The infelicity of Hurford violations thus appears to result from redundancy of a global
rather than local kind.
The felicity conditions of a conditional consequent are determined by its utterance-type,
i.e. declarative for conditional assertions and interrogative for conditional questions. A
conditional is infelicitous if its antecedent or consequent is infelicitous.

b.

If John were from France, he would speak French.

A theory of redundancy sensitive to utterance types can explain that (10a) is
infelicitous because, according to any plausible semantics of counterfactuals, the
set of worlds that result from the hearer counterfactually assuming that John is
French includes the set of worlds where they counterfactually assume that John
is Parisian. Thus the antecedent of (10a) and (10b) have the same hypothetical
content in every world, so (10a) contains a redundant constituent, and we correctly
predict the infelicity of (10a).
Nonetheless, the two analyses of redundancy differ when it comes to (4).
(4)

a.
b.

If switch B was up, the light would be on.
If switch B was up or switches A and B were up the light would be on.

According to Katzir and Singh (2013)’s analysis, (4b) is predicted to be infelicitous according to any semantics making B equivalent to B ∨ (A ∧ B). However,
the proposed function-sensitive analysis of redundancy correctly predicts (4b)’s
acceptability. This is because, for any world w, f (switch B is up, w) is the singleton set containing the world where switch A has the same value as in w and
B is up, while f (switches A and B are up, w) is the singleton set containing a
world like w except that both switches are up. For any world where switch A
is not already up, these sets are different. Since in some worlds hyp(switch B is up)
and hyp(switch B is up, or switches A and B are up) are distinct, the utterancesensitive notion of predicts no redundancy and hence (4b)’s acceptability, without
appeal to exh and without making B ∨ (A ∧ B) equivalent to B.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study a new modal operator, termed hope,
which has been introduced recently in the context of a novel epistemic
reasoning framework for multi-agent systems with arbitrarily (“byzantine”) faulty agents. It has been proved that both preconditions of actions
that agent protocols can use in such systems, as well as assertions about
the epistemic state of agents obtained for analysis purposes, need to be
restricted. Hope has been proposed as the most promising candidate for
analysis purposes, and defined in terms of the standard knowledge operator. To support the challenging next step of defining the semantics
of common hope and eventual common hope, which are crucial for the
analysis of fault-tolerant distributed agreement algorithms, for example,
we provide a suitable axiomatization for hope that avoids knowledge
altogether, and prove its soundness and completeness.
Keywords: epistemic logic · fault-tolerant distributed systems · byzantine agents · axiomatization · soundness and completeness

1

Introduction

In [7, 6, 5], a comprehensive framework for epistemic reasoning in multi-agent
systems has been introduced, where agents (processing units) may misbehave.
Primarily designed for fault-tolerant distributed systems, it extends Fagin et al.’s
[2] classic runs and systems framework by also incorporating so-called byzantine
agents [9]. Byzantine agents may arbitrarily deviate from their protocols (and
may or may not be aware of doing so): they may “lie”, send deceiving messages,
and collude to fool the nonfaulty agents in the most malicious ways in order to
achieve some (presumably sinister) goal.
The utility of the framework was illustrated in [6], by exposing the limitations
on what can be known by asynchronous agents in fault-tolerant distributed systems. In particular, as even the brain-in-a-vat scenario can be modeled in such
systems, the knowledge of preconditions principle [11] reveals that preconditions
that error-prone agents can use in their protocols must be restricted. Indeed, if
one tried to act based on a simple precondition, such as, e.g.., an occurrence of
some event, this would simply lead to no actions being taken at all: Even when
an asynchronous agent is correct, it can never discount the scenario of being a
“brain in a vat”.
The natural first attempt to alleviate this problem is to act as if everything
is fine (see [10] for discussion). This led to the so-called defeasible knowledge
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of the precondition, formally Bi ϕ := Ki (correcti → ϕ), a generalized version
of which has been considered in detail in [12]. Herein, Ki denotes the standard
knowledge operator [2], and correcti is an atomic proposition that states that,
by the time of evaluation, agent i did not violate its protocol through improper
action or improper inaction. In other words, the agent only considers situations
where it has not been compromised and is expected to act on ϕ if it holds in all
such situations.1
A similar deficiency of defeasible knowledge can be identified for analysis
purposes: A typical specification for a fault-tolerant system does not impose any
restrictions on byzantine agents. For instance, in distributed agreement (consensus) [9], all correct agents must agree on a value, whatever byzantine agents do.
Consequently, in a correctness proof for a particular protocol, it is common to
verify Bi ϕ only for correct agents. In effect, the precondition actually required
for correctness analysis is Hi ϕ := correcti → Ki (correcti → ϕ), which has been
introduced as hope that ϕ holds in [6]. Note that hope is not a local property,
because, as also shown in [6], no agent can ever ascertain its own correctness.
In [5], the framework of [7] has been applied to provide a thorough epistemic analysis of causality in the presence of byzantine agents. We determined
the byzantine analog of Lamport’s causal cone [8], and a communication structure, called a multipede, which is necessary for verifying hope regarding the
occurrence of some event of interest in the system. Besides this, hope has also
some additional properties that make it convenient for analysis purposes: Since
a faulty agent automatically hopes for everything, there is no need to check
preconditions for faulty agents when verifying correctness for correct agents as
desired. Moreover, for fault-free systems, hope collapses to the standard notion
of knowledge, as one would expect.
Part of our ongoing work is devoted to the epistemic analysis of byzantine
fault-tolerant agreement algorithms [9], where hope plays a crucial role. Actually, it is well-known from the analysis of such algorithms in systems with benign
faults (like agents that just stop operating or lose messages) [1, 4, 13] that agreement is connected with certain forms of common knowledge. Consequently, it
was to be expected that some forms of common hope would appear here; defining
a suitable semantics turned out to be a challenge, however.
Contributions: The aim of this paper is to support the above work, by improving our knowledge of the hope modality. More specifically, we give a suitable
axiomatization for Hi that is independent of Ki , and provide a self-contained
proof of soundness and completeness.
1

We note that an agent may learn that it has been compromised (for instance, by
comparing actions prescribed by its protocol against actions recorded in its local
history). Assuming the agent is malfunctioning rather than malicious, it could take
repair actions in this case. This reveals that even defeasible knowledge of preconditions is not fully adequate for protocol design in this case, which motivated our
definition of the credence modality to be used in systems with repair, see [6] for more
details.
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Paper organization: In Section 2, we introduce the formal language and its
semantics in order to express hope of an agent. In Section 3, we propose an
axiomatic system which fully captures the hope modality. In Section 4, we give
the respective soundness and completeness results along with their proofs. Some
conclusions and directions for further research in Section 5 complete our paper.

2

Basic Concepts

Throughout the whole paper, we will assume that we have a group of n agents
(processing units), named 1, . . . , n.
Syntax. We start with a nonempty countable set of primitive propositions P rop
and continue by forming formulas by closing under the Boolean connectives ¬
and ∧ and also under the unary modal operators (one for each agent) H1 , . . . , Hn
to obtain the language LnH . We take true to be an abbreviation for some fixed
propositional tautology, and take f alse to be an abbreviation for ¬true. Also,
we use the following standard abbreviations from propositional logic: ϕ ∨ ψ
for ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ), ϕ → ψ for ¬ϕ ∨ ψ, and ϕ ↔ ψ for (ϕ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → ϕ).
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we designate the following atomic proposition from
P rop as special: correcti , and we also introduce an abbreviation for its negation:
f aultyi := ¬correcti .
Remark 1. We use K1 , . . . , Kn modalities instead of H1 , . . . , Hn modalities to
obtain the language LnK .
Semantics. We define the semantics for this language in terms of possible worlds,
which we formalize in terms of Kripke models M = (W, π, H1 , . . . , Hn ), where W
is a nonempty set of states or possible worlds, π : W → (P rop → {true,false})
is an interpretation that associates with each world w ∈ W a truth assignment
to the primitive propositions of P rop, and Hi are binary relations on W for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A Kripke model is called epistemic if these relations are
equivalence relations, i.e., reflexive, transitive, and symmetric. We will denote
the class of all epistemic models with S5.
Definition 1. By hM, wi |= ϕ we denote the fact that a formula ϕ is satisfied
in world w of the model M and define the |= relation inductively as follows for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
–
–
–
–

For primitive propositions p, hM, wi |= p iff π(w)(p) = true;
hM, wi |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff hM, wi |= ϕ and hM, wi |= ψ;
hM, wi |= ¬ϕ iff hM, wi |= ϕ does not hold;
hM, wi |= Hi ϕ iff hM, w0 i |= ϕ for all w0 such that (w, w0 ) ∈ Hi .

We will write hM, wi 6|= ϕ to denote that hM, wi |= ϕ does not hold. By M |= ϕ
we denote the fact that ϕ is satisfied in all the worlds w of the model M , i.e.,
that ϕ is valid in M .
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Remark 2. We will sometimes want to interpret the language LnK on epistemic
models, in which case, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the modality Ki is treated the same
way as the modality Hi (as described above in Definition 1).

3

Axiomatization for Hope

In this section, we provide an axiomatic system for hope (Definition 2), which we
will prove in Section 4 to be equivalent (in the sense made precise by Corollary 1)
to the translation
Hi ϕ := correcti → Ki (correcti → ϕ)

(1)

proposed in [6], where Ki is the standard knowledge operator [2].
Definition 2. The axiomatic system H for hope consists of the following axioms:
(P) All propositional tautologies,
(K) (Hi (ϕ → ψ) ∧ Hi ϕ) → Hi ψ,
(4) Hi ϕ → Hi Hi ϕ,
(5) ¬Hi ϕ → Hi ¬Hi ϕ,
(T’) correcti → (Hi ϕ → ϕ),
(F) f aultyi → Hi ϕ,
(H) Hi correcti ,
and the following inference rules:
Modus Ponens: From ` ϕ and ` ϕ → ψ, infer ` ψ.
Necessitation: From ` ϕ, infer ` Hi ϕ.
The first four axioms are standard in the literature on epistemic logic, and
essentially inherited from Ki . The additional axioms for hope are (T’), which
means that for a correct agent, factivity of hope holds; (F), which means that a
faulty agent hopes for everything; and (H), which means that an agent always
hopes that it is correct.
Albeit these axioms appear reasonable in view of the intended meaning of
hope, and have actually been inspired by the axiomatization of defeasible knowledge Bi given in [12], they are certainly not the only possible choice. And even
more importantly, it is not clear a priori whether our axioms really capture the
intended meaning. In the remainder of this paper, we will show that this is indeed the case.
We start with a translation according to (1) and some of its properties when
employed in S5 models:
Definition 3. For any p ∈ P rop, any ϕ, ψ ∈ LnH , and any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the
translation function t : LnH → LnK is defined recursively:
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2.
3.
4.
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t(p) := p,
t(¬ϕ) := ¬t(ϕ),
t(ϕ ∧ ψ) := t(ϕ) ∧ t(ψ),
t(Hi ϕ) := correcti → Ki (correcti → t(ϕ)).

Theorem 1. For formulas ϕ, ψ ∈ LnH , models M K ∈ S5 and all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If ϕ is an instance of a propositional tautology, then M |= t(ϕ),
S5 |= t((Hi (ϕ → ψ) ∧ Hi ϕ) → Hi ψ),
S5 |= t(Hi ϕ → Hi Hi ϕ),
S5 |= t(¬Hi ϕ → Hi ¬Hi ϕ),
S5 |= t(correcti → (Hi ϕ → ϕ)),
S5 |= t(f aultyi → Hi ϕ),
S5 |= t(Hi correcti ),
If M K |= t(ϕ) and M K |= t(ϕ → ψ), then M K |= t(ψ),
if M K |= t(ϕ), then M K |= t(Hi ϕ).

Proof. We will prove only 6. and 7. here; the remaining cases follow from the
corresponding properties of defeasible knowledge established in [12].
For 6., let us apply the translation function:
t(f aultyi → Hi ϕ) = f aultyi → (correcti → Ki (correcti → t(ϕ))).
Take an arbitrary model M K ∈ S5 and an arbitrary state w ∈ W. Since
f aultyi = ¬correcti , we immediately obtain M K , w |= f aultyi → (correcti →
Ki (correcti → t(ϕ))) because the translated formula is an instance of a propositional tautology. Since M K ∈ S5 and w ∈ W were chosen arbitrarily, 6. indeed
holds.
For 7., we apply the translation function again:
t(Hi correcti ) = correcti → Ki (correcti → t(correcti )) = correcti →
Ki (correcti → correcti ).

Take an arbitrary model M K ∈ S5 and an arbitrary state w ∈ W. Since
correcti → correcti is a propositional tautology, M K , w |= Ki (correcti →
correcti ) holds (agents do know all the propositional tautologies). Therefore,
M K , w |= correcti → Ki (correcti → correcti ) also holds. Both the model
M K ∈ S5 and state w ∈ W were chosen arbitrarily, hence 7. follows.
t
u
Using Theorem 1, it is not difficult to prove that every formula derivable in
our axiom system H is valid in S5 when using our translation:
Theorem 2. For any formula ϕ ∈ LnH holds the following:
`H ϕ =⇒ S5 |= t(ϕ).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ϕ in the axiom system H , using Theorem 1.
t
u
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Soundness and Completeness

The proof of completeness of our axiom system H uses standard techniques of
completeness proofs in modal logics for knowledge and belief, which can be found,
for example, in [3]. Our first step is to show that the Hi operator corresponds
to a certain class of models.
A binary relation R on a set W is called transitive if, for all v, u, w ∈ W , if
(v, u) ∈ R and (u, w) ∈ R, then (v, w) ∈ R and it is called Euclidean if, for all
v, u, w ∈ W , if (v, u) ∈ R and (v, w) ∈ R, then (u, w) ∈ R.
Definition 4. The class C H consists of all Kripke models of the form M H =
(W, π, H1 , . . . , Hn ), where for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and w, w0 ∈ W :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hi is Euclidean and transitive,
if hM H , wi |= correcti , then w ∈ Hi (w),
if hM H , wi |= f aultyi , then Hi (w) = ∅, and
for all pairs (w, w0 ) ∈ Hi , it is the case that hM H , w0 i |= correcti ,

where Hi (w) := {w0 : (w, w0 ) ∈ Hi }.
The following Theorem 3 provides a collection of formulas that are valid in
models of C H . Note the one-to-one correspondence of these formulas with the
axioms and inference rules of Definition 2.
Theorem 3. For formulas ϕ, ψ ∈ LnH , models M H ∈ C H , and all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

if ϕ is an instance of a propositional tautology, then M H |= ϕ
C H |= (Hi ϕ ∧ Hi (ϕ → ψ)) → Hi ψ
C H |= Hi ϕ → Hi Hi ϕ
C H |= ¬Hi ϕ → Hi ¬Hi ϕ
C H |= correcti → (Hi ϕ → ϕ)
C H |= f aultyi → Hi ϕ
C H |= Hi correcti
If M H |= ϕ and M H |= ϕ → ψ, then M H |= ψ
if M H |= ϕ, then M H |= Hi ϕ

Proof. We will prove only 5.,6. and 7., because the proofs of the remaining cases
are standard.
For 5, take an arbitrary model M H ∈ C H and an arbitrary state w ∈ W.
Assume that hM H , wi |= correcti holds. According to Definition 4, it follows
that w ∈ Hi (w), i.e., (w, w) ∈ Hi . Now suppose that hM H , wi |= Hi ϕ holds.
This means that, for any state v such that (w, v) ∈ Hi , hM H , vi |= ϕ holds.
Since we do have that (w, w) ∈ Hi , it follows that hM H , wi |= ϕ holds, as desired. The state w was chosen arbitrarily from W , therefore we can conclude
M H |= correcti → (Hi ϕ → ϕ), and since M H was chosen arbitrarily from C H ,
5. follows.
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For 6., as before, take any model M H ∈ C H and any state w ∈ W. Assume that hM H , wi |= f aultyi holds. According to Definition 4, it follows that
Hi (w) = ∅, i.e., there exists no v such that (w, v) ∈ Hi . To prove hM H , wi |=
Hi ϕ, we have to show that hM H , vi |= ϕ holds for all v such that (w, v) ∈ Hi .
Since there are no such v, we have that hM H , wi |= Hi ϕ vacuously holds. Since
M H ∈ C H and w ∈ W were chosen arbitrarily, 6. holds.
For 7., take again an arbitrary model M H ∈ C H and an arbitrary state
w ∈ W. To prove hM H , wi |= Hi correcti , we need to show that hM H , vi |=
correcti holds for all v such that (w, v) ∈ Hi . But, this follows immediately
from Definition 4(4). Since M H ∈ C H and w ∈ W were chosen arbitrarily, 7.
holds.
t
u
Our main technical tool will be Lemma 1, proved in [2], which relies on the notion
and the properties of maximal AX-consistent sets of formulas in a language L,
where AX is some axiom system. First of all, we say that a formula ϕ is AXconsistent if ¬ϕ is not AX-provable, i.e., there does not exist a proof of ¬ϕ in
AX. A finite set {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕk } of formulas is AX-consistent exactly if ϕ1 ∧· · ·∧ϕk
is AX-consistent, and an infinite set of formulas is AX-consistent exactly if all
of its finite subsets are AX-consistent. A set F of formulas is a maximal AXconsistent set with respect to a language L if (1) it is AX-consistent, and (2)
for all ϕ in L but not in F , the set F ∪ {ϕ} is not AX-consistent. The proof of
the following lemma can be found in [2].
Lemma 1. Suppose the language L consists of a countable set of formulas and
is closed with respect to propositional connectives (so that if ϕ and ψ are in the
language, then so are ϕ∧ψ and ¬ϕ). In any axiom system AX that includes every
instance of propositional tautologies and the Modus Ponens inference rule for the
language L, every AX-consistent set F ⊆ L can be extended to a maximal AXconsistent set with respect to L. In addition, if F is a maximal AX-consistent
set, then it satisfies the following properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.

for every formula ϕ, exactly one of ϕ and ¬ϕ is in F ,
ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ F iff ϕ ∈ F and ψ ∈ F ,
if ϕ and ϕ → ψ are both in F , then ψ is in F , and
if ϕ is AX-provable, then ϕ ∈ F.

Now, we are ready to prove our major result Theorem 4, which proves soundness
and completeness of the proposed axiom system H for hope.
Theorem 4. (Soundness and completeness ) H is a sound and complete axiomatization with respect to the LnH language and C H models.
Proof. SOUNDNESS: For an arbitrary ϕ ∈ LnH , using the close correspondence
of Theorem 3 and Definition 2, it is straightforward to prove by induction on the
length of a proof of ϕ that if ϕ is H -provable, then it is also valid with respect
to the class C H .
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COMPLETENESS: In order to prove that completeness holds, we must prove
that every formula in LnH that is valid with respect to C H is H -provable. It
suffices to prove the following Lemma 2:
Lemma 2. Every H -consistent formula ϕ ∈ LnH is satisfiable in some model
from C H .
To understand why Lemma 2 implies completeness, assume that it holds and
that ϕ is a valid formula with respect to C H , i.e., C H |= ϕ. If ϕ is not H provable, then neither is ¬¬ϕ, so, by definition, ¬ϕ is H -consistent. Now, from
Lemma 2 it follows that ¬ϕ is satisfiable in some model from C H , contradicting
the validity of ϕ with respect to C H .
We prove Lemma 2 by constructing a special Kripke model M c ∈ C H , the socalled canonical Kripke model for H , in which every H -consistent formula is
satisfiable: Given a set S of formulas, we define S/Hi = {ϕ : Hi ϕ ∈ S}. Let
M c = (W, π, H10 , . . . , Hn0 ), where
W = {wS : S is some maximal H -consistent set};

true,
if p ∈ S,
π(wS )(p) =
false,
if p ∈
/ S;
Hi0 = {(wS , wT ) : S/Hi ⊆ T };

We will show that, for every ϕ ∈ LnH ,
hM c , wS i |= ϕ iff

ϕ ∈ S.

(2)

Note that (2) suffices to prove our lemma, for if ϕ is H -consistent, then ϕ is
contained in some maximal H -consistent set S according to Lemma 1. From (2)
it follows that hM c , wS i |= ϕ, showing that ϕ is satisfiable in M c , which is a
model from C H , as we will show in the following.
First we need to prove, by induction on the structure of ϕ, that for all maximally H -consistent sets S it holds that hM c , wS i |= ϕ iff ϕ ∈ S. More precisely,
assuming that the claim holds for all subformulas of ϕ, we will also show that it
holds for ϕ. If ϕ is a primitive proposition p, this is immediate from the definition
of π(wS ) above. Proofs of the cases where ϕ is a conjuction or a negation are
straightforward using propositional reasoning and Lemma 1. Finally, suppose
that ϕ is of the form Hi ψ and that ϕ ∈ S. This means that ψ ∈ S/Hi . Using
the induction hypothesis, hM c , wT i |= ψ holds for all T where (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0
because then ψ ∈ T holds as well (according to the definition of the Hi0 relation).
By Definition 1, it follows that hM c , wS i |= Hi ψ. Notice that this covers the case
in which (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 holds for no state wT ∈ S as well.
For the other direction, assume hM c , wS i |= Hi ψ. It follows that the set (S/Hi )∪
{¬ψ} is inconsistent, because otherwise there would be a maximal H -consistent
T extending it according to Lemma 1, and, by construction, we would have
(wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 . By the induction hypothesis, this would imply hM c , wT i 6|= ψ,
and so hM c , wS i |= ¬Hi ψ, contradicting our original assumption. Since (S/Hi )∪
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{¬ψ} is hence indeed inconsistent, some finite subset, say {ϕ1 , . . . ϕk , ¬ψ}, must
be inconsistent. This means that ¬(ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕk ∧ ¬ψ) is H -provable. Thus, by
propositional reasoning, we have
` ϕ1 → (ϕ2 → (· · · → (ϕk → ψ) . . . )),
and by the Necessitation rule,
` Hi (ϕ1 → (ϕ2 → (· · · → (ϕk → ψ) . . . ))).
By induction on k, using axiom (K) and propositional reasoning, it is straightforward to prove
` Hi (ϕ1 → (ϕ2 → (· · · → (ϕk → ψ) . . . ))) →

(Hi ϕ1 → (Hi ϕ2 → (· · · → (Hi ϕk → Hi ψ) . . . ))).

Now, by Modus Ponens, we finally get
Hi ϕ1 → (Hi ϕ2 → (· · · → (Hi ϕk → Hi ψ) . . . )).
It thus follows that the set {Hi ϕ1 , . . . , Hi ϕk , ¬Hi ψ} is inconsistent. By the definition of S/Hi , since ϕ1 , . . . , ϕk ∈ S/Hi , it must be the case that Hi ϕ1 , . . . , Hi ϕk ∈
S. As either Hi ψ or ¬Hi ψ is in S according to Lemma 1, we must in fact have
Hi ψ ∈ S or else S would not be maximal consistent.
It is hence only left to prove that M c ∈ C H does indeed hold, i.e., that the four
conditions in Definition 4 are satisfied for (W, π, H10 , . . . , Hn0 ) :

1. Assume that (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 . If Hi ϕ ∈ S, then axiom (4) and Lemma 1 imply
that Hi Hi ϕ ∈ S. Using the definition of Hi0 we obtain Hi ϕ ∈ T. This means
that S/Hi ⊆ T /Hi holds. If Hi ϕ ∈
/ S, then axiom (5) and Lemma 1 imply
that Hi ¬Hi ϕ ∈ S. Again, using the definition of Hi0 we obtain ¬Hi ϕ ∈ T.
Since T is a maximal H -consistent set, we now have Hi ϕ ∈
/ T according
to Lemma 1. This means that T /Hi ⊆ S/Hi holds as well. Transitivity and
Euclidean property now follow directly from the definition of Hi0 and the
fact that (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 implies S/Hi = T /Hi : assume (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 , and
(wT , wU ) ∈ Hi0 ; by definition this means S/Hi ⊆ T and T /Hi ⊆ U ; but, we
also know that S/Hi = T /Hi (T /Hi = U/Hi as well, but this equality we
don’t use); so, from S/Hi = T /Hi and T /Hi ⊆ U , we conclude S/Hi ⊆ U ,
which means (wS , wU ) ∈ Hi0 , as desired. The proof of Euclideanity is similiar.
2. Let wS ∈ W be a state satisfying hM c , wS i |= correcti and let Hi ϕ ∈ S.
Using (2), we obtain correcti ∈ S. From axiom (T 0 ) and Lemma 1 it follows
that ϕ ∈ S. Since ϕ was chosen arbitrarily, this means that S/Hi ⊆ S holds.
By the definition of Hi0 , this implies wS ∈ Hi0 (wS ).
3. Let wS ∈ W be a state satisfying hM c , wS i |= f aultyi . Using (2), we obtain
f aultyi ∈ S. By axiom (F ) and Lemma 1, it follows that Hi ϕ ∈ S holds for
every formula ϕ. This means that the set S/Hi contains all formulas. Since
there does not exist a maximal H -consistent set T such that S/Hi ⊆ T
holds, we obtain that Hi0 (wS ) = ∅.
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4. Let (wS , wT ) ∈ Hi0 . Since Hi correcti is axiom (H), from Lemma 1 we get
that Hi correcti ∈ S and, consequently, correcti ∈ S/Hi . Using the definition
of Hi0 we conclude that correcti ∈ T holds as well. Using (2), we thus obtain
hM H , wT i |= correcti .
t
u
We can now turn to proving the completeness part of our axiom system H
w.r.t. S5 models using our translation, as started in Section 3. It is not difficult
to prove the following result from the translation given in Definition 3 and some
properties of K45 models:
Theorem 5. For any model M H = (W, π, H1 , . . . , Hn ) ∈ C H there exists a
corresponding model M K = (W, π, K1 , . . . , Kn ) ∈ S5, such that the following
holds for any formula ϕ ∈ LnH and any state w ∈ W :
M H , w |= ϕ

M K , w |= t(ϕ).

iff

Combining Theorem 5 with Theorem 4, it is easy to show that the following
theorem holds:
Theorem 6. For any formula ϕ ∈ LnH holds the following:
S5 |= t(ϕ)

=⇒

`H ϕ.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Let 0H ϕ. Theorem 4 implies now that
C H 6|= ϕ must also hold. This means that there exists a model M H ∈ C H such
that M H 6|= ϕ. By definition, we have now that there exists a state w ∈ W
such that M H , w 6|= ϕ. According to Theorem 5, there exists a corresponding
model M K ∈ S5 such that M K , w 6|= t(ϕ). Therefore, M K 6|= t(ϕ) holds as well.
Finally, we obtain S5 6|= t(ϕ), as desired.
t
u
We gather the results stated in Theorem 2 and Theorem 6 in the following
corollary, which finally asserts the claimed equivalence of our axiom system H
and the definition (1) of hope:
Corollary 1. For any formula ϕ ∈ LnH ,
`H ϕ

⇐⇒

S5 |= t(ϕ).

which finally allows us to conclude the following:
C H |= ϕ
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⇐⇒

`H ϕ

⇐⇒

S5 |= t(ϕ)

⇐⇒

`S5 t(ϕ).

Conclusions

We studied a new modality called hope, which has been introduced for the analysis of multi-agents systems with byzantine faults. In contrast to its original
definition, we treated the hope modality separately, i.e., without the use of the
knowledge modality. We provided a suitable axiomatization for this purpose,
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which we proved to be sound and complete in an independent way. Moreover,
we showed that our axiomatization is indeed equivalent to the original definition.
Regarding future work, our next step is to fully describe the relationships between the modal logics containing only the knowledge operator, modal logics
containing only the hope operator, and bi-modal logics containing both of the
operators. Moreover, we will study group extensions of hope, in particular, common hope.
Acknowledgments. I am immensly grateful to Ulrich Schmid and Roman
Kuznets for inspiring discussions, suggestions and constructive comments on
earlier versions of this paper. I would also like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their very much appreciated suggestions, in particular, regarding the need
to justify the axiomatization, which allowed me to considerably strengthen this
paper.
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Generating Philosophical Statements using
Interpolated Markov Models and Dynamic
Templates
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Abstract. Automatically imitating input text is a common task in natural language generation, often used to create humorous results. Classic
algorithms for learning to imitate text, e.g. simple Markov chains, usually have a trade-off between originality and syntactic correctness. We
present two ways of automatically parodying philosophical statements
from examples overcoming this issue, and show how these can work in
interactive systems as well. The first algorithm uses interpolated Markov
models with extensions to improve the quality of the generated texts. For
the second algorithm, we propose dynamically extracting templates and
filling these with new content. To illustrate these algorithms, we implemented TorfsBot, a Twitterbot imitating the witty, semi-philosophical
tweets of professor Rik Torfs, the previous KU Leuven rector. We found
that users of the system enjoyed interacting with this system and that
they reacted more positively to text generated by the first method. The
proposed algorithms are thus valuable new tools for automatic parody
as well as template learning systems.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing · Natural Language Generation · Computational Humour · Computational Creativity
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Introduction

Imitating input text is a popular natural language generation task. One way
of achieving this is by manually writing an context-free grammar, which often
results in a relatively small and predictable generative space due to the large
effort it takes to create such a grammar. Markov chains are a useful tool for
learning to imitate input sequences automatically. These usually work best for
generating short texts, as they tend to derail quickly due to their limited memory.
A textual Markov chain learner calculates how often a certain word follows the n
previous words [8]. One consideration designers of such systems have is choosing
this n: a high number enforces grammatically more sensible sentences, but more
source text plagiarism, whereas a low number leads to more random but original
output [9]. In this paper, we propose potential solutions for this trade-off when
generating short, philosophical statements, and demonstrate our algorithms by
training on the tweets and columns of the previous KU Leuven rector, Rik Torfs,
and deploying it as a Twitterbot called TorfsBot.
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Method
Interpolated Markov Model

A first solution to partially mitigate the classic trade-off between originality
and syntactic correctness is by interpolating between several different Markov
models. That is, the algorithm trains multiple Markov models with a different
order (e.g. with k ∈ {2, 3, 4}), and gives a weight to every Markov model (e.g.
w2 = 1, w3 = 200, w4 = 400). When the interpolated Markov model chooses a
next element, the count of every possible candidate is multiplied with the weight
of the Markov model it originates from. It then selects the next word from all
weighted candidates using roulette wheel selection on the summed counts of all
candidates. In this step, additional heuristic functions f could further influence
the weights, e.g. preferring certain topical words, rhymes etc.
Thus, the new formula to calculate the probability of candidate words can be
derived from the classic Markov model by adding some extensions. The classic
Markov model of order k, which looks back k words to predict the probability of
word si+1 ∈ vocabulary V from previous words s0 , s1 , . . . , si , uses the following
formula [9]:
p(si+1 |s0 , s1 , . . . , si ) = p(si+1 |si−k , si−k+1 , . . . , si )

(1)

p(si+1 |s0 , s1 , . . . , si ) = p(si+1 |n(si−k ), n(si−k+1 ), . . . , n(si ))

(2)

with p(si+1 |si−k , si−k+1 , . . . , si ) the number of times si+1 occurred after si−k ,
si−k+1 , . . ., si in the training corpus, divided by the number of times si−k , si−k+1 ,
. . ., si followed by any word occurred.
We first extend this with a normalisation function n, increasing the variety
while decreasing the size of the resulting automaton. This function maps the
words to lowercase and removes any non-alphanumeric character.

The following formula combines evidence from multiple such Markov models
with maximum order k by weighting every model using weight wj , creating an
interpolated Markov model:
Pk

j=1

p(si+1 |s0 , s1 , . . . , si ) =

wj · p(si+1 |n(si−j ), n(si−j+1 ), . . . , n(si ))
Pk
j=1 wj

(3)

These weights can then be further influenced by a function f , which increases the weight if the new word fulfills certain conditions, such as having
close phonetic distance, contextually related to previously generated words, or
combinations thereof:
Pk

p(si+1 |s0 , s1 , . . . , si ) = P

wj · p(si+1 |n(si−j ), . . . , n(si )) · f (si+1 , . . . , s1 )
Pk
j=1 wj · p(v|n(si−j ), . . . , n(si )) · f (v, si , . . . , s1 )
(4)

j=1

v∈V
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The algorithm uses any start of a sentence in the training data as s1, . . .,
smink (wk 6=0) to kick start the generatibe process using Equation 4, until an ending
token is obtained as si+1 . After generating a candidate, the algorithm performs
several post-processing extensions for improving the quality of the final generated
texts.
Shortening Since philosophical statements and tweets tend to be better when
short, the first post-processing step of the algorithm shortens generated text if it
is longer than a specific threshold. For our purposes, we set this threshold to the
previous Twitter limit of 140 characters. It achieves this shortening by removing
sentences between the first and last sentence, and leaving some middle sentences
if there is enough space left. Due to the fact that the Markov chains enforce
that both the beginning and the endings truly occur as beginnings and endings
in the training data, they tend to feel as respectively introductions and conclusions. This pattern of skipping intermediary sentences, and thus just going from
introduction to conclusion, is a property also generally present in philosophical
statements and tweets. Another way the algorithm achieves snappy texts is by
first generating multiple candidates and then preferring shorter ones by using
roulette wheel selection using the inverse text length as the main factor of the
weight.
Punctuation fixing As a second post-processing step, the algorithm fixes the
brackets and quotation marks by adding complementary brackets and quotation
marks at the beginning or endings of clauses or sentences. If no good position for
the other bracket can be found, the bracket or quotation mark is deleted. This
is a necessary step due to the fact that Markov models are only able to keep
track of the last several generated words. Contrary to many neural networks
text generators [4, 10], these Markov models are thus most of the time unaware
what the current level of nested brackets is during generation. As such, this
post-processing step fixes several obvious mistakes in the generated texts.
News insertion Since tweets are often bound to events happening when the
tweet was written, using them as training data might result in referencing past
dates, events and news. To mitigate this, the third post-processing step is to
link specifics in the generated text such to the present and to current events,
as this makes a text feel more relevant and thus improves its quality [11]. To
achieve this, the algorithm searches for occurrences of full dates, months and
years using regular expressions, and replaces them with a (parts of) a random
date in the near future; we chose one to four days. It also searches the text for
named entities, as these are either tied to events from the time it was written, or
serve as good candidates for adding references to current events. It finds these
by searching for title-cased words in unexpected spots, as this is a well-working
proxy for named entity recognition in our target languages. The system filters out
named entities that occur more than a specific threshold in the training corpus,
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such that it does not replace names that are archetypal references for the author
the system imitates. The system then crawls the front page of a news website
and selects a news article based on unigram similarity to the training corpus,
where the score is calculated in a way similar to the scores of the naive Bayes
algorithm. It uses this article to replace the filtered names from the generated
text by the named entities of the chosen news article, giving priority to the
most frequent named entities in the article. If the generated text contains any
quotes that are longer than three words (and thus a proper quote, and not word
emphasis), it also replaces the quote with a quote from the article if there is
one. All these replacements help the generated text feel more grounded in the
present and current affairs.
Originality check The final post-processing step is checking if the generated
text is original enough compared to the training corpus. While there are clever
extensions to create a Markov automaton that checks for originality while generating [9], we opted for a post-processing step due to being less memory intensive
as well as the limited length of the generated texts. This is achieved by normalising both by converting to lower case and removing non-alphanumeric characters,
and checking if the normalised generated text occurs fully in, or as a part of an
element of the normalised training corpus. If there is overlap, it restarts the full
process and generates a new text.
2.2

Dynamic Templates

Templates are often used for generating text, and are especially popular in computational humour [1, 6, 12, 13]. A template is essentially a sentence with slots,
where every slot is a variable that a data source can fill. Context-free grammars
allow designers to generate texts using specified templates, and have been used
to create thousands of Twitterbots [3], e.g. by using the popular Tracery tool [2].
However, creating such a grammar by hand is not only tedious, but also tends
to caricaturize the target due to having a limited number of templates.
We propose solving the issue of creating templates by hand by dynamically
extracting templates from base texts by knowing what types of content we want
to insert, and identify good slots for replacing words by identifying the key words
of a chosen sentence. These base texts with yet-to-define slots is what we call
“dynamic templates”.
To generate a text using dynamic templates, the algorithm first receives a
corpus of base texts B, a corpus of content text C and a unigram model U as
input. The algorithm then picks several consecutive lines from C and uses their
words as a proxy for finding a set of related context words. It then creates a
mapping from their part-of-speech tags to every present word. For the dynamic
template itself, it selects a random text from the base text corpus B and analyses all the present part-of-speech tags. The algorithm then proposes a list of
possible replacements based on matching part-of-speech tags and the mapping
to content text words. The part-of-speech tags do not only contain information
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about the type, but also more specific information e.g. the tense of a verb. This
ensures that words that are replaced generally still have the correct syntactical relation to other words in the sentence. Words that do not have matching
part-of-speech tags present in the selected lines from C are not replaced. Some
types of words, such as auxiliary verbs and other structural words, are also not
allowed to be replaced due to breaking the grammatical correctness of the sentence. The possible replacements are sorted by ascending frequency using the
unigram model U , to prefer rare words, as a proxy for the key contextual words.
The algorithm must replace a certain minimum number of words, proportional
to the length of the string, since we do not want short sentences with too common words without replacements, or long sentences with only one word being
replaced. The replacement process continues until words to be replaced are more
common than a minimum percentile in U , modelling the word commonness distribution. Similar to the interpolated Markov model model, it then also performs
the news insertion step to make the generated texts more tied to current events.
The pseudocode for this algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.

Data: Base corpus B, content corpus C, unigram model U , minimum frequency
percentile p = 0.62, replacement factor l = 25
Result: Text using structure from b ∈ B and context from c1 , c2 , ..., cj ∈ C
b ← selectRandom(B) ;
c1 , . . . , cj ← selectRandom(C, j) ;
M b ← createM appingW ordsT oP OST ags(b);
M b ← f ilterU nreplaceable(M b );
M b ← sortAscendingF requency(M b , U );
P c ← createM appingP OST agsT oW ords(c1 , c2 , . . . , cj );
minR ← length(b)/l;
minF req ← percentile(U, p);
R ← {};
while |R| ≤ minR or (|M b | > 0 and U (M0b ) ≥ minF req) do
wb ← M0b ;
M b ← M b \ wb ;
candidates ← P c (M b (wb ));
if |candidates| ≥ 0 then
wc ← selectRandom(candidates);
end
R ← R ∪ {(wb , wc )};
end
return applyReplacers(b, R);

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Template algorithm in pseudocode

The algorithm thus inserts context words into a base text that is used as a
template to dynamically respond to the content that needs to be inserted. This
mix of context words into a structure used in a different context can often cause
a bisociation, a jump between two frames of references usually present in creative
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works, between the original narrative and the new context [5]. As an example,
consider one of the recent tweets by our Twitterbot employing this algorithm,
which we translated from Dutch to English. By using an original tweet by Rik
Torfs, namely
b = “Are there also atheists that don’t believe in atheism?” 1
and combining this with a fragment of a column by the same author as
context text
c1 , c2 , c3 = “They see the fact that the former Supreme Being is not trying to
deny this newly acquired insight as proof of them being right. Even with the
Church, things are not going well. Norse popes.” 2
we get the following result after executing our algorithm, and finding the
replacements R = {(atheists, popes), (atheism, the supreme being)}3 :
result = “Are there also popes that do not believe in the supreme being?” 4
2.3

Automatic Replying

There are several methods for making the text generation algorithms interactive, such that the Twitterbot would not only send out stand-alone tweets into
the world but also respond to user replies. One way would be to bias the interpolated Markov model towards words related to words of the conversation by
incorporating a factor in f of Equation 4 that gives a higher weight to relevant
context words. This method could however influence the generator to obsessively
use certain rare words, which it would not do in normal circumstances. Another
way of adapting to a user text is inserting relevant context words that have
been used by the user as c in our dynamic templates approach. This is dangerous due to inserting potentially out-of-corpus words from an untrusted source,
which attackers might use to make the bot behave offensively and break platform
guidelines.
We devised a new method for generating replies using any text generation algorithm without modifying the algorithm. Since philosophical statements stereotypically tend to be vague and only somewhat related to previous text, the approach first generates philosophical statements like it normally does, and then
picks an optimal one to use in the conversation as a reply. The algorithm first
analyses the conversation so far by making a weighted unigram of the words
present in it. The weight of a word in the conversation unigram is multiplied by
a factor depending on the author and how recent the text is. The weight factor
1
2
3

4

https://twitter.com/torfsrik/status/620144837719932928
http://www.standaard.be/cnt/s73709av
Note that “Supreme Being” in Dutch is only one word (namely “opperwezen”), and
that “atheism” in Dutch has an article, thus providing “the”.
https://twitter.com/TorfsBot/status/1101507600095633410
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is zero for any reply in the conversation longer than ten replies ago, and one if
the reply came from the bot. For the replies of the user, the most recent one
has a high weight factor and decreasing linearly for every previous reply, with
a minimum total weight factor of one. The algorithm then generates thousands
of random candidates using the interpolated Markov model, as this is a very
efficient generator. It ends by picking the best candidate by looking for the text
that has the most rare words in common with weighted unigram coming from
the conversation, by summing the weights of the words the text has in common
with the conversation and dividing this by the word count in unigram model U .
The score of a candidate is also inversely proportional to the difference in length
between the last reply and the candidate, such that the bot prefers replying
short if the user replies with short answers, and engage using long arguments if
the user is also replying using long answers. This thus helps incorporating topics
from earlier in the conversation, and follow the tone of the conversation 5 .

3

Evaluation

3.1

Qualitative Performance

As mentioned earlier, we implemented a Twitterbot called TorfsBot6 , which
imitates tweets made by previous KU Leuven rector Rik Torfs. This bot uses both
the interpolated Markov model and dynamic templates to generate tweets, and
uses the interpolated Markov model as text generator for the reply algorithm. For
the interpolated Markov model algorithm, the bot uses both tweets and columns
written by Torfs as training data, putting more emphasis on the former by
multiplying the weight of the n-grams from this source by ten. For the dynamic
templates, we used the tweets as base texts and the columns for content texts.
TorfsBot has more than 850 followers, making it one of the most popular Dutch
Twitterbots7 . We compared the algorithms and their average interactions (=
likes+retweets
) in Table 1. We also compare a subset of the replies, namely those
tweets
not from a conversation with one single outlier user, who is responsible for 1883
total replies. These results make us believe that both algorithms seem to work
well and that the output texts are appreciated by users of these systems.
3.2

Applicability to Other Domains and Languages

We also implemented a similar bot using the interpolated Markov models for
generating poetry based on the works of Belgian poet Maarten Inghels, called
InghelsBot8 . This system uses the weight influencers f of Equation 4 to prefer similar sounding words next to each other using rhyming dictionaries and
5

6
7
8

Some (Dutch) examples can be found on https://twitter.com/TorfsBot/
status/id for id ∈ {951851129306009600, 951514464737775616, 937812233085743104}
https://twitter.com/TorfsBot
https://botwiki.org/?s=dutch
https://twitter.com/InghelsBot
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Table 1. Analysing 8582 TorfsBot tweets from September 2016 to April 2019
Algorithm
Tweets Average Interactions
Interpolated Markov Model
2375
1.11
Dynamic Templates
1956
0.77
Replies
4271
0.23
Replies without outlier user
2388
0.39

Levenshtein distance. It also uses the additional normalisation function n on
some of its internal Markov models to normalise to just the part-of-speech tag.
This bot shows that interpolated Markov model works for multiple languages as
well as for other text types (namely English and Dutch poetry) without much
modifications.

4

Code

The code of TorfsBot and all of its dependencies has been made available through
https://github.com/twinters/torfs-bot. The code to train the interpolated
Markov models is also separately available on https://github.com/twinters/
markov

5

Future Work

There are several possible improvements to further develop the discussed algorithms. One large improvement would be using better methods for discovering
related words, e.g. by training word embeddings on the training data [7]. This
would allow the dynamic template algorithm to replace the words of the dynamic template with words that have all have similar difference vectors, such
that all context words of the resulting sentence are analogous to the context of
the base text. The embeddings could also help the reply generator estimate the
relatedness of words better than just plainly using the words themselves.
Another interesting improvement would be interpolating the interpolated
Markov model with other sequential generators, such as LSTMs or fine-tuned
versions of GPT-2 [10], as these are able to keep track of the previously generated
texts for much longer and thus produce texts with better grammar.
Since our bots are deployed on Twitter and are thus able to receive constant
feedback from users, it would also be interesting to use this feedback mechanism
to improve the perceived quality of generated texts. For example, it might be able
to learn which contexts or which base texts work great in dynamic templates.

6

Conclusion

We designed and implemented two different algorithms for imitating input text,
and made it interactive. We then showed that the text generated by our systems
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are well-appreciated by users, and found that the interpolated Markov model got
the most positive user feedback. These proposed algorithms are thus valuable
new tools for automated parody systems.
Acknowledgements
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Testing the equivalence between wide-scope and
narrow-scope negations in conditionals
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Abstract
In classical logic, a conditional with a wide-scope negation of the form
"NOT if..., then..." entails the conditional with a narrow-scope negation of the
form "if..., then NOT...", but not the other way around. Facing this classical
approach, the suppositional theory as well as some logic systems claim the
equivalence on the basis of the Ramsey test. Comparatively, in Lewis’s system
of modal logic, only the non-classical entailment is validated. Even if the equivalence has been widely discussed, it has never been the main focus of any
experiment. This paper proposes to fill this gap by presenting the results of an
experiment where both entailments composing the equivalence are tested. It
is found that the participants accept both entailments to the same extent. From
these results, a discussion about the intuitions beneath this acceptance leads
to the conclusion that the two entailments are mutually opposed in respect of
their informative and logical aspects. It is therefore questionable whether the
two kinds of conditionals are accepted for the same reason or not.
Keywords: Conditional · Negation · Equivalence · Scope

1

Introduction

A conditional sentence is typically of the form "If..., then...", for example "If Peter
comes to the party, then Mary will be happy", where the first part is called the antecedent and the second part the consequent. It is well-known that the evaluation
of such sentences in classical logic differs from our use and understanding of hypothetical sentences in natural language in many aspects. One of the differences
concerns what we think as equivalent to the negation of a conditional sentence.
1 Acknowledgments. I thank PSL University, and the programs FrontCog (ANR-17-EURE-0017)
and New Ideas in Mathematical Philosophy. I’m greatly indebted to Paul Egré for the constant support,
patient supervising and always enriching advice. I also thank Jérémy Zehr for his kind help with the
statistics.
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More precisely, the question is whether the conditional with a wide-scope negation, as for example, "IT IS NOT THE CASE THAT if Peter comes to the party, then
Mary will be happy", is equivalent to the corresponding conditional with a narrowscope negation, namely, to the sentence "If Peter comes to the party, then Mary
will NOT be happy". The equivalence between the two is formalized by:2
Negation Commutation

¬(A → C) ≡ (A → ¬C)

(NC)

This logical equivalence can be broken down into two parts, which both have
to be valid:
INternalization of the negation
EXternalization of the negation

”¬(A → C) |= (A → ¬C)
(A → ¬C) |= ¬(A → C)

(IN)
(EX)

In classical logic, since a conditional sentence is always evaluated as true
when the antecedent is false, only IN stands, so that NC is rejected. Following
Russell’s argument [16], the benefit of an analysis of the conditional as a material
implication is to block a fallacious reductio ad absurdum reasoning based on the
acceptance of the principle of the Conditional Non-Contradiction.3
Section 2 starts by briefly presenting different accounts concerning the acceptance of the equivalence. Mainly based on the Ramsey test, the suppositional
theory, as well as Stalnaker’s semantics and some three-valued systems defend
the validation of NC. Beside this account, a modal approach based on Lewis’s
semantics only validates the non-classical inference. Some comments about relevance and connexive logics are also given at the end of this section. Section 3
presents the experiment. Contrary to IN, the EX inference has never been tested,
which is the reason why the experiment uses scenarios in both IN and EX forms
in order to test NC. The results show that the participants accept both IN and EX
to the same extent. Section 4 discusses the possible reasons why EX and IN
are thus accepted. The arguments put forward lead to the conclusion that the
principles might not be accepted for the same reasons, and a question about the
2 Even if various authors have talked about the equivalence, no name has been given to it so far,
even in the suppositional theory [9]. A first proposal can be found in [17], where the principle has
received the name of Negation Principle. We prefer the name of Negation Commutation which we find
more eloquent.
3 The principle Conditional Non-Contradiction corresponds to the formula ¬((A → C)∧(A → ¬C)),
which means that two conditionals with opposite consequents cannot both be true. According to Russell, this principle should not be accepted. Indeed, even if it might sound natural, its validation permits
a fallacious reasoning as is exemplified in Lewis Carroll’s Barber Shop Paradox [3]. Farther discussions about the interweaving between this fallacious reasoning and the validation of the equivalence
NC can be found in [4] [14].
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semantics and the pragmatics of the equivalence could be studied farther. Section
5 concludes and outlines some directions for future research.

2
2.1

NC in non-classical systems
The acceptance of NC based on the Ramsey test

To several authors from different fields, the drawback of the material implication is
the resulting rejection of the equivalence NC, which they claim to be an intuitive
principle. What is called the Ramsey test is often taken as the argument at the
basis of this account. According to Ramsey [15], we evaluate a conditional by first
imagining the antecedent as true. Then, we evaluate the possibility of the consequent on this hypothetical situation. If the consequent stands in this imagined
situation, the conditional is true. Therefore, the discussion concerns only C or ¬C,
and A → ¬C is then considered as the negation of A → C. As Ramsey said, the
only requirement to make this test is at least to keep the antecedent unsure and
possible for both speakers. Otherwise, the debate is only about the probability of
the antecedent to occur and no conditional has to be discussed anymore.
In accordance with this test, the suppositional theory [9] sees the principle
NC as deriving from probabilistic principles. If a conditional is negated with a
wide-scope negation as ¬(A → C), the preferred equivalent formula is a narrowscope negation conditional of the form A → ¬C. This claim amounts as accepting NC. A possible formal translation of this account can be found in the
modal logic proposed by Stalnaker [18]. In his semantics, the equivalence stands
only in the cases where A is possible. Therefore, only the restricted equivalence
♦A |= ¬(A → C) ≡ (A → ¬C) is valid in this system, as detailed in [6].
Beside these theories, some systems of three-valued logic have been created
where NC is a valid principle. In this framework, there exist 39 = 19683 different
ways of defining a binary implication operator. Out of these possibilities, only
the 27 truth-tables displayed in Table 1, satisfy the equivalence.4 Cooper [4] and
Cantwell [2] defined their implication operator in the same way, which corresponds
to the truth-table #10. Another well-known definition of implication proposed by de
Finetti [5] also validates NC and corresponds to the truth-table #16.
4 Proof. There are two features that the A → C truth-table should have to validate NC : (1) A midcolumn filled with the third value. Otherwise a 0 or 1 value will be inverted in the ¬(A → C) truth-table,
while it will remain the same in A → ¬C. (2) The first column symmetric to the third column, which
means that for a 1 or a 0 in the first column, a 0 or a 1 has to correspond in the same row of the third
column. Likewise, if there is the third value in the first column, the third value should also appear in the
third column. By imposing these two constraints, only the first column remains to be filled. This means
that we have 33 possible combinations, which results in the 27 tables displayed in Table 1.
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Table 1: The 27 possible definitions for the implication in three-valued logic which satisfy NC.

2.2

The wide-scope negation ambiguity captured in modal logic

Compared to Stalnaker’s approach, Lewis’s semantics [12] does not validate the
equivalence, even under the possibility of A. Instead, it only validates EX, which
can have some plausibility.
Indeed, it can be argued that between the formulas ¬(A → C) and A → ¬C,
the one with the narrow-scope negation is the least ambiguous. This can be
intuitively perceived in an example like the following. If a restaurant manager tells
one of the waiters "it is not the case that if you break a glass, you will be paid",
he will probably sound odd, whereas if he says "if you break a glass, you will not
be paid", or "break a glass, and you will not be paid", he will sound more natural.
The meaning of the wide-scope negation does not seem direct or obvious and this
ambiguity is investigated in experiments as [11] [8].
Taking into account this phenomenon of ambiguity of the wide-scope negation,
the formula ¬(A → C) should be formalized as weaker than A → ¬C. However,
classical logic does not do justice to our intuition since the most ambiguous formulation is the stronger one. Therefore, the classical approach can be considered
as falling short concerning this question. The system proposed by Lewis better
captured this phenomenon since ¬(A → C) can be derived from A → ¬C. Such
observation has constituted the basis for the study of modality with negated conditionals in [7].

2.3

The irrelevant conditionals against IN

McCall also showed another case where a wide-scope negation conditional should
not entail the negation of its consequent as equivalent. In [13], he gave the ex4

ample that from the sentence (1) "It is not the case that if snow is white, grass is
green" which can be easily accepted, we can surely not conclude to the sentence
(2) "If snow is white, then grass is not green". His argument is that the greenness
of the grass is irrelevant to know whether snow is white or not. Whereas the negation in (1) can be interpreted as the rejection of the connection in the conditional,
the negation in (2) cannot possibly be interpreted as the negation of the connection. A modal translation of the rejection of the connection can be formalized with
a modality as ¬(A → C) . An entailment from this formula to (A → ¬C) is
generally invalid.
This case can be seen as an irrelevant case of conditional since no connection
exists between the antecedent and the consequent. Recently, in the experimental field, Skovgaard-Olsen has found that participants were more willing to accept formulations with the wide-scope negation than those with the narrow-scope
negation for irrelevant cases of implication [17]. It can be conjectured that the
participants found themselves in the same situation as McCall was in the example
above.

2.4

What is the place of connexive logic?

At first sight, a type of logic called connexive logic [1], can be seen as a perfect
defender of the principle NC. Indeed, this logic is based on the acceptance of nonclassical principles which are supposed to give more coherence to the concept of
causality for the implication operator. Based on discussions that can be traced to
Aristotle and Boethius, one of these principles is named after this latter author,
and corresponds to the following formula:
Boethius’ Thesis (Variant)

(A → ¬C) → ¬(A → C)

(BT’)

As can be noticed, this principle BT’ is of the exact same form as EX. Some
authors discuss and defend the equivalence in their connexive system [19]. However, as reminded in [20], the implication is seen mainly as a causal notion in
connexive logic. Therefore, it is doubtful that the intuitions formalized in BT’ are of
the same kind as the ones we rely on to evaluate NC.
A summary of the opposed predictions of the various systems discussed is
given in Table 2.
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Logic systems
Classical logic
McCall [13], Lewis [12]
Cooper [4], de Finetti [5], Cantwell [2], Wansing [19]

IN
X
X
X

EX
X
X
X

NC
X
X
X

Table 2: Different logic systems with their corresponding validation of IN, EX and NC.
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The experiment

Concerning NC, the suppositional theory has only tested the entailment IN to validate the equivalence [10], whereas the inference EX has never been directly
tested. In [13], McCall tested a more basic version of the principle BT’. To the
best of my knowledge, the principle NC has never constituted the center of an
experiment either.5 However and as mentioned above, it is worth noting that
Skovgaard-Olsen recently collected several data about the principles related to
NC. In [17], an additional task besides the main one gave the results that irrelevant conditionals were less accepted in the wide-scope negation form than in the
narrow-scope form.
Here, in order to focus only on the equivalence, no attention is given to the
relevance of the implication. The neutrality about relevance is obtained by asking
the participants to take the first conditional they encounter as a rule. On the same
idea, no probability can be given a priori to the antecedent or the consequent. The
result of these choices is that the second conditional will only be evaluated on the
basis of the acceptance of the first conditional. On this basis, it is predicted that
IN and EX will be both accepted in the same and high amount.

3.1

Method

Since NC is hard to test directly, the experiment rather tests the participants’ acceptance of IN and EX, to infer the acceptance of NC on their basis.
Participants - The participants were 100 native English speakers and they all
took part in the experiment on the Mechanical Turk platform. The experiment was
implemented on Qualtrics.
Design, materials and procedure - The scenarios are composed of simple conditionals whose truth or falsity cannot be presupposed. The only instruction given
5 Except

in a preliminary pilot study, the topic of my MA thesis [14].
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IN
It is not the case that if Peter comes to
the party, then Mary will be happy.
From this, can we conclude that:
If Peter comes to the party, then Mary will
not be happy.

EX
If Peter comes to the party, then Mary will
not be happy
From this, can we conclude that:
It is not the case that if Peter comes to
the party, then Mary will be happy.

Table 3: Scenario #1 in IN and EX form.
was to consider the first sentence as true, and to decide whether or not the second sentence follows from the first. Here below in Table 3 is an example of such
scenarios:6
People were asked, with a ’yes-no’ answer, whether they accepted or refused
that the second conditional follows from the first. There was a total of 24 scenarios : 6 scenarios in IN forms mixed with 6 control scenarios, and 6 scenarios in
EX forms mixed with 6 other control scenarios. 50 participants started with the IN
scenarios (Condition 1), the other 50 started with the EX scenarios (Condition 2).
Each participant saw every scenario, but depending on their condition, they saw
them in IN or EX form. Control scenarios were deductive conditionals, some of
them were expected to be rejected while others were obvious and were supposed
to be accepted.

3.2

Results

In Condition 1, the percentage of acceptance for EX is 59%, and for IN is 71,6%,
while for Condition 2, the percentage of acceptance for IN is 67,3%, and for EX is
75%. Table 4 below represents these results.
The total of accepted scenarios - IN and EX - in Condition 1 is 65,3%, and in
Condition 2 is 71,1%. A binomial test applied to these figures gives the result that
the responses are not due to chance, since for both conditions, p < 0, 005.
Concerning the evaluation of the equivalence itself, a mixed-model was applied
to the data. The advantage of this model is that the differences among the scenarios and among the participants are treated as random effects, which permits
to focus only on the fixed effects we are looking at, that is, the acceptance of IN
and EX. The essential result is that the IN acceptance does not vary significantly
from this EX acceptance (p = 0, 512). However, both IN and EX scenarios have
been less accepted than true scenarios from controls. True control scenarios have
6 The complete materials of the experiment can be found on the Open Science Framework following
the link https://osf.io/39j8w/.
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Table 4: Percentage of accepted scenarios in both conditions.
been accepted for condition 1 at 90,3%, and for condition 2 at 94%, for a total of
acceptance at 92,5%. A binomial test applied to this total of acceptance also gives
p < 0, 005.
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Discussion

These results do not support Lewis’s modal approach since IN has been significantly accepted. In the same way, the classical approach is not supported since
EX has been significantly accepted as well. Concerning the acceptance of the
equivalence, the inferences IN and EX are not as accepted as the control scenarios. However, the main result of this experiment concerns the fact that the
acceptance of IN cannot be significantly differentiated from the acceptance of EX
and that we cannot conclude that people treat IN and EX with a different appreciation. This result gives credit to the theories which argue for NC.
However, even if IN and EX are accepted to the same extent, they are probably
not accepted for the same reasons. Indeed for IN, its naturalness seems to be
linked to the fact that people always try to understand as much information as
they can from an utterance. Therefore, from an ambiguous sentence of the form
¬(A → C), people try to reduce the ambiguity, which is actually made possible if
we accept the Ramsey test. The inference EX cannot sound natural for the same
reasons. Indeed, when a speaker has the information that A → ¬C, they have no
gain to infer ¬(A → C). This latter formulation is less informative than the former.
Therefore, if it is not for a gain of information, participants in the experiment might
have accepted the scenarios EX for two reasons.
One possibility is because they assess the scenarios on their logical aspect.
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They intuitively know that A → ¬C is a logically stronger formulation than a widescope negation, and therefore, the entire conditional cannot stand. This explanation to justify EX corresponds to Lewis’s modal account. Another possibility is
that people rely on the Ramsey test once again. For this other explanation, it is
conjectured that people are not able to understand the meaning of a wide-scope
negation. This incomprehension then leads them to transform those ambiguous
conditionals into a narrow-scope form. If the resulting narrow-scope form corresponds to the narrow-scope negated conditional presented at the first place in
the scenario EX, they accept the inference EX. From this point of view, only the
Ramsey test is necessary to explain the acceptation of NC.
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Conclusion and farther works

The findings of the present study are strongly similar to the ones obtained in [14]
and are all encouragements to consider the principle NC as a sound principle. The
data show an acceptance for the equivalence and then give credit to all authors
who claimed its validation.
However, as has been discussed, the acceptance of NC is still partly unclear.
While the inference IN seems fairly well explained by the Ramsey test, the inference EX still requires some investigation to understand which intuition underlies
its acceptance. More specifically, future investigations should try to understand
whether EX stands on a logical comprehension of the conditionals, or on a more
indirect version of the Ramsey test. Some close replications of this experiment
should be made in order to sort out these questions, as well as to simply enhance
the obtained results.
In addition, neither the relevance nor the probabilities of the consequent and
the antecedent have been taken into account in this experiment. However, it
seems to have a role to play in the acceptation of NC, as can be observed in
[17] [7]. Therefore, research concerning the equivalence in this respect still has to
be done farther.
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Abstract. We propose a computational model of metaphor understanding within the Rational Speech Act framework which views metaphor
interpretation through the lens of gradient salience. The model predicts
that other features of a referent, as well as possible alternative referents
have an impact on how a metaphor is interpreted; that it can be interpreted inversely when the feature in question is saliently atypical for
it, and, finally, that when a metaphor is used to convey a certain feature and it has an average typicality for that feature, that will make it
confusing and prone to misinterpretation. We run our model on a small
demo dataset and propose a set of behavioral experiments to evaluate
the model’s predictions against human judgment.
Keywords: Metaphor Interpretation · Rational Speech Act Theory ·
Salience.
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Introduction

Metaphors abound in natural language and are therefore an important phenomenon to capture when modeling processing of discourse. There is a growing body of literature investigating interpretation, processing, and difficulty of
metaphors[?]. There have also been attempts to model metaphors probabilistically. Kao et al.[?] were the first to formalize metaphor understanding using
the Rational Speech Act Framework[?], which has been successful at modeling a
variety of nonliteral language uses in context, including politeness[?] and puns[?].
Kao et al.[?] limit their scope to metaphors of type ”X is a Y”, where X is
a human and Y is a member of an animal category. The crux of their idea is
that the speaker wishes to communicate features which are characteristic of this
animal and are relevant to humans. For instance, if I tell you that ”John is a
shark” and you know who I am referring to, you are unlikely to think that John
actually has fins and lives in the ocean. Instead, you will probably think that I
want to communicate a feature of John’s personality by invoking an animal of
whom this feature is representative; in this case, probably scariness or meanness.
We propose a novel model of metaphor understanding which builds on Kao et
al.’s work but takes a graded approach and represents features of the metaphor in
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terms of their salience1 . We also focus on metaphors of the form ”X is a Y”, where
X is a human male and Y is an animal category. Kao et al. define each category
by a vector of 3 binary features which are different for every animal category.
Our model, on the other hand, defines a member of a category as having all
possible features to some degree (a real value between 0 and 1), depending on how
salient a given feature is for that animal. This gradient approach captures several
important aspects of metaphor interpretation: it takes into account alternative
interpretations of an utterance by capturing relative salience of features within
an animal (”an ant is more saliently strong than it is fast”) as well as alternative
utterances for the same intended meaning (”an ox is more saliently strong than
an ant”). We derive salience from typicality with the assumption that both very
high and very low typicality are salient, whereas average typicality is not and is
therefore less likely to be referred to. This presupposes, so to speak, ”negative”
or inverse use of metaphors which Kao et al. do not consider, e.g. saying ”John
is a fox” to mean that John is not loyal because loyalty is very atypical (and
therefore salient) for a fox.
We demonstrate the model’s predictions on a small demo dataset. In order
to compare the model’s predictions to human judgments, we are in the process
of conducting behavioral experiments to elicit priors and their interpretations in
context.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
Rational Speech Act framework of which our model is an instance, and describes
the proposed model. Section 3 outlines behavioral experiments that will be used
to evaluate the model. Section 4 demonstrates the model’s predictions on a
small demo dataset (available in Section 6) and includes a sketch of planned
comparisons to human performance and Kao et al.’s model. Section 5 includes
the discussion of the model, concludes, and suggests avenues for future work.

2

Computational Model

We model metaphor understanding using the Rational Speech Act framework
introduced by Frank & Goodman[?] which has been successful at modeling a
variety of nonliteral language uses in context including politeness[?], puns[?], and
metaphors[?]. At its core is the idea of the listener and the speaker recursively
reasoning about each other to arrive at a common interpretation: a first-level
pragmatic speaker reasons about a literal listener and acts in such a way as to
maximize her utility, which is based on the informativeness of the utterance. In
turn, the pragmatic listener reasons about the pragmatic speaker to recover the
intended utterance. Kao et al.[?], who first formalized metaphor understanding
using RSA, extended the model to include communicative goals in order to
incorporate literally false utterances into the model, which we also adopt. We
limit the scope of the types of metaphors to the type X is a Y, where X is a male
1

The model along with the dataset used for this paper is available at https://github.
com/sashamayn/rsa_metaphors
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name and Y is an animal category; in this way our methodology and findings
will form a natural extension to Kao et al.s work.
Kao et al. define possible features of X as a vector of features of length 3,
in which each of the features are binary. The limitations of that approach are
that, first, it does not represent relative salience of features both between and
within animals (i.e., of types an ant is more saliently strong than it is fast and
an ox is more saliently strong than an ant), which means that it does not take
into account alternative utterances and alternative interpretations of a given
utterance, which, we suppose, both play a crucial role in metaphor interpretation.
Therefore, we define an animal as a vector of size [total number of features],
where each of the features is its normalized salience for a given animal. This
approach also allows for negative use of metaphors, e.g. interpreting ”He is a
fox” as ”He is not loyal”, since foxes are associated with being cunning and
therefore have a low typicality (and, therefore, high salience) value for loyalty.
Based on the above considerations, we define the literal listener L0 as:
(
salience(f,u) if c = u
L0 (c, f |u) =
0
otherwise
where f is the feature in question, c is the animal, and u is the utterance. The
literal listener will hear the utterance ”John is a shark” and interpret it as John
literally belonging to the category ”shark” and having the feature in question
to the extent to which it is salient for a shark. We are not the first work to
define the literal listener gradiently. Graf et al.[?] define their literal listener as
the degree of acceptability of an object for a given category.
The pragmatic speaker acts in accordance with her utility, which is defined
as the log of the literal listener. This is similar to the literal listener equation
in Kao et al. but without a projection of the feature vector along one feature
dimension since only one feature is being considered:
U (u|f ) = log(L0 )
The choice of the utterance is governed by a softmax choice rule based on utility
of the utterance given the feature that the speaker wants to communicate:
S1 (u|f ) ∝ eλU (u|f ) = U (u|f )λ
where λ is an optimality parameter that is fit to the data. As Kao et al. point
out, since the speaker’s goal is to communicate the strength of the feature (the
scariness of a shark), S1 ’s goal is satisfied because she knows that the literal
listener L0 will interpret the utterance as the person being literally a shark and
therefore having the feature of being scary.
Finally, we define the pragmatic listener as:
L1 (c, f, i|u) ∝ P (c) · P (f |c) · P (f |i) · S1 (u|f )
The definition of the pragmatic listener consists of the following components:
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– P (c): the prior probability that the entity in question is either a human or a
non-human animal. Following Kao et al., we set P (c = ca ) = 0.01 for every
animal and P (c = ch ) = 0.99. We assume that the only two interpretations
the listener is considering are a person and that animal.
– P (f |c): the prior probability that a feature will be referred to given the
category. We define it as the feature’s salience for a given category. Our
method for deriving salience from typicality is described in 2.1.
– P (f |i): the probability of talking about a feature given the speaker’s intention (i.e., the speaker’s communicative goal as understood by the listener.)
The two communicative goals we consider are specific, when the listener assumes that the speaker seeks to communicate a specific feature, and vague,
when it is unclear to the listener which feature the speaker is trying to communicate. For the demo dataset, we set the P (f |i = specif ic) to 0.5 but in
general it is a parameter that can be fit to the actual data but is expected
to be at least 0.5; P (f |i = vague) is uniform for all features.
2.1

Deriving Salience from Typicality

Frank and Goodman[?] define salience as the prior probability that an object will
be referred to in discourse. We make the assumption here that when a feature
is a spectrum, both ends of that spectrum are salient, and, therefore, an animal
is equally likely to be referred to if the feature in question is very atypical of it.
This needs to be confirmed experimentally and then the hyperparameter µ can
be fit to the data.
We define the salience of a feature for an object as follows:
salience(f, o) = |typicality(f, o) − µ|κ
where (normalized) typicality is a real number between 0 and 1, and µ and κ
are hyperparameters to be fit to the data. µ shifts the typicality values to be
centered around 1-µ; κ allows for a better fit of the function to the data. The
salience matrix is then normalized by column (animal), so that salience of a
feature can be interpreted as a probability that it will be referred to.
For the demo dataset, we set µ = 0.5 and κ = 4. It is noteworthy that here
we are making a tentative assumption that salience is symmetric for the two
ends of the typicality spectrum. However, it does not have to be the case. In a
different context, Frank[?] found that people did not violate literal semantics to
refer to an object when doing so was the only way to uniquely identify it; that is,
they did not utter X to mean ”the object that does not have an X”. Therefore,
it is possible that salience is asymmetric and that high atypicality of a feature
is less salient than typicality that is at an equal distance from the mean. This
will be investigated in the behavioral experiments and then µ can be fit to the
data accordingly.
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Fig. 1. Salience for a given typicality value with µ = 0.5 and κ = 4

3

Behavioral Experiments

We propose a series of behavioral experiments to elicit people’s interpretation of
metaphors in the vague and specific goal conditions with varying typicality.
3.1

Free-Response Feature Elicitation

MATERIALS A preliminary list of 20 adjectives describing human personality
traits. The adjectives were selected from Kao et al.’s longer list where not all
features were applicable to humans, and 4 additional ones were included. Out
of that list of 20 adjectives, two lists were created containing 10 of the original
adjectives and opposites of the remaining 10 (e.g., ”disloyal” for ”loyal”.)
METHOD 10 native English speakers read each of the two lists of 20 characteristics and were asked to type in whatever animals they associate with the
trait in question. They were required to fill in at least 10 of the 20 fields. That
was done in order to determine which adjectives collected more responses and
were therefore useful to keep.
RESULTS Based on the participant responses, the list was be edited in the
following way: if the participants’ responses to an adjective had high entropy
(many responses with little overlap), the adjective was excluded. Similarly, the
authors used their judgment to draw the cut-off line for the animals which will
be included in the future experiments. If both opposites (e.g., ”loyal”-”disloyal”)
had low entropy, the one with respectively higher entropy was removed from the
list.
3.2

Closed-Set Feature Elicitation

MATERIALS The lists of animals and adjectives obtained in the free-response
feature elicitation.
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METHOD 20 native English speakers were presented with the adjectives one
at a time and a list of animals (from 3.1) and were asked to click on the animals
they associate with the adjective. Additionally, a text box was available to type
in animals that are not on the list if the participants felt like an animal of whom
the feature was typical was missing form the list.
RESULTS Based on the participant responses, the lists will be further adjusted
by excluding animals the participants rarely used or adjectives with high entropy
of responses.
3.3

Typicality Elicitation

MATERIALS Using the feature list obtained in the experiment above, at this
stage we will elicit typicality ratings from a separate group of 20 native English
speakers.
METHOD Each participant will see every animal category along with the full
list of features. They will then use a 7-point Likert scale to answer the question:
”How typical is this feature for this animal?”, 0 being ”not at all typical” and 6
being ”highly typical”. Typicality of each of these features for human males will
also be elicited. We use only male names to be consistent with Kao et al.
RESULTS The typicality ratings for each feature for each animal category (e.g.,
friendliness for a dolphin) will then be averaged and normalized (divided by 6,
the maximum typicality value), resulting in a typicality rating for each animal
category, including human.
3.4

Metaphor Interpretation

MATERIALS Based on the animal categories and typicality ratings obtained
in the previous experiments, we now proceed to the main experimental question.
Since we are interested in the role of typicality and salience, as well as of communicative goal, on metaphor understanding, for each non-human animal category
we we will create 4 scenarios (1 for vague and 3 for the specific communicative
goal) of type used by Kao et al.[?], in which Bob is talking to his friend about
a person he recently met.
In the case of vague communicative goal, Bob’s friend asks the vague question
”What is he like?”, to which Bob replies by saying ”He is a ca ”. For the specific
goal condition, the friend asks a question mentioning a specific feature, ”Is he
fi ? ”. There are three possible scenarios in this condition - an animal category
for which the feature in question is extremely typical, moderately typical, and
extremely atypical. What the two extreme cases share and what the averagely
typical case lacks is high salience. Table 1 includes examples of each condition.
METHOD 24 native English speakers who did not take part in any of the
previous three experiments will participate in this experiment. Every participant
will see all data points in the vague condition and one data point for each animal
in a specific condition (20 x 2 = 40 trials in total). This will result in 24 data
points per animal in the vague condition and 8 data points for each combination
of animal and feature with a given typicality level (e.g., dog-loyal).
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Table 1. Utterance conditions
Goal Typicality Example question
vague
”What is John like?”
specific
high
”Is John loyal?”
specific average ”Is John loyal?”
specific
low
”Is John loyal?”

Example utterance
”He is an ox.”
”He is a dog.”
”He is a dolphin.”
”He is a fox.”

For each trial, the participants will see a question-answer pair and will be asked
to interpret the metaphor. First, they will select whether they think John is an
animal or a person. Second, they will be asked: ”What did Bob mean to say
about John?” and they will have to select from a drop-down list of features and
for each feature they selected they will use a 7-point Likert scale to indicate the
degree to which the feature is pronounced in John (e.g. ’0 - John is not at all
loyal’ to ’6 - John is very loyal’.) Finally, for each data point they will answer
the question: ”How certain are you that that is what Bob meant?” by reporting
a number on a 7-point Likert scale.
RESULTS For the vague goal condition and for each typicality subcondition
of the specific goal we obtain the following characteristics (by averaging):
– The percent of responses that John is a person.
– For the vague condition, the features interpreted and the degree to which
they are present in John.
– For each typicality subcondition of the specific goal condition, proportion of
items in which the intended feature was indeed the one interpreted.
– For each typicality subcondition of the specific goal condition, the degree to
which a feature is present in John (only for correctly interpreted features;
out of 6, later normalized).
– Average certainty ratings (out of 6, later normalized).
We then perform the following statistical comparisons to test the model’s
predictions:
1. Certainty that John is a human: Proportion of responses that John
is a human. We expect that to be very high and not significantly different
between the 4 subconditions. That would illustrate that people were able to
deduce that the utterance was being used metaphorically.
2. Correct inference of a feature: For each subcondition of the specific
goal condition, pairwise comparisons of proportion of correctly interpreted
features. We expect that, in general, the average typicality sub-condition
will have significantly more misinterpretations than the other two because
the feature is not (positively or negatively) salient for the animal. Prediction about the direction of difference between the high and low typicality
conditions are harder to make: it seems probable that there will be more
misinterpretations in the low typicality case, which would suggest that people use metaphors ”positively” more often; but it could also be the case that
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there would be no difference in the proportion of correct interpretations for
the two categories.
3. Informativeness: The way in which the utterance informed us about John
is represented by the difference between the priors for humans and the ratings
of the degree to which the feature is present in John. We expect, first of
all, the averages for the vague condition and for the specific high typicality
subcondition to be positive (the listener learned that the feature is present
in John) and the average for the low typicality condition to be negative (the
listener learned that the feature is absent in John, i.e. that John is not
loyal). It is again harder to make predictions about the average typicality
case; it is probable that the difference is positive based on our tentative
hypothesis that people use metaphors ”positively” more often. In terms of
the absolute value of the change, we expect it to be significantly smaller for
the average typicality condition (it is more confusing and less informative)
than for either of the other two specific subconditions and for the vague
condition. Following Kao et al., we expect the change to be greater in the
high typicality subcondition than in the vague condition.
4. Certainty: We expect certainty ratings to be the lowest for the average
typicality subcondition and the highest for the high typicality condition.
The low typicality condition and the vague condition may or may not be
signficantly different from the high typicality condition.
5. Features inferred for the vague condition: Average salience of the features inferred for the vague condition. We expect that number to be high
(the metaphor conveys salient features of an animal.)

4

Model Evaluation

We used a handcrafted demo dataset with 10 features and 6 nonhuman animal
categories (see 7.1) to run the model. When deriving salience, we fit the hyperparameters to the data, which resulted in µ = 0.5 and κ = 4. We set P (f |i) = 0.5
when the goal is to communicate the feature in question and distributed the
rest of the probability mass uniformly across the rest of the features. Following
Kao et al., we set P (ca ) = 0.01, meaning that there is a very small but non-zero
probability that the entity in question is actually not human. We also fit λ = 1
for the speaker’s utility.
In all cases, regardless of the intention and typicality of a given feature, our
model successfully inferred that the entity described was a person and not an
animal (P (cp |u) = 1.00).
To look at the three typicality subconditions, we consider 0 and 1 as low,
2-4 average, and 5 and 6 high typicality. The results are reported in Table 1. In
the vague goal condition, the feature interpreted is the one associated with the
highest salience (typicality of 0 or 1.)
These numbers are preliminary as they are based on very few data points
but the pattern suggests that the model captures the hypothesis stated in 3.3:
it is easiest to interpret a metaphor if it is about a typical feature, followed by
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Table 2. Correct predictions and probability by condition
Condition
vague
high typ
avg typ
low typ

Correct predictions Probability
0.0049
0.46
0.0086
0.18
0.003
0.27
0.0084

an atypical feature. Interpreting metaphor with average typicality for a feature
is very difficult. Probability can be interpreted as the model’s certainty of the
prediction. It is the highest for high typicality, closely followed by low typicality,
and noticeably lower for the vague condition and the average typicality featureanimal combinations.
Once we obtain feature priors (Experiment 3.3) and human judgments in the
vague and specific goal conditions (Experiment 3.4), we will be able to calculate
the correlation of the participants’ certainty ratings with the model’s probabilities. We also plan to run Kao et al.’s model using the obtained priors (with the
priors they elicited, their model obtained a fit of r=0.6)[?]. By comparing the
fit of the two models, we will be able to determine which of the two is better
able to capture human understanding of metaphors. We expect that accounting
for alternative utterances and relative salience of features within an animal will
result in a better fit to the data.

5

Discussion

We have proposed a computational model of metaphor interpretation in the Rational Speech Act framework which combines basic principles of communication
and communicative goals with gradient salience of features to arrive at an interpretation. We propose behavioral experiments to obtain feature priors and test
the predictions of the model against human judgment.
The model’s predictions suggest several conclusions about the nature of
metaphor interpretation: most importantly, multiple factors play a role. In a
vague context where the communicative goal of the speaker is not clear to the
listener, the model predicts that the listener will interpret the metaphor as its
most salient (which is to say, most or least typical) feature. When it is known
to the listener that the speaker is trying to communicate a specific feature, the
probability of that feature being interpreted increases. However, in our model,
the listener is always considering both the relative salience of features within the
metaphor and comparing it to the alternatives the speaker could have uttered.
For example, if the listener hears ”John is a fox” in response to her question ”Is
John scary?”, the model predicts that the listener will think that the speaker
is trying to communicate John’s gracefulness because if she had wanted to say
that John is or is not scary, she would have chosen an animal that has a high
or low typicality, respectively, for scariness. However, the fact that she chose to
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say ”fox” suggests that she wants to communicate something about John that
is salient for a fox, namely gracefulness.
Klintsch et al.[?] hypothesized that a metaphor is difficult to interpret if
there are very few lexical items that are strongly related to both the metaphor
and the intended referent. Our model makes another prediction about what can
make a metaphor hard to understand. It suggests that if the referring object has
an average typicality rating (i.e., low salience) for the feature of interest, that
makes the metaphor confusing and leads to misinterpretation.
We hope that the current work will make a contribution to the understanding
of pragmatic metaphor interpretation. While our model captures several important features of the process at hand, there are several limitations we hope to
address in future work. First, our model currently assumes that the speaker is
only trying to communicate one feature but it is possible that the speaker’s intention and part of the reason for choosing to use a metaphor in the first place is
to communicate multiple features[?]. Secondly, currently we only consider alternative metaphorical utterances but there is, naturally, always the possibility of
saying the literal version of the message which needs to be taken into account.
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Demo Dataset

We used the following small manually created dataset to test the model’s performance and predictions. It contains typicality ratings (out of 6) for 10 features
for humans and 6 non-human animal categories.
Table 3. Typicality ratings (demo dataset)

strong
happy
loyal
sly
smart
slow
scary
lazy
ferocious
graceful

dog
4
6
6
0
4
0
2
1
2
1

dolphin
4
5
4
0
6
0
0
1
0
4

ant
5
3
4
0
4
1
1
0
0
0

cat
1
4
2
5
5
2
2
5
1
6

ox
6
2
3
0
2
5
3
0
3
1

fox
2
2
1
6
5
0
3
4
4
6

human
3
3
2
4
4
2
3
5
2
3
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The Locus of Commitment
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Abstract. This paper examines the interpretation of context-dependent
expressions, specifically predicates of personal taste, in declarative and
interrogative discourse moves, focusing on patterns of speaker- and addresseedependence rather than standard questions of embedding and perspective shift. I argue that these patterns reflect a connection between the
Lasersohnian (2005) judge and the notion of commitment used in
commitment-based models of discourse (Gunlogson, 2001; Farkas & Bruce,
2010; Farkas & Roelofsen, 2017). I demonstrate that adopting this connection allows us to generalize correctly beyond the simple observation of
interrogative flip, to the behavior of judge-dependence in presuppositions
and their accommodation, appositives, and marked discourse moves like
rising declaratives and tag questions.
Keywords: Contextual dependence · Discourse models · Perspective

1

Introduction

A large selection of constructions proposed to be context-dependent appear to
involve as an index or optionally implicit argument some mentally-active agent
who contributes a source of evaluation, experience, or expressivity. This selection
includes predicates of personal taste (PPTs) (Lasersohn, 2005; Stephenson, 2007;
Bylinina, 2017)1 ; epithets (Harris & Potts, 2009); modal contructions (Kratzer,
1981); and evidential constructions (Aikhenvald, 2004). I’ll refer to the agent
who explicitly or implicitly fills this role as the judge (Lasersohn, 2005).
Recent work has examined this class under the banner of perspective,
and the instances wherein a non-speaker judge obtains as perspective shift
(Harris, 2012; Bylinina et al., 2014, i.a.). Earlier accounts proposed sole speakerdependence (Potts, 2007, e.g.) or operator-induced shifting (Schlenker, 2007;
McCready, 2006, e.g.), a la indexical shift (Schlenker, 2003). Recent approaches
have argued for pragmatic control of the judge, based on evidence that such
shifting is available outside of embedding and licensed by a variety of pragmatic
considerations (Amaral et al., 2007; Harris & Potts, 2009; Korotkova, 2018).
In this paper, a different approach will be taken, focusing not on embedding,
or exocentric (i.e. third-party, neither speaker nor addressee) interpretations, but
1

Ignored here are all cases of obviation (Anand & Korotkova, 2017).
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instead attempting to account for complex patterns alternating between speakerdependence and addressee-dependence. I will derive these patterns of judgement
neither directly from composition nor from a flexible pragmatic calculus, but
looking instead to a formal model of discourse and conventional discourse effects
in the tradition of Stalnaker (1978), Gunlogson (2001), and Farkas & Bruce
(2010). I will defend a connection between the notion of judgement discussed in
the subjectivity literature and notion of commitment these models track.

2

Interrogative Flip and Persistence

In (1), truth is typically taken to hold in only those worlds where the sushi is
tasty to the speaker—i.e. Jay is the (implicit) judge of tasty.2
(1)

J, to K: The sushi at Stevenson Cafe is tasty.

In contrast, the question (2) lacks the same pressure for autocentricity, and most
typically instead raises the issue of whether the sushi is tasty to the interlocutor
Kay. This pattern of judge asymmetry in declarative and interrogative discourse
moves is known as Interrogative Flip (Faller, 2002; McCready, 2006).
(2)

J, to K: Is the sushi at Stevenson Cafe tasty?

Interrogative flip is observed with a variety of expressions which might be interpreted relative to a judge, including some modal expressions in English.
There are two types of content within which judge-dependent expressions
most obviously disobey this pattern: presuppositions, and appositives. I’ll begin
by demonstrating the former. Examples (1) and (2) contain a predicative PPT
with a definite subject, but when a PPT is in attributive position within that
definite subject (3-4), or a definite object (5-6) the generalization of interrogative
flip appears no longer to hold. Rather, in all cases, judgement for the PPT tasty
is shared among both conversational participants.
(3)

J, to K: The tasty bagel is in stock.

(4)

J, to K: Is the tasty bagel in stock?

(5)

J, to K: Remy will bring the tasty cookies.

(6)

J, to K: Will Remy bring the tasty cookies?

We can observe that this exception to interrogative flip is limited to definite
DPs, and is not a fact of attributive position in general: the typical, flipping
pattern holds for indefinites.

2

(7)

J, to K: More than three talented artists performed at the fair.

(8)

J, to K: Did more than three talented artists perform at the fair?

Exocentric and generic readings are almost always also possible in context. I assume
throughout that these are more marked than the interpretations I discuss.
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We can see the contrast explicitly in (9-10). In interrogatives, only PPTs
within definites also bear with them some speaker judgement, as evidenced by
the infelicity of a speaker-centered denial of the PPT (10).
(9)

J, to K: Are the bagels tasty? (I find them disgusting.)

(10) J, to K: Is the tasty bagel in stock? (#I find it disgusting.)
Similarly, PPTs within definites bear with them the assumption of shared
addressee judgement, or at least acquiescence to speaker authority. Kay’s use of
the tasty muffin in (11) is only successful insofar as Kay assumes her remark
will jog Jay’s recollection of his personal judgement of the muffin such that he
agrees: her judgement alone isn’t sufficient, it must be either shared between
them or at least generic.
(11) J, to K: There are no good muffins here.
K: No, there’s one! The tasty muffin has lavender in it.
This behavior is not limited to definiteness, but seems to be common across
all presupposed content: any presupposed judge-dependence must be communally satisfied, or else communally accommodated. Example (12) is inappropriate if Kay doesn’t find the muffin tasty, or at least defer to Jay’s judgement, and
likewise (13) if Jay doesn’t.
(12) J to K: I’m so glad that this muffin is tasty!
(13) J to K: Are you glad that the muffin is tasty?
This communality is distinct from the pattern of the other exception to interrogative flip, the behavior of appositives. PPTs in appositives seem to maintain
not shared judgement but sole speaker-orientation, whether within a declarative
or an interrogative. There is never any attending addressee-judgement.3
(14) J, to K: The poppy-seed bagel, which is tasty, is in stock.
(15) J, to K: Is the poppy-seed bagel, which is tasty, in stock?
We thus are left with the following four generalizations for typical interpretation:
(16) Speaker Judges: In simple declaratives, judge parameters are evaluated as the speaker.
(17) Interrogative Flip: In simple interrogatives, judge parameters are
evaluated as the addressee.
(18) Communal Presuppositions: Within presuppositions, judge parameters are evaluated as universal among the conversation’s participants.
(19) Appositive Persistence: Within appositives, judge parameters are
evaluated as the speaker.
3

Note the sharp contrast between restrictive relative clauses, (“The [poppy-seed bagel
which is tasty] is in stock.”) which are interpreted within the definite, and reflect
the same judgement patterns as attributive PPTs, and these appositives.
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3

Judges and Discourse Commitment

The simplest generalization we must account for is that judgement appears to
be handed off from the speaker only when that speaker refrains from providing
information. I can account for this basic observation, and as it turns out, some
of the complexities of presupposition and appositives as well, using the notion
of commitment in a commitment-based model of discourse like that presented
in Farkas & Roelofsen (2017), with the addition of projected discourse states
inspired by Malamud & Stephenson (2015).
3.1

A Commitment-Based Discourse Model

A discourse context DC will be defined as DC = hParticipants, Table, Commitments, Projectionsi as in (20).
(20)

a. Participants: The set of participants {x1 ...xn } in the conversation.
b. Table: A stack of propositions p to be settled.
c. Commitments: A function from participants x to the sets of worlds
they are publicly committed to for the purposes of the conversation.
d. Projections: The set of projected discourse states.

We can derive a Stalnakerian common ground (21).
(21) Common Ground: The smallest set of all possible worlds which all
participants
are committed to containing the possible world,
S S
i.e. { Commitments(x) | x ∈ Participants}.

In this model, the goal, simplified, is to settle all propositions p on the Table
by reaching mutual commitment to an alternative of each p, and thus restricting
the worlds in the common ground to those consistent with that alternative.
We can model the differences in conversational outcomes from declaratives
and interrogatives as differences in how they update the DC: declaratives generate a speaker commitment and raise an issue with projected addressee commitment, while interrogatives raise the issue with no apparent speaker commitment
and projected addressee commitment. I formalize these in (22) and (23).
I inherit the inquisitive formalism of Farkas & Roelofsen, such that propositions are sets of possibilities (sets of worlds), and commitments are not to propositions but to possibilities. Declaratives are propositions with a single maximal
possibility (or alternative), while interrogatives are propositions with complementary alternatives. Note that in this model, interrogatives do entail a speaker
commitment (23b), but it is vacuous, being the set of all possible worlds. This
is all in service of the authors’ goal of a compositional semantics for interrogatives and standardized discourse effects mapping propositions onto the common
ground and speaker commitments.
(22)

xsp uttering a declarative φ:
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a. Places unique highlighted alternative4 α of φ on the table
S
b. Places φ(= α) in Commitments(xsp )
c. Projects DC 0 where α ∈ Commitments0 (xad )

(23)

xsp uttering a polar interrogative ψ:
a. Places complementary alternatives {α, ᾱ} of ψ on the table
S
S
ψ(= {α, ᾱ}) in Commitments(xsp )

b. Places vacuous possibility

c. Projects DC 0 and DC 00 where α ∈ Commitments0 (xad ) and ᾱ ∈ Commitments00 (xad )

3.2

Deriving Interrogative Flip

Within such an approach, deriving interrogative flip becomes a matter of identity between the locus of commitment and the judge. I adopt a Lasersohnian
semantics for PPTs,5 making the judge, j(c), part of the context of evaluation
c, alongside time, world, etc. (24). Lasersohn suggests that the entire context
object, and thus the judge, is not fixedly determined by situations of utterance.
I maintain this flexibility, but propose that the patterns discussed here reflect
the typical process by which a judge is selected (25).
(24) The Giant Dipper is fun.

Jfun(The-Giant-Dipper)Kc

(25) Judge as locus of commitment: Other factors absent, a possibility
α is evaluated with a context c where the judge j(c) is the conversational
participant who adds α to their commitments.6
For example, take again the declarative (1), which triggers a commitment
from Jay, and projects a commitment from Kay. The DC is updated as in (26).
(1)
(26)

J, to K: The sushi at Stevenson Cafe is tasty.
a. TableDC += {tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi)}
b. CommDC (J) += tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi)
c. ProjDC += DC0 . tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi) ∈ Comm0 DC0 (K)

If the locus of commitment is to be the default judge, Jay’s commitment will be
evaluated with c : j(c) = J, and Kay’s projected agreement will be evaluated
with c0 : j(c0 ) = K.
Compare the interrogative example (2), which also triggers a commitment
from Jay, and projects a commitment from Kay.
(2)
4

5
6

J, to K: Is the sushi at Stevenson Cafe tasty?

Within propositions, we can refer to maximal elements, or alternatives, being the
largest and least informative possibilities.
I do not believe this necessary, but use it here for the purpose of demonstration.
This has been suggested in other words in Lasersohn (2005), Malamud & Stephenson
(2015), and Mericli (2016). My main contribution here is to examine it in conjunction
with an explicit model and through a variety of discourse moves.
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(27)

a. TableDC += {tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi), ¬tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi)}
S
b. CommDC (J) += {tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi), ¬tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi)}
c. ProjDC += DC0 . tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi) ∈ Comm0 DC0 (K) ,
DC00 . tasty(Stev-Caf-sushi) ∈ Comm00 DC00 (K)

Here, Jay’s commitment is to a trivial possibility, regardless of the judge: the
sushi is either tasty or not. The projected response from Kay will be the critical
update, and by (25) that response will be Kay-oriented, either that she finds the
sushi tasty or doesn’t. Interrogative flip is thus a matter of the triviality of a
speaker commitment, leaving only the projected addressee response.
3.3

Presuppositions and Appositives

In discourse moves which vary in their update potentials, the prescriptions of
(25) will vary in tandem. Take presupposition: Farkas & Roelofsen (2017, fn.
25) refrain from providing a full account of presupposition, but it seems natural
to approach it as requiring the common ground already to be restricted in a
certain way: e.g. John’s sister may only be felicitous in a conversation if all
participants must share commitment to the possibility that John has a sister.
I also presume we leave open the usual path for accommodation in light of a
presupposition: unsatisfied presuppositions may encourage all speakers to update
their commitments and effect the appropriate restriction of the common ground.
This kind of commitment update does not find its motivation on the table, and
also never involves any initial commitment of the individual speaking.7
(28)

xsp presupposing content π:
a. Places nothing on the table
S
π(= α) in Commitments(xi ) for every conversational partici-

b. Requires
pant8

By the principle in (25), this universal commitment involves each individual
committing to their own autocentric view, deriving our generalization (18).
The discourse effects of appositives are controversial (Potts, 2005; AnderBois
et al., 2015). On the one hand, they are clearly non-presuppositional, carrying the
same redundancy infelicity as assertions. On the other hand, appositive content
is to some extent non-deniable9 and does not interact with the question under
discussion. AnderBois et al. (2015) suggest that appositives have a similar tablefree update to presuppositional accommodation, but more forceful, imposing
rather than inviting update. Putting these objects into the common ground
makes sense, as, they can satisfy presuppositions in later asserted content (29).
7

8
9

Murray (2009) and AnderBois et al. (2015) propose very similar table-circumventing
update potentials for evidentials and for appositives, see below.
An exception to the standard discourse effects of Farkas & Roelofsen (2017).
Though AnderBois et al. (2015) discuss the apparent deniability of sentence-final
appositives, including their apparent felicity as hosts of tag questions.
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John, who had been kissed by Mary, kissed her too.

If we adopt some version of their account, which I will simplify by treating
like a separate discourse move (30),10 the proposal in (25) can account for the
the lack of interrogative flip.
(30)

xsp uttering appositive ξ:
a. Places nothing on the table
S
b. Places ξ(= α) in Commitments(xi ) for every conversational participant

We fail, however, to make the distinction discussed in §2 between communal attributive PPTs and apparently speaker-centered appositives. That pattern
would suggest instead that there is only ever a speaker commitment, at odds
with (29) where appositive content is presupposed to be in the common ground.
Instead, we end up deriving communal judgement for all appositives. Perhaps the
distinction is indeed illusory, or related more to the difference between requirement and imposition. Otherwise, we need an account for the apparent exception.
3.4

Interim Summary

Commitment-based discourse models are tasked with sorting out the effects of
discourse moves on the commitments and projected commitments of conversational participants. I’ve shown that the choices which might be made in modeling
these commitments pattern with the behavior of judge-dependent expressions,
allowing the generalization of interrogative flip to be reduced to the absence of
information-providing speaker commitment in standard questions.
More complexity is visible in the two apparent exceptions to interrogative flip,
accommodated presuppositions and appositives. Both of these types of content
must be modeled separately from the main discourse move in a commitmentbased model, and as a consequence, commmitment and judgement are free to
move independently of matrix interrogativity. One apparent failure of this proposal is its inability to account for the potential difference in non-flip between
presupposition and appositives. This calls into question either judgements of
judge-hood, or the ability of this proposal to generalize across the full variety of
discourse moves.
In the following section, I’ll discuss the predictions this simple account makes
for the non-standard moves of rising declaratives and tag questions, and briefly
address the phenomenon of faultless disagreement with subjective expressions.

4

Extensions and Refinements

4.1

Non-Standard Discourse Moves

Much of the recent literature on commitment-based discourse models applies
them to sorting out the behavior of non-standard discourse moves like Ris10

This is incompatible with appositives’ ability to both introduce to and reference
from asserted content, though note that appositives do appear to be set aside during
online interpretation of their containing sentence (Dillon et al., 2017).
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ing Declaratives (RDs) (31) and Rising Tag Questions (RTQs) (32) (Reese &
Asher, 2006; Malamud & Stephenson, 2015; Farkas & Roelofsen, 2017; Rudin,
2018, e.g.). Adopting some of these accounts–Rudin (2018) on RDs and basically
Farkas & Roelofsen (2017) on RTQs—I show in this section that tying judgement
to commitment can continue to make the right predictions.
(31)

Napoleon died in America?

(32)

Napoleon died in America, didn’t he?

The major accounts for these marked discourse moves agree that they behave
in ways inconsistent with basic declaratives and interrogatives. For Rudin (2018),
RDs differ from falling declaratives in that they lack any speaker commitment,
and from polar interrogatives in that, like falling declaratives, they still project a
specific commitment on behalf of the addressee, rather than leaving the matter
entirely open.11 For Farkas & Roelofsen (2017), following in the essence of the
complex-move proposal of Asher & Reese (2007), opposite-polarity tag questions
indicate declarative-like, but evidentially-hedged, commitment of the speaker
along with the interrogative-like raising of an issue for addressee response.12 I
represent these proposals consistent with my prior notation in (33) and (34).
(33)

(34)

xsp uttering a rising declarative ρ:
a. Places unique highlighted alternative α of ρ on the table
b. Places nothing in Commitments(xsp )
S
c. Projects commitment of xad to ρ(= α)

xsp uttering a rising tag interrogative τ :

a. Places complementary alternatives {α, ᾱ} of τ on the table
S
S
b. Places vacuous possibility
ψ(= {α, ᾱ}) in Commitments(xsp ) with
some level of evidence supporting α
c. Projects commitment of xad to α or ᾱ

By the principle in (25), every commitment should engender the committer’s judgement to context-sensitive material within that possibility. We would
thus expect only addressee-judgement projected by RDs, and tentative speaker
judgement alongside projected addressee judgement in RTQs. This prediction
is borne out by the behavior of PPTs in these moves (Malamud & Stephenson,
2015).
PPTs within RDs seem to be solely addressee-oriented much like questions.
They are fully appropriate when used in a setting in which the speaker has
evidence towards addressee-dependent truth, but speaker-dependent falsehood
(35). On the contrary, PPTs within RTQs are not appropriate in such a context
(36): they suggest speaker-dependent truth.
11

12

Farkas & Roelofsen (2017) differ in suggesting a speaker’s doubting commitment
alongside typical interrogative issue-introduction. Rudin (2018) derives speaker
doubt as Gricean implicature from the choice to avoid the unmarked question.
Malamud & Stephenson (2015) differ slightly, suggesting that both the speaker and
addressee commitments are projected.
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Context. Jay and Kay see a movie. He doesn’t enjoy it, but she laughs throughout and walks out smiling. Jay turns to her with a frown and says:
(35)

That was fun?

(36)

#That was fun, wasn’t it?

Indeed, the reverse pattern holds if the speaker has evidence towards mutual
truth: an RD is infelicitous (37) and an RTQ is perfect (38).13
Context. Jay and Kay see a movie. They both enjoy it, laughing throughout the
movie, and walk out smiling. Jay turns to Kay and says:
(37)

#That was fun?14

(38)

That was fun, wasn’t it?

It’s clear from these patterns that more than a simple divide between declaratives and interrogatives, or even rising and falling tunes, a la interrogative flip is
needed to capture the behavior here. There are distinctions in judgement more
fine-grained than binary which a connection between commitment and judgement is able to capture with some ease.
4.2

Faultless Disagreement

One of the literature’s widely-used tests for this variety of context-dependence
is the notion of faultless disagreement (Lasersohn, 2005; Bylinina, 2017): disagreeing discourses that proceed from subjective assertions seem simultaneously
disagreeing and permissibly divergent (39), unlike objective disagreements (40),
which trigger a conversational crisis (Farkas & Bruce, 2010), requiring debate
and re-examination of commitments. If the crisis cannot be resolved, participants
must agree to disagree, tantamount to admitting conversational failure given the
goal of building common ground.
(39) J, to K: The sushi at Stevenson Cafe is tasty. K: No, it’s not.
(40) J, to K: The Great Dipper is 100 years old. K: No, it’s not.
J: But I read somewhere that it was built in the 1910’s!
K: No, it was built in the 20’s. J: Oh, I see.
My proposal as it stands can easily explain disagreement. If we define disagreement independent from truth, following Lasersohn (2005), we find tasty(x)
and ¬tasty(x) appropriately disagreeing, as indeed inquisitive approaches like
13

14

Biased questions, like “Wasn’t that fun?”, seem to have basically the same distribution and analysis as RTQs (Asher & Reese, 2007).
It occurs that this could be felicitous with an extremely marked rise and a heavy
boundary immediately before fun if Jay wasn’t expecting to find the movie fun. I’m
not sure how this might be handled, but it seems to be a different discourse move
altogether.
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Roelofsen & Farkas (2015) require in order to explain the felicity of negative
polarity particles in these disagreements.
The remaining issue is faultlessness. There may be a path open for a commitmentbased model to build in a formal difference between subjective and objective
commitments such that the former are faultless15 , but here I will take a simpler
path. As Kölbel (2004) writes, it may be the case that some disagreements are
simply expected or permissible: in some sense, the step of conversational termination or agreement to disagree in these cases is not disaster, and so faultless.
This would place linguistic subjectivity in the same category with statements of
spiritual certainty and other topics banned from holiday dinners. The disagreement is real and the common ground will not be successfully updated, but when
we expect continuing would be fruitless, it is conversationally rational to simply
discard a topic.

5

Conclusion and Further Directions

In the above pages I have presented data which supports particular generalizations about the relationship between discourse commitment and judge assignment for several context-dependent constructions. Judgement undergoes interrogative flip in standard polar interrogatives, but remains subject to alternate
requirements in presupposition accommodation and appositives. Rising declaratives closely resemble basic interrogatives, but rising tag interrogatives place
demands on the judgement of both speaker and addressee. The manner in which
we might formalize standard discourse commitment across this heterogenous
group closely predicts these judgement facts.
This account as I have framed it stands as an supplement to context-shifting
and pragmatic perspective accounts, approaching complex patterns of shifting
between speaker and addressee judgement left largely untouched in those bodies
of work. Indeed, with judgement as simply the product of discourse commitment,
we can capture complexities of subordinate and marked discourse moves that
belie a simple notion of interrogative flip.
One obvious question that I do not address here is how this proposal might
relate to the embedding, genericity, and exocentric judgement facts. I leave this
to future work, but will note that in particular, the most interesting investigation
promises to be those examples where judgement and commitment seem clearly
to pattern separately: for instance, the conditional antecedents and temporal
adjuncts discussed by Bylinina et al. (2014).16
Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Donka Farkas for the conversations
which helped to inspire this paper, and Pranav Anand for the conversations which
helped to finish it. Thanks also to Morwenna Hoeks, Stephanie Rich, and very helpful
reviewers.
15

16

One approach: changing the nature of the tabular proposition so that disagreement
with a subjective claim does not prevent the successful settlement of the issue.
I thank a reviewer for this suggestion.
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Abstract. Disjunctive questions are ambiguous: they can either be interpreted as polar questions (PolQs), as alternative questions (AltQs),
or as open disjunctive questions (OpenQs). Prosody disambiguates between these readings. This paper aims to derive the diﬀerent readings
from their respective prosody and makes two main points: (i) the semantic diﬀerence between PolQs and AltQs/OpenQs cannot be derived
from diﬀerences in their underlying syntactic structure—as is often assumed; (ii) the alternatives of AltQs/OpenQs need to be derived from
focus marking in a more direct way. Although a Roothian focus approach
seems on the right track, we need a more fine-grained understanding of
the prosody of AltQs to capture the observations.
Keywords: Alternative questions · Focus · Polar questions · Disjunction

1

Introduction

Disjunctive questions such as (1) are ambiguous: they can either be interpreted
as a polar question (PolQ), an alternative question (AltQ) or an open disjunctive
question (OpenQ)
(1)

Did Mary drink coﬀee or tea?

✓PolQ, ✓AltQ ✓OpenQ

The availability of these readings depends on intonation: it seems that both
disjuncts must be pitch accented for the AltQ and the OpenQ reading to arise.
That is, the question in (2a) is interpreted as an AltQ because it has pitch
accents on coﬀee and tea, indicated below with ↑ and ↓ which represent L*H
and H*L accents respectively. The example in (2b) with two rising pitch accents
is interpreted as an OpenQ. Finally, the example in (2c) with a flat intonation
on the disjunction is always interpreted as a PolQ [14, 3].
(2)

⋆

a.
b.
c.

Did Mary drink coffee↑ or tea↓ ?
Did Mary drink coffee↑ or tea↑ ?
Did Mary drink coﬀee-or-tea?

× PolQ, OpenQ ✓AltQ
× PolQ, AltQ ✓OpenQ
× AltQ, OpenQ ✓PolQ

Special thanks to Maziar Toosarvandani. I am also grateful to Donka Farkas
and Floris Roelofsen for their feedback, and to Dean McHugh, Hana Kalpak and
Jonathan Pesetsky for their thoughts on earlier versions. All errors are mine.
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Acceptable answers to an AltQ are any of the disjuncts, while acceptable answers
to an OpenQ are any of the disjuncts as well as alternatives that are parallel to
these. In other words, the answers to the AltQ in (2a) are either tea or coﬀee. An
answer that falls outside of the disjunction, i.e. another alternative like water,
or a neither answer does not seem felicitous in response to an AltQ. OpenQs, in
contrast, do allow for such answers: answering (2b) with she drank water seems
totally fine. For a PolQ as in (2c), we can either answer positively with the
assertion that Mary drank either tea or coﬀee, or we can answer negatively with
the assertion that Mary drank neither [15]. In a Hamblin-style semantics, the
diﬀerence in interpretation between a disjunctive PolQ, OpenQs and AltQs is
thus roughly the following (where I use |φ| to abbreviate the set of worlds in
which the sentence φ is true):
(3)

a.
b.
c.

J(2a)K = {|Mary drinks tea|, |Mary drinks coﬀee|}
J(2b)K = {|M. drinks tea|, |M. drinks coﬀee|, |M. drinks water|, ...}
J(2c)K = {|M. drinks tea or coﬀee|, |M. drinks neither|}

These diﬀerences tell us two things about the distinction between AltQs/OpenQs
and PolQs. It tells us that (i) the disjunction provides alternatives in the form
of distinct answers in AltQs and OpenQs but it does not do so in PolQs, and
that (ii) PolQs contain a negative answer that negates the disjunctive statement,
while AltQs do not have such an answer.
How do we derive these diﬀerent meanings from the respective prosody
these questions have? In this paper I focus on the diﬀerence in (i), that is,
the alternative-generating capacity of disjunction in AltQs/OpenQs and its lack
thereof in PolQs. More specifically I thus ask: why does the disjunction supply
multiple alternatives in AltQs/OpenQs while it does not do so in PolQs?
With respect to this question, I make two main points. First, I will argue
that the semantic diﬀerence between PolQs and AltQs cannot be derived from
diﬀerences in their underlying syntactic structure—as is often assumed. To do
so I will present new data that is highly problematic under such an account.
Second, I propose that the alternatives of an AltQ/OpenQ need to be derived
from focus marking. However, although a Roothian focus approach seems on
the right track, we need a more fine-grained understanding of the prosody of
AltQs/OpenQs to capture the observations.
To show this, I add to the paradigm above examples like (4) in which we find
pitch accents on a phrase that is not part of a disjunction:
(4)

a.
b.
c.

Did John drink coﬀee?
Did John drink coffee?
Did John drink tea or coﬀee?

✓PolQ × AltQ/OpenQ
✓PolQ × AltQ/OpenQ
✓PolQ × AltQ/OpenQ

All three questions in (4) are interpreted as PolQs, but the diﬀerent location
of the pitch accents results in subtly diﬀerent interpretations. That is, pitch
accents in (4) provide information about how these questions are situated within
a broader discourse structure. I therefore argue that the contrast between AltQs
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and disjunctive PolQs should be captured by using the same machinery as used
to capture the contrast between the questions in (4).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 I will discuss
syntactic approaches to the disjunctive questions puzzle, and I will argue that
this cannot be the full story. In Section 3 I introduce the Roothian approach to
this puzzle as proposed by [4], as well as its limitations. In Section 4 I propose a
novel account of the AltQ-OpenQ-PolQ contrast which draws inspiration from
the Roothian account, but in which the contrast between AltQs/OpenQs and
PolQs is derived via question-answer congruence. In Section 5 I conclude.

2

Syntactic accounts

Many accounts of the PolQ-AltQ contrast assume that AltQs of the form in (2a)
involve deletion while PolQs like (2c) do not [19, 10, 9]. That is, the disjuncts in
AltQs are often taken to be clausal (depending on the specific theory, either VPs,
TPs or CPs), while PolQs always contain subclausal disjunctions. An AltQ as in
(2a) would therefore involve gapping as shown in (5). In English, pitch accents on
the disjuncts in AltQs are then assumed to be a reflex of this specific underlying
structure.
(5)

Did Mary drink coffee or did she drink tea?

✓AltQ × PolQ

The main argument for such an approach is that disjunctive questions with
clausal disjunctions are never interpreted as PolQs, but will always have an
AltQ/OpenQ interpretation.
The most important assumption in these accounts is that disjunction introduces alternatives by default—as is standard in alternative semantics. This
alternative-generating potential of disjunction has not only been argued to play
a crucial role in disjunctive questions, but also in modal constructions, imperatives, and conditionals [17, 2, 1, 7, 8]. The following entry for disjunction is therefore assumed:
(6)

JorK = λPτ .λQτ .{P, Q}

These disjunctive alternatives are then “percolated up” using pointwise functional application (PFA). Crucially, however, syntactic accounts also assume
that alternatives are flattened out at the clausal level, using an existential closure operator (∃):
(7)

J∃αK = λw.∃p ∈ JαK : p(w) = 1

The assumed underlying structure of PolQs is as in (8a), where XP stands for
any phrase smaller than the clause that hosts ∃. The underlying structure of
AltQs then has to be the one in (8b) (assuming that ∃ occurs above the CP level
in this case).
(8)

a.

∃ [CP ... [ XP1 or XP2 ] ]

✓PolQ × AltQ
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b.

∃ [CP1 ] or ∃ [CP2 ]

× PolQ ✓AltQ

These assumptions taken together will then predict that the alternatives introduced by the disjunction are preserved when the disjunction scopes over ∃, as is
the case in AltQs, while they are flattened when ∃ scopes over the disjunction
∨, as will always be the case in PolQs.
The most important problem with this syntactic approach is that it would
commit us to implausible forms of deletion in AltQs. I will go over the most
important issues in the next section.
Backwards gapping Although the deletion approach seems to provide a plausible story for disjunctions whose final disjunct aligns with the right edge of the
clause, it is less plausible for questions containing subject disjunctions as in (9a).
That is, in order to maintain the hypothesis that AltQs always involve clausal
disjuncts, we have to assume that the underlying structure of (9a) is the one in
(9b).
(9)

a.
b.

Did John or Mary drink coﬀee?
Q [ ∃ [Did John drink coffee] or ∃ [(did) Mary drink coﬀee] ]

Instead of deletion in the second disjunct, the AltQ in (9b) would thus involve
deletion in the first disjunct. Such a question would therefore have to involve
backwards gapping where the deleted material is followed by the material in
the second disjunct that is not deleted. This is highly problematic, because the
deleted material generally has to follow the undeleted material in a coordination
construction. For example, the sentences in (10) are clearly out [11].
(10)

a. *I don’t like coffee and John likes coﬀee.
b. *Either John’s dog bit Mary or Mary’s dog bit John.
c. *John likes coﬀee and/or Mary likes tea.

It therefore seems that an analysis of such questions as involving just deletion is
impossible—at least for languages that disallow backwards gapping like English.
Right Node Raising Perhaps the only other way to maintain the scope distinction between PolQs and AltQs without assuming backwards gapping is to
assume that such questions involve Right Node Raising (henceforth: RNR). RNR
constructions involve coordinated structures in which a shared argument surfaces
at the right periphery of a coordination, as exemplified in (11) below [16].
(11)

Some people love, but other people hate, the role that the government
plays in this country.

We might then suggest that AltQs are similar to sentences like this: the AltQ
above would then be of the form in (12):
(12)

Q [ ∃ [Did John drink coffee] or ∃ [did Mary drink coffee] drink coﬀee ]

However, AltQs do not have the typical prosody that RNR constructions usually exhibit (e.g. a pause after each disjunct). Moreover, AltQs do no exhibit the
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same properties that are often attributed to RNR sentences in terms of their
interpretation. One example of such a property is the availability of sloppy readings: such a reading is possible for the sentence in (13a) in which the pronoun her
can be interpreted as referring back to both Bill and Alice—despite the gender
mismatch [16]. That is, this sentence can be interpreted as expressing that Bill
won’t pass his math exam. The example in (13b), on the other hand, cannot be
interpreted as asking whether Bill passed his math exam or Alice passed hers.
(13)

a.
b.

Bill won’t, but Alice will, pass her math exam.
*Will Bill, or Alice, pass her math exam?

It therefore seems that a property of RNR constructions, namely the availability
of sloppy readings, does not apply to AltQs in general. In fact, AltQs seem to
pattern with simple disjunctions like (14), which cannot involve RNR because
of the size of their disjuncts. That is, an RNR parse seems only available when
the disjuncts contain a suﬃcient amount of prosodic material, which is not the
case for (14) [18]. In (14) we therefore just seem to be dealing with a disjunction
of DPs, again indicated by the lack of the sloppy reading:
(14)

*John or Mary, passed her math exam.

But (14) seems just as bad as (13b)—suggesting that at least some AltQs pattern
exactly with declaratives for which an RNR parse is arguably not available.
In short, if AltQs with subject DP disjunctions involve neither gapping nor
RNR, we perhaps have to let go of the idea that all AltQs consist of clausal disjuncts. We therefore might have to conclude that the crucial diﬀerence between
PolQs and AltQs is not their underlying syntax. Semantically, this means that
instead, diﬀerences in prosody need to aﬀect the semantics in a more direct way.
In the remainder of this paper I will therefore give a rough sketch of how this
could be done using the semantics of focus.

3

Focus semantics

Instead of relying on a specific syntactic structure, I propose that the semantics
of AltQs has to be derived from the semantics of focus. But how can this be done?
In [4], a Roothian account of focus marking is used in which expressions have
both an ordinary and a focus semantic value (henceforth o-value and f-value).
Under such an account, pitch accents on disjuncts in AltQs directly indicate
focus marking, which triggers the introduction of alternatives in its f-value. For
instance, focus marking on Ann gives us a set of all individuals in its f-value (i.e.
we write JMaryF Ko = m, JMaryF Kf = {x ∈ De | human(x)}).
In [4], the following definition of the f-value and o-value of the disjunction as
a whole is then given to account for AltQ readings:
(15)

Did [DisjP JohnF or MaryF ] drink coﬀee?
a. J(15)DisjP Ko = |λP.P (j) ∨ P (m)|
b. J(15)DisjP Kf = {JJohnKo , JM aryKo }
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The alternatives introduced by the disjunction percolate up the tree, and get
interpreted by the question operator QB&K , which is defined as in (16):
(16)

JQB&K φKo = JφKf

QB&K thus flips the o- and f-value of its prejacent—thereby pulling the focus
alternatives generated by the disjunction into the ordinary value of the question.
In this way, we can derive the right interpretation for AltQs, but two questions
immediately arise. First, what happens when disjuncts are not f-marked, as
could be the case in disjunctive PolQs like (2c)? Second, what about f-marking
in questions outside of such disjunctive cases, as could be the case in PolQs like
(4)? To answer both of these questions, we need to take a closer look into the
role of f-marking in PolQs.

3.1

Disjunctive alternatives in the absence of focus marking

To extend the account proposed in [4] to PolQs, we need to assume that the
disjunction only generates alternatives when the disjuncts are pitch accented.
This can be done in two ways: either we assume that (i) the f-value of non fmarked disjunction is simply the set containing its o-value as shown in (17), or
we assume that (ii) the lack of pitch accents indicates a lack of QB&K , while the
f-value is the same as in AltQs as shown in (18).
(17)

(18)

Did [John or Mary]DisjP drink coﬀee?
a. J(17)DisjP Ko = |λP.P (j) ∨ P (m)|
b. J(17)DisjP Kf = {J(15)DisjP Ko }
a.
b.

J(17)DisjP Ko = |λP.P (j) ∨ P (m)|
J(17)DisjP Kf = {JJohnKo , JM aryKo }

The first option would allow us to adopt the same question operator as for AltQs,
i.e. an operator that pulls the singleton set in the f-value into the o-value. The
second option entails that disjunction generates alternatives independently of
f-marking, but these alternatives are only introduced in its f-value. PolQs would
have to contain a diﬀerent question operator, let’s call it Qpol , which does not
make reference to the f-value of its prejacent.
Under either approach, however, disjunctive alternatives are only available
in the presence of f-marking on each disjunct. This makes several incorrect predictions, because the whole motivation for assuming that disjunctions generate
alternatives was to account for free choice readings or simplification phenomena
in conditionals would disappear without contrastive prosody on the disjunction
[17, 2, 1, 7, 8]. However, we do not observe a relevant diﬀerence between the examples in (19) with and without contrastive intonation.
(19)

a.
b.

If John or Mary came to the party, it would be fun
You may have cake or ice-cream
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It therefore seems that the disjunctive alternatives that many accounts of these
phenomena rely on need to be present independently of contrastive intonation
on the disjunction. It seems that disjunction should introduce alternatives in its
o-value independently of f-marking, while the introduction of alternatives in its
f-value should be contingent on f-marking. This is what I will assume below.

3.2

Focus alternatives in the absence of disjunction

Turning to the second question, we also see that the Roothian approach runs
into problems for PolQs that contain narrow focus outside of the disjunction as
for the examples in (4a) and (4c). That is, if the presence of f-marking is linked
to the presence of QB&K , these questions both end up being equivalent to a
wh-question, i.e. Who drank coﬀee and Who drank tea or coﬀee respectively.
It also has trouble accounting for focus marking in WhQs as in (20), because
in this case both the focus and the wh-item generate alternatives. In [4], QB&K
is assumed to be present in WhQs, but if that is the case then it’s unclear what
would happen to the alternatives generated by f-marking on John.
(20)

What did John drink?

The problem is that intuitively, the role of f-marking in all these examples does
not seem to aﬀect the denotation of these questions, but it signals something
about the overarching structure of the discourse instead. What the pitch accent
on John in these cases seems to be doing is much closer to what is often referred
to as a contrastive topic: it signals that there are parallel questions that could
be asked as well [12]. This could be schematized in (21), where the question
on top represents an (implicit) strategy which can be divided into subquestions
represented by the polar questions below.
(21)

Who did or did not drink coﬀee?

Did John? Did Bill? Did Mary?
The same can be said about f-marking in WhQs like (20). Here, focus on John indicates presence of parallel questions of the form What did x drink, and therefore
signals that the discourse is structured in a similar way to (21) above.
Prosodically however, John in PolQs and WhQs is pronounced in the same
way as the first disjunct of an AltQ. If we thus take the idea seriously that fmarking in PolQs and WhQs signals something like contrastive topic marking,
that is, the presence of parallel questions, a uniform account of f-marking requires
us to conclude that f-marking in AltQs has a similar eﬀect. The goal of the final
section is therefore to explore to what extent we can think of the eﬀect of fmarking in AltQs and other questions in a uniform way.
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Towards an analysis

How do we capture the eﬀect of f-marking in PolQs (and WhQs)? The analysis
below is preliminary, but aims to show that the answer to this question is simple:
f-marking has the same eﬀect in questions as it has in assertions. The goal is
then to show that f-marking in OpenQ/AltQs can work in a similar way.
4.1

F-marking in PolQs

In the above, I assumed that assertions denote propositions (sets of possible
worlds), while questions denote sets of propositions. This means that the alternatives to assertions are propositions as well, while alternatives to questions will
be sets of propositions. In other words, the f-value of a question will be a set of
questions. Given the characterization of the f-value of (4a) as a discourse tree in
the previous section, this makes sense: the tree in (21) can be represented as a
set of questions, i.e. a set of sets of propositions as in (22):
(22)

J(4a)Kf = {{ |x drink coﬀee|, |¬x drink coﬀee|} : x ∈ people}

This can be derived by assuming the following underlying structure, where focus
marking on John triggers the set of alternatives people and the f-value of the
whole CP will be combined with the f-value of the question operator using PFA.
Q will be the standard question operator which applies to a proposition and
yields the set containing this proposition and its complement.
(23)

Q [CP Did JohnF drink the coﬀee? ]
a. JCP Kf = {|x drank coﬀee| : x ∈ people}
b. J(23)Kf = JQKf (JCP Kf ) = {JQKo }(JCP Kf )
c. JQKo = λP λQ.Q = P ∨ Q = ¬P

There is not enough space to show the full derivation, but in a similar way, the
f-value of the WhQ with f-marking like (20) will be the set of questions in (24):
(24)

{|x drank y| : y ∈ drinks} : x ∈ people}

How will all this aﬀect the interpretation of these questions? In working this
out, I draw inspiration from the way contrastive topic marking is treated in the
literature [12, 6]. I suggest that the eﬀect of f-marking in questions will be similar
to that of assertions with contrastive topic marking like (25):
(25)

A: Who drank what?
B: FredCT drank the coffeeF

That is, in [6], it is argued that this combination of ct- and f-marking signals that
the discourse has the same structure as the f-value in (24) above. Now instead of
presupposing a question, as would be the case with simple f-marked declaratives,
these ct-f sentences presuppose the presence of a strategy, i.e. a set of questions.
An assertion with ct-f marking has to be congruent with such a strategy, that
is, it has to answer a subquestion within this strategy [6]:
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Contrastive topic congruence: An utterance U with ct-marking answers a question within the strategy JU Kf .

In this particular case, the answer in (25) provides an answer to the question
What did Fred drink, which is a subquestion to the strategy which asks, for each
person, what they drank. This is exactly the strategy in (24).
We can use the same mechanism to derive the contribution of f-marking in
questions. That is, I assume that f-marking will impose congruence conditions
by presupposing that the context contains a salient antecedent which has the
form of the f-value of the expression [13]. This will again be a strategy, i.e. a set
of parallel questions. In other words, asking a question Q with a narrow focus
signals that this question is part of a bigger strategy that the addressee would
like to see resolved. This means that a question Q with a narrow focus not only
raises the issue JQKo , but also presupposes the presence of a strategy JQKf .
Now the crucial assumption is that this presupposition does not only aﬀect
the meaning of the question itself, it also aﬀects what counts as a proper answer
to that question. That is, I assume that, since the question signals a particular strategy, any response to that same question should be compliant to that
strategy. In short, this means I adopt the following constraint:
(27)

Focus-Q/A congruence: An answer A is a felicitous response to a
question Q with narrow focus if (i) A resolves Q, and (ii) A answers at
least one subquestion within JQKf .

Here, an answer A resolves a question Q iﬀ A ⊆ A’ for some alternative A’ of Q.
In other words, an answer to a narrow focused question should at least partially
resolve the strategy that this question is signaled to be part of. We will see that
in the case of PolQs, JQKo ∈ JQKf and resolving JQKo therefore automatically
means answering some subquestion in JQKf . For OpenQs and AltQs, this will
not be the case: the alternatives in JQKo will be too weak to answer any of the
subquestions signaled by these questions.
4.2

F-marking in polar disjunctive questions

In what follows, I assume that polar disjunctive questions either involve narrow
focus on the whole disjunction as in (28a), or broad focus as in (28b). I address
these diﬀerent cases in turn.
(28)

a.
b.

Did [John or Mary]F drink the coﬀee?
[Did John or Mary drink coﬀee]F ?

✓PolQ
✓PolQ

Given the considerations discussed in Section 3, I assume that disjunction generates alternatives in its o-value even in the absence of f-marking. I moreover
assume that the standard question operator Q is present in the left periphery
of polar (disjunctive) questions. Now the problem with these two assumptions
is that Q takes a proposition, while the clause that Q applies to will be a set
of propositions, exactly because disjunction generates alternatives. To deal with
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this, I assume that, to then avoid a type-mismatch in the case of disjunctive
questions, the alternatives generated by the disjunction first have to be flattened out by ∃ before Q can be applied. The LF of (28) will therefore be as in
(29), which will give us an ordinary value as in (29a). I then assume that in the
case of broad focus, the f-value will simply be the singleton set containing the
o-value, thus giving us (29b).
(29)

Q [ ∃ [Did John or Mary drink coﬀee]CP ] ?
a. J(29)Ko = {| j or m drank coﬀee |, | neither drank coﬀee |}
b. J(29)Kf = {{| j or m drank coﬀee |, | neither drank coﬀee |}}

This means that such a question signals that there is a strategy containing only
one question, namely the polar question which is the same as the denotation of
the question itself. Answering this polar question therefore means resolving the
whole strategy, and we can therefore answer with just yes or no.
In the case of narrow focus on the whole disjunction, we derive something
similar, except that in this case, the f-value of the disjunction as a whole will
be the whole domain De . Since I assumed that JQKf = {JQKo }, ∃ does not have
to show up in the f-value of this question: the question operator Q can now
simply apply pointwise to each of the alternatives in JCP Kf . This means that
the f-value of (30) will be the set of polar questions as shown in (30b) (where ?φ
abbreviates the set {|φ|, |¬φ|})
(30)

Q [ ∃ [Did [John or Mary]F drink the coﬀee]CP ] ?
a. J(30)Ko = {| j or m drank coﬀee |, | neither drank coﬀee |}
b. J(30)Kf = {?(Cj ∨ Cm), ?(Cb ∨ Cj), ?(Cb ∨ Cm), ?Cj, ...}

I assume here that, because the f-marked phrase is a disjunction, alternatives
will have the form of a disjunction as well. This question therefore signals that
the disjunctive polar question is part of a strategy which asks whether each
(disjunctive) alternative drank coﬀee. Answering this polar question partially
resolves this strategy, as it addresses the question ?(Cj ∨ Cm).
4.3

F-marking in AltQs and OpenQs

Both OpenQs and AltQs will be assumed to have the following LF:
(31)

Q [ ∃ [Did [JohnF or MaryF ]DisjP drink coﬀee]CP ]
a. J(31)Ko = {| j or m drank coﬀee |, | neither drank coﬀee |}
b. J(31)Kf = {?Cj, ?Cm, ?Cb, ...}

In this case, both John and Mary generate focus alternatives in their f-values. I
assume that the f-value of the disjunction corresponds to union, which will then
give us that JDisjP Kf = De . Here, we then get that the f-value of the whole
question will again be a set of polar questions. However, note that in this case,
the polar question ?(Cj ∨ Cm) is not a member of the f-value of (31). For this
reason, answering that either John or Mary drank the coﬀee will resolve J(31)Ko ,
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but it will not answer any questions in the presupposed strategy. Answering with
just John or just Mary, on the other hand, will both resolve J(31)Ko and answer
at least one Q ∈ J(31)Kf .
However, we now predict that we can answer such a disjunctive question with
an utterance like Bill drank the coﬀee as well. Even though this seems correct
for disjunctive questions that have rising pitch accents on each disjunct, it does
not make the correct predictions for alternative questions, i.e. for questions in
which the final pitch accent is falling. I therefore add one more component to the
account laid out above, namely the assumption that a final falling pitch accent
has the eﬀect of domain restriction (see [13] for a proposal along similar lines).
To do so, I distinguish between diﬀerent types of foci that are associated with
diﬀerent intonational patterns.
Following [20], I assume that disjunctive statement form lists, which can
either be open or closed. I then assume that a falling pitch accent on the final
disjunct signals list closure by signalling that the alternatives mentioned in the
list are the only relevant ones. Even though list closure is often tied to the falling
boundary tone [5], I would like to suggest instead that list closure aﬀects focus
alternatives: closure intonation restricts focus alternatives to those generated
in the ordinary value. For concreteness, I therefore assume that the final pitch
accent signals the presence of a closure operator Γ , which scopes over the whole
disjunction and restricts the domain f-alternatives to o-alternatives:
(32)

J[φ1 or φ2 or...or φn ]Γ Kf = Jφ1 or φ2 or...or φn Ko

Understood in this way, the f-value of an AltQ like (2a) will signal that the
current strategy will simply be the set containing two PolQs: {?Cj, ?Cm}. This
means that an answer to an AltQ has to answer a least one of these subquestions.
Simply answering with the disjunctive statement John or Mary will therefore
not suﬃce. Instead, an answer to such a question will have to be either John or
Mary. Moreover, answering with Sue will also not do, because it will not address
any of the relevant subquestions either.

5

Conclusion

In short, I argued above that relying on diﬀerences in the underlying syntax
to account for the PolQs-AltQ-OpenQ contrast won’t work. We therefore need
to make reference to the semantics of focus to account for the interpretation of
AltQs: the alternatives in AltQs would have to be introduced via f-marking. I
also argued that this is not a trivial task: disjunctive alternatives should not
be equated to focus alternatives, because we need the introduction of these
alternatives even in the absence of f-marking. Moreover, deriving the alternatives
of AltQs from focus alternatives directly would require a crucially diﬀerent eﬀect
of f-marking in PolQs and WhQs: focus alternatives should never enter into the
denotation of these questions, but intuitively should situate them within an
overarching discourse instead. I therefore argued that f-marking in PolQs and
WhQs signals how these questions are substrategies to resolve a higher level
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strategy. This meant that answers to such questions need to address at least one
substrategy signalled by these questions. I then also showed how the semantics
of OpenQs can be derived making very similar assumptions: In OpenQs, not all
resolutions address the strategy signaled by these questions themselves, which
is why these questions only allow for slightly stronger answers that resolve both
the question itself and address the overall strategy that question is part of. For
AltQs, I argued that things worked out in a similar way if we assumed that the
fall accents indicates removal of focus alternatives.
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